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Abstract 
This analysis of critical issues in the plea bargaining con
troversy is based on data obtained in six jurisdictions in
cluding structured observations of 711 in-court accept
ances of guilty pleas; structured interviews with a total 
of over 200 judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, defend
ants, and police officers; a plea bargaining decision simu
lation and quasi-experiment administered to 138 prosecu
tors and 105 defense attorneys; and a statistical analysis 
of case me data from 3,397 robbery and burglary cases. 
The findings suggest that plea bargaining cannot be abol
ished but can be changed. The policy choices are: how 
much of a concession should be given to defendants; 
which criminal justice official should give it; and what 
procedures are necessary to safeguard against the institu
tional weaknesses of the plea bargaining system. 

Eliminating or severely restricting plea bargaining 
among prosecutors appears to force judges to increase 
the size of the sentencing discount used to induce 
pleas-from 14 percent in a jurisdiction where prosecu
tors regularly make charge concessions to 138 percent 
and 334 percent in jurisdictions where prosecutorial bar
gaining is restricted or eliminated. In jurisdictions where 
prosecutors' offices have established explicit policies for
tified with centralized managerial control over the deci
sionmaking of their assistants, plea bargaining is freer of 
some of its controversial characteristics including inac
curate charging; manipulation of charges solely for pur
poses of plea bargaining; obtaining convictions in cases 
where the evidentiary strength is weaker than it could 
be; and failure to make a record of the plea agreement. 

The practice of plea bargaining is neither as bad as its 
critics fear nor as good as its reformers hope. The deci
sions of prosecutors and defense counsel regarding 
whether to plea bargain a case and on what terms is not 
as haphazard as it may appear. There is considerable 
agreement among and between the two types of attor
neys as to what factors are important and how much 
weight to attach to them in deciding the appropriate dis
position of cases. Prosecutors systematically take into ac'
count the seriousness of the criminal and the crime as 
well as the evidentiary strength of the case. Defense 
counsel consider these same factors but also look for 
characteristics of their clients or the case upon which to 
base a special appeal for an even more lenient disposi-

v 

tion. When presented with the same hypothetical cases 
prosecutors and defense counsel were in remarkable 
agreement in their estimates of the probability of convic
tion in those versions of the cases where the evidentiary 
strength of the case was strong. But in the weaker ver
sion there were significant differences among and be
tween them. 

Also, contrary to expectations, prosecutors given the 
weak version of the cases were not more likely than 
those given the strong version to recommend it be plea 
bargained (rather than dismissed or taken to trial). Thus, 
the description of the "plastic, exploding" character of 
plea offers when cases are weak and the "half-a-Ioar' 
hypothesis were not supported by the fmdings. Similarly, 
the existence and significance of other reported practices 
are questioned by the present study. Prosecutors do not 
appear to engage in elaborate frauds or substantially de
ceptive practices in order to bluff defendants into plead
ing guilty. Defense attorneys do not engage in "court 
busting." The "overcharging" of prosecutors does not 
involve unethical or unlawful conduct. The problem lies 
with the concept of "overcharging" itself. Existing na
tional standards for the charging decision require incon
sistent purposes of the charging decision which can be 
regarded as "overcharging." Much of what is referred to 
as "overcharging" involves cases in which there are ac
curate charges with supportable evidence, but as a 
matter of local policy these cases involve types of crimes 
or criminals who are regularly disposed of with less seri
ous charges. 

One major reform of plea bargaining has been to in
crease the judge's responsibility for. assuring the fairness 
of the process. Before accepting guilty pleas judges are 
to inquire as to whether the pleas are intelligent, volun
tary, and accurate. Our observations indicate that this 
reform has resulted in a much lengthier and more careful 
plea acceptance process than once occurred. Defendants 
entering pleas are usually informed by the judge of at 
least one of their constitutional rights (70 percent); of the 
nature of the charges (69 percent); and may be told of 
the maximum possible sentence (48 percent). They were 
usually (65 percent) asked if any threat or pressures had 
caused them to plead guilty. Usually (71 percent) the 
spedfic terms of any plea agreement were entered into 

L-______________________________________ ~ __ ~ ____ ~~~~ ________________ ~ _______ , ___ . ___ ~, __ ~ ____________________________ ~ ___________ ~. 
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the record; and usually a factual basis for the plea was 
established by asking the defendant if he committed the 
offense. 

This increase in judicial supervision of the gUilty plea 
process is undoubtedly a salutary development. But 
there is less here than meets the eye. Pleas that are "vol
untary" under these standard~ are not free from pres-

vi 

sures or inducements. Virtually all defendants still plead 
gUilty to obtain the inducements offered by the state. In 
establishing the factual basis for pleas, judges do not ex
amine the strength of the state's case. In responding to 
the plea acceptance inquiries of judges, defendants say 
what their counsel have told them to say in order to get 
the promised bargain. Also, despite the required judicial 
inquiries, pleas are rarely re;jected (2 percent). 
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Chapter One 
The Plea Bargaining 

Controversy 

Introduction 
Plea bargaining has been a controversial i~sue in the ad
mbiistration of criminal justice for at least a half century 
and seems destined to remain a perenniai soutce of mis
understanding, public anxiety and scholarly disagree
ment. This fate is not for want of research or scholarly 
interest in the topic. In the United States there have 
been three main periods of intense research on plea bar
gaining: the 1920's and 30's; the 1950's and 60's, and the 
1970's. Each era has identified shortcomings, dangers, 
and abuses associated with plea bargaining, and each has 
had its share of critics condemning the practice. But at 
the same time there has also been a continuing recogni
tion that plea bargaining can serve useful and just pur
poses. Thus, rather than supporting the abolition of plea 
bargaining, some commentators have recommended re
forms designed to minimize or eliminate dangers and 
abuses associated with it but leave the essence of the 

ished for going to trial rather than pleading guilty. 
There is even disagreement at the most fundamental 
level of all, language. The very definition of key terms 
in the plea bargaining controversy is in dispute. Two 
key terms, namely "plea bargaining" itself and "over
charging," are subject to a number of different uses and 

interpretations. 

Given the complexity of the controversy, no single 
study is likely to address all the issues involved or even 
be definitive on a sample of issues. Rather, at this stage 
in the development of the literature, authors must con
tent themselves with the nonillustrious task of retracing 
old paths. With the help of new anc sometimes more 
robust data, they must reexamine the terrain long since 
identified with the names of the trailblazers in the field. 
Their joy must be the muted satisfaction of confirming 
or challenging established truths; revising some beliefs; 
extending others; and occasionally adding new insights, 

plea bargaining system intact. 

The controversy over plea bargaining is complex. It in
volves bot11 m:::.tters of fact about how plea bargaining 
actually does or could work and matters of policy re
garding whether plea bargaining should be allowed to 
operate and, if so, according to what set of blueprints. 
For instance, while there are differences of opinion as to 
whether plea bargaining should be allowed to exist, 
there are also disagreements over the related question of 
whether it is even possible to eliminate plea bargaining. 
Among people willing to accept the plea bargaining 
system with modifications there are disagreements over 
what modifications are appropriate; who should do the 
plea bargaining; what considerations should be given; 
and under what circumstances and with what procedural 
protections it should be done. Among researchers there 
are disagreements over how plea bargaining actually op
erates; for example, whether defendants are in fact pun-

clarifications and perspectives. 

This report, "Plea Bargaining: Critical Issues and 
Common Practices," is such a work. It does not address 
or even enumerate all the issues related to plea bargain
ing. Rather, we have selected issues which revolve 
around the question of abolishing or reforming plea bar
gaining. This focus, of course, did not automatically 
specify a 11st of issues. Additional choices were made on 
the basis of both practical constraints arising from the 
available data and resources for this study, and the au
thor's judgment regarding the relative importance of 

certain topics. 

OUf report is based on a secondary analysis of the data 
collected by the plea bargaining study of the Institute of 
Criminal Law and Procedure of Georgetown University, 
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primarily upon Phase II of that study.l The Georgetown 
researchers collected qualitative and Quantitative data on 
many aspects of plea bargaining fraIL .nany perspectives. 
Our choice of issues was necessarily limited by theirs, 
and theirs was influenced by the abolitionist and reform
ist arguments. Without taking a position on whether plea 
bargaining should (or could) be abolished, the George
town researchers set out to determine whether the foun
dation for the abolishment argument was as solid as it 
appeared in the literature and in the mind of the general 
public. 

Were prosecutors "giving away city hall"? Was the 
safety of the community routinely compromised by plea 
bargaining? Were these perceptions of the general public 
well founded or were prosecutors and other criminal 
justice officials more rational in their decisionmaking 
than it appeared? Were the reports in the literature about 
"court busting" by defense attorneys and "bluffing" by 
prosecutors accurate? Were defendants being punished 
more severely for going to trial than if they had pleaded 
gUilty? Had the "no plea bargaining" experiments really 
worked? Was it possible to adequately reform plea bar
gaining short of abolishing it? Did the major reforms and 
experimental programs regarding plea bargaining actual
ly change the plea bargaining systems where they had 
been implemented? Was plea bargaining different in sig
nificant ways in jurisdictions where it was regulated by 
guidelines in the prosecutor's office? Was it different in 
jurisdictions where there was thorough initial case 
screening? Was it different where judges had been given 
an extended role in supervising the taking of guilty 
pleas? 

Plea bargaining is a complex topic involving numerous 
issues with threads leading off to still other issues. There 
is no rank order of importance among the many ques
tions which arise, nor is there any single critical issue 
that, if settled, would quiet all of the anxieties about plea 
bargaining. Consequently any selection of issues to be 
addressed is necessarily arbitrary. Some issues can be ad
dressed quickly and simply while others require length
ier analyses. Differences in the length of the analyses are 
irrelevant to the significance of the issue. Because of the 
differences in the complexity of the issues as well as the 

1 Phase I of that study was supported by Grant Number 75-NI-99-
0129 from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice (now National Institute of Justice) to the Institute of Criminal 
Law and Procedure, Georgetown University. The report of that part 
of the study is contained in Miller, McDonald, and Cramer, Plea Bar
gaining in the United States. 1978. Phase II of that study was supported 
by Grant Number 77-N-99-0049. While a report of this research was 
submitted to the National Institute of Justice in February 1980. that 
report was not published. A copy is on file with the Georgetown Insti
tute of Criminal Law and Procedure. 
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amount and nature of the data available to examine 
them, it is not practical to divide this report into sepa
rate chapters for each issue. The report has been divided 
into six chapters as follows: 

Chapter One presents a summary of the major findings; 
discusses the history of the controversy over plea bar
gaining; defines plea bargaining; and explains the meth
odology of the study and gives some background on the 
study sites. 

Chapter Two focuses on several issues related to the 
charging process and its relationship to plea bargaining. 
These include early scrutiny of cases, questionable 
charging practices referred to as "overcharging," and 
the effect of increased formalization and centralized 
policy control within prosecutors' offices. The belief that 
if discretion is restricted at one stage of the process it 
will be compensated for in other ways is also discussed. 

Chapter Three follows up the matter of charging further 
by focusing on the specific allegation that a common fea
ture of plea bargaining is prosecutorial bluffing. 

Chapter Four examines how the plea bargaining deci
sions of prosecutors and defense attorneys are reached. 
It analyzes what factors are influential in that decision
making process; whether the process differs by type of 
attorney; and whether it is as arbitrary as some descrip
tions make it appear. 

Chapter Five analyzes the question of whether defend
ants who plead guilty are given less severe sentences 
than those who are convicted after trial. This sent "';ce 
differential is examined both objectively and sUbjective
ly. Also, the chapter addresses the question of what hap
pens to the differential when the prosecutor's office re
stricts its charge bargaining or eliminates plea bargaining 
altogether. 

Finally, Chapter Six examines what some reformers be
lieved would be a major solution to a critical weakness 
in the plea bargaining system. It analyzes the extent to 
which the increased degree of judicial supervision of the 
guilty plea process has offset the danger of false convic
tion. 

Historical review 

The crime commissions of the 1920's and 30's (e.g., 
Pound and Frankfurter, 1922; Missouri Association for 
Criminal Justice, 1926; Illinois Crime Survey, 1929; and 
U.S. National Commission on Law Observance and En
forcement, 1931) documented the existence and central 
place of plea bargaining. They established that most jus
tice was not the product of trial by jury but rather was 

the result of decisions to plea bargain, dismiss, or not 
accept cases. They found that of everyone hundred ar
rests only 8 percent to 37 percent resulted in convic
tions; and of all convictions only 14 percent to 50 per
cent were the result of trials (U.S. National Commission 
on Law Observance and Enforcement, 1931). Most con
victions were the result of defendants pleading guilty, 
and it was believed that in most of these cases there had 
been some consideration given to the defendant in ex
change for his guilty plea. One important consideration 
appeared to be sentence leniency. The commissions had 
analyzed sentencing practices and found substantial dif
ferentials in sentences between defendants convicted at 
trial and those who pleaded guilty to the same offense. 
The pleaders got lighter sentences.2 

It was also established that a crucial component of this 
new system of justice by guilty plea had developed 
during the nineteenth century. New York statistics 
(Moley, 1929:164) showed the transformation of the jury 
trial system into the guilty plea system. In 1839, 22 per
cent of the convictions for the entire State of New York 
were the result of guilty pleas. By 1869 this increased to 
70 percent; and by 1920 it was 88 percent. 

Having described the guilty plea system, however, the 
commissions did not recommend its elimination. They 
were surprised at the statistical insignificance of the jury 
trial as the means for dispensing American justice. They 
were concerned about the enormous potential for abuse 
of power, and about inefficiencies, political influence, 
and the competence of prosecutors. In this regard they 
were as concerned about the numerous cases that were 
rejected or dismissed as they were about the guilty plea 
cases. They wanted greater accountability in the system 
and recommended that reasons be given as to why these 
various discretionary decisions were made in individual 
cases. 3 

In keeping with their systemwide approach to the under
standing of the administration of justice, they recognized 
the connection between the initial screening (charging) 
process and the pattern of case dispositions (including 
dismissals, pleas and trials). They realized that the 
volume of cases being referred to the urban courts had 
far exceeded the courts' capacities and that dismissals 
and guilty pleas were ways of disposing of the excess 
caseloads. Rather than recommend the elimination of the 

• For details of these analyses see Chapter 5, Differential Sentencing, 
infra. 

o The importance attached to this solution to the problem of discretion 
can be seen in a study done by Weintraub and Tough (1941). One of 
their main findings was that reasons for discretionary decisions were 
not being recorded in the case files. 
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guilty plea system, they recommended that the initial 
screening process be improved. Prosecutors should 
review cases shortly after arrest and only accept those 
cases where evidentiary strength was much more than 
the minimal legal standard necessary for arrest, namely, 
probable cause. 

The guilty plea system was criticized by some of these 
early writers, as Alschuler (1979) has shown. The Illinois 
Crime Survey (1929:318) argued that plea negotiation 
"gives notice to the criminal population of Chicago that 
the criminal law and the instrumentalities for its enforce
ment do not really mean business. This, it would seem, is 
a pretty direct encouragement to crime." Dean Justin 
Miller (1927:72) wrote: 

"There can be no doubt that [our low visibility 
system of administering criminal justice] is danger
ous, both to the rights of individuals and to orderly, 
stable government. . . . The necessity for making a 
good record . . . may well result in prosecutors 
overlooking the rights, privileges and immunities of 
the poor, ignorant fellow who . . . is induced to 
confess crime and plead guilty through the hope of 
reward or fear of extreme punishment." 

But on the other hand, while it was being pointed out 
that many cases were "compromised" through laziness, 
politics, or ignorance, it was also noted that there are a 
number of "valid" reasons for the prosecutor to "com
promise" certain cases. Dean Miller himself (1927), as 
well as Professors Jerome Hall (1935) and Newman 
Baker (1933), contributed to the list of justifications for 
plea bargaining. These include the following: 

(a) the inadequacy of the prosecutor's office's resources 
to handle caseloads; 

(b) the public burden of jury and witness duties; 

(c) overloaded court dockets; 

(d) weakness in the state's case which could result in ac
quittal (hence, a "half-a-loaf is better than none at all"); 

(e) mitigating circumstances present in certain cases but 
unrecognized in the statutes. 

The second era of empirical interest in plea bargaining 
occurred in the 1950's and 60's. During this period a 
split emerged between reformers and abolitionists. Some 
writers described the plea bargaining system and its rela
tive merits but withheld jUdging it. Other writers made 
similar assessments but concluded that the system was 
useful and necessary although in need of reform. Still 
others concentrated on the weaknesses and supported 
abolition. 



In his classic study, Donald Newman (1966) described in 
detail the operation of the guilty plea systems in three 
states. His analysis is relatively detached and impartial. 
He describes the process; points out its advantages and 
disadvantages; identifies certain weaknesses; and notes 
that even with these remedied there would still remain 
the fundamental question' of "whether bargaining for 
guilty pleas is a proper form of criminal justice adminis
tration" (1966:236). He does not offer an opinion on this 
question. But others did. 

Writing for President Johnson's Crime Commission 
(President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad
ministration of Justice, 1967b:117) Enker described plea 
bargaining as serving many useful ends. He also enumer
ated some of the costs of the system, but on balance he 
felt the benefits outweigh the costs. He and the Johnson 
Commission did not recommend abolition but reform. 

. . . I have suggested that plea bargaining serves 
several useful ends: It eases the administrative 
burden of crowded court dockets; it preserves the 
meaningfulness of the trial process for those cases in 
which there is a real basis for disputes; it furnishes 
defendants a vehicle to mitigate the system's harsh
ness, whether the harshness stems from callous in
fliction of excessive punishment or from the occa
sional inequities inherent in a system of law based 
upon general rules; and it affords the defense par
ticipation in and control over an unreviewable proc
ess that often gives the appearance of fiat and arbi
trariness. These are not insignificant accomplish
ments. 
But we have also seen that the system pays a price 
for these accomplishments. It bears a risk, the extent 
of which is unknown, that innocent defendants may 
plead guilty; negotiation becomes directed to the 
issue of how many years a plea is worth rather than 
to any meaningful sentencing goals; factual informa
tion relating to the individual characteristics and 
needs of the partiCUlar defendant are often never de
veloped; and a sense of purposelessness and lack of 
control pervades the entire process. This is a high 
price. 

Enker (1967:119) sees the problems with the plea bar
gaining system as not inherent in or limited to the nego
tiation system itself. Rather they are the result of prob
lems in the context in which it arises, namely, the broad
er sentencing process. 

The absence or "legal standards to govern the exer
cise of individualized correction," both procedural 
and substantive, the SUbjectivism and unreviewabil
ity of most sentencing decisions, and the failure to 
articulate goals beyond the most general and un
helpful are not only attributes of plea bargaining but 
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are endemic to the entire peno-correctional process. 
It is precisely because of this ambiguity in ihe total 
process that it lends itself to the kind of manipUla
tion described above. 
The ultimate answers to the problems [of plea bar
gaining] cannot come from mere tinkering with the 
process of negotiation but must be sought in im
provement of the total process. 

Similarly the Johnson Commission (1967a:135) issued a 
separate list of useful functions and potential abuses of 
the plea negotiation system and also concluded that 
overall the system should be maintained although re
formed. 

Plea negotiations can be conducted fairly and 
openly, can be consistent with sound law enforce
ment policy, and can bring a worthwhile flexibility 
to the disposition of offenders. [But in many juris
dictions] it is desirable for judges and prosecutors to 
reexamine existing practices. 
Negotiations should be more careful and thorough, 
broader, and preferably held early in the proceed
ings. 
[Plea discussions should be between prosecutors and 
defense counsel and] should thoroughly assess the 
facts underlying the prosecutor's case, consider in
formation on the offender's background and correc
tional needs, and explore all available correctional 
alternatives as well as review the charge to which 
the plea will be entered. 
[The negotiated plea agreement] should be openly 
acknowledged and fully presented to the judge for 
review before the plea is entered. 
The judge's function is to ins.ure the appropriateness 
of the correctional disposition reached by the par
ties and to guard against any tendency of the pros
ecutor to overcharge or to be excessively lenient. 
The judge should satisfy himself and insure that the 
record indicates that there is a factual basis for the 
plea, that the defendant understands the charge and 
the consequences of his plea, and where there has 
been an agreement on sentence that the agreed dis
position appears within the reasonable range of sen
tencing appropriateness. 

Echoing an idea that had been advanced in the 1920's 
the Commission (1967a:133) also noted that the problem 
of overcrowded court dockets could be partially re
lieved by improved early screening procedures by pros
ecutors. 

In the year following the Johnson Crime Commission's 
endorsement of the plea negotiation system, Professor 
Alschuler (1968:52) published his influential study of 
plea bargaining. His "admittedly unorthodox position 

[was] that plea bargaining should be abolished." The jus
tification for his position was to be a comprehensive 
analysis of the guilty plea system and its alternatives. He 
cautioned readers that his justification was so lengthy 
that only a portion of it was contained in his initial 62-
page law review article. Thus there is some risk of over
simplifying his objections in any attempt to summarize 
them. Nevertheless, some sense of his argument needs to 
be given. 

He presents a list of the "horrors of the guilty-plea 
system" (1968:64). Included among them are the prac
tices of bluffing and overcharging by prosecutors as well 
as their willingness to magnify pressures to plead guilty 
if an acquittal appears likely. Also, there is the danger of 
false conviction against which the safeguards of the plea 
negotiation system are in his view inadequate. The pri
mary source of weakness is the fact that the strength of 
the state's case significantly affects the plea bargaining 
decision. When cases are weak the main protection 
against false conviction is the personal opinion of the 
prosecutor that the defendant committed the crime. But 
he notes (1968:59) that in such circumstances prosecutors 
"seem to exhibit a remarkable disregard for the danger 
of false conviction." As for the flexibility of the system 
which Enker and others regarded as beneficial, Als
chuler (1968:71) writes: 

The flexibility of today's guilty-plea system would 
be duplicated if our society abandoned t~aditional 
legal restrictions and gave its judges the powers of 
Solomon ... [A] lawless system of courtroom jus
tice would have most of the advantages that Profes
sor Enker perceives in the gUilty-plea system and 
fewer of its faults." 

In the 1970's the split between the reformers and the 
abolitionists continued with the latter gaining momen
tum. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals (1973) recommended that 
plea bargaining be abolished no later than 1978. Several 
jurisdictions announced "no plea bargaining" policies 
were being inaugurated. But at the same time reforms 
were being introduced either by prosecutorial policy, 
new case law requirements, or experiments supported by 
the National Institute of Justice. Also during this period 
there was a burst of additional studies of plea bargaining. 
Some evaluated the new experimental policies. Others 
probed more deeply into the actual operation of plea 
bargaining. In June 1978 a Special National Workshop 
on plea bargaining was convened at French Lick, Indi
ana, by the National Institute of Justice.4 Scholars and 

4 The papers of this conference have been published in 13 Law and So
ciety Review (1978). 

practitioners assembled to assess the state of the knowl
edge about plea bargaining. They found that despite a 
half century of research and commentary, the controver
sy over plea bargaining persisted. The split between the 
reformers and the abolitionists continued, but it was evi
dent that academics had become more sympathetic to 
plea bargaining than had been the case. 

In introducing the papers from the French Lick confer-
. ence, Feeley (1978:204) notes that none of them provides 

definite answers. They probe the questions more deeply. 
In this controversial topic, there are no definitive an
swers. Rather there has been a slow accumulation of evi
dence about how the system operates and how it re
sponds to new policies. The present study does not pur
port to be definitive but rather only to contribute new 
insights into our understanding of plea bargaining. 
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Plea bargaining defined 

Two of the more controversial aspects of plea bargain
ing are its name and its definition. At one time the prac
tice of negotiating for guilty pleas was referred to as 
"compromising" or "settling" cases. When we began, it 
was called "plea bargaining." Today the fashion is to 
refer to it as "plea negotiation." Some practitioners, es
pecially prosecutors, prefer not to use this rubric because 
it sounds bad and is misleading. The public gets morally 
outraged at the thought of "bargaining" with criminals, 
and negotiated agreements are not necessarily "bar
gains." We shall use the phrases "plea bargaining" or 
"plea negotiation" interchangeably. 

Of course it is not the name but the essence of the prac
tice that is important. Discussions about plea negotia
tions with some American practitioners and with foreign 
justice officials often require one to avoid the use of 
labels like "plea bargaining" altogether and instead talk 
in terms of the essence of the practice. Otherwise, one 
may be led to believe that no "plea bargaining" by any 
name occurs in the jurisdictions at issue. Some officials 
maintain that the law in action is identical to the law on 
the books. 

In our search for an adequate definition of plea bargain
ing we began with Newman's (1966:60). He wrote: 

The negotiated plea implies a preconviction bargain 
between state and accused whereby the defendant 
trades a plea of guilty for a reduction in charge, a 
promise of sentencing leniency, or some other con
cession from full, maximum implementation of the 
conviction and sentencing authority of the court. 
However, it should be noted that in any waiver of 
trial even without overt negotiation there may be an 
implicit bargain in the form of a reasonable expecta-

,. 
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tion of sentencing leniency on the part of the of
fender and an established practice by the court of 
showing differential leniency to defendants who 
plead guilty in contrast to those who demand trial. 

We modified Newman's definition only slightly. In our 
view a negotiated plea occurs when a defendant enters a 
guilty plea with the reasonable expectation of receiving 
some consideration from the state. This definition has 
certain advantages. It is cast in general terms which 
allow for most-but not all-of the various ways in 
which plea bargaining is done to be subsumed within it. 
The presence or absence of plea bargaining does not 
depend upon whether various nonessential conditions 
obtain, such as differences in the nature of the consider
ation given; differences in which official does the negoti
ating; or differences in the degree of explicitness or spec
ificity of the consideration. The usual consideration will 
be some form of differential sentencing (i.e., leniency in 
exchange for the plea), but other considerations might be 
given. The only limit on the nature of the consideration 
given is the imaginations of the people involved. 

The primary disadvantage of our definition is that it is 
cast in terms of guilty pleas. This is overly restrictive. In 
some jurisdictions at home and abroad (see Goldstein 
and Marcus, 1977) some trials are more like guilty pleas 
than trials. S Defendants learn that if they agree not to 
contest the trial they will receive more lenient sentences 
than they might if they challenge the cases against them. 
These cases get counted as trials and help maintain the 
appearance of a trial system, but they involve the essen
tial feature of the guilty plea system, namely, defendants 
are induced to minimize the state's burden in convicting 
them by being offered some benefit from the state in ex
change. 

In sum, then, the test of whether there has been a "plea 
bargain" is whether a defendant has reasonable grounds 
to believe that he or she will receive some perceived 
benefit from the state by pleading guilty or not contest
ing the case against him or her. A defendant's belief 
could be reasonable even if there has been no overt ne
gotiation and even if an official "no plea bargaining" 
policy was in effect. If a general belief in differential sen
tencing (or other considerations) had existed in the 
recent past in that jurisdiction or in other jurisdictions 
with which the defendant was familiar and that belief 
persisted despite changes in local policy, a defendant 
might be justified in concluding that he or she would 
benefit from his or her plea (either from the local judge 
or from the parole board or governor). The point at 

• For a description of these trials in Baltimore County, see Chapter 6 
infra. 
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which defendant's belief becomes unreasonable cannot 
be easily defined. Thus our definition is somewhat open
ended in this respect, but this reflects the reality it at
tempts to define. Moreover, it underscores the point that 
it is the perception of the defendant which influences his 
or her decisions. Consequently, jurisdictions which have 
relied on guilty pleas in the past or are part of a larger 
system which continues to rely on them cannot suddenly 
claim to have eliminated plea bargaining by changing 
policies. 

Methodology 

This study is a secondary analysis of data gathered by 
the Georgetown Plea Bargaining Study. That original 
study used four methods: semi-structured interviews; 
structured observations; a statistical analysis of data from 
court case files; and a decision-simulation technique 
which incorporated a quasi-experimental design. Data 
from each of those sources have been used in this cur
rent report. All of the instruments used in the original 
study are available in a separate report entitled, The 
Study of Plea Bargaining in Local Jurisdictions: A Self 
Study Manual (Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure, 
1978). 

The original study had two phases. During the first 
phase 30 jurisdictions were visited for brief open-ended 
interviews with prosecutors, judges, and defense attor
neys. That study developed a classification of plea bar
gaining systems and a clarification of basic issues in need 
of in-depth analysis (Miller, McDonald and Cramer, 
1978). The second phase of the study conducted in-depth 
analyses in six jurisdictions. The sites were chosen to 
represent a continuum in terms of the degree of formali
zation of the prosecutor's office. By formalization was 
meant the degree to which the prosecutor's office had 
implemented and enforced formal written policies gov
erning decisionmaking regarding plea bargaining (or 
other) decisions and/or the degree to which the execu
tive level prosecutors reviewed and controlled the deci
sions of their assistants. This factor was used as a pri
mary basis for selection because of its potential policy 
significance. Reformers have suggested that the control 
of prosecutorial decisionmaking through office policy is 
desirable and could bring consistency and control to the 
plea bargaining process (see, e.g., Katz et aI., 1972). 

No quantitative measure of the degree of formalization 
was used. Rather selections for five of the six sites were 
made on the basis of field visits to potential sites in 
which executive level and assistant prosecutors were 
asked about the existing office policies and the office's 
review and control of decisions. The sixth site, El Paso 
County, Texas, was selected because of its "no plea bar-
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gaining" policy under which both the prosecutor's office 
and the judges refused to plea bargain. Because this 
poli~y basically eliminated the usual plea bargaining dis
cretion and because the office had controlled its initial 
screening through policy, the EI Paso prosecutor's office 
was placed at the high end of our continuum of formali
zation. 

We believe that the rank order of jurisdictions which re
sulted from our assessment is accurate. If it is in error it 
involves at most a reversal of the ordering of contigu~us 
pairs of jurisdictions. The ranking in terms of decreasing 
degree of formalization is as follows: EI Paso County, 

Texas} New Orleans, Louisiana; Seattle (King County), 
Washmgton; Tucson (Pima County), Arizona; Delaware 
C:0?nty, Pennsylvania; Norfolk (independent city), Vir
glma. 

In addition to formalization, other factors influenced the 
final selection of the five sites (other than EI Paso). 
These included: cooperation from the prosecutor's 
office; regional differences among sites; and jurisdictions 
able to produce a combination of 700 or more robbery 
and burglary cases that went to guilty plea or trial per 
year. Selected features of the six sites which were 
chosen are presented in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 Selected Characteristics of the Six Study Jurisdictions-1976 

EIPaso New Orleans 

Population 359,000 562,000 
Square miles 1,058 305 
Estimated annual Indlct- 808 5,063 

ments/lnformatlons filed 
No. felony Judges 2.5 10 
No. prosecutors 13 63 
% Conviction robbery & 85% 81% 

burglary by guilty plea 
No. felony trials per year 229 1,069 
Two tier court? Yes Yes 
Type of defense counsel & Public 65% 

estimated % of defend- Assigned 80% Assigned 10% 
ants covered Retained 20% Retained 25% 

Any prosecutorlal restrlc- Yes, plea Yes, limited 
tlons on plea bargaining bargaining charge 

prphibited. bargaining. 

The selection of persons to be mterviewed on site was 
designed to assure a thorough understanding of plea bar
gaining in that jurisdiction. The sampling was purposeful 
and jurisdiction-specific. Within each site interviews 
~ere conducted with a target of ten prosecutors, ten 
Judges, ten defense attorneys, and ten defendants, and 
from two to five police officers. The prosecutors inter
viewed were selected. from among the executive and line 
staffs and the staffs of special programs such as screen
ing units. The judicial officers interviewed included both 
judges of courts of general jurisdiction and ones from 
the lower courts. The defense attorneys included both 
assigned counsel and public defenders. The defendants 
were all interviewed after their convictions and were 
usually serving time at a state facility. The police offi
cers interviewed were patrol-level or middle command
level officers. 
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Jurisdiction 
Seattle Tucson Delaware Norfolk 

(King Co.) County 

1,157,000 500,000 600,000 285,500 
2,131 9,240 184 52 
4,500 2,309 3,000 2,800 

8 7 4 3 
69 39 30 15 
86% 87% 80% 78% 

4,567 270 491 648 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Public 64% Public 70% 
Assigned 16% ASSigned 3% Public 65% Assigned 75% 
Retained 20% Retained 27% Retained 35% Retained 25% 
Yes, for high Yes, for career Yes, but Yes, but 

impact criminals. minimal. minimal. 
cases. 

The structured observations focused on the taking of 
guilty pleas in court. The target sample size was 100 
cases per jurisdiction. In each jurisdiction, a target of 20 
plea-takings were to be done in the lower (misdemeanor) 
courts. In all jurisdictions, an attempt was made to 
divide the 100 observations among different judges up to 
a maximum of five judges. In the end, a total of 711 
plea-takings were observed. 

The individual case file data were obtained from court 
and/or prosecutors' records. The sample consists of bur
glary and robbery cases which were disposed of by 
either a guilty plea or a trial during the 18-month to 2-
year period prior to June 1977. In each jurisdiction the 
sampling plan called for the selection of up to 750 cases. 
In the end, data were collected on 3,397 cases. Burglary 
and robbery cases were chosen because of their statisti
cal frequency and because they pose a range of serious
ness of offense and can be the subject of "overcharging:' 

Ll _________________________________ ..... n:....._-.;> ____ • __ ..:\u' ___ ....... __________________ ... + ______ -' ___ -"-_______ ~ _____________ -"-___________ ~_~ __ • ______ ... 



The plea bargaining decision simulation technique is ex
plained in Chapter 4. Briefly, it involves presenting deci
sionmakers with two hypothetical cases that they must 
dispose of by plea bargaining or other means. The meth
odology allows for an analysis of the information u.;ed in 
reaching this decision and for the impact of two varia
bles which were manipulated, namely case strength and 
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the prior criminal record of the defendant. These simula
tions were administered to 138 prosecutors and 105 de
fense attorneys, of which 46 percent were from the five 
jurisdictions studied in depth. (EI Paso was excluded due 
to the ban on plea bargaining there.) The other respond
ents were obtained at national professional meetings and 
at jurisdictions convenient to the District of Columbia. 
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Chapter Two 
Charge Bargaining 

and the Case 
Screening Process 

Introduction 

Plea negotiations involving charge reductions or dismis
sals have been the focal point of much of the criticism of 
plea bargaining and the target of "no plea bargaining" 
policies instituted by prosecutors in Alaska (Rubinstein 
and White, 1980); New Orle~ns, La.; EI Paso, Tex.; 
Blackhawk County, Iowa (Iowa Law Review, 1975); 
Maricopa County (Phoenix), Ariz. (Berger, 1976); Oak
land County, Mich. (Church, 1976); and Multnomah 
County (Portland), Oreg. (Parnas and Atkins, 1978). 
Behind the criticisms of charge bargaining lies a set of 
interrelated but distinct issues which often get indiscrimi
nately lumped together as complaints about "overcharg
ing." It is difficult to assess the meaning, much less the 
validity, of some of these criticisms and suggested re
forms because of the ambiguities of language, the lack of 
unequivocal standards bf proper charging, and the diver
sity in the ways jn which the charging process is orga
nized. Although the term "overcharging" is widely used 
and regularly described in pejorative language, it has no 
universally accepted definition. Commentators and prac
titioners use it in various ways and, natUrally, reach 
problematic conclusions. 

is usually assumed or implied by the national groups that 
their standards should apply to the initial charging deci
sion (defined below) which should be controlled by the 
prosecutor. But these assumptions overlook the substan
tial diversity in the organization of the charging process 
and ignore or underestimate the impracticalities of trying 
to achieve such a standard in many jurisdictions. 

This chapter will sort out the issues behind the criticisms 
of charge bargaining and of "overcharging." It will de
scribe the charging process and show that the criticisms 
of it are part of a historically evolving debate about 
three fundamental, interrelated policy questions: whether 
there should be any plea bargaining at all; what role the 
prosecutor should play in the criminal justice process; 
and how the screening of criminal cases in the post
arrest-pretrial stage of the criminal justice process should 
be done (by whom, at what point in the process, and ac
cording to what standards). This debate consists of dif
fering opinions about the optimum (fairest, most efficient 
and effective) way to respond to the reality that the 
overwhelming majority of cases referred to the courts 
(in medium to large jurisdictions), must be disposed of 
without trial. 

Standards for proper charging that go beyond the con
stitutional minimum requirements have been promulgat- The emergence of the prosecutor 
ed by national groups. But they are not unequivocal. 
Some assign incompatible goals to the charging process. The long-term trend in the development of the urban 
None provides a clear methodology for determining (and suburban) criminal justice system has been for the 
whether their standards are being met. Most fail to iden- public prosecutor to emerge as the official. He or she 
tify which decision they regard as the charging decision. has become the official responsible for resolving the dis
This compounds the confusion in the literature on the crepancy between ever-increasing caseloads and insuffi
charging decision because there ate four different deci- . cient court capacity. This trend is the logical solution to 
sions located at different points in the justice process the organizational and legal fragmentation of the Ameri
that are variously referred to as the charging decision. It can criminal justice system. The partitioning of that 
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system into subunits divided by legal, geographic and 
political restrictions represents (partially by design) a 
major obstacle to an efficient or coordinated response 1:0 
the crime problem. The detection and apprehension 
functions of law enforcement are performed by police 
and sheriff agencies organized on town, city, ·or county 
bases. These agencies turn their cases over to court sys
tems that are usually organized on a county basis but 
often have their operations subdivided both geographi
cally and substantively. Many jurisdictions divide their 
court systems into two tiers with several "lower" tier 
courts scattered throughout the county. The substantive 
jurisdiction of these "lower" courts is usually limited to 
setting bail; determining probable cause for felonies; ac
cepting guilty pleas to misdemeanors; trying misdemean
or cases; and binding felony cases over to the superior 
court for formal accusation and trial if probable cause 
exiuts. The superior courts are usually located at one 
central location and can accept guilty pleas to felonies or 
try them. 

In contrast to the fragmentation among police agencies 
and within the two-tier court systems, prosecutors' of
fices are typically organized on a countywide basis. 
They usually do not have their substantive jurisdiction 
split between felonies and misdemeanors (U.S. Bureau of 
the Census, 1978). Also, in contrast to the court system 
where each judicial officer is an equal among equals 
with respect to deciding legal matters,l assistant prosecu
tors are subject to the policy pr~ferences of the chief 
prosecutor. He or she can specify what standards he or 
she wants followed in which kinds of cases. Thus, be
cause it is organized on a countywide basis, because it 
spans the work of the numerous separate police agencies 
most of which will never be consolidated (Skoler, 1978), 
because it covers the justice process from postarrest 
through sentencing, and because its policies are subject 
to the control and review of one chief executive, the 
prosecutor's office is structurally in the most feasible po
sition of any justice agency to control the criminal jus
tice process. It can bring efficiency, uniformity, and ef
fectiveness to the justice process. The two primary 
levers for doing this are through the charging and the 
plea bargaining processes. 

However, while the prosecutor's office is theoretically 
best suited to assume this position of chief coordinating 
and policymaking agency of the justice process, only a 
few prosecutors' offices have moved to fully implement 
this role, and even their moves are of comparatively 
recent (late 1960's) origin. The slowness of prosecutors 

1 As distinct from administrative matters which are typically decided 
by a chief judge. 
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to assume this role can be attributed to a variety of fac
tors. 

One fundamental reason is historical. The prosecutor's 
office is the last of the main agencies of the justice 
system to develop into a major organizational force. The 
prosecutor's office has traditionally been a small and 
often part-time operation (McDonald, 1979; Jacoby, 
1980a). In the last century prosecutors were used to 
write indictments and to try felony cases (or dismiss or 
plead them). The justice process was largely controlled 
by the police and the judiciary. Prosecutors were absent 
from the lower courts, often referred to as "police 
courts," where the police served as prosecutors. If cases 
were screened out of the system at all, it was done by 
the judicial officer at either the initial appearance or the 
preliminary hearing (or by prosecutors nol-prossing (dis
missing) cases after they were indicted). These arrange
ments still exist in many jurisdictions 2 or have only re
cently been changed. Until the early seventies in Chica
go, .f~r instance, the police controlled the initial charging 
deCISIon (to be defined) and the preliminary hearing 
served as the major screening mechanism in the system. 
In 1967 about 80 percent of the 1600 cases which the 
police had charged as felonies were dismissed or re
duced and disposed as misdemeanors at the preliminary 
hearing (McIntyre, 1968). 

One obstacle to the full realization of prosecutorial con, 
trol of the justice process has been the unwillingness of 
the police to yield control of the initial charging process 
and of the lower courts. In Monroe County (Rochester), 
New York, 5,800 of the 7,000 felony cases filed by the 
police in 1978 were disposed of as misdemeanms or dis
missed by the grand jury.3 The chief prosecutor hopes to 
eventually take control of the initial charging decision, 
but feels he must gradually prepare the smaller, out
county police departments to accept the move. Other
wise the political resistance would be too-great. In Madi
son County (downstate), Illinois, the chief prosecutor 
took his chances and unilaterally announced to the local 
police that either they get his office's approval before 
filing cases with the court, or he would not prosecute 
the cases. The Chicago (Cook County) prosecutor's 
office managed to get the police to yield control of the 
initial charging decision but had to agree to leave with 
them the power to reverse the prosecutor's decision in 
serious cases if the police disagreed (McDonald et al., 
1981). The Philadelphia District Attorney was unable to 

2 An official known as a "police prosecutor" still officially exists in 74 
agencies in 23 states (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1978). 
3 Source: Field notes from the Police Prosecutor Relations Study. W. 
F. McDonald, Project Director, Georgetown University Law Center. 

persuade the police to let his office do the initial charg
mg, so he secured a Supreme Cuurt rule which permits 
?ny prosecutor's office to require that the police obtain 
Its approval before filing cases with the courts. 

In other jurisdictions, like Henrico County (suburban to 
Richmond), Virginia, the prosecutor's office has the au
thority to control the lower court processes, but the 
shortage of manpower sometimes results in police offi
cers conducting the proceedings by themselves. In still 
other jurisdictions prosecutors have not taken full con
trol of the justice process either because they have not 
yet seen it as their responsibility to assume that pivotal 
role or they would prefer not to be burdened with addi
tional political risks which it entails. 

A criti~al aspect of the emerging role of the American 
public prosecuto~ is his .officc:'s relationship to the charg
mg process. ThiS relatIOnship must be examined from 
two perspectives: the way in which the charging process 
is organized in a jurisdiction and the standards used in 
making the charging decision. These two perspectives 
are addressed below. 

The organization of the 
charging process 

Th~ ~harging decision cannot be identified with anyone 
deCISion. a~ a single poin~ in the criminal justice process. 
~ather It IS better conceived of as a process, a series of 
mterrelated decisions culminating with the filing of 
formal charges (Miller, 1969:12). That process includes 
not only the decision as to which offense(s) to charge 
but also the degree of crime; the number of charges aris
ing from a single criminal event; the number of counts 
arising from separate criminal events; and whether to 
charge the defendant with being a habitual. offender, 
sexual psychopath, bail violator or other condition that 
makes him eligible for a more stringent sentence. 

The charging decision is not wholly within the control 
of the prosecutor. The actual division of control varies 
among and within the states according to variations in 
legal, structural and policy differences. In about half the 
states (mostly eastern ones) the formal accusatory instru
~ent (charging document) is the indictment of the grand 
Jury (Katz et al., 1972). In the rest it is accomplished by 
the prosecutor's filing of an information. The proSE:cutor 
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controls the deciSions regardmg both of these instru
m~nts.4. The; n~mber, degree, and type of charges con
tamed m these mstruments are the best indications of the 
prosecutor's policy toward the use of his or her charging 
power. So~e of the criticism of charge bargaining is di
rected at thiS formal accusatory decision. But much is di
recte~ elsewhere because it is only one part of the 
chargmg process. The effective charging decision is often 
made by the police decision to release a suspect after 
~rrest; or by the judge's decision at the warrant applica
tIOn stage or at the preliminary hearing that probable 
c~use does not exist; or the grand jury's decision to no
bill; or by the prosecutor's decision to reject cases at ini
tial s~reening or dismiss or reduce charges after initial 
chargmg or after formal charging. 

~~~ misdem~anors t!l~ effective charging decision is the 
Illltial chargmg declSlon because no subsequent indict
ment or information will be filed. Also for felonies that 
are disposed of as misdemeanors or di;missed before the 
case is referred to the grand jury (or for the drafting of 
the felony information) the initial charges will have 
served as the formal charges. In many jurisdictions much 
of the "felony" caseload is disposed of before reaching 
the .formal accusatory stage. In Delaware County, Pa., 
for mstance, 53 percent of the cases in which the initial 
charges were felonies or misdemeanors were disposed of 
b~ reductions to a misdemeanor or outright dismissal or 
Withdrawal at the preliminary hearing. For these reasons 
it should be evident why the initial charging decision has 
als.o .been a focal point of the concern about charge bar
gammg. 

Jurisdictions differ widely in the organization of their re
spective charging processes and, hence, in where the ef
fective charging decision is made and by whom. In addi
tion to the de facto charging decisions by which a case 
is e~f~ctively terminated from the system, there are four 
deCISions that are referred to as "charging" decisions. 
!~7Y are the ones regarding the booking charges, the 
mltial charges, the formal charges, and something called 
the prosecutor's "screening" decision. The relationships 
among these decisions and other aspects of the overall 
charging process are presented in a generalized scheme 
in Figure 2.1. 

• Grand juries are notorious for being "rubber-stamps" for the prosecu
tor for virtually all routine criminal muth;rs. 
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Figure 2.1 Generalized scheme of the decision points In the charging process and related matters 

Decision Point Booking Charges Initial Charges Formal Charges 

Possible Point of Ri R2 R3 R4 

Prosecutorial 
Review 

Decisionmaker Police Police Court 
Prosecutor 

Prosecutor Prosecutor Grand Jury 

Other Significant Plea Negotiations Bail; Plea Negotiations Preliminary Hearing; 
Plea Negotiations; Activities at This 

Stage of Process Bail 

Time From Seizure 2-4 hrs. 6-72 hrs.lWithout 3-45 days 

of Defendant* unreasonable delay 

* General estimates 

After a suspect has been seized and brought to the sta
tion, the police enter in their own records the charge(s) 
which they regard as the crime(s) for which the arrest 
was made. The booking charge(s) (sometimes referred to 
as "police" charge(s)) are not ordinarily part of the con
troversy regarding charging practices. They are, howev
er, occasionally used by researchers as a baseline against 
which they judge the "accuracy" of the prosecutor's 
charging decision (Wildhom et a!., 1976). These charges 
are not without clilllsequences. Their main effect is their 
impact on the bail decision at the stationhouse. Bail deci
sions are often mechanically determined by a schedule 
tailored to the police charge. The booking decision is 
usually made within a few hours after the seizure and is 
ordinarily without prosecutorial review or input. 

The initial charging decision refers to the choices related 
to the filing of the initial complaint with the court to 
begin proceedings. That document will list one or more 
charges on it. Depending on the jurisdiction the decision 
to file the complaint and the selection of the charges will 
be made by one of four officials: the police, the judge,5 a 
prosecutor's office with jurisdiction limited to misde
meanor cases and preliminary proceedings in felony 
cases, or a prosecutor's office with general jurisdiction. 

The initial charges carry important consequences for ev
eryone involved. The police are anxious to have the CliSe 

• While judges are not ordinarily thought of as charging agents, in 
some jurisdictions, e.g., Knox County, Tenn., initial charging is accom
plished by the police filling out a description of the criminal event and 
the judge choosing the offense covered by the facts-althougl9 the 
police frequently fill in the offense for him. 

accepted and charged at the highest level. They want 
the felony arrest and clearance statistic, which in some 
places is linked to whether the case is accepted and ini
tially charged as a felony. For the defendant the initial 
charges will again heavily influence the bail decision (if 
stationhouse bail was not set). If the crime is a misde
meanor, the initial charges will constitute the formal 
charges on which the defendant will be tried. There will 
be no other charging document (information or indict
ment) rut:'!. If the crime is a felony and a plea bargain is 
struck before the formal charges are drafted, the initial 
charges will be. the ones that are negotiated. 

The initial charging decision controls .the workload of 
the court system and affects the prosecutor's task in vari
ous ways depending upon the law and the prosecutor's 
policy. As critics of "overcharging" point out, having 
the largest number and highest degree of charges filed 
provides the prosecutor with leverage in plea negotia
tions. Charges can be dropped or reduced in exchange 
for pleas without giving the whole case away. But this is 
not the only reason why prosecutors may support the 
filing of maximum initial charges. 

In all jurisdictions the initial charges must be filed with
out unreasonable delay-which can mean up to 72 hours 
after seizure of the defendant. Some jurisdictions have 
adopted time limits as stringent as 6 hours (e.g., Detroit). 
Obviously such short timeframes limit the amount and 
quality of information available to the person making the 
initial charging decision. It restricts the amount of post
arrest-preinitial-charge investigation as well as laborat('l
ry testing of physkal evidence such as drugs or wea::;
ons, and the careful assessment of the witness' credibility 
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and commitment to cooperate with the prosecution. If 
th~ case were to be initially charged low and later deter
mmed to be more serious, then the charges would have 
to be amended. While this is legally permissible 
~McDo~ald et a.l.,. 198~) it is regarded ,liS undesirable or 
l~p~actlcal admInIstratively. In some places it means dis
~ll1ssmg the ~ase and starting over again. In other places 
~t means takmg the case out of the normal court process
mg and then reinserting it wi~h new charges. This adds 
delay and complication to an already complex logistical 
task. Prosecuto~s: officers which are intent on disposing 
Of. cases expedItIOusly (e.g., within 60 days of initial 
filmg) are loathe to add any delays to the process. Ev
eryone recognizes that it is always more efficient to 
re~u~e or dis?Iiss charges than add new charges to an 
eXIstmg chargmg document. 

In still o~h~r ~urisdictions (e.g., Maryland) the law does 
not pe.rmit junes ~o ~nd a defendant guilty of a lesser of
fense mcluded withm the most serious offense charges. 
Thus each separate !esser offense must be charged in 
order to ensure that If the top offense is not proven the 
defendant will not go scot-free. 

The formal charging decision occurs anywhere from 3 
t? ~5 days after the defendant is seized. It has special 
SIgnIficance for the prosecutor because of the common 
(but inc~e~singly antiquated) opinion that the pattern of 
case a!tntIon after the formal accusation is filed is almost 
exclUSIvely the prosecutor's responsibility. Hence that 
pattern can be . use~ as a measure of prosecutorial per
formance. In thIS ':Iew cases dropped or bargained before 
~he formal ~c~~satIOn may represent poor police work or 
mad equate mitlal charging over which the prosecutor (in 
many places) has no control. Therefore those cases 
should not be blamed on the prosecutor. 

In ad~ition to these separate charging decision points 
the~e. IS frequ~nt reference to "the prosecutor's screenin~ 
~ecisIon." ~hIS phrase !?e.t~ used indiscriminan:tly, some
tImes refernng to the InItial charging decisions or the 
formal charging decision, or to the hasty adjustments of 
charge.s at the preliminary hearing. In its most useful 
sense It r~fers to that point in the process where the 
prosecutor s office carefully and deliberately reviews 
cases, decides whether to proceed, and selects the 
charges. As indicated in Figure 2.1 this could occur at 
any o~e of ~our points in the process: prior to bookirig 
(R1); just. p.r~or to, the initial filing (R2); shortly after (3-
10 days) Imt~al filmg (Ra); or just prior to the grand jury 
or th~ draftmg of the formal information considerably 
later m the proces~ (up to 45 days) (R4). Also it may not 
occur at all. 

The prosecutor'.s o~fi.ce may not systematically review 
cases at any pomt m the process. In some jurisdictions 
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the pr~liminary ~earing may have come to serve as a 
screen~ng mec~anIsm. In others there may be little or no 
screenmg until the case gets to the grand jury or 
beyond. Whatever "screening" does occur at the prelim
inary hearing in such places amounts to nothing, more 
than a hurried conference between prosecutor and police 
officer. .The pro.secu~or's. power to rationally select. 
c?arges m such SItuations IS severely restricted both by 
hIS la?k of c!e~r (to the police) authority to make the 
chargmg deCISIon and the lack of time and additional 
so,urces ?f information (e.g., witnesses to be interviewed) 
WIth whIch to make optimal decisions. 

The prosecu.torial scre~ning recommended by national 
~t~~dard sett~ng groups IS that which 'occurs just prior to 
mitial . c~argmg (R2). The National District Attorneys 
ASSOCIatIOn (undated:65) states: 

Screening should commence as close to the time of 
arrest as practical. It should be coInpleted prior to 
the defendant's initial court appearance. The defend
ant should. be presented for arraignment on the' 
charge desIgJ;W.te~ by the District Attorney immedi
ately uI?on the filmg of the complaint. This criminal 
complamt shall be filed within 48 hou~s of defend
ant's arrest. 

Act~a.u.y, a' ~los~r time to arrest (by a few hours) than 
~he mItI.a~ filmg m court would be just prior to the book
mg deCISIon, which typically occurs within 2 to 4 hours 
after. the defendant is seized. This location of prosecu
tor's screening decision is rare.6 

More cO~l1mo~ly, prosecutorial screening programs are 
located eIther just prior to initial charging (R2) or within 
a. few days afterwards (R3). The available research is in 
dIsagreement over which of these two arrangements is 
more frequent and even on the question of how fre
quently the police file their cases directly in court or 
take them first to the prosecutor for a review, Based on 
a 16.7 percent response rate to a questionnaire mailed to 
3,41~ prosecutors' offices, the National Center for Pros
ecutIon Mana.geme~t p 9.72~ reported that in 87 percent 
of all AmerIc~n jUnSdictions cases involving felony 
charg.es are reVIewed. by the prosecutor before they are 
?le,d I.n ?our~. For mIsdemeanors only 67 percent of the 
JunsdiCtIOns mvolved a prosecutorial review.7 

~ It was tried by the l'hiladelphia District Attorney's Office. Beginning 
III Au~ust 1971, ~hat office operated a 7-day week, 24-hour program of 
scn;emng wherein 15 prosecutors were placed in the police station to 
review cases befo~e booking (Merrill et aI., 1973:22). Although the 
pro~ram ~as deSCribe? as a success at the time (Id.), it was subsequent
ly discontinued when Its Federal funding ended. ' 
? The nature of the "revi(;!w" was not defined in the questionnaire. 
;frnffic ,cases were excluded. 
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In contrast based on a 95 percent response rate to a tele
phone sur~ey of a 10 percent sample of jurisdictions 
with a popUlation over 100,000, McDot;J-al? .et. a1. 
(1981:206) found that in most (51 percent) JunsdICtl?nS 
the police file their cas~s directly wit~ .the courts wIth
out a prosecutorial revIew: In ~n addItIonal 13 p~rcent 
of the jurisdictions the polIce eIther have the optlOn of 
filing cases either with the prosecutor or the court, or 
felonies are filed one way and misdemeanors another. In 
only 36 percent of the jurisdictions did the police file all 
cases with the prosecutor's office first. 

Proper charging and conflicting purposes 

Much of the difficulty with defining "overcharging" 
arises from the fact that there is no clear consensus on 
what constitutes proper charging. Professor Brunk 
(1978) was correct in observing that "there se~ms to .be 
no even theoretical standard of proper chargmg denv
able from the penal philosophy underlying the (criminal 
justice) system as there is in the case of 'no~mal set;J-tenc
ing.' "8 We lack a jurisprudence. of chargIng. ~~IS un
doubtedly is due to the comparatIvely rec~nt onf!iIt;J- an~ 
recognition of the functions that the chargIng decIsIon IS 
being forced to serve. At one time i~ .the last centur~ it 
was sufficient for the charging declSlon to be nothmg 
more than a legal judgment as to the appropriate kind, 
number and level of charges for which there was proba
ble cause to prosecute. Today the legal standard for 
charging remains the same. As long as he has probable 
cause the prosecutor may bring whatever charges he 
chooses without violating constitutional standards. The 
Supreme Court reiterated this standard in Bordenkircher 
v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (1978), as follows: 

In our system, as long as the prosecutor h~ proba
ble cause to believe that the accused committed an 
offense defined by statute, the decision whether or 
not to prosecute, and what charge to fi!e or .brin.g 
before a grand jury, generally rests entIrely In hiS 
discretion. 

However while the legal standard has remained the 
same, th; nature and significance of the charging deci
sion has changed dramatically. Two separate develop
ments account for this. The proliferation of mandatory 
sentencing statutes as well as habitual offender stat~tes 
(especially ones with man~atory minimum sente~cmg 
provisions) blurred the functIons of prosecut?r and J?~ge 
(or jury). Under these laws the ~entencmg. deClslon 
which was once wholly the prerogatIve of the Judge (or 
jury), was transferred in part to the prosecutor. His 

8 His statement was rephrased in the edited, published version of his 
paper, (Brunk, 1979:547) and lost some of its precision. 
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charging decision could now effectively .limit th~ judge's 
sentencing discretion. Thus, the chargIng deCISion as
sumed the character of a sentencing decision and the 
prosecutor was thrust into a sentencing ro!e. 9 This leg.iti
mated and reinforced the growing sentencmg role which 
prosecutor& had been informally developing th;-ough 
plea bargaining. Gradually the prosecutor's role In the 
justice system was transformed from merely that of the 
attorney for the state and enforcer of the law to sen
tencer as well. Prosecutors came to look at their charg
ing function from the perspective of someone who is re
sponsible for proper sentencing. 

This is illustrated in contrasting ways by the chief pros
ecutors of New Orleans and Alaska. Harry Connick in 
New Orleans has restricted charge bargaining but has 
also made extensive use of the habitual offender law 
with its mandatory minimum sentencing provisions. His 
office uses this law to prevent judges from giving sen
tences that he regards as too lenient. In contrast, A vrum 
Gross, the Attorney General who initiated the no-ple~
bargaining policy in Alaska, expressed ~on~ern that hiS 
no-charge-bargaining policy was resultmg In. sentenc~s 
that were inappropriately severe. The evaluation of hiS 
policy (Rubenstein and White, 1?79) had indicated that 
his policy's main effect was to give longer sentences to 
cases that "deserve" to be treated leniently (the first-time 
offender, the marijuana user, and the assaults between 
relatives) while serious criminals received about the 
same sentences as always. Formerly, the "deserving" 
cases had obtained less severe sentences through charge 
bargaining. Gross has indicated half jokingly that if the 
judges did not adjust their sentences downward for these 
deserving cases and if there were no other way to 
achieve greater equity in sentencing he would favor a 
return to charge bargaining.10 The concern for sentenc
ing exemplified by Connick and Gr?ss .indicates the 
subtle transformation of the prosecutor s VIew of charg
ing. The question of what constitutes proper charging 
has become commingled with the question of what con
stitutes proper sentencing. 

The second major development which has radically al
tered the significance of the charging decision has been 
the explosion in the volume of cases entering the court 
systems. By the end of the last cent~ry, as t~e result of 
the inauguration of modern professIonal polIce depart
ments; the increasing size and urbanization of the popu-

• For two excellent analyses of the relationship between the sentencing 
structure and the charging decision see Ohlin and Remington (1958) 
and La Goy et al. (1979). 

10 Remarks at Special National Workshop on Plea Bargaining, French 
Lick, Indiana, June 15-17, 1978. 
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lation; an increased number of criminal laws; and an in
creasing reliance on the courts for the settling of private 
disputes, the urban courts could no longer afford to offer 
every defendant a trial. They were looking for ways to 
rid themselves of their growing backlogs (McDonald, 
1979; and McDonald et aI., 1981). Prosecutors responded 
to this development by nol-prossing (dismissing) many 
cases and plea bargaining others. l1 By the 1920's after 
the numerous local, state and national crime commissions 
had documented the extensive amount of attrition from 
the courts, the search for a jurisprudence of charging 
was launched. 12 By then it had become evident to most 
observers that the charging decision would have to 
serve a new function. The courts could no longer afford 
to allow every case for which probable cause existed to 
even enter the court systems, much less have a trial. The 
practice of nol-prossing weak cases after they had been 
charged and allowed to consume court resources was 
not an efficient answer. Unworthy cases had to be kept 
out of the court system from the start. The logical solu
tion was to have the prosecutor control case intake at 
initial charging and to refuse to accept cases unless they 
met a standard of proof that was something higher than 
probable cause. The charging decision had to become a 
screening decision; and prosecutors had to stop passively 
accepting cases and start actively seeking ways of reject
ing them. To the prosecutor's growing role as sentencer 
was added the role of guardian of court resources. In 
this new role they were being encouraged to act as legis
lators effectively decriminalizing certain (unspecified) of
fenses by not prosecuting them and reducing the proba
bility of other crimes being prosecuted by raising the 
threshold level of case acceptability. 

This view of the charging function and the prosecutor's 
role was not immediately endorsed by all parties. Some 
of the state and local crime commissions of that era sup
ported it (see e.g., Pound and Frankfurter, 1922, and Illi
nois Crime Survey, 1929). But the influential Wicker
sham Commission (U.S. National Commission on Law 
Observance and Enforcement, 1931:108) declined to en
dorse it. Not until 40 years later was a consensus 
reached that the charging function should be used in this 
way and the prosecutor should perform the badly 
needed screening function. But even then the new con
sensus left unclear many details of how this was to be 
done and on certain matters the consensus broke down. 
National groups agreed that the standard of case accept
ability should be higher than probable cause but they did 

not agree on how much higher. 13 The recommended 
standards fall into two groups, those approximating what 
we shall call either a prima facie standard or an even 
higher convictable, winnable, or beyond-a-reasonable 
doubt standard. Included in the former group are the 
standards of the ABA (1971:§ 3.9) which recommended 
that a case should not be accepted unless the evidence is 
"reasonably supportable"; the NDAA (1977:§ 9.4), 
which stated that the evidence should be admissible at 
trial and capable of being "reasonably substantiated"; the 
ALI (1975:§ 350b), which recommended there be admis
sible evidence sufficient to support a gUilty verdict"; and 
the CDAA (1974:7), which required that the evidence be 
strong enough to "warrant conviction." 

This prima facie standard differs from mere probable 
cause in that it requires that the evidence be admissible 
and sufficient to support a conviction if not controverted 
by other evidence. It is a standard familiar to trial judges 
who must decide at the completion of the state's presen
tation of its case at trial whether the evidence that has 
been admitted is sufficient on its face to warrant a rea
sonable man to conclude that the defendant had commit
ted the crime. Meeting this standard is what prosecutors 
mean when they worry about whether they can "get a 
case to the jury." The prima facie standard is higher 
than mere probable cause but not by much. It certainly 
does not represent a major dike against the flood of 
cases drowning the court systems. 

In contrast, other groups have recommended a much 
higher standard. They require that the prosecutor not 
only determine whether he or she can get the case to a 
jury but whether he or she can get a jury to return a 
guilty verdict. If not, the case should not be charged. 
For instance the Florida Supreme Court (February 4, 
1974) in its rulemakillg capacity issued the following 
standard: 

Before filing an information, every State's Attorney 
should not only seek probable cause in his investiga
tion, but also determine the possibility of proving 
the case beyond a reasonable doubt. If the latter 
cannot be accomplished no information should be 
filed and the defendant should be released. 

The NAC (1973:§ l.1)-the commission that recom
mended that plea bargaining be eliminated-advised: 

11 In Maine prosecutors were nul-prossing so many cases that questions 
were raised as to the propriety of this practice (Emery, 1913). 
12 See, e,g" Illinois Crime Survey, 1929, and Missouri Association for 
Criminal Justice, 1926. 

13 The groups referred to will be cited as follows: the American Bar 
Association (ABA), the National District Attorneys Association 
(NDAA); the American Law Institute (ALI); the California District 
Attorneys Association (CDAA); and the National Advisory Commi~
sion on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (NAC). 
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An accused should be screened out of the criminal 
justice system if there is not a reasonable likelihood 
that ~he evidence admissible against him would be 
sufficIent to obtain a conviction and sustain it on 
appeal. In ~creening on this basis, the prosecutor 
~hould comuder the value of a conviction in reduc
l~g future offenses as well as the probability of con
vIction and affirmance of that conviction on appeal. 

The. NAC's standard is mOre flexible than that of the 
Flo~Ida Supreme Court. The NAC does not specify any 
particular level of probability of conviction. Rather· it 
says the level should vary according to circumstances 
(e.g., be lower for more serious defendants). The differ
ences i~ the charging standards among standard-setting 
groups IS reflected in differences in the actual standards 
being used ~n the field. A .recent telephone survey of a 
r~ndom national sample of jurisdictions with a popula
tion over 100,000 found a considerable variety in the 
standards used, as indicated in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Frequency of different charging 
standards used by prosecutor offices 

Percent of 

Charging standard 
offices 
using 

standard 
[N - 36] 

Probable cause 39% 
Beyond a direct verdict 14% 
50/50 chance oi conviction 11% 
"High probability" of conviction 14% 
Beyond a reasonable doubt 19% 
No set standard 3% 

Source: McDonald et al .• 1981:215. 

From their un~nim<?us insistence that the charging stand
ard be somethIng hIgher than probable cause it seems to 
follow that the national standard-setting gr~ups would 
~egard all cases accepted at the probable cause level as 
mstan~es of ."overcharging" or, at least, of improper 
?hargmg. ThIS means that not only are individual cases 
~n ~o~e. jurisdic:tions improperly charged but for many 
~unsdlctlOns whIch continue to accept all cases on noth
~ng mO.re than probable cause the entire charging process 
IS outSIde the pale of propriety. According to the tele
phon~ surv~y Jus~ c:ited, th~s amounts to 39 percent of all 
Amencan Junsdictions wIth. populations over 100 000 
(McDonald et al., 1981). ' 

Suc.h ii. blanket condemnation, however, is not what is 
ordmanly meant by overcharging: Rather the term 
refers to certain practices within jurisdictions other than 

= 
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merely accepting cases on minimal evidence. Some of 
these practices which are regarded by some writers as 
constituting "overcharging" are specifically condemned 
by one or more of the national groups. But the two most 
common. meanings of overcharging, namely, filing the 
most senous charge supported by the evidence or filing 
all the charges supported by the evidence are not in 
themselves c~msidered improper or unprofes~ional by the 
st~dard-s~ttmg groups (provided the evidence meets the 
prIma faCIe level of strength). As we shall see later 
so~ethmg. more must be present, such as the prosecutor 
bemg mottva!ed solely to get a guilty plea. 

The relevant standards of four of the major national 
groups are set forth below. 

The ABA (1971) states: 

~a) !t is unprofessional conduct for a prosecutor to 
Institute or cause to be instituted criminal charges 
when he knows that the charges are not supported 
by probable cause. 
(b) The prosecutor is not obligated to present all 
charges which the evidence might support. . . . 
(c) The prosecutor should not bring or seek charges 
greater in number or degree than he can reasonably 
support with evidence at trial. 

The ALI (1975) states: 

T~e prosecutor shail not seek to induce a plea of 
gUilty or nolo contendere by exerting such pressures 
as 
(a! charg~ng or threatening to charge the defendant 
WIth a cnme not supported by facts believed by the 
prosecutor to be provable; 
(b) charging or threatening to charge the defendant 
~ith a crime not ordinarily oharged in the jurisdic
tIOn for the conduct allegedly engaged in by him. 

Th~ NDAA (1977) states: 

The prosecutor has the responsibility to see that the 
charge selected adequately describes the offense or 
offenses committed and provides for an adequate 
sentence for the offense or offenses. 

NDAA further states: 

.. 

(a) The prosecutor shall file only those charges 
which he believes can reasonably be substantiated 
by admissible evidence at trial. 
(b) T?e pros~~utor shall not attempt to utilize the 
chargmg deCISion only as a leverage device in ob
taining guilty pleas to lesser charges. 

> 

" 
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The NAC (1973) states: 

No prosecutor ~hould, in connection with plea ne
gotiations, engage in, perform, or condone any of 
the following: 
1. Charging or threatening to charge the defendant 
with offenses for which the admissible evidence 
available to the prosecutor is insufficient to support 
a guilty verdict. 
2. Charging or threatening to charge the defendant 
with a crime not ordinarily charged in the jurisdic
ticm for the conduct allegedly engaged in by him. 
3. Threatening the defendant. that if he pieads nut 
guilty, his sentence may be more severe than that 
which ordinarily is imposed in the jurisdiction in 
similar .cases on defendants who plead not guilty. 
4. Failing to grant full disclosure before the disposi
tion negotiations of all exculpatory evidence materi
al to guilt or punishment. 

As already noted, all four groups agreed that the case 
acceptance standard should be at the prima facie level or 
higher. None of them prohibit the filing of multiple 
charges or the highest charge for which evidence meet
ing the prima facie level is available. Three of the 
groups (ALI, NDAA, and NAC) clearly intend to pro
hibit certain charging practices which are linked to plea 
bargaining. The ALI and the NAC specifically prohibit 
the flIing of charges that are not ordinarily flIed, just to 
secure guilty pleas. Prohibiting this practice is of negligi
ble significance, however, because it is not a common 
method of overcharging. None of the defense counsel 
we interviewed mentioned this in their complaints about 
local overcharging practices. 

NDAA specifically prohibits using the charging decision 
only as leverage for plea bargaining. But this standard is 
ambiguous especially when taken together with 
NDAA's other requirement that the charge(s) selected 
must adequately describe the offense(s) committed and 
also must provide for an adequate sentence for the 
offense(s). Nowhere is the complexity and incompatibil
ity of purposes surrounding the charging decision cap
tured better than in trying to reconcile these three stand
ards. 

In order to make the charge(s) fit the crime(s) the pros
ecutor must file as many (if not all) of the charges and 
the highest degree of the offense for which he has ad
misfJible and supportable evidence. Establishing a public 
record of the extent of the offender's involvement in 
criminal activities and the extent to which the crime 
problem in the community has been solved by the arrest 
of particular individuals is one of the functions which 
prosecutors (and NDAA) regard as legitimate and essen
tial. This public accounting function of the charging de
cision is occasionally highlighted in instances of major 
crimes as, for example, in a case of a major fraud in 
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Norfolk, Virginia, in which 360 charges against three in
dividuals were flIed but pleas were eventually accepted 
to only 15 misdemeanors. The prosecutor explained his 
reasoning in a press release reproduced below. 

PRESS RELEASE 

DATE: November 16, 1977 
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FROM: Commonwealth's Attorney, (Norfolk, Vir
ginia) 
RE: Charlie Falk 
Charlie Falk, Kathryn L. Falk, Fred Hailey and 
Charlie Falk's Auto Wholesale, Inc. were indicted 
on November 1, 1976, on three hundred sixty 
charges arising out of a lengthy investigation .... 

Indictments were brought against the individuals for 
conspiracies to obtain money by false pretense, alter 
certificates of title and to commit forgery. In addi
tion individual charges of the SlLrne crimes were 
brought against three persons fur separate instances 
of the crimes. The defendants could only have been 
convicted of the crimes, or the conspiracies, but not 
both. The decision to bring the 198 other charges 
against the 'Falks and the 77 against Hailey was a 
matter of trial strategy, should it have been neces
sary to try the cases. However, the Commonwealth 
has pursued the discussions in this case by reference 
to the eight charges of conspiracy pending against 
the three individuals. 
The Commonwealth has looked to many factors in 
reaching a decision as to how these cases should be 
disposed of. Exposure of Lh.e defendants and the ac~ 
tivities they engaged in was very important. We feel 
that the indictments brought and convictions ob
tained accomplish this goal. 
The most important factor to consider was restitu
tion; that is, what could we do to help the victims 
of these defendants. It must be pointed out that the 
victims whose cars were indicted on were arbitrar~ 
ily chosen by the Police Department and Common
wealth Attorney's Office, and thus we could not re
alistically look to only those fifty in terms of restitu
tion. ThOSe whose vehicles the convictions are 
based on were chosen completely at random from 
the pending indictments. We feel that the solution 
we have reached is the fairest under the circum
stances. Thus, we have achieved, the third aim of 
the prosecution. 
Certain evidentiary problems have arisen recently in 
the prosecution which made it clear that we had to 
adjust the original goals we had made. Evidence 
which was available to us at the time of indictment 
is now of questionable availability. In addition, the 
credibility or believability of this evidence have 
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been brought into issue. Our experience indicates 
that the problems with this evidence are of such a 
serious nature that the ability of the Commonwealth 
to obtain convictions, particularly against the indi
vidual defendants, is questionable. Thus, the Com
monwealth has agreed to accept pleas to 15 misde
meanors rather than the 8 felony conspiracy charges 
in the cases of Charlie Falk, Kathryn Falk and Fred 
Hailey, because of the evidentiary problems. 
The auestion of incarceration of the defendants was 
also discussed, and the Commonwealth considered 
that any lengthy jail or penitentiary sentences would 
have hampered rather than helped our victims in 
their actions for restitution. Since our victims must 
be regarded first in this type of economic crime, we 
opted for the 10 day sentence for Charlie Falk. 
The problems and considerations involved in an 
economic crime of this magnitude are great, and are 
quite different from those involved in a street or 
violent crime. Society in general is hurt by this type 
of crime, and we feel that the exposure and punish
ment of the defendants brings justice to society. The 
more specific victims can only be helped by making 
the defendants available and able to make restitu
tion. We feel, based on our experience in prosecu
tion, that all aims of the Commonwealth have been 
achieved. 

In filing the multiple charges necessary to describe the 
criminality of defendants like the Falks, prosecutors are 
doing what many people would call overcharging. The 
prosecutors will know that many of those charges may 
be dismissed either in exchange for a gUilty plea or 
simply because too many charges make a case cumber
some to trv and do not affect the sentence after a certain 
point. NDAA, however, would not call this overcharg
ing unless the sole motivation in filing the multiple 
charges was to plea bargain them. But, how this state of 
mind is to be determined in individual cases is unclear. 

The other aspect of the mixed signals given by NDAA's 
standards is evident in contrasting the requirements that 
prosecutors make the charges describe the crime(s) and 
that they also provide fOe an adequate sentence. This 
emphasis on the sentencing function of the charging de
cision can lead in two directions, both resuiting in prac
tices that are regarded as overcharging. On the one hand 
it is an invitatio~ to reduce charges in those cases where 
convicting a defendant of the crime he actually commit
ted would result in a punishment which the prosecutor 
regards as too severe. At the same time it supports pros
ecutors in filing additional charges, especially ones that 
prevent judges from imposing sentenceS that the pros
ecutor regards as lenient. In brief, NDAA may disap
prove of overcharging, but its own standards require 
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prosecutors to engage in charging practices that for 
many observers constitute overcharging. This inconsist
ency reflects the competing and partially irreconcilable 
demands that have been placed on the charging decision. 

The NAC's charging standards are less inconsistent than 
NDAA's. This is because NAC starts from the position 
that plea bargaining should be eliminated and then pro
ceeds to prohibit certain forms of charge bargaining. 
Particularly note\'/orthy is its prohibition against threatc 
ening defendants with more severe sentences if they 
plead not guilty. As written, this standard proscribes all 
such threats regardless of whether they are connected to 
the charging decision. For our immediate purposes the 
prohibition against threatening to file additional or more 
severe charges is most relevant. In our sample we found 
evidence of it only in one jurisdiction, Norfolk; and 
there it was done by the police. 

The difference between securing pleas by threatening to 
add charges in contrast to offering to reduce or dismiss 
charges that already have been filed is subtle at best. 
Yet, some critics regard the former practice as especially 
reprehensible. The effort to have it declared unconstitu
tional, however, failed. In Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 
U.S. 357 (1978), the Supreme Court declined to provide 
constitutional support to the NAC's prohibition against 
threatening to add charges as a means of securing pleas. 
In Bordenkircher the prosecutor th'f'~atened Paul Hayes 
during plea negotiations that if Hayes did not accept the 
plea agreement being offered, an indictment under the 
habitual offender statute would be sought. The court 
held that this was not an improperly motivated prosecu
tonal act. It was not like vindictiveness for a defendant's 
successfully appealing a prior case Or discrimination on 
the basis of some arbitrary classification such as race or 
religion. Therefore, the Supreme Court concluded that 
the appellate court had erred in ruling "that a prosecutor 
acts vindictively and in violation of due process of law 
whenever his charging decision is influenced by what he 
hopes to gain in the course of plea bargaining negotia
tion." The fundamental difference between the Supreme 
Court and the NAC is that the Court approves of plea 
bargaining and the charge bargaining that is part of it. 
As the Court reasoned in Bordenkircher, 

[t]o hold that the prosecutor's desire to induce a 
guilty plea is an "unjustifiable" standard, which, like 
race or religion, may play no part in his charging 
decision, would contradict the very premises that 
underlie the concept of plea bargaining itself (Id.: 
364). 

But the objection to Bordenkircher was not necessarily 
synonymous with being opposed to all plea bargaining 
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or even all charge bargaining. Even after Bordenkircher 
tactics were found constitutional, many prosecutors ob
jected to them. John Van de Kamp, District Attorney of 
Los Angeles, said at that time that his office would not 
use them. "In my office, we don't charge low and 
threaten high" (Farr, 1978:81). Similarly among 200 
prosecutors nationwide there was a consensus that the 
Bordenkircher tactics should seldom, if ever, be used 
(Id.). They objected to the tactics on the grounds that 
the tactics "were offensive to anyone with a senSe of fair 
play" (Id.). 

Given the ambiguity and inconsistency among national 
standard-setting bodies regarding proper charging, it is 
not surprising to find a similar lack of clarity and agree
ment in the literature and in the field regarding the 
meaning of the term, overcharging. We now turn to that 
literature and our field studies to explore further the 
nature and meaning of the complaints about charge bar
gaining and the feasibility of reform measures. 

Overcharging: a misnamed policy debate 

Definitional problems. Overcharging has been referred to 
by different terms such as "overfiling" or "loose filing" 
(Carter, 1974); "bed sheeting" (Katz et aI, 1972:106); and 
"inaccurate" charging (Wildhorn et aL, 1976). But even 
when the same term is used it often has different mean
ings. One unfortunate and misleading connotation of the 
term is that something unlawful or clearly unethical is 
involved. For instance, Alschuler (1968:85) found that 
prosecutors "define overcharging as a crude form of 
blackmail-accusing a defendant of a crime of which he 
is clearly innocent in an effort to induce him to plead 
guilty to the 'proper' crime." But, he says, this is not 
what defense attorneys mean by the term. For them (and 
most people who employ the term) overcharging does 
not imply that the prosecutor has filed wholly fabricated 
charges against someone without evidence sufficient to 
meet the probable cause standard. Rather, as Alschuler 
(1968:85) puts it, defense attorneys using the term "refer 
to different, but equally serious, problems." 14 

One of those problems is "horizontal overcharging," the 
flIing of numerous accusations against a single defendant. 
The problem here is not the level of proof. On the con
trary, 

[w Jhen defense attorneys condemn this practice, 
they usually do not disagree with the prosecutor's 
evaluation of the quantum of proof necessary to jus
tify an accusation. Usually, they concede, there is 

" Emphasis added. 
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ample evidence to support all of the prosecutor's 
charges. (Id.). 

The defense attorneys' complaint about horizontal over
charging is that the number of charges flIed is "unrea
sonable," meaning, evidently, unfair. It gives the pros
ecutor a tactical advantage in plea negotiations and at 
trial. It is "dishonest" in that the prosecutor is not really 
interested in securing c')nvictions to all charges and 
when he dismisses some charges in exchange for a plea 
he is giving the defendant a bogus consideration, "the 
sleeves from his vest" (Ibid.:95). 

The second problem is " 'vertical overcharging'-charg
ing a single offense at a higher level than the circum
stances of the case seem to warrant" (Ibid. :86). Again, 
the complaint here is not that the prosecutor charges 
crimes of which the defendant is clearly innocent~ 
rather, it is that 

they set the evidentiary threshold at far too low a 
level in drafting their initial allegations. Usually, de
fense attorneys claim, prosecutors file their accusa
tions at the highest level for which there is even the 
slightest possibility of conviction. 
The substance of the defense attorneys' complaint is 
that while prosecutors may apply standards of "sub
stantial evidence" or "probable cause" in deciding 
whether to accuse the defendant at all, they do not 
apply that standard in determining what crimes to 
charge. Indeed the bare possibility that evidence 
may emerge to justify an allegation usually causes 
prosecutors to "play it safe" ... (Id.) 

Thus a prosecutor may have a policy of charging every 
homicide as first degree murder even if he or she initial
ly thinks a particular defendant is guilty of only man
slaughter because circumstances might emerge that 
could make the crime murder. This policy prevents the 
possibility of the defendant pleading guilty to the inap
propriate lesser charge. 

Alschuler's definition of vertical overcharging captures 
only one of the two meanings behind that phrase. He im
plies that prosecutors need to tighten up their case 
screening standards in regard to the selection of the 
highest charge(s). His definition approximates what 
Wildhorn et aL (1976:40) define as inaccurate charging. 
According to them a prosecutor has charged a defendant 
inaccurately if there is insufficient evidence to convict 
him of the most serious charges filed. 

The second meaning of vertical overcharging is the most 
important of all the definitions of overcharging. Yet it 
has not clearly surfaced in the literature on overcharg
ing. It refers 'to cases where the prosecutor has ampie 



evidence to support the highest charge but for various 
reasons local attorneys feel that the highest charge is not 
appropriate. One common reason for this is that the fact 
pattern of the crime and the criminal fit into a typified 
pattern which local attorneys know will usually end up 
being treated less seriously than what legally could be 
done. For instance, a defense attorney from Chicago 
noted that "barroom-brawl" homicides will be charged 
as murders but usually disposed of as manslaughters. 
1""hus, he felt that the correct charge for all barroom
brawl-type homicides should be manslaughter from the 
beginning. 

By implication his standard of proper charging is to 
charge at the level at which a particular type of case is 
ordinarily disposed of in a jurisdiction. This position 
seems to imply that it be accompanied by a ban on 
charge bargaining. Katz et al. (1972:131) apparently have 
this in mind when they insist that charges should be 
"truly realistic" and that this policy should be joined 
with a ban on charge bargaining. Similarly, but in re
verse order, the Alaska Attorney General's ban on 
charge (and sentence) bargaining was accompanied by a 
policy of "realistic" charging which approximates what 
our Chicago attorney had in mind-as we shall see later. 

Not only defense counsel object to vertical overcharg
ing. Joe Busch, the former Los Angeles District Attor
ney, reportedly referred to it as "legal-blackmail" 
(Carter, 1974:66), and prosecutors in a California juris
diction described by Carter (1974) were split over it. 
Some prosecutors felt they should "file high and deal 
down." Their thinking was described by one of them as 
follows: 

Some [prosecutors] feel we should :;tart out realisti
cally, but my feeling is that for a defense attorney 
to get his guy to plead, you've gotta give him some
thing. The defense attorney is selling a service, and 
if his client feels he hasn't done anything for him, 
then it's not being fair to him. You just file high and 
then deal it down a notch to what it should have 
been all along, and everybody's happy. We get 
what we want. The defendant thinks his attorney is 
great. The attorney gets his money . . . It's not our 
job just to go on the ironclad cases. (Ibid.:73). 

\ 

The type of overcharging being referred to by these 
prosecutors appears to be vertical overcharging, where 
the evidence may be sufficient to file a felony, but the 
cases are almost invariably reduced for disposition as 
misdemeanors. The prosec!.ltors who objected to this 
practice did so for the same reason Joe Busch did. They 
regard it as unfair. One of them put his views as follows: 

To me [overcharging] isn't right all the time. I do it 
sometimes, but why, if you know he's going to 
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plead to a misdemeanor, do you file the felony on 
him and cause him to pay more bail and make him 
sit longer? To me it's not fair, a lot of people say we 
ought to stick 'em, but that offends my conscience. 
And another way he can get stuck is that his attor
ney will charge more. (Ibid.:70) 

Generally, either horizontal or vertical overcharging or 
both is what references in the literature to overcharging 
mea.ll, For instance Bond (1981:231) writes: 

Generally "overcharging" connotes the filing of a 
charge more serious than the one the prosecutor be
lieves is justified by the evidence or the one to 
which he expects a plea. 

Utz (1979:105) says 

overcharging [is] charging more or more serious 
counts than those on which the prosecutor truly 
wants conviction. 

In its analysis of felony case dispositions in New York 
City's court the Vera Institute of Justice (1977:137) re
ported the following: 

Overcharging was particularly evident in the at
tempted murder, handgun possession and grand lar
ceny cases. In some cases, felony charges appeared 
to be levelled against defendants, guilty at most of 
resisting arrest or harrassment, to "cover" use of 
force by arresting officers. But more generally, 
overcharging involved levying the highest permissi
ble charge to set the stage for negotiation of a plea 
to an offense that would, in the police view, be ap
propriate to the circumstances. 

However. other writers have different definitions of 
overchar~ng. In his analysis of plea bargaining in 
Canada, Klein (1976) adopted a definition of charge bar
gaining akin to the prohibition by the ALI and the NAC 
against filing charges not ordinarily filed. Klein writes: 

What constitutes overcharging is related more to 
normative than legal considerations ... [It is reI at
~d] to the norm that is operating in a jurisdiction in 
respect to a charge vis-a-vis the behavioral compo
nents (as opposed to the legal components) of an act 
. . . If the norm in a jurisdiction is to charge an in
dividual who forged and cashed a stolen cheque 
with only one offense, then to charge him with 
three offenses in relation to this act would be per
ceived as overcharging. (Id.: 118). 

Other foreign writers have apparently misunderstood (or 
decided to redefine) the common usage of the American 
notion of overcharging. For example, McCabe and 
Purves (Baldwin and McConville, 1977:112) report that 
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unlike in America there is virtually no "overcharging" 
in England. Americans will note, however, that this con
clusion depends entirely upon their definition of terms. 
They do not regard what they call "full charging" as 
"overcharging." But in McCabe and Purves' description 
of "full charging" Americans will recognize the old 
wine of vertical and horizontal overcharging in a new 
bottle. "Full charging" is defined as 

sense of filing completely fabricated charges, there is still 
something (admittedly vague) improper about over
charging. Alschuler (1968:86) says "the line between 
'proper' charging and 'overcharging' is far from clear." 
But he and others feel there is a line to be drawn. 

The difficulty in making distinctions is compounded by 
discussions like that of Bond (1981:233) who refers to 
"legitimate overcharging." He writes that "[s]everal cir
cumstances may justify overcharging," including avoid
ing being whipsawed by defense into stilI further conces
sions which the prosecutor believes are unjustified; 
"playing it safe" when the prosecutor does not know 
precisely what offense the facts will ultimately prove; 
and refusing to exercise discretion to achieve an equita
ble outcome. In support of his last example, Bond cites 
some rare case law (e.g., State v. Stevens, 381 P.2d 100 
(Ariz. 1963)) that sustains his argument that the prosecu
tor need not take into account equitable considerations 
in his charging decision. In so doing, however, Bond 
leaves the mainstream of the debate about overcharging 
and screening. That debate has long since regarded legal 
requirements as too minimal to be of much help in re
structuring the charging process to meet the contempo
rary needs of the justice system. It is no longer a matter 
of what the law requires but what the system needs in 
order to balance efficiency with fairness and effective
ness. The law may not require prosecutors to exercise an 
equity function at charging, but observers like Graham 
and Letwin (1971); Katz et al. (1972); Alschuler (1968); 
Miller (1969); the crime commissioners of the 1920's 
(e.g., Cleveland, Missouri arid Illinois); and the standard
setting groups of the 1960's and 1970's agree that not 
only could prosecutors perform such a function but that 
the future quality of justice in American criminal courts 
depends upon their doing so and that the charging func
tion must be performed in more than a merely legal, 
technically correct manner. 

inserting every charge which could reasonably be 
said to arise from the situation even when it is clear 
that it is unlikely that every charge could be proved 
on the evidence available (Baldwin and McConville, 
1977:112). 

Perhaps McCabe, Purves, and others are under the mis
impression that American prosecutors regularly file fab
ricated charges to secure pleas. 

The existence and extent of overcharging in a jurisdic~ 
tion is often inferred by Americans by the extent to 
which charges are reduced or dismissed after cases have 
been filed (see, e.g., Keppel, 1978). As a rough indicator 
such a procedure is of some value. But as Wildhorn et 
al. (1976:41) point out, many things affect the outcome 
of charges in a case, only one of which is the accuracy 
of the original charges. Thus, 110t too much weight ca.n 
be placed on such rough measures. 

One way around this problem was devised by Baldwin 
and McConville (1977). They had the "commital papers" 
relating to a sample of cases examined by two independ
ent, experienced case assessors. The assessors were asked 
to predict the likely outcome of the principal count in 
the indictment on the basis of the evidence available in 
the papers. In only 25 percent of all cases was a predic
tion of acquittal made by at least one assessor, and in 
only 10 percent of the cases did the two assessors agree 
in their predictions. Thus, Baldwin and McConville con
cluded that there was no "overcharging" in the English 
setting. But once again, their conclusion is a function of 
their circumscribed definition of charging (which is in 
effect what Wildhorn et al. have called accurate charg
ing). The more common version of the American notion 
of vertical overcharging is not what Baldwin and 
McConville'S methodology addressed. It is not that the 
principal charge(s) could not be sustained if they 'were 
allowed to go to trial. It is that certain sustainable cases 
are regularly reduced for disposition and that, therefore, 
they should have been filed that way in the first place. 

Overcharging and proper charging distinguished. The con
fusion about overcharging does not end with the multi
ple meanings of the phrase. It thickens as one tries to de
termine the relationship between overcharging and 
proper charging. For instance in Alschuler's discussion it 
seems that, while overcharging is not improper in the 
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Unfortunately Bond does not make clear what illegit
imate overcharging would be. He cites some case law in 
support of the view that the prosecutor may not over
charge to induce a plea (Heidman v. United States, 281 
F.2d 805, 808 (8th Cir. 1960)) and Brady v. United States, 
397 U.S. 742 (1970)). But the thrust of these rulings has 
been overturned by the Supreme Court's holding in Bor
denkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357 (1978). His only clear 
example of illegitimate overcharging is his inclusion of 
the ALI's prohibition against charging crimes not ordi
narily charged. It is noteworthy that he does not con
demn horizontal or vertical overcharging, nor does he 
invoke any of the other charging standards of the major 
national groups. 



If we now examine each of the types of overcharging 
identified above from the point of view of the charging 
standards of the four national groups, we can further il
lustrate the inconsistencies, ambivalence, and inchoate 
nature of the developing jurisprudence of charging. 
First, charging a defendant without probable cause for 
any of the charges filed would be unanimously con
demned by all four groups. For that matter, charging a 
defendant with evidence that would sustain probable 
cause but would not be admissible at trial is regarded by 
each of the groups as improper. Charging a defendant 
with charges for which there is admissible cause evi
dence but which are not ordinarily charged in a jurisdic
tion is condemned by two of the groups (ALI and 
NAC). Horizontal overcharging in either of its two 
forms 15 presents an ambiguous situation. Assuming there 
is admissible probable cause evidence and the charges 
are not out of the ordinary, then horizontal overcharg
ing becomes improper to NDAA if the charges are filed 
solely to obtain leverage in plea bargaining. However, 
the failure to horizontally overcharge would also be im
proper according to NDAA if the additional charges 
were needed either to adequately describe the criminali
ty of the offender or to provide for an adequate sen
tence! Since a prosecutor could almost always claim 
these latter two motives for his or her horizontal over
charging, he or she could never be in violation of the 
only-for-plea-bargaining standard. 

By the same logic, vertical overcharging of the kind 
where prosecutors have sufficient evidence for the high
est charge but routinely accept pleas to reduced charges 
does not violate NDAA's standards. Even though he or 
she knows the case will be routinely reduced, the pros
ecutor can stilJ claim to be establishing an accurate 
public record of the conduct involved. Thus his or her 
motive is not solely to secure guilty pleas. 

Vertical overcharging of the other kind that Alschuler 
describes, that is, where there is sufficient evidence to 
charge some crime, but only the slightest evidence to 
support the highest degree of crime, is explicitly and 
unanimously condemned by all groups. As the ABA 
(1971:§ 3.9c) puts it, "[t]he prosecutor should not bring 
or seek charges greater in number or degree than he can 
reasonably support with evidence at trial." 

,. Namely, filing numerous charges arising from separate criminal inci
dents, e.g., a dozen separate forging and uttering offenses, or filing nu
merous charges arising from different crimes committed in the course 
of one criminal incident, e.g., charges of robbery, burglary, larceny, 
and carrying a concealed weapon arising from one armed robbery in a 
home. 
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The organizational preconditions for proper charging. In 
reviewing the standards of proper charging of various 
reform groups and other critics, it is crucial to recognize 
the often unstated assumptions about how the charging 
process must be organized, staffed, and operated. Accu
rate charging assumes not only a technical knowledge of 
the law but also experience in local practice and ade
quate information with which to evaluate the case. If 
prosecutors' offices are going to file only charges that 
can be proven at trial, then they must have a systematic 
screening of cases based on thorough investigations with 
cases reviewed by trial-experienced prosecutors prefer
ably with direct access to the witnesses and police offi
cers h'1 the cases. S.uch screening programs do not exist 
in most jurisdictions. 

Little wonder that Alschuler should find that the pri
mary reason for overcharging (especially vertical over
charging) is the tendency among prosecutors to "play it 
safe." They "play it safe" because the prosecutors select
ing the charges are usually inexperienced and the infor
mation upon which they are basing their decisions is 
often minimal and untrustworthy. It is often nothing 
more than the police report and the local arrest record. 
Police reports are universally decried by prosecutors as 
inadequate and unreliable. Furthermore, getting the 
police to do postarrest followup investigations is prob
lematic (McDonald et al., 1981). Prosecutors know that 
the police often omit or distort information in their re
ports. Therefore, without interviewing the police and 
witnesses themselves, prosecutors are never very sure 
about how strong their cases really are. 

When prosecutors' offices do establish rigorous screen
ing programs, substantial numbers of cases are either re
jected from the system or filed at reduced charges. In 
New Orleans when the Connick administration initiated 
screening, a dramatic increase in case rejections oc
curred.16 In the Bronx in 1979 the police made 22,500 
felony arrests; the prosecutor's office indicted only 2,500 
felonies. In Chicago in 1972, the new felony review unit 
of the prosecutors' office declined to seek indictments in 
41 percent of the murder cases brought by the police as 
well as 95 percent of the armed robberies, 87 percent of 
the rapes, and 97 percent of the aggravated batteries 
(McIntyre and Nimmer, 1973:20). In Philadelphia in 
1973 an experimental early prosecutorial screening unit 
found that 41 percent of the 20,000 arrests could be 
quickly eliminated from the system (Savitz, 1975:262). In 
1967 in Los Angeles, the prosecutor's screening process 

'8 See infra for details. 
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reduced 64,000 felony arrests to only 24,505 felony pros
ecutions (Katz et al., 1972:112). 

In their criticism of overcharging Katz et al. do not stop 
with identifying the symptom. They identify the cause. 
They want "realistic" charging and the elimination of 
charge bargaining, but they note that this requires a 
major commitment of resources to the early screening 
process. Their views are interesting not only for the or
ganizational preconditions for proper charging that are 
recommended but also because their focus of reform is 
only the formal charging (not the initial charging) of 
felony cases and, most importantly, because they predict 
that realistic charging will eliminate charge bargaining 
but will not eliminate the incentive for defendants to 
plead guilty. 

Katz et al. would have the police do the initial charging 
and then within one day of arrest (for defendants held in 
custody, 5 days for those released on bail) the prosecu
tor would review his case and meet with the defense at
torney for a charging conference. The result of this 
would be the revision of unrealistic felony police 
charges (which would be dismissed, diverted, or reduced 
to misdemeanors and rerouted) and the filing of realistic 
formal felony charges. Once filed, the felony charges 
would not be reduced for guilty pleas. Katz et al. assert 
that contrary to what critics of their proposai predict, 
realistic charging coupled with a no-charge-bargaining 
policy would I/ot mean that defendants would stop 
pleading guilty. Their support for this claim, however, 
seems to be a combination of faith and the problematic 
assumption that the new rigorous screening would so 
dramatically reduce the court's caseload that the pros
ecutor would be able (and willing) to get a conviction at 
trial in cases where the defendant did not plead gUilty. 
They (1972:132) write: 

Once the prosecutor shows at the inception of this 
reform that his office is prepared to try cases within 
the speedy trial requirement, guilty pleas will flow 
as they do now because the charges will be realistic. 
Defendants will be as ready to plead then as they 
ultimately are now, once the opportunity to wait 
out the prosecutor no longer exists and the prosecu
tor makes it clear that he is trying cases and con. 
victing defendants. 

Other reformers have also suggested a restructuring of 
the charging process to achieve realistic charging and 
eliminate charge bargaining. But they also hold problem
atic views about the relationship between their reforms 
and the overall practice of plea bargaining. For instance 
in an article entitled "Abolishing Plea Bargaining: A 
Proposal," Professors Parnas and Atkins (1978) recom
mend that judges should prevent overcharging through 
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their power to review chargesY The deceptive nature of 
this proposal is that it identifies plea bargaining with 
charge bargaining. For Parnas and Atkins the elimina
tion of overcharging is synonymous with the elimination 
of plea bargaining. Having closed the front door, how
ever, they then proceed to open the back. In contrast to 
Katz et al. they say that once charge bargaining has 
been ended it will be necessary to provide defendants 
with some alternative incentive to get them to plead. 
This, they argue, should be in the form of differential 
sentencing with pleaders ,getting a more lenient sentence 
than those convicted at trial. In their view (but not ours) 
this is not plea bargaining. 

The critical objection to proposals to charge at the level 
to which a case is ordinarily pleaded is that it leaves the 
prosecutor nothing to offer in exchange for a gUilty plea. 
While reformers confidently predict that if charges were 
truly realistic defendants would willingly plead guilty 
for nothing in exchange, practitioners are rightly skepti
cal of such predictions. The belief that the state should 
not unilaterally dismiss or reduce charges without get
ting something in exchange, like the related belief that 
gUilty pleas would be less forthcoming without such ex
changes, is widespread and axiomatic among practition
ers. Even the police are staunch advocates of these 
views. For instance, Alaskan police objected strongly to 
the no-plea-bargaining policy because it ran contrary to 
these views. The Alaska Judicial Council (1977:54) re
ported, 

Police investigators often objected strongly to dis
missal of charges by prosecutors. Imestigators 
working with bad check cases cited several exam
ples of cases in which charges had been dismissed, 
giving the reasons they believed had caused the dis
missals. "If a guy pays up on a check case, charges 
are dropped." "We had a recent forgery case in
volving numerous checks. The D.A. and defense at
torney got together, the defendant pleaded to two 
charges and the others were dropped." "In the old 
system [plea bargaining], they pleaded gUilty to 
three out of five charges, without talking to defense 
counsel." "If there aren't enough judges to go 
around at calendar call or the D.A.'s are busy, they 
only take more serious cases and dismiss the 
others." "If they eliminated plea bargaining entirely, 
it would be O.K. But if we've got four counts, some 
shouldn't be dropped." Police were indignant that 

17 Their recommendation was endorsed by some seasoned defense at
torneys with whom we discussed it at a meeting of the Executive 
Council of the National Legal Aid and Defenders' Association. 



charges were dropped without any concessions in 
return from the defendant. 

Eliminating overcharging: the Alaskan experience. The 
complexity of the issues surrounding overcharging and 
the actual impact on plea bargaining of eliminating it are 
best illustrated by the Alaskan prosecutor's office's at
tempt to eliminate plea bargaining. That effort was initi
ated by Attornc:.y General Gross who as a defense attor
ney had developed a distaste for overcharging. IS The 
difficulties of iIuplementing a policy of realistic charging 
can be traced through a series of his memoranda. The 
problems he faced were of two main kinds: defining 
overcharging and getting his assistants to agree to the 
policy. Notice should be taken of the shifting implicit 
definitions of overcharging he uses. 

His implementing memorandum of July 3, 1975, implicit
ly defines overcharging as filing cases "which could not 
be made at trial" (a definition similar to Alschuler's defi
nition of vertical overcharging as well the standards of 
the ABA, NDAA, ALI and NAC regarding the require
ment that evidence be sustainable at trial). The memo
randum is ambiguous because it says plea negotiations in
volving charge reductions are permissible but then tries 
to split the hair between reductions which are done 
simply to obtain a guilty plea and those which are not 
(which you will recall is one of the NDAA's standards). 
It reads as follows: 

Plea negotiations with respect to multiple counts 
and the ultimate charge will continue to be permissi
ble under Criminal Rule 11 as long as the charge to 
which the defendant enters a plea of guilty correct
ly reflects both the facts and the level of proof. In 
other words, while there continues to be nothing 
wrong with reducing a charge, reductions should 
not occur simply to obtain a plea of guilty. An ef
fective screening of cases ftled . . . will have to be 
instituted in order to avoid filing cases which might 
be "bargained" under the existing system but which 
could not be won at trial,19 

Three weeks later he tries to clarify what he means by 
"not charging simply to obtain a guilty plea." "I stress 
to you . . . that you should ftle the charge you can 
prove." 20 But he does not say what he means by "prov
able." He continues: 

I. Based on interview with A. Gross. French Lick, Indiana, June 1978. 
19 A. Gross, Memorandum of July 3, 1975. 
•• A. Gross, Memorandum of July 24, 1975. 
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Some charges should not be ftled at all. Merely be
cause you are brought a police ftle does not mean 
that you are required to file a criminal charge. In 
some cases the facts simply will not justify criminal 
prosecution either because it is not warranted in the 
interest of justice or because technically we could 
not prove the charge. If that is the case do not ftle 
the charge in the first instance. I anl not interested 
in seeing the office ftle Assault with a Deadly 
Weapon charges and then reduce them to simple as
saults with suspended impositions of sentence with 
no fine or jail time purely because we never had a 
case in the first place.21 

His explanation of what he means by provable intro
duces yet another definition of overcharging, namely, 
the prosecutor should not ftle cases which are not in the 
interest of justice. This standard is unlike the standards 
based on exercising a technical knowledge of the law 
and of local practice. It does not call for an assessment 
of the provability of a case. Rather it imposes an equity 
function on the prosecutor at charging. Also, in his clari
fication he overstates his description of the "non pro va
ble" charges which his office had been accepting; 
namely, ones in which "we never had a case in the first 
place." Undoubtedly he does not mean to imply that his 
office had been accepting cases which lacked even prob
able cause. More likely it refers to the second kind of 
vertical overcharging we described, namely, filing cases 
as felonies because technically they are felonies (and 
may even have admissible and reasonably strong evi
dence) but whtch are members of a class of criminal acts 
which as a matter of de facto policy has become re
duced to being treated as misdemeanors in the local ju
risdiction. 

This unofficial downgrading of felonies to misdemeanors 
is one of the unidentified major premises in many a dis
cussion of overcharging. It, together with the assump
tion that charging should be used to achieve an equity 
function, is usually not evident except in some discus
sions of prosecutors condemning the "overcharging" 
done or requested by the police. There it is often clear 
that the prosecutor is rejecting the police charge not be
cause of the strength of the case but because the pros
ecutor feels that while the higher charge is technically 
correct it would be inappropriately severe or because 
that type of crime has traditionally been handled as a 
misdemeanor. 

By "type of crime" we are not referring to any legal cat
egory of crime such as burglary but rather to certain 

., A. Gross, Memorandum of July 24, 1975 • 

typical patterns of criminal conduct, similar to Sudnow's 
(1965) notion of "normal crimes." Legal categories like 
burglary cover a wide variety of facts and circumstances 
from systematic residential burglary of a committed bur
glar to the breaking and entering of schools by students 
seeking to do some mischief. Even theft from automo
biles constitutes burglary in some jurisdictions. Anyone 
of these fact patterns could be charged as burglary and 
may be supportable at trial. The police will usually 
charge them (or want them charged) as burglaries not 
only to get the felony arrest statistic (see McDonald et 
aI., 1981) but for other rcasons as well. The police do 
not want to officially assume an equity function; 22 also 
they often are either unaware of or do not recognize as 
valid the unofficial policy of downgrading of a specific 
fact pattern to a misdemeanor. 

It is this difficult matter of distinguishing classes of typi
cal fact patterns within categories of crime which Attor
ney General Gross tries to identify in yet another memo
randum a year later. But his point gets lost because (as in 
the general literature on overcharging) he couches the 
issue of a de facto policy of downgrading certain classes 
of criminal acts in the language of assessing the provabi
lity of cases. 

... I want to emphasize the thrust of [my] initial 

... memorandum ... I wanted charges which 
were initially filed to accurately reflect the level of 
available proof at that time and that I did not want 
overcharging . . . I want you to file the charge or 
charge that you think you can prove and stick with 
them until and unless you are convinced they are 
not proper charges . . . Charges should be dismissed 
or decreased only. . . when justified. . . and not as a 
quid pro quo for entry of a plea of guilty. 
I realize there are times when the elements of the 
offense may be highly t~chnical, as a result of which 
two similar type counts are filed to protect yourself 
dependent upon the way the evidence develops. In 
that instance you obviously only intend to seek a 
conviction on one or the other, and therefore it ob
viously makes sense to dismiss one if a plea is en
tered to the other count. This is not the situation I 
am trying to prevent. 
What I am trying to prevent is deliberate over
charging. That will not be easy to change, but I 
want a real effort made. I know that even if the 
facts warrant reduction on a charge, some of you 
will be hesitant to make it if you do not get some 
sort of implied or express indication from the de
fendant that he will plead guilty. After all, if the de-

22 Although the police do frequently take the initiative in directing 
prosecutors to reject charges (Graham and Letwin, 1971). 
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fendant does not want to plead, why give him the 
break of reducing ADW [assault with a deadly 
weapon] to A&B [assault and battery]? The answer 
lies in the fact that if it is the kind of case that 
should be reduced to an A&B, it is the kind that 
should be filed as an A&B or reduced to one if it 
was initially filed at a higher level. 

The critical missing element in this attempt at clarifying 
what constitutes overcharging is the explanation of how 
one knows when one has the kind of ADW which 
"should" be filed as an A&B. The memorandum of June 
30, 1976, misleadingly suggests that this is determined by 
the level of proof. But that is not enough. In addition 
one must determine whether the fact pattern involved in 
the ADW fits the typical patterns of ADW's which 
were alluded to in Gross' earlier memorandum of July 
24, 1975. If it is one of those ADW's which in the past 
have been reduced to simple assaults with suspended im
position of sentence, then the policy applies. Either it 
should not be filed at all or filed only as a misdemeanor. 

Also noteworthy in the June 30, 1976, memorandum is 
that even with a screening program and an explicit 
policy of no· charge bargaining, Gross expects that there 
will be times when prosecutors must "play it safe" and 
file several charges to protect themselves against the 
possibility of evidence not developing properly. Thus it 
is not so much the desire to play it safe that is the cause 
of overcharging but rather the unwillingness of prosecu
tors to drop or reduce charges to their correct level 
without getting guilty pleas in exchange. 

Two years later Attorney General Gross reported that 
his no-plea-bargaining policy was a guarded success. He 
was sure that his prosecutors were no longer engaging in 
sentence bargaining but he was less sure of his success in 
eliminating charge bargaining. He reported: 

Sentence bargaining [by prosecutors] has been virtu
ally eliminated in Alaska. Charge bargaining, 
though, has been much harder to control. The diffi
culty here is that when a charge is reduced from 
that originally filed, it is basically a SUbjective judg
ment as to whether the charge was reduced because 
the evidence developed in the cage after indictment 
warranted a reduction, or whether the charge was 
reduced by the district attorney for the purpose of 
inducing the defendant to enter a plea. Short of 
quizzing every assistant district attorney on every 
reduction of charge, there is no way to completely 
guarantee that a bargain has not been struck, albeit 
quietly. 
The effort to eliminate charge bargaiuing initially 
focused on convincing district attorneys that the ap-
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propriate charge should be brought in the first in
stance, or, if subsequent facts convinced them that a 
charge should be reduced, that it should be reduced 
independently of an agreement for a plea. There has 
been some progress in this area and charge bargain
ing has clearly been reduced. At the same time, no 
one should delude himself into thinking that after 
many, many years of plea bargaining a directive 
from an Attorney General is going to change every
one's past practice and attitudes overnight. There 
are certainly still some cases where charge bargain
ing takes place either directly or surreptitiously, but 
hopefully the practice is on the wane. 

Statistical evidence from the evaluation of the Alaska 
program suggests that the policy of realistic charging 
did not result in the wholesale rejection or dismissal of 
large numbers of cases. For the three major cities in
volved (Anchorage, Fairbanks and Juneau) there was a 
decline in the number of felony charges filed, from 1,815 
in the year before the policy to 1,771 for the first year of 
the policy. Given the tough language of the policy, this 
is a surprisingly small decrease and, at that, much of it 
was apparently due to the decline in the actual number 
of cas':;!S being brought in due to the tapering off of the 
construction of the Alaskan pipeline and its associated 
crime problems (Gross, 1978). 

However, while the number of felony cases filed did not 
appear to be affected by the accurate charging policy, 
there was other evidence that the policy was having an 
impact. In following the transformation of the charges 
from arrest to disposition, it appeared as though initial 
charging had become more accurate. The proportion of 
initial charges that changed to lesser charges at disposi
tion declined (Gross, 1978). The other side of the coin, 
however, is that while charge bargaining may have 
ended, plea bargaining did not. It was merely forced 
back into a sub rosa form of differential sentencing 
through implicit bargaining (see Chapter 5). This sug
gests Katz et al. (1972) were wrong in their prediction 
that realistic Charging would keep gUilty pleas flowing 
without any substitute inducement. 

Charging practices in six jurisdictions 

A leading textbook (Chambliss and Seidman, 1971:395) 
describes the social organization of the charging process 
in American jurisdictions as follows: 

The typical situation surrounding criminal prosecu
tion is characterized by Wayne LaFave as 'one in 
which the police make an arrest without a warrant 
and then bring a suspect to the prosecutor with a 
request that he approve the issuance of a warrant.' 
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The decision to arrest is clearly made by the police. 
The decision as to whether to charge the suspect 
and the selection of the charge are the responsibility 
of the prosecutor. The prosecutor's charging deci
sion is manifested by his approval or refusal of the 
issuance of a warrant. 

It should be evident from our prior discussion that this 
description implies a much greater uniformity in the or
ganization of the charging process than actually exists. 
The charging process is one of the most diverse compo
nents of the American justice system. While there are 
some commonalities, its diversity is most prominent. 
This diversity makes national standards of proper charg
h~g problematic. 

The following section describes the diversity in the 
charging and screening processes in six jurisdictions. 
Special attention is given to the relationship between 
these processes and the nature of plea bargaining. A sta
tistical comparison of selected aspects of the charging 
process (presented in Table 2.2) highlights some major 
dimensions of the differences which exist. In addition, 
Figure 2.2 shows the differences among the jurisdictions 
regarding relative proportions of charge and sentence 
considerations in the guilty plea agreements in our sam
ples of robbery and burglary cases. The narrative de
scriptions of each jurisdiction which follow will set 
these statistical differences into their respective contexts. 

Delaware County (Pa.). The case screening process in 
Delaware County is dominated by the police decision re
garding initial charges. Nowhere in the early stages of 
the process is there a systematic review of cases by the 
prosecutor. It is possible for a felony case to be initially 
charged, bound over at the preliminary hearing, placed 
in an early diversion program and eventually nol-prossed 
without a lawyer reviewing the case for probable 
cause.23 The initial charges are selected and the cases are 
filed by the police in the lower courts. These district 
courts used to be located in police stations and referred 
to as "police" courts. The district court judges are the 
former justices of the peace and are mostly nonlawyers. 

The prosecutor's office does try to influence the early 
charging process but its ability to do so is hampered by 
the fact that case~, originate in 32 separate district 
(lower) courts spread throughout the county. The pros
ecutor's office has assigned assistant prosecutors only to 
the district courts in two cities (Upper Darby and Ches
ter) that contribute about 40 percent of the total volume 
of cases to the county's court system. Those prosecutors, 
however, act only as resource people for the police. 

23 A prosecutor would review these cases but the review would. not be 
for probable cause. 

Table 2.2 Selected aspects of the charging process by jurisdiction (robbery and 
burglary cases that went to guilty plea or trial) 

Characteristic EIPaso New 
Seattle Tucson Delaware Orleans County 

[N=247] • [N=521] • [N=758] • [N=571] • [N=654] • 
Number of charges in initial complaint 

1 83.0% 48.4% 76.1% 47.1% 1.8% 2-3 10.9% 43.2% 21.0% 45.3% 24.0% 4+ 6.0% 8.4% 2.9% 7.5% 74.1% Number of charges in formal accusation 
1 

89.5% 88.9% 61.2% 29.9% 0.7% 2-3 
7.0% 9.9% 33.8% 53.4% 19.0% 4+ 3.2% 1.2% 5.0% 16.7% 80.3% Number of charges convicted of 

1 89.5% 91.4% 84.9% 78.3% 72.5% 2-3 7.5% 8.2% 13.4% 19.5% 22.6% 4+ 2.9% 0.4% 1.7% 2.2% 5.0% 
• N's vary slightly by each characteristic due to item nonresponse. 

Figure 2.2 Types of plea concessions in robbery and burglary cases by jurisdiction 
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They will advise them on what to charge if asked. Simi
larly, there is a "duty man" available by phone 24 hours 
a day from the DA's office who, if asked, will advise the 
police serving the other district courts as to what 
charges to file. The police say they do consult with the 
prosecutor in serious cases and when they have any 
doubts; but otherwise the police have no specific charg
ing policies.24 In two police departments interviewed the 
procedure is simply to have a supervising sergeant 
review the case with the arresting officer and help select 
the charges. One officer with 23 years experience said 
the police usually "wing it" most of the time. The assist
ant prosecutors say that when the police do ask for 
advice about charging specific cases, they usually recom
mend filing a lower number or degree of charges. Evi
dently, however, their advice has not had a general re
straining influence on the police tendency to file numer
ous charges. Delaware County has by far the highest 
number of initial charges per case of any of our six juris
dictions. Four or more charges were filed in 74 percent 
of the robbery and burglary cases in our sample; see 
Table 2.2. Within 2 to 10 days after the initial appear
ance in district court, a preliminary hearing is held at 
which there will ordinarily be no prosecutor present 
(except in Upper Darby 01' Chester) unless the case is of 
special interest to the proSeCiitOr's--office. The office 
comes to know about such special cases in three ways. It 
is sent copies of all cases being initiated by the police 
immediately after their initiation. It may also have been 
further alerted to an especially serious case either by a 
call from the police or through the newspapers. For the 
mo~t part the preliminary hearing will be put on by the 
polIce, and the nonlawyer judge will decide whether the 
case should go any further. Of 7,593 criminal matters 
(including felonies and misdemeanors) 25 entering the 
Delaware County court system in 1976, 4,010 (53 per
cent) were dismissed or withdrawn at the preliminary 
hearing. It is believed that many of the dismissed cases 
were arrests initiated by citizens who had filed com
plaints in the lower courts. Another 10 percent (742 
cases) resulted in guilty pleas to summary offenses. The 
remaining cases (including felonies and levelland level 
2 misdemeanors) were bound over to the Court of 
Common Pleas (superior court). 

Notwithstanding the substantial number of cases dis
missed in the lower courts, it is the opinion of local at-

24 Except that one department will not file charges for violating the 
Sund~y blue laws or for gambling (bingo) at church carnivals or fairs 
A former chief had been fired after doing so. . 

25 Misdemeanors in Pennsylvania are graded into three levels with the 
first level being punishable by up to five years of incarceration and the 
second level up to two years. 
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torneys that the district judges are virtual "rubber
stamps" for the charges selected by the police. If the 
prosecutor's office wants different charges filed than 
those leveled by the police, it either dismisses the case 
and has it rebrought; or, more likely, it requests special 
l~a~e of t?e court to amend the charges. Either way, re
vIsmg polIce charges is done only occasionally. 

The review in the prosecutor's office is based on the 
c~se file forwarded from the lower court, which con
tams a form filled out by the judge. It states the name of 
the defendant, the dates of the crime and arrest, the 
names of the arresting officer, and maybe the witnesses. 
There is no description of the crime or of the evidence' 
nor is there information about whether bail was set. Thi~ 
file is reviewed by a nonlawyer in the prosecutor's office 
to deter~ine .whether the defendant appears to qualify 
for the dIverSIOn program (ARD-accelerated rehabilita
tive disposition). This initial determination is made 
simpl~ o~ the basis of whether the charge(s) fit within 
the Dlstnct Attorney's list of charges eligible for diver
sion.26 If ~o, t~e case is given to an experienced prosecu
tor to reVIew It even further using additional information 
(primarily arrest records) to determine whether the case 
does in fact qualify under the DA's charging criteria and 
other criteria regarding prior record. If it qualifies, the 
defen~a!1t, his or ~er attorney, the arresting officer, and 
the v~ctIm. are notified and a date is set for hearing on 
the diverSIOn recommendation. If placed on diversion, 
the defendant may serve up to 2 years on preconviction 
probation; and if he or she meets the terms of diver
SiOll,27 the case will be dismissed. In 1976 between 847 
and 1,000 cases were placed in the diversion program.28 

If a case does not qualify for diversion, then the 
nonlawyer prepares the formal charges by simply filing 
t~e ~har%es listed by the police and bound over by the 
district Judges. These cases are then submitted to the 
prosecutor's "screening" attorney who reviews the 
ch.arges and the police file; sees if the charges are appro
priate; sets the priority of the case and assigns it to a 
trial team. If the prosecutor wants to change the charges 
he may request special leave of the court to do so. But 
this rarely happens. In our sample, the number of 
charges filed by the prosecutor was identical to the 
number filed by the police 97 percent of the time (see 

2. For list see Appendix A. 

27 E.g., drunk drivers must attend the alcoholism council for testing. 
dr~g ~sers ~ust be tested; indecent exposure offenders must get psy~ 
chlatnc testmg. 

28 Systematic data on case flow in the Delaware County court is not 
computerized. Both the court and the prosecutor's office keep their 
own statistical records, which do not always agree. 
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Table 2.2 for comparison with other jurisdictions). The 
prosecutor is more likely to dismiss cases (nol pros) than 
alter charges. During the case review and preparation 
process and later (up to the time of trial) cases are nol
prossed. In 1976, 552 of 2,841 (19 percent) of the cases 
bound over to the Court of Common Pleas were dis
posed of in that manner. After the review the case is 
presented at a formal arraignment conducted by a 
layman who reads the formal charges to the defendant. 
The arraignment occurs about one to two weeks before 
trial. 

Some plea bargaining occurs at various stages of the 
process, but the bulk of it occurs on the day of trial in 
what attorneys describe as a "panicky" atmosphere at 
the back of the courtroom. A lot of guilty pleas come 
only after a trial has begun. The plea bargains involve 
both charge bargains and sentence recommendations. 
The amount of charge reduction is enormous. Most 
cases start out with many charges and end up convicted 
of few. However, defense attorneys were in general 
agreement that the charge bargains were rarely of any 
value. It is the sentence commitment that concerned 
them. Most of them said things like: "A charge reduc
tion is always immediately available but they're not 
worth anything to the defendant. It's the time he is con
cerned about." 

Another lawyer said: "They reduce charges in almost all 
the cases but that's not the heart of the matter. If the 
man is charged with six crimes, you don't care if he's 
convicted of all of them because the judge only needs 
one conviction to put him in jail. So I don't worry about 
the number of charges." 

Because most Delaware County defense attorneys see 
charge bargaining as being largely irrelevant to the sen
tence they are generally not upset at the overcharging 
which, most of them (10 of 13 or 77 percent) believe 
goes on. As one public defender put it when asked ab.o~t 
prosecutorial overcharging, "Tq.ey do, but I wonder If It 
matters. They seem to put on more than is necessary for 
prosecution but they get dropped through a plea bar
gain, nol pros, or suspend~d sentence: It doesn't. have 
any effect-with the pOSSible exception of a hldden 
fine." 

The defense attorneys accept and expect the police to 
overcharge because they figure the police do not know 
how to charge correctly. The phlegmatic attitude of the 
Delaware County defense attorneys towards overcharg
ing by police and prosecutors stands in sharp contrast to 
earlier reports of the widespread condemnation by attor
neys of the practice. 

Norfolk City (Va.). The charging process in Norfolk is 
divided among the police, the prosecutor, and the dis
trict (lower) court. Initial charges for both felonies (ar
rested without warrants) and misdemeanors are initiated 
by the police by obtaining a warrant from a magistrate 
(formerly, justice of the peace). The police deeWe 
whether the case is a felony or a misdemeanor and set it 
on the appropriate court docket. The police are under 
virtually no guidelines in selecting oharges other than to 
pick the oharges which seem to fit the facts. 29 Typically 
they pick the highest charge. For example, drug posses
sion cases are always charged as "possession with intent 
to distribute" no matter how small the amount of the 
drug. The police. use overcharging to accomplish several 
goals. One officer stated, "Yes, generally I charge higher 
in order to hold it over their heads. It helps to up the 
(bail) bond and it also helps in plea bargaining." 

As for the number of charges, our sample of cases indi
cates the police most frequently flIe only one charge (55 
percent) but almost as frequently file multiple charges 
(45 percent). In a small but substantial proportion of 
cases (17 percent) they flIe four or more charges per 
case. While this is considerably less heavy multiple 
charging than that of the Delaware -County police-who 
flIed 74 percent of their cases with four or more 
charges-it is two to eight times higher than that of the 
other four jurisdictions (see Table 2.2). It is no coinci
dence that this high degree of heavy multiple charging 
occurs in the two jurisdictions where the prosecutor's 
screening mechanism does not involve an early review 
of cases or a direct interaction with the police regarding 
the charges. 

All cases are usually presented within 24 hours in the 
(lower) District Court (referred to as the "police court") 
for an "initial appearance." At this point most misde
meanors are acted upon. Many are disposed of by guilty 
pleas.30 But many others are tried, convicted, and ap
pealed to the (upper) Circuit Court for retriaI.31 These 
misdemeanors are presented either by the police or the 
court clerk. Prosecutors are rarely involved. Felonies 
will have a preliminary hearing date set for 2 weeks 
later. 

2. One exception is homicide. The police have a policy of charging all 
homicides with first degree murder. 

30 See Chapter 6 (Judicial Supervision) for a description of the rapid 
disposition of these misdemeanor cases. 
31 Almost as many misdemeanors as felonies reach the Circuit Court. In 
1976, a monthly average of 291 misdemeanors compared to 507 fel?
nies were commenced in the Circuit Court, according to court statis
tics for five months. 
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The preliminary hearing constitutes the main prosecuto
rial screening mechanism. Prosecutors reduce many felo
nies to misdemeanors in exchange for guilty pleas and 
some cases are dismissed completely. This charge modi
fication and disposition process at the preliminary hear
ing is considered the primary form of clearing cases. Un
fortunately, no statistics are available on the extent of 
the felony reduction and dismissal at preliminary hear
ing. Some observers believe that most of the adjustments 
of the cases are in the form of charge bargains rather 
than outright dismissals. One court watcher estimated 
that less than 10 percent of the felony cases are dis
missed outright. Everything that can be reduced or dis
missed will be. Prosecutors note that there are important 
advantages to adjusting cases before they are bound over 
to the Circuit Court. As one noted, "if you are going to 
reduce a sale (of drugs) to accommodation, then try to 
do it in Police Court. You get a lot less exposure there, 
plus it saves time and money. In Circuit Court there 
might be a reporter present." 

Prosecutors also believe, however, that there are some 
cases which "must" be allowed to proceed to the Circuit 
Court even though they will be plea bargained to misde
meanors or dismissed. Such cases are not delineated by 
any explicit office policy and do not constitute any spe
cific. class of offense (except possibly homicide) but 
rather are identified on an individual basis. They are 
ones where the charges are too serious to reduce; or 
there is a lack of information in the file; or there is pres
sure from the community or the victim to have the case 
handled seriously; or other circumstances dictate that the 
case should be given fuller treatment. 

Cases that are bound over to the grand jury and for
warded to the prosecutor's office are assigned to individ
ual prosecutors who select the formal charges to be 
filed. Their choices are approved by a supervisor, but 
this review is not guided by any explicit charging stand
ards. Generally, prosecutors add more charges (of a 
lesser-included kind) to the most serious charge filed by 
the police. One assistant prosecutor explained, "For ex
ample, they will come in with a charge of burglary. We 
will then add grand larceny and possession of burglary 
tools on the indictment." By the time of the formal 
charging decision of the prosecutor, the police are sup
posed to have completed any postarrest investigation 
needed in the case and forwarded that information to the 
prosecutor. (This information is typically not available to 
the prosecutor during the "screening" at the preliminary 
hearing.) The ineffectiveness of the preliminary hearing 
screening is evident by the fact that at the Circuit Court 
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level 23 percent of the felonies are dismissed by the 
prosecutor.32 

The case screening process in Norfolk is notable for the 
unusual and somewhat inconsistent views that local at
torneys have of it. The prosecutors and defense attor
neys tend to define the screening function as a responsi
bility shared between the prosecutor and the court but 
with the court holding the major share of the responsi
bility. Most defense attorneys reported that both hori
zontal and vertical overcharging occurs; yet they were 
also of the opinion that the prosecutor's office did a 
fairly good job of screening! They blamed the over
charging on both the police and the prosecutor; but they 
attributed the perceived inadequacies of the case screen
ing process to the District Comt jUdge. They blamed 
him (not the prosecutor) for failure to eliminate more 
cases at the preliminary hearing. No one seemed to think 
that the prosecutor should take the initiative in dismiss
ing more cases. As for the overcharging, the defense at
torneys were almost unanimously pleased with it because 
of its advantages to them. They noted that it gives them 
something to take back to their clients. One stated, "We 
have to sell things to our clients. However, if he is a 
professional, then he will tell you about overcharging." 
Most noted that gettmg "overcharges" reduced or dis
missed makes them look good in the eyes of their clients 
and makes the defendants feel that they are getting a 
good deal. (Obviously, it is this potential for deception 
and manipUlation which has contributed to the concern 
of some critics of charge bargaining.) 

Norfolk prosecutors also blamed the failure in the 
screening process on the District Court jUdge. The pros
ecutor's office had established a screening division at one 
time but according to prosecutors it did not succeed be
cause the District Court judge was unwilling to cooper
ate. They did not define screening as an indepenrlent 
prosecutorial function. 

In addition to whatever screening is done by the Com
monwealth Attorney's Office there is an unknown 
amount of unofficial screening and charge bargaining 
done by the police. They use their charging powers to 
obtain informers, confessions, and guilty pleas. One nffi
cer stated, "If there is a felony arrest it must go to 
Police Court. Unofficially, I will not make an arrest if I 
think he can be of service [as an informer], thus bypass-

32 Based on Circuit Court caseload statistics for January, February and 
April, 1977. 
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ing the official procedure." Another stated, "If I see 
someone who might be a possible informer in the future, 
we will charge that individual with a lesser offense and 
treat it as a misdemeanor." One defendant reported that 
he pleaded guilty because "the police told me they 
would help me as much as they could and they would 
drop the strong-arm robbery charge. They said I would 
end up with 36 months." 

Another explained, "I did it to keep from getting other 
charges. I was nervous at the time. I gave a statement 
since there was no use in going to court and pleading 
not guilty." 

A third said, "The police told me that if I put away all 
my connections, they would guarantee me 12 months." 

Yet another defendant reported, "I pled guilty to five 
counts of statutory burglary. The police told me if I 
didn't make a statement, they would give me 15 more 
charges of burglary." 

Over half of the police officers interviewed said they 
engage in plea negotiations with defendants. The basic 
forms of plea bargaining by the police are either the 
threatening to add charges or the offering to dismiss 
charges and then putting in a "good word" with the 
prosecutor. The deal is usually made directly with the 
defendant during the questioning period after arrest. The 
defendant is told he will be charged with many more 
crimes if he does not make a statement. After making his 
statement the defendant goes to police court, has an at
torney appointed, and is told by him that there is very 
little that can be done unless the statement can be sup
pressed-which rarely happens. 

The police role in plea bargaining is further enhanced by 
the fact that the prosecutor's "screening" is done in the 
"police court" at preliminary hearing. Much of this 
"screening" is just plea and dismissal bargaining. De
fense attorneys know that the key to successful plea bar
gaining (or outright dismissal) is getting the police offi
cer to agree to the disposition. Unlike that in New Orle
ans where prosecutorial screening involves a private dis
cussion between the police officer and the prosecutor in 
the prosecutor's office, Norfolk's screening is done in 
open court with police officers, defense attorneys, and 
prosecutors milling about trying to strike agreements on 
dispositions and exchanges. Defense counsel approach 
police officers for information about their cases and for 
their approval of certain "screening" decisions. Case 
strength is not a major consideration in this combined 
screening, bargaining and dismissing process. 
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The police importance in charging (and plea bargaining) 
extends even into the Circuit Court. The Common
wealth Attorney's Office has a policy of contacting the 
police officers in a case before plea bargaining and re
questing their recommendations. A few other jurisdic
tions have similar policies, but in Norfolk it appears to 
be more than a matter of professional courtesy or even 
of checking for additional information. The police opin
ion of the correct charges and dispositions seems to 
carry considerable weight. All police officers inter
viewed stated that they usually were contacted by the 
prosecutor's office before the indictment is filed and 
asked for their recommendations or comments. One offi
cer went on to say, "If they don't contact us about a 
case that we want reduced, then we will contact them. 
They usually go along with our recommendations." 

The power of the police regarding charging and plea 
bargaining was emphasized by one private defense attor
ney who had served as a local prosecutor for two years. 
In his view, "the real prosecutor in Norfolk is the police 
officer." He explained: 

If the police officer won't agree to deal there is no 
deal. You really negotiate with the detective (in 
felony cases). You go down there and tell him, "I 
promise my man won't be back this year." Then 
he'll say, "No. We've got to have some time on this 
man." Or, "We don't feel this guy has to have any 
time." Or, "This guy is high on our list. He's a real 
bad actor. We have to put him away." Those police 
officers sound just like lawyers, the haggling they 
go through. 
Then you go see the assistant prosecutor and tell 
him "The detective doesn't feel too bad about this 
case." The prosecutor will then call and check with 
the detective and confirm what you've reported. 
And the prosecutor may then say to you, "Well, if 
the judge will go along with it then I'd accept it." 
Then you'll see if you can fly it by the judge. 

This attorney noted that charge bargaining (or plea bar
gaining generally) by police differs from that of prosecu
tors. Factors relevant to case strength are unimportant 
to the police in setting the terms of the deal. 

The policeman is only concerned with what he 
wants to do with the guy and who you (the attor
ney) are. You don't argue about is it a good search 
or good arrest. To police officers every search is a 
good search. Every arrest is a good arrest. They are 
afraid to admit any error b the arrest because they 
fear it will be based against them in trial. If you 
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point out an error they are likely to say, "Well, 
we'll see about that." 

Tucson (Pima County, Ariz.). In Tucson screening of 
cases by the police before referral to the prosecutor's 
office is minimal. All cases are sent to be reviewed by 
the County Attorney's Office. Depending on whether 
the case is referred by detective squads or uniform 
police officers, an investigative prosecutor or police liai
son officer will review the case. Detective squads take 
the case directly to the investigative prosecutors while 
all other officers refer their cases to the police liaison of
ficer in the County Attorney's Office. The function of 
the liaison officer is to coordinate the investigations of 
the police officer with the County Attorney's Office. If a 
case is rejected by the liaison officer, it is returned to the 
sergeant at the police department. If the case is again re
ferred to the County Attorney, it bypasses the police li
aison officer and goes directly to the investigative pros
ecutors. Estimates suggest that only 2-3 percent of cases 
are screened outright by the police liaison officer. 

Police officers stated that the only policies for screening 
cases are those in the prosecutor's office (2:2).33 Howev
er, the role of the police officer can be important in the 
disposition of cases. Officers are routinely consulted by 
the prosecutor before an indictment is issued if the pros
ecu~~r wants clarification of arrest information (2:2). In 
addItion, they are approached by defense counsel prior 
to final disposition in approximately 80 percent of all 
cases (1 :2). Defense counsel sometimes encourage them 
to agree to a plea bargain or, at least, not to object to a 
plea bargain (1:2); but counsel rarely ask them to "tone 
down" reports or "withhold information" (2:2). 

Police officers play a very limited role in their contacts 
with the defendant. They stated that they never engaged 
in plea bargaining with defendants (other than inform
ants). They do not try to persuade defendants that they 
will "do better" by pleading guilty. The officers said 
that in order. to bargain a defendant into being an in
formant, permission must be obtained from the prosecu
tor before making the deal. (Several interviewed defend
ants noted that police officers or narcotics agents had in
formed them of the possibility of dismissed charges in 
exchange for information. The typical plea agreement 
with informants was a dismissal or reduction of charges 
in exchange for evidence in three other cases.) 

The County Attorney's Office screens cases through its 
Issuing Team of four experienced attorneys who are in 

33 The first number in the parenthesis refers to the number of persons 
agreeing with the preceding statement. The second number refers to 
the total number of persons questioned about the specific topic. 
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charge of investigating cases. In 1977 the team issued ap
proximately 55 percent to 65 percent of the cases re
ferred (compared to 51 percent of the cases in 1976). 
Prosecutors said their standard in accepting cases was 
"evidence strong enough to get the case to trial." The 
County Attorney hoped that he had established the 
policy of indicting people on provable charges and on 
enough counts to "impress" the jury. By this he meant 
that if the defendant had a pattern of 20 robberies then 
the indictment should show that the defendant is a multi
ple offender. However not all 20 robberies should be in
cluded because that could confuse the grand jury and 
hinder successful prosecution. He did not feel that his 
office overcharged. 

The views of defense attorneys regardina the charging 
praetices in the prosecutor's office disacgree with the 
County Attorney's. A majority of defense attorneys 
stated that the prosecutor's office usually screens out 
cases that have serious legal or evidentiary weaknesses 
(7:10) and accepts cases that are strong enough to get to 
trial (10: 10). However, most defense attorneys also felt 
that the prosecutor's office accepts some cases that 
would not withstand a motion for a directed verdict of 
acquittal. These cases are accepted because of the pros
ecutor's belief in the factual guilt of the defendant, or 
the nature of the crime, or the background of the de
fendant (8:10). Counsel noted that prosecutors attempt to 
get a guilty plea to a lesser included offense in such 
cases. 

Notwithstanding their belief that the prosecutor usually 
only accepts cases with evidence greater than probable 
cause and despite the fact that 35 to 45 percent of the 
felonies are rejected by the prosecutor's screening unit, 9 
out of 10 defense attorneys claimed that the prosecutor's 
office overcharges! Examples of overcharging included 
adding "kidnapping for-" charges to rape or robbery 
ch~rges, or charging someone with "burglary" when the 
eVIdence suggests "possession of burglary tools." Over
charging was believed to occur because it increases the 
prosecutor's leverage in plea negotiations or otherwise 
increase the number of guilty pleas (8:10). Also it was 
believed that police officers sometimes pressure the pros
ecutor's office to indict on particular charges if the offi
cer is involved in developing the case (2:10). Almost half 
(4: 10) of the defense counsel suggested that vertical 
overcharging was common. Others stated that horizontal 
overcharging (3:10) or a combination of both (2:10) oc
curred. Regardless of the type of overcharging, most--de
fense counsel stated that it was routine in all cases (7:1O)! 

The perceptions of defense counsel regarding wide
spread overcharging are undoubtedly linked to the fact 
that charge bargaining is the major form of plea bargain-

ing in Tucson (see Figure 2.2). In the Superior (felony) 
Court sentence agre~ments are rare.34 Charge reduction 
and dismissal as well as agreements not to file habitual 
offender charges account for almost all of the plea bar
gains according to judges and defense attorneys. Our 
sample of cases confirmed this perception. Ninety-three 
percent of the plea agreements involve charge bargains 
(either exclusively or with sentence considerations). The 
latter occurred in only 16 percent of our cases. Charge 
reduction was reflected in the substantial decrease in the 
number of charges per case between formal accusation 
and ultimate conviction. Seventy percent of our Tucson 
sample had 2 or more charges listed in the indictment, 
but only 22 percent of the cases resulted in convictions 
on two or more charges. Most convictions (78 percent) 
were on only one charge (see Table 2.2). 

Tucson defense attorneys indicated that overcharging in
fluences the advice they give their clients. If a case is 
vertically overcharged and the evidence is strong, they 
feel that a guilty plea to a lesser offense is usually the 
best available option for avoiding a harsh sentence. On 
the other hand, if the evidence is weak they are more 
likely to seek a dismissal or advise their client to plead 
not guilty. In contrast, horizontal overcharging does not 
usually affect thl') advice of counsel because there is no 
consecutive sentencing in Tucson. 

The prosecutor's office operates a Serious Offender 
Bureau (SOB) which is related to charge bargaining and 
screening in important. ways. The goal of the SOB is to 
"devote special attention to career criminals and serious 
offenders, to minimize delay, and to prevent manipula
tion of the weaknesses of the system. . . . [S]elective and 
vigorous prosecution of serious and habitual criminal of
fenders, along with a clearly defined and limited plea 
bargaining policy, will utilize existing judicial resources 
to their fullest extent, and insure swift justice to the 
criminal who deserves it. ... " 35 The initial selection of 
potential SOB cases is made by the prosecutor's Issuing 
Team (screening unit) using an "objective rating system 
applied to all incoming criminal cases" (Op. cit.:2). This 
evaluation system is based on the seriousness of the of
fense and the seriousness of defendant's prior record. As 
to the matter of case strength, the Office Ma.nual ex
plains, "In order to avoid unnecessary waste of SOB and 
judicial resources, the strength of the case will also be 
considered, but will not be the controlling factor" (Id.). 

3. In contrast, in the Gustice) misdemeanor court, sentence agreements 
occur in about 70% to 90% of the gUilty pleas, according to estimates 
of the judges. 
35 (Pima (Arizona) County Attorney's Otlice, Operations Manual for 
Serious Offender Bureau, 1977, p. 1.) 

The final decision as to whether a case will be given 
SOB treatment is made bv the Bureau Director. 
SOB cases can be plea bargamed but the terms must 
meet the minimum SOB guidelines, which are designed 
to achieve the twin goals of accurately reflecting the 
original offense and placing "the defendant within a sen
tence range sufficient to deal with the degree of crimi
nality involved" (Op. cit.:2). The guidelines focus pri
marily on what charges may not be dismissed or re
duced. The policy is as follows: 
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PIMA (ARIZONA) COUNTY ATTORNEY'S 
OFFICE 

MINIMUM GUIDELINES FOR SOB PLEA 
NEGOTIATIONS (1977): 

GENERAL: 

(a) There will be no plea agreements designating 
probation or limiting prison time to less than the 

. maximum provided by law. 
(b) Provable priors [offenses] will not be dismissed 
unless the defendant's exposure to Arizona State 
Prison is at least ten years without the prior on a 
single count. 
(c) Aggravation hearings will be held where appro
priate and will not be waived by plea agreements. 
(d) The sentencing judge will not be designated by 
agreement. 
(e) Plea negotiations will be terminated at least ten 
days prior to trial in all cases. 

VIOLENT OFFENSES; ARMED OFFENSES; 
RESIDENTIAL BURGLARIES: 
(a) Defendant may plead to the count against each 
victim carrying the highest minimum prison sen
tence, or, 
(b) Defendant may plead to the two counts in the 
indictment or information carrying the highest mini
mum prison sentence. 

OTHER OFFENSES: 
Defendant may plead to the county carrying the 
highest minimum prison sentence, provided that 
maximum exposure is at least ten years, or to any 
combination of counts necessary to raise maximum 
exposure to at least ten years, where possible. 

NOTE: 
These are minimum guidelines. Stricter terms may 
be set by the assigned deputy in appropriate cases 
with the approval of the Bureau Director. In no 
event will more lenient terms be agreed to without 
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the approval of the Bureau Director and the County 
Attorney. 

Seattle (King County, Wash.). The Seattle (King County) 
court system has two tiers, a District (lower) Court of 
limited jurisdiction and a Superior (upper) Court of gen
eral jurisdiction. Until the mid-1970's all felonies and 
misdemeanors were filed in the District Court. Prosecu
tors used the preliminary hearing of the District Court 
to screen felony cases. If a case looked strong, it was 
bound over or refiled in the Superior Court. Otherwise 
it was reduced to a misdemeanor and disposed of in the 
District Court. This changed when a new 60-day speedy 
trial rule made a "dry run" at the preliminary hearing an 
unaffordable l)Jxury. Since then only "expedited" 
(minor) felonies are filed in the District Court and are 
expected to be disposed of there as misdemeanors.36 

This will typically happen at the preliminary hearing, 
where the prosecutor will move to reduce the charge to 
a misdemeanor, usually in exchange for a guilty plea. 
These expedited felonies as well as the misdemeanors are 
initially charged on the basis of a complaint filed by the 
police. (One defense attorney claimed he sometimes is 
able to convince police officers to file felonies as misde
meanors.) All other felonies are filed directly in the Su
perior Court. 

fense, the police bring it to a member of the prosecutor's 
Morals Unit. These are experienced attotm:ys picked for 
their ability to handle sensitive cases. All other cases are 
brought to the prosecutor's Filing Unit, composed of 
deputies with at least a year's experience who serve on 
the Unit for 3 months and then go back to trial practice. 

According to the chief criminal deputy, the official filing 
standard is "whether the case will get to a jury." He 
added that deputies like to win cases and consequently 
the actual standard is probably even higher, something 
close to being winnability at trial. Defense attorneys 
generally agreed that the prosecutor's evidentiary stand
ard at screening is high. Six described it as "getting to a 
jury" or stronger. Two described it as "pretty strong." 
Only one said it was not "getting the case to a jury. 
Rather," he said, "it was 'we think they are guilty.' " 

The police bring these felonies to the appropriate 
"filing" deputy prosecutors. If the case involves a sex of-

3 •• "Expedited" cases are specifically defined by the King County Dis
tnct Attorney's Plea Bargaining standards (pre-June 22, 1977) as fol
lows: 
"Expedited Crimes" are: 

(a) larceny of any type where the total value of all property taken pur
suant to a common scheme is less than $250, except 
(1) from the person, or 
(2) as part of a business enterprise, or 

(3) w?ere the proper.ty pos.sesse? was stolen in a residential burglary 
and CIrcumstances eXIst whIch gIve probable cause to believe that the 
defendant committed the burglary, or 

(4) where the property possessed was stolen in more than one criminal 
incident. 

(b) forgery when the total face value of all instruments forged is less 
than $250, unless two or more different identities are involved. 
(c) credit card forgery where the total value of all items charged is less 
than $25, unless two more different identities are involved. 
(d) credit card theft where the possession involves the cards or identifi
cation of one person only. 

(e) joyriding where the vehicle was abandoned within 24 hours of the 
theft, no stripping occurred or where there is no evidence of intent to 
permanently deprive. 

(t) possession of marijuana in quantities less than 250 grams. 
(g) possession of dangerous drugs in quantities less than: 
(1) amphetamine-50 tablets 
(2) barbiturates-lO capsules 

(3) others-quantities sufficiently small to indic!lte personal use as op
posed to sale 

(4) Class I controlled substances are always treated as felonies. 
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Evidently the detectives in the Seattle Police Depart
ment have learned and incorporated the prosecutor's 
high filing standards.37 About 90 percent of the cases 
they bring over are accepted. The Seattle detectives pre
screen their cases and do not bring them over if they do 
not meet the filing standards (except for homicides and 
politically sensitive cases, all of which are brought over). 
According to the legal counsel for the Seattle Police 
Department, there are no official policies about the kinds 
of cases to screen out (except for the prosecutor's guide .. 
lines about filing "expedited" cases and misdemeanors in 
the District Court). Typically, the detective does not 
bring the case over until it has been thoroughly investi
gated. The detectives will be told by the deputy pros
ecutor if the case is to be filed or declined or needs fur
ther investigation before they leave the filing confer
ence.38 The charging decisions for both minor ("expedit
ed") and serious ("high impact") felonies 39 are governed 
by explicit policy. Minor felonies are all to be filed in 
the District Court by the police. 

All "high impact" crimes are to be filed in the Superior 
Court. The guidelines controlling the charging and plea 
bargaining of high impact cases attempt to achieve the 
triple goals. of evenhandedness, appropriate sentence, and 
an appropnate record of the actual offenses committed. 
Plea bargaining is not prohibited but is regulated to 

37 Officers from other departments in King County with small case
loads have had less experience with the filing unit and tend to bring 
weaker cases over. 

3. They can appeal declinations all the way to the chief prosecutor. 

3. M~rde:; manslaughter; assault in the first degree; rape; robbery; kid
nappmg m . the fi~st degree; residential burglary; and arson in the first 
degree or mvolvmg a residence. King County (Washington) District 
Attorney's Office Policies, Section 1051(1), pre-June 22, 1977. 

achieve these goals. Proper charging and charge bar
gaining (as defined by the King County District Attor
ney, Christopher Bayley) are a critical part of the guide
lines. The filing policy is as follows: 

SECTION 1052: FlUNG 

HIGH IMPACT CRIMES 

(1) All high impact crimes will be filed directly in 
superior court unless there are specific evidentiary 
reasons for a preliminary hearing. 
(2) If weapons were used or were present and capa
ble of being used in the commission of the crime the 
appropriate special allegation will be charged in all 
cases. This applies whether or not an individual de
fendant actually possessed the weapon. 
(3) l[f a defendant has two or more prior felony con
victions which have resulted in prison sentences, 
and if the present charge includes a high impact 
crime, an allegation of habitual criminal status will 
be made in the original information. See Section 
1320 for specific procedures on charging and han
dling habitual criminal allegations in other cases. 

EXPEDITED CASES 

(1) All expedited cases will be filed in district court 
as felonies. The only exception will be those cases 
where the defendant's prior record is such as to re
quire the imposition of a sentence involving loss of 
liberty for more than six months. These cases will 
be med direct in superior court. 40 

The disposition guidelines specify what sentence recom
mendations shall be made and what charges may not be 
bargained away. The deliberate filing of mUltiple charges 
of the horizontal type (Le., separate criminal incidents as 
well as different criminal acts committed as part of one 
incident, e.g., vandalism in addition to damage done 
when burglarizing) is an important feature in this plea 
bargaining policy. Multiple charges are to be filed but 
not for the purpose of being traded away. Their purpose 
is to assure either an appropriate sentence or an appro
priate record of conviction (even if it does not increase 
the sentence). For instance, one will notice that Standard 
4 (below) insists that charges arising from separate crimi
nal incidents for certain offenses may not be dismissed. 
But chen Standard 5 (below) directs deputies to recom
meud that conviction for these separate counts be served 
cO'1currently. The standards are as follows: 41 

<. King County (Washington) District Attorney's Office Policy 
Manual, pre-June 22, 1977. 
., Only those standards relevant r.o charges are presented here. 
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SECTION 1053: DISPOSITION 

HIGH IMPACT CRIMES 

(1) Sentence recommendations pursuant to these 
standards will be made in all rape, robbery and resi
dential burglary cases. All sentence recommenda
tions in these cases will involve some loss of liberty. 
The amount of loss of liberty to be recommended 
will be determined by reference to the attached rec
ommendation standards for the crime involved. The 
only factors which are relevant to the amount of 
loss of liberty are the nature of the present crime, 
any aggravating factors which may be present, and 
the defendant's prior criminal record. 
(2) Aggravating factors will be applied in the fol
lowing manner. 
(a) Multiple Incidents-One additional step will be 
added for each additional incident up to a maximum 
of two additional steps. 
(i) Uncharged criminal incidents will not be consid
ered unless probable cause exists to believe the de
fendant committed the uncharged crime. 
(b) Physical Injury Resulting-One additional step 
will be added for each victim who is physically in
jured. 
(c) Weapon Used-One additional step will be 
added if a weapon was used in the commission of 
the crime. Only one additional step may be added in 
the category. 
(d) Prior High Impact Crime Conviction-One ad
ditional step will be added if the defendant has pre
viously been convicted of a high impact crime. 
Only one additional step may be added in this cate
gory. 
(e) Vandalism Present-One additional step will be 
added to residential burglary recommendations 
where the residence was vandalized in addition to 
damage resulting from the entry and the theft. Only 
one additional step may be added in this category. 
(3) In rape, robbery or residential burglary cases 
firearm or deadly weapon allegations where the 
weapon was used or was capable of being used in 
furtherance of the crime and habitual criminal alle
gations are not the subject of bargaining and will 
not be dropped for any reason other than our inabil
ity to prove the specific allegations. 
(4) In rape, robbery or residential burglary cases 
counts representing separate high impact criminal 
incidents shall not be dismissed. 
(t') "separate incidents" mean independent crimes 
i.e., two robberies of different victims at different lo
cations are separate criminal incidents; the robbery 
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of two victims at the same time and location is one 
criminal incident. 
(b) multiple counts arising from a single criminal in
cident, including crimes committed while withdraw
ing, may be dismissed as part of a plea bargain, l:e., 
grand larceny of property taken in a burglary, an 
assault committed in the course of a robbery, or the 
robbery of several different victims at the time and 
place. 
(5) Concurrent maximum terms of 20 years in the 
case of rape, robbery and burglary in the first 
degree and 15 years in the case of burglary in the 
second degree will be recommended.42 

The policy allows for exceptions in all cases but they 
must be approved in writing by certain senior prosecu
tors. The dropping of allegations requiring mandatory 
sentences is allowed only for one of the following rea
sons: 

(a) where proof problems make conviction on the 
original charge unlikely or, 
(b) where the defendant is able to provide informa
tion or testimony that will reasonably lead to the 
conviction of others who are responsible for more 
serious criminal conduct or who represents a great
er danger to the public interested or, 
(c) where specific factors present require the reduc
tion or elimination of punishment on the grounds of 
mercy.43 

Turning now to expedited felonies, the charging and dis
position policy for them involves that second kind of 
vertical overcharging discussed earlier. It is not that 
these cases lack ample evidentiary strength. Rather, it is 
that they are routinely filed as felonies and reduced to 
misdemeanors in exchange for pleas. The policy is insti
tutionalized as follows: 

SECI'ION 1053: DISPOSITION 

EXPEDITED CASES 

(1) The defense attorney will be informed that upon 
an agreement to plead guilty in District Gourt the 
defendant may enter a plea to the crime listed 
below. Preliminary hearings will not be held in ex
pedited cases. If a plea of guilty has not been en
tered by the date of the preliminary hearing C;e case 
will be dismissed and filed directly in Superior 
Court. 

.2 Ibid., Section 1053. 
43 Ibid., Section 1054. 
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Crime charged 

Larceny 
Forgery-checks 
Credit card forgery & 

theft 
Joyriding 
Possession of 

marijuana 
Possession of 

dangerous drugs 44 

Crime reduced to 

Petit larceny 
Petit larceny 
Petit larceny 

Petit larceny 
Possession of marijuana 

Possession of 
legend drugs 

When we asked iocal practitioners about the amount and 
kind of overcharging that occurred, the responses were 
mixed and conflicting. Prosecutors did not see their Dis
trict Court policy as a form of institutionalized over
charging. As for Superior Court cases, they said their 
filing standards are very high. Defense attorneys gener
ally agreed about the high standards in the Superior 
Court. Nevertheless, 4 of 10 defense attorneys also said 
that the prosecutor's office overcharges! (Three said 
overcharging was both horizontal and vertical. One said 
it was mostly horizontal.) Two other attorneys said that 
the Criminal Division (of the DA's Office) does not 
overcharge but the Fraud Division does (horizontally). 
Another attorney believed that the prosecutor does not 
overcharge except in habitual offender cases. When 
asked to clarify what he meant, he gave an unusual defi
nition of overcharging. He said that prosecutors "over
charge" on the habitual offender allegation in that they 
use it as if there were insufficient legal basis for the 
charge.45 Two attorneys described practices which 
might be regarded as sub rosa overcharging. They said 
that in some cases the prosecutor does not file all the 
charges that the available evidence would support. 
These unfiled charges are later used to encourage guilty 
pleas. Prosecutors threaten to file them or to "sling 
mud" at sentencing if the case goes to trial. 

Our sample of robbery and burglary cases shows a com
paratively small amount of horizontal charge bargaining. 
Most cases (76 percent) were initially charged with only 
one charge. In a few cases (15 percent) extra charges 
were added to the formal accusation and in some cases 
(23 percent) charges were dropped at conviction (see 

.4Id. 

45 This response was most surprising because prosecutors regulariy 
complain about the habitual offender proceedings being so much trou
ble. They say that such charges are usually not filed unless careful 
documentation is available. 
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Table 2.2). This conforms with the general view that the 
dominant form of plea bargaining in the Superior Court 
is sentence recommendations (see also Figure 2.2). In 
our sample 46 percent of the guilty pleas involved s~n
tence recommendations alone. Very few (8 percent) In

volved' charge modifications alone. Inasmuch as our 
sample involved two crimes covered by the office policy 
of filing mUltiple charges for separate incidents and n.ot 
bargaining them away, one would not ~xpect much ~IS
missing of charges. Thus, the decrease m the proportlOn 
of cases with two or more charges from 39 percent at 
formal accusation to 15 percent at conviction seems high 
given the policy.46 

New Orleans (La.). In Louisiana the initial charges in a 
case are decided by the police but the decision to file 
formal charges belongs solely to the district attorney.47 
In all but capital cases and those punishable by life im
prisonment, the district attorney may proceed by bill of 
information rather than grand jury indictment.48 Unlike 
some other states,49 a magistrate's finding of probable 
cause is not a necessary prerequisite to the filing of a 
formal charge. If after a preliminary hearing a magistrate 
finds no probable cause, the only necessary re~ult i~ that 
the arrestee is freed from custody. ProsecutlOn IS not 
barred. 50 The prosecutor's charging decision awaits re
ceipt of the police report, delivered anywhere from 1 to 
10 days after arrest.51 

•• However, this disparity might not represent a breakdown in policy. 
The charges dismissed could be charges. ot~er than the ones covere~ 
by the policy. Also, many of the burglartes m our sa~pl7 are nonresI
dential and therefore not restricted regarding charge dismissal. 
47 Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure, Article 61. 
.s Ibid., Art. 382. 
'9 See, e.g., Coleman 1'. Alabama, 399, U.S. 1 (1970). 
50 Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure, Articl7 386. In:formally, ~he 
New Orleans magistrates have adopted an unwrttten pohcy regardmg 
release of arrestees against whom timely charges have not been filed. 
The prosecutor must accept or reject c.harges a~ai~st an arrestee 
within the shorter of two possible time pertods: 1) wlthm 10 days after 
the initial appearance (which is a bond hearing ?e~d within ~ few hours 
of booking); or 2) within 3 days after the prehmmary heartng (set by 
the magistrate only on request of the de~endant anywhere from 1 to 7 
days after the initial appearance dependmg upon the schedule of the 
arresting officer). . . . . 
51 If charges have not been accepted dUrIng thiS. penod of tlll~e, ~h~ 
magistrate may grant an extension if the arrestee IS ~n bon~. With ~all 
cases, the magistrate may grant a relea.se on recogm~ance I~ t~e cnme 
is not serious. For a more serious crtme, the .m~gl~t~ate IS likely ~o 
grant an extension even though t~e defendant IS I~ Jail. I~ th.e magis
trate refused an extension in a serIOUS case, the assistant district attor
ney present would probably file some charge agai~st th.e. ~rrestee 
simply to prevent his release and to allow the screemng diVISion the 
time needed to review the case. 
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On the day after the arrest or initial ~ea~ing, the Scree~
ing Division sends notices to the VIctim and the WIt
nesses 52 to come to the District Attorney's Offi.ce. 
Before accepting or rejecting any charges, the screemng 
attorney interviews the victim and as many :'neces
sary" 53 witnesses as possible. The number of wltnesses 
interviewed varies with the attorney and the demands of 
the case. 

In the vast majority of cases the ar;esting officer is int.er
viewed. He or she is sometimes pIvotal to the charglI~g 
decision. If he or she does not bring over the case m 
person, the screening assistant may interpret this to mean 
that the officer does not really care about the case 
(unless, of course, the officer is working midnight shift). 
If present, the officer may be able .to prevent the refusal 
of a case by providing Information to the screening at
torney's questions which are not adequately answered by 
the police report. As one screening prosecutor ~oted, 
sometimes a case does not look so bad after talking to 
the officer. On the other hand, the fact that an officer 
wants to charge an arrestee (or sometimes wants his case 
refused) is not decisive. At times various officers get 
quite frustrated by the office's refusal to prosecute "bad 
actors" whom they have arrested. Yet again, they are 
sometimes upset for the opposite reason. If strong evi
dence is present, the screening attorney may accept the 
case over an occaskmal officer's objection. One officer 
complained he had been unsuccessful in getting the 
Screening Division to refuse certain drug cases which he 
thought should not have been prosecuted because of cer
tain factors in the arrestee's favor. 

Some officers generally have their cases accepted; others 
rarely do.54 In many cases, the police officer's credibility 
determines how much weight the screening prosecutor 
gives to his input. The prosecutors ask themselves 
whether the officer generally "makes good cases"; accu
rate investigations; legal "busts"; and whether he or she 
tells you "how it really went down." 

.2 If the police report has not arrived, the screenin:g divisi?n ~ets t~e 
names of at least some witnesses from the arrest register w~lch IS avail
able to the prosecutor at the initial appearance fro~ the .pohce. 
5' Certain persons listed as witnesses, usually certam pohce officers, are 
not "necessary" because they cannot tcsti~y to anytl~ing in court. In 
the case of police officers, they may be hsted as witnesses although 
they only transported the arrestee to police headquarters and could not 
be used to testify to anything at trial unless the arrestee gave a state-
ment while in their custody. '" 

5. For an analysis of the difference among pohce officers m gettmg 
cases accepted, see Forst, Lucianovic and Cox, 1977. 

The length of the delay is related to the. complexity of t.he c.ase and to 
whether or not th'! police department IS currently paymg ItS officers 
overtime. According to one screening prosecutor, wi.en overtime pay 
is not available, a backup in the flow of police reports occurs. 



The screening prosecutor may also hear from the de
fense attorney but the defense attorney must initiate the 
contact. 55 The value of defense counsel's involvement at 
the New Orleans screening is problematic. Most of the 
information which he or she might bring to the attention 
of the screeners would probably be found out by them 
eventually.56 One possible value noted by a defense at
torney is the locatmg of alibi wItnesses. He claims that 
people in lower class, high crime neighborhoods will 
talk to defense attorneys but will not cooperate as read
ily with police and prosecutors. 

Although the police have no formal screening authority, 
they may in fact informally screen cases in several ways. 
Some officers, e.g., narcotics officers, may tend to screen 
out cases thought unworthy of prosecution, e.g., posses
sion of marijuana, simply by not arresting persons who 
have committed the offense. At times, officers may agree 
not to arrest in return for information. This constitutes a 
type of plea bargaining. If the officer were to arrest the 
person and then attempt to get his charges reduced or 
dismissed, he would have to go through channels by get
ting a letter from the police superintendent's office to 
the district attorney requesting such consideration. For 
some misdemeanors, the police have the option of charg
ing the defendant with the appropriate municipal offense 
rather than the corresponding state charge. By sending 
the case to Municipal Court, the police can avoid the 
District Attorney's Office and deal, instead, with the 
City Attorney's Office. This is done at times either for 

55 If the defendant is not yet represented by counsel, of course, no one 
wiII appear on his behalf. In the case of indigents, counsel is appointed 
at the initial bond hearing and agail). at the preliminary hearing. This 
attorney, however, is not the one who will later represent the individ
ual if charges are accepted against him. Particular counsel is not gener
aIly appointed until arraignment on the formal charges. Between arrest 
and this arraignment an indigent is not actually being represented 
except at his appearances in Magistrate Court. 
The question naturaIly arises as to whether the indigent receives "un
equal treatment" as a result of the lack of representation at the screen
ing stage. The answer to this is unclear. No doubt in some cases pri
vate attorneys gain concessions for their clients that are not generally 
available once a case is accepted. In such cases, the paying defendant is 
being represented. In other cases, defense attorneys agree on behalf of 
their clients to enter pleas at arraignment to what appears to be a 
charge lower than what might otherwise have been accepted. In fact, 
however, according to certain assistant district attorneys, some of 
those cases are ones that otherwise would have been rejected/ 
5. This is in sharp contrast to the situation in other jurisdictions where 
prosecutorial screening is less aggressive. In Greenville, S.C., for in
stance, a defense attorney who is a courthouse regular reported that 
one of his most important services to his clients is in supplying the 
prosecutor's office with information which they need to screen out or 
properly assess the case. He might produce a hotel receipt showing the 
defendant was out of town on th(': date in question. In New Orleans the 
screening prosecutors would be expected to find su('h receipts through 
their own investigations. 
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convenience or because a police officer thinks the Dis
trict Attorney's Office win refuse a charge. 

Under prior district attorneys, the screening of cases was 
minimal. A very small proportion of the prosecutor's 
manpower was devoted to "the desk" where incoming 
cases were accepted or rejected. Approximately 75 to 85 
percent of the incoming cases were accepted. The rc5ult 
was a glut of cases in the court system. Many cases sat 
dormant for years in file drawers. There was no system
atic docket control. 

After assuming office in April 1974, the new District At
torney, Harry Connick, gave priOrity to controlling the 
flow of cases. An inventory recorded over 7,500 open 
cases, many old and some dating as far back as 1936. 
Within 6 months approximately 5,000 cases were nol 
prossed as unprosecutable. Next, the prosecutor's office 
established an extensive screening system. 57 Connick 
built his other policies (most notably his limited plea bar
gaining policy) around this strategy of intense screening. 

The Screening Division has the responsibility to fully in
vestigate cases before acceptance or rejection. The 

. screening prosecutor must interview the victim and es
sential witnesses (police and lay) before deciding on 
charges. Theoretically, the screening attorneys accept 
only charges that can be proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt at trial without any reduction for plea purposes. 

As part of an overall policy of accountability the 
Screening Division maintains a system of review. The 
screening assistant must record his reasons for the refusal 
of every case not accepted. In turn, a supervisor reviews 
all refusals. As for acceptances, when at a later stage a 
trial assistant desires to nol pros a case, he or she must 
get approval from the screening attorney who accepted 
the case as well as from the Chief of Trials and the First 
Assistant. This holds the screening attorney responsible 
for judgment calls and uses his or her knowledge of the 
case as a check against the trial assistant's judgment of 
the same case. 

The emphasis placed upon screening requires that the 
screening be done by more experienced trial attorneys. 
Only they can be expected to know whether a case can 
he proven to a jury. Traditionally, however, assistant 
district attorneys have preferred the "action" of the 
courtroom to the responsibilities of the "desk." Accord
ingly, Connick employs incentives in terms of pay and 
status to ~ntice experienced trial assistants to the position 
of screemng attorney. As a result, the less experienced 

'1 Funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the 
U.S. Department of Justice. 
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attorneys generally staff the individual trial courts. Not 
all of the experience, however, has been drained from 
the courtroom. A serarate division, the Career Criminal 
Bureau (CCB),58 composed of more experienced trial at
torneys, screen as well as try the more serious cases. 

CCB forms another basic building block in Connick's 
overall policy. CCB combines the functions of the trial 
and screening attorneys. Experienced attorneys target ar
res tees who have five or more felony arrests and/or con
victions. When a "career criminal" is arrested, a CCB at
torney takes charge of the investigation, often at the 
point of arrest, decides whether the case will be accept
ed or rejected, and follows the case from the first ap
pearance through trial of the case. The CCB unit also 
maintains its own system of supervisory review. 

Under Connick's policies, a large number of cases is 
screened out of the system. The impact of these policies 
can be seen in Table 2.3 below which includes a partial 
comparison with the screening practices of the previous 
administration. 

Table 2.3 Case rejection at initial screening, New 
Orleans, 1972-76 

1972 1973 1974 * 1975 1976 

Acceptances: 
Cases 6756 7937 6312 6375 5063 

(59%) (60%) (56%) 

Defendants ** NA 91;27 7642 7605 6057 
(58%) (58%) (54%) 

Counts ••• NA NA NA NA 7454 
(38%) 

Refusals: 
NA 4363 4884 3919 Cases NA 

(41%) (40%) (44%) 

Defendants NA NA 5483 5454 5142 
(42%) (42%) (46%) 

Counts • NA NA NA NA 11,885 
(62%) 

• The Connick administration assumed office on April 1, 
1974. 

•• Not available. 
••• Joinder of offenses was not generally permissible in 

Louisiana until September 1975. See La. C.C.R.P. Article 
493. 

5~ Also Fedcmlly funded. 
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As indicated in Table 2.3 there was approximately a 20 
percent decrease in the number of cases accepted in both 
1974 and 1975 as compared with the last calendar year 
of the previous administration, 1913. Also the number of 
cases accepted in both 1974 and 1975 is slightly lower 
than even the 1972 figures. 
Connicks' policy specifies that only strong, triable cases 
are to be accepted for prosecution. The rationale for the 
policy is to avoid glutting the syst~m with cases .that 
cannot be tried and hence must be eIther plea bar gamed 
or no1 prossed. Connick believes the screening policy 
makes it possible to enforce a tough, "no" (limited) plea 
bargaining policy because the prosecutor is always in the 
position to go to trial. Consequently, once a case is ac
cepted for prosecution, office policy dictates that the ?e
fendant either plead guilty as charged or go to tnal. 
Connick has not tried to eliminate plea bargaining. He 
believes it is a legitimate tool in limited circumstances. 
His purpose has been to eliminate the atmosphere of 
"dealing" between prosecutor and wrongdoer. He wants 
plea bargaining to be the exception rather than the rule 
and he wants to see serious criminals given appropriately 
severe sentences . 

Given Connick's screening and plea bargaining policy 
one would not expect to find any overcharging. This 
was generally borne out both in the opinion of defense 
attorneys and in our sample of cases. However, several 
attorneys thought a little bit of horizontal overcharging 
occurs. However, as Table 2.3 shows, the District Attor
ney's Office accepts a much smaller percentage of the 
counts (police charges referred to the office) (38 per
cent) than it does cases (56 percent) or defendants (54 
percent). This reflects the difference between the police 
tendency to list two or more crimes in their initial 
charging papers and the prosecutor's tendency to go 
with one charge. 59 This difference can also be seen in 
Table 2.2 wherein 52 percent of the cases contained two 
or more charges on the initial complaint but only 11 per
cent of the cases contained two or more charges on the 
formal accusation. 
Table 2.2 also appears to indicate that Con~ick's no-plea
bargaining policy is successful. There IS almost no 
change in the proportion of cases with only one charge 
at the formal accusation (90 percent) compared to con
viction (91 percent). In other words, it appears that de
fendants are pleading as charged. This is true but decep
tive. It does not reflect the whole picture. It does. not 

- include the reduction in the habitual offender allegatlOns 

•• The prosecutor's charging practice in this regard is influenced by the 
rules of joinder of offenses in one indictment. A defendant upon 
motion can routinely get a severance of offenses (State v. }WcZeal. 352 
So. 2d 607 (1978). Thus each count must stand on its own. Obviously. 
this minill1i7E's horizontal "'\T'l'Il.m~ing. 



nor does it reflect sentence recommendations. Our data 
(which include those matters) indicate that charge reduc
tions or dismissals alone occurred in 27 percent of the 
cases an_d sentence recommendations alone occurred in 
56 percent (see Figure 2.2). (Still more of each occurred 
in combination with each other.) One common form of 
charge bargaining not reflected in the formal accusation 
or conviction statistics is the agreement not to file the 
"multiple bill" (habitual offender provisions) or to 
reduce the number of prior convictions alleged in the 
multiple bill.GO This has a direct consequence on the sen
tence because the mUltiple bill places a mandatory mini
mum on the sentence which is increased with every ad
ditional prior conviction alleged. Through the use of the 
multiple bill the prosecutor's office is able to get defend
ants to plead as charged while simultaneously control
ling the sentencing of judges who are considered too le
nient. 

The main complaint about charging in New Orleans was 
not about overcharging but about undercharging. The 
police and defense attorneys believed the prosecutor's 
office undercharged cases. By this they meant two 
things. The office rejected cases that should have been 
accepted; and it filed lower charges than were appropri
ate, for example, simple robbery when a basis existed for 
armed robbery with an implied weapon (finger in the 
pocket). 

Police complaints about the charging practices of pros
ecutors are common in most jurisdictions (McDonald et 
aI., 1981). But in New Orleans where the case rejection 
rate went from about 20 percent under the old adminis
tration to about 45 percent under Connick, they reached 
a peak. The Police Department publicly declared that 
they refused to believe they were "wrong" in almost 
half of their arrests (Times-Picayune, 1974). A summit 
meeting between the two agencies was held at which the 
District Attorney's Office presented a report showing 
the reasons for the rejections of the cases. For many 
cases the reason was that the victim/witness did not 
want to pursue the matter. For these cases the prosecu
tor's office had written "sign off" statements from the 
victims/witnesses. The Police Department has evidently 
been appeased. It has now begun a case review process 
of its own in which it records the disposition it expects 
in a case. When these expectations were compared to 
what actually occurred, they were largely (90 percent) 
in agreement with the prosecutor's office's actual deci
sions. 

60 For further analysis of the use of th" habitual offender law in Louisi
ana, see Subsection G on that general topic herein. 
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Assessing the validity of the complaint by defense attor
neys that the Connick administration undercharges is dif
ficult. It again raises the uncertain nature of what consti
tutes proper charging. Rather than some objective stand
ard the definition of proper charging ultimately involves 
an ethical choice. One must first indicate what overall 
penological strategy one is attempting to accomplish. 
Then "proper" charging can be defined in relationship 
to that objective. The charging standards of the national 
groups do not a.ddress this first order issue. They deal 
with second order issues which set certain ethical limits 
on the means by which the overall strategy is pursued. 

One oversimplified but fundamental choice in designing 
an overall strategy is between giving a little punishment 
to a lot of cases or a lot of punishment to a few, selected 
cases. Connick believes in the latter strategy. His critics 
seem to be upset for either one or both of two reasons. 
They believe the former strategy is in the better interest 
of community safety; or they cynically believe that the 
main reason for pursuing the latter strategy is its politi
cal benefits. It allows the prosecutor to accept only 
cases he can win and thereby gives his office a good 
"track record." 

El Paso County (Tex.). EI Paso County has two separate 
prosecutors' offices. The District Attorney handles felo
nies in the District Court and the County Attorney han
dles misdemeanors in the County Court. In El Paso 
City, a third office, the City Attorney, handles violations 
of municipal ordinances. Initial charging is done by the 
police, who are under no guidelines regarding the 
degree or number of charges to file. Generally police of
ficers seem to select charges based on a literal reading of 
the penal code for the maximum crime(s) that fit(s) the 
offense(s), as suggested by the following interview with 
a patrolman. 

Q: How do you charge? Do you include all things 
you can? 
A: We had a case where these people stole a car 
and robbed two guys. We charged them with 
"stolen auto" and "aggravated robbery." 

Q: Do you know what the D.A. finally charged 
these people with? 
A: I am sure they went for the aggravated robbery. 
But the stolen vehicle was kind of shaky. 

Note: The D.A. did not charge aggravated robbery; 
nor was the stolen auto charged. Only robbery was 
charged. 

Occasionally, a specific policy comes into being as a 
way of trying to deter a particular problem. According 
to a robbery detective, the patrol officers "used to 
charge those guys who go into convenience stores and 

>. > = \ « .. .. 

take six-packs of beer with 'theft.' Now they're charging 
them \"lith 'robbGry' beCiiWst: irs happening too much." 

The initial charges that the arresting officer wants filed 
are reviewed at the booking desk in the police depart
ment by his supervisor. The nature of this review de
pends entirely upon the individual supervisor on duty. 
As one patrolman explained, 

"Some will go over it carefully and tell you if you 
have a good case. Some guys will go over it for 
spelling only. They're not concerned with the con
tent at all. Some supervisors, you take it in there, 
lay it on the desk, and they don't even look at it. 
My supervisor will want to know everything about 
the case and what we want to file." 

Supervisors who do review cases check to see if the ele
ments of the crime are there and whether the report is 
understandable. Some warn patrolmen against blatant 
overcharging, as one patrolman reported: 

"Some will tell me to go another charge. Like some 
times in class C cases, I bring a guy in; I file drunk, 
disorderly conduct, interfering, all this; all the way 
down the line-[somebody gave me a real hard 
time]. And, the [supervisor] will say, 'Why don't 
you go "drunk and disorderly" because the prosecu
tor will think you're "picking" on a guy.' " 

Cases will be reviewed again within the Police Depart
ment by detectives who decide whether a case should be 
sent to the District Attorney or the County Attorney's 
Office. One detective explained, 

"We have good working relations [with the D.A.]. 
They leave a lot of initial screening up to our dis
cretion * * *. There are different offenses that 
range down from C misdemeanor on up to first 
degree felony. It's a matter of whether or not it 
would be impractical to all parties concerned to 
present a case to the D.A. when it should have been 
presented to County Attorney's. So we use discre
tion where to send a case. * * * Of course if any
thing does come up in investigations that a case 
should be changed to a felony, then it will be sent 
up to the D.A. But initial screening is right here in 
our office." 

These officers have developed a detailed knowledge of 
the legal requirements of specific offenses and the kinds 
of proof problems which occur. They differ from many 
police officers in this degree of detailed knowledge of 
the law. But they are simifar to police officers every
where in that they lack an experienced prosecutor's feel 
for the subtleties of case strength. They can recognize 
when they don't have a case but for the most part their 
screening is based on a mechanical application of penal 
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code definitions to the facts of particlliaf £'ases. Inter
views with the police officer in charge of the CAP 
(crime against persons) unit and the Head of the Sex 
Crimes unit reveal how adroit the police can become at 
screening. These officers do not appear intent on over
charging. Rather, their sophistication suggests that with 
training and adequate supervision experienced police of
ficers could serve as effective initial screeners. 

Q: SO you make the [screening] decision based upon 
the arrest report whether a given case should be 
sent on or to whom it should be sent? 
A. (CAP Officer): At the point that it comes into 
our office for screening, from the original field offi
cer's report, at that point we determine what type 
of investigation should be initiated * * *. Some 
cases involving assault we won't know how to spe
cifically handle it until we see or talk to the persons 
involved to determine the type of injuries or the 
means of the offense committed. 

Q: What types of things do you look for on decid
ing if a case should be screened out? 
A. (CAP Officer): We look for elements that consti
tute that particular penal offense. There may be one 
element that's decisive whether it should be sent to 
the D.A. or County Attorney. 

A. (Sex Officer): We have about the same problem 
screening cases [as does CAP]. Yet age is the most 
important part of any sex offense. 
Q: In what way? 
A. (Sex Officer): The difference in age between 16 
and 17, say in an exposure case, is the difference be
tween a Class C misdemeanor and a third-degree 
felony. 

We have a lot of cases where a boyfriend is accused 
of raping a girl and after a few days she has second 
thoughts on it and decides, "Well I don't want to 
get him into all that trouble, get him sentenced to 
jail." 

Q: What if you have an 18-year-old kid who is with 
his date and pulls off her underwear then she jumps 
out of the car screaming? What do you do with 
that? 
A. (Sex Officer): Well, it's attempted rape. But, how 
are you going to prove it? What were his inten
tions? Well, you can't prove he intended to rape 
her. Maybe he wanted to look at her. Attempted 
rape is an impossibility to make. 

Q: In this case what would you do? Forward it on 
to the D.A.? 
A: We'd probably have an assault by contact case. 
When it boils down to it, that's all we got. That's 
assuming she'll press charges. We don't have any 



sex violation. I might add that, again, in the screen
ing process you're trying to read elements to fit 
laws of our state. 

Q: You look for the elements that constitute an of
fense? 
A. (Sex Officer). Right. 

Q: If there aren't elements, you'd drop the case at 
this point? 
A. (Sex Officer): No. We can change the charge. 
Say we don't have grounds to prove a rape, then 
we have sexual abuse or some other charges we can 
put it under. Might be lesser charge or sometimes a 
harder charge. 

Q: Are there any formal or informal policies regard
ing screening? For example, are there crimes that 
are not routinely processed? 
A. (CAP Officer): No. Generally we go strictly by 
guidelines in the Penal Code. It's very clear. 

These officers do not screen out cases in which an arrest 
has been made. All such cases, even ones which they 
know will have to be terminated, are transmitted to the 
D.A. (or other prosecuting official) who takes responsi
bility for the actual termination. All felony cases are de
livered to the D.A.'s Screening Bureau, which is located 
in the same police building. It is staffed by two attorneys 
who have had some trial experience and two investiga
tors from the Police Department. Their view of cases 
relies largely upon the information provided by the de
tectives, who will usually have spoken to the prosecu
tors already about the investigative needs of the cases as 
the detectives were screening them. The prosecutors 
may still ask for further investigation (e.g., clarification 
of a witness' statement) before deciding what formal 
charges to bring. The prosecutors themselves do not 
usually meet with victims and witnesses. They rely on 
the police to make those important judgments about the 
credibility and reliability of these people. One robbery 
detective explained, "Most of the time he'll [the prosecu
tor] ask us if he's a 'good' victim, credible, reliable. Does 
he gotta good record? Not a good record? Does he have 
a record?" 

Prior to the establishment of the Screening Bureau in the 
early 1970's the preliminary hearing ("examining trial") 
was used as the main screening mechanism. Now prelim
inary hearings are held in about 5 percent of all felonies. 
Instead the District Attorney takes his cases directly to 
the grand jury. The standard of case strength used by 
the Screening Bureau is whether a case can be won at 
trial. Approximately 60 percent of the cases forwarded 
to the Bureau are rejected. According to the Chief of 
the Bureau, the detectives do a good job of catching the 
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blatant weaknesses in a case, such as a lack of statements 
from witnesses or a failure to substantiate the elements 
of a crime. But they are unable to anticipate how a case 
will look at trial and how local juries will perceive wit
nesses. The cases his Bureau rejects are not ones where 
there is no evidence linking a defendant to a crime. 
They are ones where the evidence is not enough to 
make a conviction very probable. 

Local defense attorneys generally agree that there is no 
overcharging by the District Attorney's Office. Rather 
(as seems to be typical in places where prosecutors oper
ate vigorous screening standards) defense counsel ac
cused the District Attorney's Office of accepting only 
"pure gold" (very strong) cases in order to protect its 
conviction record. Our sample of burglary and robbery 
cases indicates that the police rarely file more than one 
charge per case (17 percent); the District Attorney's 
Office rarely changes the number of charges; and 
charges are rarely dropped at conviction. Of course, it 
must be recalled that the District Attorney's Office dOf.S 
no plea bargaining of any kind. 

One additional fact about the screening of felonies by 
police and prosecutors in EI Paso is of particular note. 
When the District Attorney decided to end all plea bar
gaining by prosecutors, the judges were left with the job 
of supplying defendants with the incentive to plead. 
Rather than assume that responsibility they established a 
point system by w.hich defendants could assess whether 
they would get probation or incarceration if they plead
ed guilty. One of the key determinants of the sco.re a de
fendant received in the point system was the serIousness 
of the charge in the instant offense. In addition the seri
ousness of charges in his prior record also influenced the 
points. Under this system the charging decis~on assumed 
a new significance. Given the popular notion that re
stricting discretion at one part of the justice process only 
shifts it to another part, one might have predicted that 
either the police or the prosecutor might have used their 
newly enhanced charging power to decide the sentenc
ing fate of defendants. But such a prediction would have 
been wrong. The police were generally unaware of the 
point system or how it worked; and the screening pros· 
ecutors' overriding concern was the triability of cases. 

The handling of misdemeanors in EI Paso differs from 
felonies. There is no followup investigation. Disposition 
decisions are usually made on the basis of the police 
report alone. The charges are those filed by the police. 
There is no screening as such. Rather cases are briefly 
reviewed for disposition which frequently is either a 
quick dismissal or a "slow" dismissal (after diversion) or 
a guilty plea. One key determinant of whether the out-

come is a dismisal or a guilty plea seems to be whether 
or not the defendant can afford counsel. Dismissals are 
usually obtained by defense attorneys by contacting the 
County Attorney's Office between the time the case is 
initially filed by the police and the Friday "arraignment" 
session. Counsel may argue that the case is weak or the 
penalty would be too severe. The County Attorney's 
Office appears to be less interested in case strength than 
in the impact of the conviction on the defendant. For ex
ample, if the defendant drives a truck for a living and is 
charged with driving while intoxicated, the case will 
almost always be dismissed. 

Misdemeanor defendants who do not have attorneys will 
discuss their cases directly with the Assistant County 
Attorneys who generally advise them to plead guilty to 
avoid being "creamed" if they go to trial and in order to 
get probation or diversion right away. These cases do 
not ordinarily get dismissed outright. They either get di
verted and then dismissed or they plead guilty and get 
probation. One assistant County Attorney reported that 
dealing directly with defendants is more difficult than 
dealing with attorneys and that this affects the ultimate 
disposition. 

I try to treat each case as it comes along. On reflec
tion, though, there may be some categories, types of 
responses that I usually have to certain cases. One 
thing, it's more difficult to deal with defendants 
who are unrepresented because they don't under
stand what's going on . . . Those defendants with 
lawyers come out better because I feel safer in dis
cussions with attorneys. 

Later when asked how he would handle a case where 
the evidence falls apart after the case is in the system, 
this prosecutor replied: 

My response to it varies depending on whether 
there is a defense attorney involved in the case. If 
there is a defense attorney, I'll dismiss it ... If 
there is no attorney I'll try to get the defendant to 
plead gUilty. 

Charging habitual/repeat offenders 

One aspect of the charging process which requires sepa
rate mention is the use of the "repeat" or "habitual" of
fender laws. Most states have special sentencing provi
sions which either permit or require more severe sen
tences for repeat offenders (Tappan, 1960:742). These 
laws are notable for two main reasons: their lack of use 
and their involvement of the prosecutor in the sentenc
ing process. Typically the sentence-enhancing effect of a 
habitual offender law can only be applied if the prosecu
tor has charged the defendant with being a habitual of
fender. This usually involves filing documents which es-
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tablish that the defendant is a person who has been pre
viously convicted of one or more felonies. The effect of 
these charges vary by jurisdiction. Some increase the 
maximum sentence allowable; others impose a mandato
ry minimum. Experience has shown that where these 
laws are used at all they usually have been employed as 
bargaining chips to be traded away in exchange for pleas 
rather than to secure severe sentences (Tappan, 
1960:473). But by and large, the laws are not used. Even 
in jurisdictions where the law requires that prosecutors 
file habitual offender proceedings against eligible offend
ers district attorneys refuse to file the charges (Miller, 
1970:380). 

All six of our jurisdictions have habitual offender laws. 
All but Pennsylvania provide for enhanced penalties 
upon a second conviction of a felony. In Pennsylvania a 
third penitentiary sentence of more than one year trig
gers the habitual offender statute, as does the commis
sion of a second crime of violence within 5 years of the 
instant offense. In Arizona the commission of a second 
felony doubles the maximum which can be imposed. In 
Virginia it authorizes any term up to life imprisonment. 
In Washington conviction for a second felony triggers a 
minimum 10-year sentence. In Texas it makes the maxi
mum sentence for the second crime the mandatory sen
tence. In Louisiana prior felony convictions impose man
datory minimum sentences which increase with every 
additional felony conviction. If one prior conviction is 
established, the mandatory minimum sentence is not less 
than one-third and not more than twice the maximum 
for the instant conviction.61 For two prior convictions, 
the mandatory minimum is not less than half the maxi
mum. For three, it is not less than 20 years or the maxi
mum, whichever is longer, and not more than life. 

The infrequent use of the habitual offender laws was re
confirmed by our research. In five of the six jurisdic
tions, substantial proportions (from 22 percent to 50 per
cent) of the defendants in our sample had records of 
prior felony convictions within five years; 62 yet, few 
had their sentences enhanced (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5). Of 
the 968 defendants in all six jurisdictions combined who 
appeared to be eligible for enhancement only, 14.1 per
cent had the habitual offender laws applied to them. 
Only in New Orleans was the habitual offender law in
voked against a substantial (56.1 percent) proportion of 
the eligible defendants. As noted earlier, this is due to 

., Louisiana Revised Statute Annotated. 15:529.1. The statute was held 
constitutional. State v. Vale, 252 La. 1056. 215 So. 2d 811 (1968). • 
.2 The within-5-year qualification is not required by law but we added 
it because in our experience older prior records tend to be disregarded 
by decisionmakers. This restriction means our findings underestimate 
by a slight amount the size of the popUlation eligible for habitual of
fender proceedings. 

L-______________ ~~~~~ ________ ~~~ ___________ ~ 
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District Attorney Connick's policy of using the manda
tory minimum provisions of the habitual offender law as 
an important plea bargaining and sentencing weapon. By 
agreeing to reduce the number of prior felonies alleged 

in exchange for a plea, Connick's office can obtain a plea 
"without reducing the charges." The structure of the 
Louisiana habitual offender sentencing provisions gives 
the prosecutor's office powerful levers'to induce pleas. 

Table 2.4 Frequency of prior felony convictions within 5 years of instant offense 
among defendants who pleaded guilty or were tried for robbery or burglary by 
jurisdiction 

r-' 

EIPaso New Seattle Tucson Delaware 
Norfolk Orleans County 

Number of prior felony convictions 
within 5 years of instant 
offense (N=197) (N=321) (N=735) (N=474) (N=605) (N=515) 

None 77.7% 56.6% 66.5% 50.2% 57.8% 54.8% 1-2 18.3% 37.4% 29.8% 31.7% 30.1% 30.5% 3+ 4.0% 5.0% 3.7% 18.1% 12.1% 14.7% 

Table 2.5 Frequency of habitual offender enhancements of sentences of defend-
ants who pleaded guilty or were tried for robbery or burglary and had one or 
more prior felony conviction(s) within 5 years by jurisdiction * 

EIPaso New Seattle Tucson Delaware 
Norfolk Orleans County 

Was defendant sentenced as 
habi!ual offender? (N=44) (N=180) (N=246) (N=236) (N=73) (N=233) 

Yes 22.7% 56.1% 3.~!% 5.1% 8.2% 0.0% 

• For Delaware County only defendants with three or more prior felony convictions are included. 

Formalization and plea bargaining 

Analysis. Along with the trend of the prosecutor assum
ing greater importance in the administration of criminal 
justice there has been a trend toward increasing formali
zation of the prosecutor's office. The larger offices have 
established centralized managerial control through the is
suance of written policies and the hierarchial structuring 
of the chain of command and of case review. The differ
ence among offices in this regard is a matter of degree. 
In smaller offices formalization has not occurred to any 
substantial degree. Policies, procedures, chain-of-com
mand, and review of decisionmaking are not well devel
oped or systematically observed and applied. The ideolo
gy of management in such offices is that every prosecu
tor is a professional person who can make his or her 
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own decisions without specific policy guidance except 
for the "important" decisions which are to be made by 
the chief prosecutor. But staff attorneys are often left 
with little guidance as to which decisions are important 
enough to be referred to the chief. The guidance provid
ed by one chief prosecutor makes this point. He tells his 
assistants, "You're right until you're wrong." 

The effort to exert managerial and policy control over 
assistant prosecutors has been met with resistance and 
resentment. It conflicts with assistant prosecutors' 
images of themselves as professionals. The hallmark of 
professionalism is the authority to exercise one's individ
ual judgment and discretion. Policies that restrict discre
tion are lampooned as turning expensive legal talent into 
paper-pushing clerks. 
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A second objection is even more fundamental. It is the 
pervasive belief that every case is unique and therefore 
discretion is a necessity and specific policy guidance an 
impossibility. The kernel of truth in this assertion often 
~ets nourishe~ ~nto a general objection to written guide
lInes and polICies on the grounds that policies cannot 
decide individual cases. 

These objections together with the historically small size 
of prosecutors' offices probably account for the slow de
velopment of explicit prosecutorial policies of control 
and review. But that is changing 63 and some observers 
wou~d believe this is for the better (e.g., Brietel, 1960; 
DaVIS, 1969; and Jacoby, 1975, 1980a, 1980b, and 1980c). 
The broad discretion of the American prosecutor has 
long been worrisome both because of its potential for 
abvse as well as its consequences for the evenhandedness 
of case dispositions. Reformers have believed that these 
dangers can be minimized by policy controls. 

As shown earlier, prosecutors' offices that have devel
oped the greatest degree of formalization have included 
policies governing both the charging and the plea bar
gaining decisions. This formalization should be related to 
numerous aspects of case processing, especially those 
having to do with the consistency of case handling. One 
would also expect that greater formalization would be 
positively correlated with the swiftness and efficiency of 
dispositions as well as the thoroughness of case record
keeping. Also, inasmuch as formalization has meant 
higher charging standards (at least in New Orleans and 
Seattle) one would expect less charge bargaining and 
generally stronger cases (among those that are accept
ed). 

We ex.am~ned some of the correlates of the degree of 
formaltzatlOn of the prosecutor's office using the sample 
of robbery and burglary cases. In this analysis five of 
our six jurisdictions 64 were rank ordered along a scale of 
degree of formalization from highest to lowest as fol
lows: New Orleans, Seattle, Tucson, Delaware County, 
and Norfolk. This ranking is not based on any quantified 
formula but rather on our judgments. The extent to 
which one or more of the following conditions were 
present was used in deciding the rank order of the of
fices: the .use of a managerial information system (either 
computenze,d or manual); the existence, specificity and 
~ompreh.e?slveness of office guidelines for case disposi
tIOn deCiSions; the presence of specialized decisionmak
ing units; the use of required sign-off and review proce
dures; and the degree of use of written documentation of 

.0 For a report on one attempt to screen cases using a quantitative scale 
based on office policy. see Jacoby, 1975. 
•• El Paso was excluded because of its no plea bargaining policy. 
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decisions and their rationales. The five jurisdictions dif
fered in many other ways besides the degree of formali
zation, most notably by the size of the office and of the 
caseload. Given our sample of only five jurisdictions, 
these other factors could not be held constant. Thus, this 
analysis can only be regarded as exploratory. The rela
tionships that were found must be verified with a large 
sample. 

The degree of formalization of prosecutors' offices was 
found to be significantly related to selected aspects of 
case processing (see Table 2.6). In the juriSdictions with 
the more formalized prosecutors' offices the number of 
police charges were lower. (Possibly the police had ad
justed their charging practices to those of the prosecu
tor.) The amount of charge bargaining was lower. 
(There were fewer charges on the indictment/informa
tion; there was a lower probability that the charges on 
the indictment/information would be reduced; if formal 
charges were dismissed, fewer were involved in the dis
missal; the plea bargain was more likely to include a sen
tence recommendation; and the total number of charges 
at conviction were fewer.) The cases which go to guilty 
plea or trial were stronger. (They were more likely to 
have physical evidence and more likely to have an eye
witness.) 65 Guilty pleas were more fair and open to 
review in the sense that there is a greater probability 
that a record of the plea agreement will be in the files. 
Cases were disposed of more quickly (with the differ
ence being due primarily to a shorter time from arrest to 
indictment). 

Discussion. While this statistical analysis is only sugges
tive .of possible correlates of formalization, its findings 
consistently agree with the impressions we developed 
through our observations and interviews. The character 
of plea bargaining differs from one jurisdiction to the 
next based on the role the prosecutor chooses to play in 
the system. One crucial aspect of that role is the nature 
of the screening process. 

Plea bargaining in jurisdictions where (a) cases have 
been rigorously screened by (b) trial-experienced pros
ecutors (c) using a high threshold level of legal proof 
and (d) having direct interactions with the police who 
investigated the cases (e) as well as with victims and 
witnesses is qualitatively different from plea bargaining 
in other juriSdictions. Several of the institutional weak
nesses of plea bargaining as a method of dispensing 
criminal justice are significantly offset by such a system 

•• Note that this does /lot mean that the police in those more formalized 
jurisdictions are bringing in stronger cases. Rather it reflects the effica
cy of the prosecutor's screening practices. That is, his office only 
allows strong cases to go to guilty plea or trial at the felony level. 



Table 2.6 Relationship between degree of formalization of the prosecutor's office and selected 
aspects of case dispositions* 

If there is a high degree of formalization of the prosecutor's office, then: N df X2 gamma P<.01 

· 1. there is a lower number of police charges filed; 3136 16 1734 0.31 
2. there is a lower number of charges in the indictment/information; 3120 16 2052 0.58 · 3. it is less likely that the number of charges in the indictment/information will be 
reduced; · 2953 4 357 0.15 

4. in cases where some charges are dismissed after indictment, then fewer charges 
are involved in this modification; • 3084 20 1922 0.53 

5. the total number of charges on which the defendant is convicted will be fewer; 2997 12 312 0.45 • 
6. the plea bargain is more likely to include a sentence recommendation (either 
alone or in combination with a charge dismissal or reduction); 1681 4 711 0.38 · · 7. it is more likely that there is physical evidence in the case; 

8. it is more likely that there is an eyewitness identification of the defendant in the 
2994 4 217 0.28 

case; · 2804 4 216 0.21 
9. it is more likely that there will be a record of the plea agreement; 2014 4 211 0.41 · 10. the time from arrest to disposition is shorter (the difference being due primarily to 
a shorter time from arrest to indictment). 3009 48 1155 0.31 · 

* Based on robbery and burglary cases that went to guilty plea or trial in New Orleans, Seattle, Tucson, Norfolk and Delaware 
County. EI Paso was not included because of the no plea bargaining policy. 

of rigorous case screening. In unscreened systems the 
evidentiary strength of cases varies enormously and ordi
narily is not subject to an impartial testing. Whatever 
challenge of the evidence that does occur happens in the 
context of plea negotiation. There each side is trying to 
convince the other of its strength. In contrast, in rigor
ously screened systems the strength of the evidence in a 
case is independently scrutinized by prosecutors with the 
intent of eliminating weak cases. 

The extent to which rigorous case screening approxi
mates the same degree of impartial and thorough scruti
ny of a case that would occur at trial is arguable. Skep
tics would say that prosecutors are inevitably biased in 
favor of prosecution despite their ethical obligation to 
seek justice, not convictions. However, the experience in 
New Orleans and Seattle suggests that, assuming this is 
generally true, it can be modified by appropriate incen
tives. Prosecutors in the screening unit in New Orleans 
are rewarded for ensuring that weak cases do not go for
ward. Prosecutorial skill is defined in terms of thorough 
case investigation and accurate assessment of case 
strength rather than in compiling a long list of convic
tions. Weak cases which slip through the screening unit 
are traced back to the screening prosecutor and regard
ed as an error on his part. 

This kind of check on the judgments of prosecutors may 
not be equivalent of the challenge that is possible in an 
adversary process. But, on the other hand, observers fa
miliar with biased juries and ill-prepared defense counsel 
suspect that the trial process itself is often not the most 

impartial and thorough means of testing evidence. Many 
a tried case may have had its evidentiary strength tested 
more thoroughly by a rigorous screening unit than what 
was done at trial. Of course, even if rigorous screening is 
something less than a thorough challenge of the evi
dence, there is always the possibility that residual weak
nesses will be discovered later by defense counsel. 

The significance of rigorous screening is that it increases 
the degree of confidence we can have that the guilty 
plea process is convicting provably guilty defendants. It 
partially restores to the justice system those values asso
ciated with ideas about legality and the requirement of 
proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Those concerns are 
eroded by wide open plea bargaining in unfiltered sys
tems. Moreover, the fact that only strong cases are al
lowed to proceed also minimizes the influence of case 
strength on plea bargaining outcomes. This enhances 
evenhandedness and restricts the influence of this peno
logically irrelevant factor. In addition, the integrity of 
the charging function is maintained. Accurate, support
able charges can be filed and maintained so that pleas 
will be to charges that will both correctly reflect the 
crimes committed and allow for appropdate punishment. 

The main concern about screening progll'ams with high 
threshold levels of case acceptability is that they reject 
cases that could have been convicted through plea bar
gaining. For those who believe that a little bit of punish
ment for a lot of offenders (regardl~ss of the seriousness 
of their crimes or their prior records) deters more crime 
than the selective prosecution of a smaller number of se-
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rious offenders, rigorous screening is not regarded as a 
progressive reform. 

Conclusion 

That part of the controversy over plea bargaining which 
focuses on charge bargaining has been mired in the se
mantic quicksand of discussions about "overcharging." 
Underlying that controversy are three fundamental inter
related policy issues: whether there should be any plea 
bargaining at all; what role the prosecutor should play in 
the criminal justice process; and how the screening of 
cases in the postarrest-pretrial stage of the criminal jus
tice process should be done (by whom, at what point in 
the process, and according to what standards). Histori
cally, plea bargaining has been used as the main device 
by which cases were screened and disposed of. Howev
er, since the 1920's there has been a growing consensus 
that the screening of cases should be a separate function 
performed by the prosecutor at an early point in the 
process using an evidentiary standard of case acceptance 
that is higher than the constitutionally required standard 
of probable cause. Cases that do not meet this higher 
standard should be rejected outright (or returned for fur
ther investigation). They should not be allowed to enter 
the system and disposed of by guilty pleas. The fact that 
these cases have been allowed to enter the court system 
and then disposed of by guilty pleas is behind a lot of 
what is meant by the complaint about "overcharging." 

That ambiguous term has been misunderstood by some 
people to mean the ";.ling of charges for which there is 
not even enough leg .. L proof to meet the probable cause 
standard. Others define it as filing charges not ordinarily 
filed. More commonly it is defined as filing many 
charges arising from separate incidents (horizontal over
charging) and filing the highest charge relevant to the 
offense (vertical overcharging). In both of these kinds of 
overcharging it is granted that the prosecutor has at 
least enough evidence to charge the defendant with 
some offense. In our view all of these definitions are mis
leading. The question is not one of legal proof. For in
stance, nine defense attorneys from four jurisdictions 
who said they thought the prosecutor's usual charging 
standard was at least a submissible case or stronger also 
said that "overcharging" is routine! Eight more who be
lieved the prosecutor's charging standards were that 
high said that overcharging Occurs occasionally. For 
these attorneys overcharging was nothing more than 
filing all (or many) of the charges that could lawfully be 
filed. Their complaint about overcharging is not about 
law but about policy. The underlying question is about 
how many charges should be filed when there are many 
charges which could be supported by admissible evi-

dence. The implied answer of some CrItIcs of "over
charging" is that after a certain point the piling on of 
extra charges even though they are supportable is 
wrong. 

A second issue is whether charges should ever be 
dropped or reduced in exchange for guilty pleas. In 
other words, should charge bargaining have any role in 
the disposition process or is the charging function to be 
something which should be kept separate and distinct 
from the plea negotiating process? This question does not 
necessarily presume that plea bargaining should be elimi
nated. Prosecutors might still be allowed to negotiate 
over sentences or judges might either plea negotiate or 
establish differentials for pleading. 

At stake here are the practices in two kinds of jurisdic
~ion~. In some jurisdictions virtually all the plea bargain
mg IS done through charge bargaining. Charges for all 
crimes at all levels are routinely dropped one or more 
grades in exchange for pleas regardless of the quality of 
the evidence. Eliminating this system would not neces
sarily eliminate plea bargaining in those jurisdictions but 
would require dramatic adjustments. This issue some
~imes gets lost behind discussions of vertical overcharg
mg because one of the practices it addresses is similar to 
vertical overcharging (although it has never been cor
rectly identified). This unidentified practice consists of 
the routine reduction of charges in exchange for guilty 
pleas regardless of the quality of evidence. In some juris
dictions this Occurs in virtually all negotiated cases. In 
many jurisdictions it occurs in certain types of cases 
which have been unofficially downgraded from the legal 
category in which they properly fit to something less 
(e.g., burglary of motor vehicles may not be treated as a 
burglary when the evidence is overwhelming). This 
downgrading serves not only to reduce caseloads but 
also to fine tune the broad categories of the penal code 
to the different degrees of seriousness of criminal activi
ties that technically fall within the same legal category. 

The complaint about this kind of "overcharging" is not 
about levels of proof but about the use of the charging 
mechanism to secure pleas. Charging cases at one level 
knowing that these cases will be routinely reduced in ex
change for pleas is regarded by critics 'as "legal black
mail" and a corruption of both the charging process and 
the criminal justice system's record of information about 
the true seriousness of crimes committed. Reformers 
argue that "truly accurate" charges are the ones to 
which the case would be reduced after plea negotiations 
and that these charges should be the ones filed original
ly. Some believe that if truly accurate charges were filed 
originally there would be no need to offer defendants 
anything to induce them to plead guilty. Others believe 
that something else would have to be substituted to 
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induce guilty pleas. (They recommend sentence differen
tials-more lenient sentences for pleaders than those 
convicted at trial-which they do not regard as "plea 
bargaining. ") 

National groups have attempted to define proper charg
ing. However their standards have confounded rather 
than resolved the issue. They recognize in the charging 
function two potentially conflicting goals. Generally, ac
cording to these standards prosecutors do not have to 
file all charges and should not file any charges unless 
they have evidence greater than probable cause. Also 
prosecutors should not file charges solely for the pur
pose of securing guilty pleas. Yet at the same time, they 
are supposed to file an adequate degree and number of 
charges to establish a proper record of the crime and of 
the seriousness of the defendant, and they are to charge 
in a way which allows for a proper sentence. These 
latter two standards can effectively put the prosecutor in 
the position of having to file the highest degree or great
est number of charge(s) to establish an adequate record 
but then to reduce the charge(s) in order to assure an ap
propriate sentence. The dual responsibility of establish
ing an adequate record and assuring an appropriate sen
tence is an invitation to charge bargain (although theo
retically charges could be dropped unilaterally without 
being exchanged for pleas). In addition, the national 
groups specify or imply that prosecutorial screening 
should occur between arrest and initial charging. How
ever, this standard needs reconsideration. It does not 
seem feasible in jurisdictions with numerous outlying 
lower courts which the prosecutors' offices cannot 
afford to staff, and it may be less effective than a review 
conducted at a later point in the process when a fuller 
investigation can be completed. The jurisdictions in our 
sample with the most rigorous prosecutorial screening 
conducted that screening 3 to 10 days after arrest. In 
those jurisdictions that have responded to the call for 
truly rigorous prosecutorial screening the nature of plea 
bargaining in felony cases differs in important ways from 
those which have not. Charge bargaining is reduced al
though not eliminated. "Accurate" charging has not 
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eliminated the need to offer defendants an incentive to 
plead guilty. Cases are stronger and disposed of more 
rapidly. The influence of case strength on the terms of 
any plea negotiations is reduced because of the uniform
ly high case strength. Thus, this penologically irrelevant 
factor is minimized in the negotiation process. Moreover, 
the fac .. that cases are reviewed by experienced prosecu
tors who are rewarded for keeping cases out of the 
court system provides a major protection against one of 
the crucial weaknesses of plea bargaining as an institu
tion. It restores in part that crucial principle of Anglo
American jurisprudence that before penal sanctions are 
imposed there must be proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 
In jurisdictions with truly rigorous screening we can 
have a greater degree of confidence that defendants con
victed by plea bargaining are probably guilty defendants. 

With regard to misdemeanors (and sometimes minor 
felonies) the situation is different. In jurisdictions we 
studied, those cases continue to be largely unscreened; 
controlled by the police; maximum charged; and routine
ly reduced for pleas. The reforms of the charging and 
plea bargaining processes that are being applied to 
felony cases are not being extended to petty offenses. 
The same prosecutor's office that has tried to eliminate 
maximum charging in felony cases has institutionalized a 
policy of maximum charging for the purpose of reducing 
charges for pleas in minor cases. The double standard of 
justice depending upon seriousness of offense is com
monplace. Equal justice for the accused does not require 
perfect equality of treatment between the pettiest and 
the most serious case. But it does require a mitigation of 
the existing double standard. 

Our data suggest that charge bargaining and the "over
charging" of felony cases can be controllecl by policies 
short of prohibiting all plea bargaining by prosecutors. 
In implementing these policies the quality of justice is 
enhanced and certain important dangers of the plea bar
gaining system are minimized. Similar policies could op
erate at both the felony and the misdemeanor levels. 

Chapter Three 
Prosecutorial Bluff~ng 
and the Case Against 

Plea Bargaining 

Introduction 

One of the sources of concern about the institution of 
plea bargaining is the belief that gamesmanship plays a 
substantial role in the disposition of cases. That is, cases 
are often disposed of not on their merits but on the abili
ty of the attorney for either side to outwit the other. Of 
course, the fate of cases that go to trial is sometimes de
termined by trial tactics. But the gamesmanship in plea 
bargaining is of a different kind. The concern is not 
about the inevitable differen-::es between attorneys in 
legal skill but the unethical and other:wise inappropriate 
practices believed to b~ integral to the plea-negotiation 
process. A variety of questionable tactics have been re-

. ported. Defense attorneys are reported to extract lenient 
plea bargains by threatening to "court-bust"-take all of 
their cases to trial (Mills, 1971). Prosecutors are reported 
to bluff defendants into pleading guilty even when the 
state has no case (Alschuler, 1968). We attempted to de
termine the frequency of and attitudes toward each of 
these two practices in our interviews with defense attor
neys and prosecutors. Our findings regarding the court
busting proclivities of defense attorneys are reported in 
Chapter 4. Our findings regarding bluffing by prosecu
tors are described below. 

The only report on the latter practice is by a leading 
plea bargaining abolitionist, ~rofessor Albert Alschuler 
(1968). He lists it 1 among the "horrors" (1968:64) of plea 
bargaining he presents in order to "justify" (1968:64) his 
"admittedly unorthodox position that plea bargaining 
should be abolished" (1968:52). He found that "very few 

1 Alschuler disclaims our characterization of his report on bluffing. 
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prosecutors apparently disapprove of bluffing" (1968:67) 
and that some prosecutors "freely avow their own prac
tices of bluffing, concealment, and telling only half the 
truth" (1968:68). Bluffing, he says, is part of a routine 
phenomenon of "deceptive sales practices" (1968:67) that 
are not effectively checked either by judicial inquiries at 
plea acceptance or by defense counsel. The latter "are 
not equal competition in the game of deception" 
(1968:68); "it is not always easy to 'call' a prosecutor's 
bluff" (1968:66) especially "when he resorts to deliberate 
misrepresentation in an effort to sustain it" (1968:66). 

Two aspects of bluffing as described by Alschuler do 
indeed sound horrendous. One is his report that bluffing 
is used to secure convictions in cases which he charac
terizes as "no case at all," "hopeless" cases that are "ef
fectively unconvictable" (1968:65). A typical example of 
this "ultimate in a weak case" is the situation "in which 
a critical witness has died, refused to testify, or disap
peared into the faceless city" (1968:65). "In this situa
tion," he says, "plea negotiation commonly becomes a 
game of bluffing" (Id.).2 Given the frequ.ency with 
which this situation occurs,3 the inference is strong that 
a lot of bluffing is going on. 

• Emphasis added. 
3 We have no direct measures of the frequency of this event, but esti
mates are possible. Brosi's (1979:14) comparison of PROMIS data from 
12 jurisdictions found that from 13 percent to 46 percent of felony 
cases are dropped after filing. One of the two main reasons for this was 
"witness problems" which covers a variety of subcategories. The sub
category "unable to locate/unavailable" accounted for 50 percent of 
the "witness problems" in Indianapolis and 19 percent in the District 
of Columbia. If one adds to this the cases of witnesses who ref\lsed to 
testify. the majority of cases dropped due to witness problems are ac-
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The other disturbing part of Alschuler's report is his 
findings regarding the willingness of prosecutors to 
engage in deliberate misrepresentations to sustain their 
bluffs-sometimes going to considerable lengths. He 
quotes a Philadelphia prosecutor who admitted that he 
had "sometimes misrepresented the facts in an effort to 
induce the compromise of constitutional defenses" 
(1968:67). He says that "[p]rosecutors sometimes go to 
the point of empaneling a jury before dismissing a hope
less case, hoping all the while to exact a guilt.y plea" 
(1968:66). A Pittsburgh prosecutor told him of an occa
sion when he induced a guilty plea by "telling the de
fense attorney that a missing witness was waiting in his 
office for a chance to testify. After the guilty plea was 
offered the prosecutor put the arresting officer on the 
witness stand, and the officer presented hearsay evidence 
concerning the missing witness' version of the facts" 
(1968:67).4 A San Francisco defense attorney reported 
that he had sometimes received telephone calls from 
prostitutes after he had been retained to represent their 
pimps. He says the prostitutes told him that the D.A. 
"bribed" them to make a statement (1968:65). And final
ly, a Houston defense attorney recalled an occasion 
where a prosecutor threatened to go to trial if he (the 
attorney) forced him (the prosecutor) to produce a miss
ing witness. The prosecutor claimed the witness had 
been located and served a subpoena. The subpoena 
return was on file but because the attorney had been 
unable to locate the witness himself he "suspected that 
the process server had been made a party to the bluff 
and had filed a fraudulent return" (1968:67). When he 
refused the prosecutor's offer the case was dismissed. 

Alschuler's portrayal of bluffing undoubtedly would 
give pause to even the staunchest supporter of plea bar
gaining. The image of prosecutors out to get something 
from every defendant; exhibiting a remarkable disregard 
for false conviction; magnifying pressures to plead guilty 
in cases where the evidence is most dubious; and lying, 
bribing and filing fraudulent returns in order to convict 
defendants in cases that are effectively unconvictable, is 
indeed a frightening prospect. In our view this portrait 
cried out for verification. We set out to determine the 
pervasiveness of bluffing and its susceptibility to remedi
al control. Our findings lead to a less abhorrent view of 

counted for (in Detroit, Los Angeles, the District of Columbia, New 
Orleans, and Indianapolis). Of course, if Alschuler is right, then for the 
most part these cases represent only unsuccessfully bluffed cases. The 
successes are listed among the guilty pleas. 
• This ruse succeeded, Aischuler implies, because "[t]he defense attor
ney raised no objection; he and everyone else involved in the proceed
ings were interested only in concluding the 'formalities' as rapidly as 
poss;,ble" (1968:67). 
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prosecutorial ethics and of the role of bluffing in the 
plea bargaining process. 

Findings 

In one respect our findings agree with Alschuler's. The 
majority of our prosecutors approve of bluffing and 
most would bluff to obtain a guilty plea. But what they 
mean by bluffing differs in important respects from what 
Alschuler implies. Prosecutors regard only some bluffing 
as clearly improper and other bluffing as not only proper 
but desirable. In addition, there is a gray area where 
prosecutors disagree among themselves as to where to 
draw the line. 

Bluffing of a certain kind and in certain circumstances is 
common, but most bluffing does not appear to be as un
seemly as Alschuler suggests. Bluffing accompanied by 
deliberate misrepresentation and elaborate fraud did not 
appear to occur in our study sites with any frequency. 
The premise for Alschuler's criticism of what he seems 
to regard as the most deplorable type of bluffing-bluff
ing when the prosecutor has "no case at all"-is prob
lematic. Our prosecutors did not agree that his "non
case" was "fatally defective." In order to make these 
points clear, it is necessary to provide some distinctions 
and to review the various circumstances under which 
bluffing might occur. 

Central to bluffing is the notion of a weak case. The es
sence of bluffing is to pretend that one's case is stronger 
than it actually is. Cases can be or become weak for var
ious reasons and bluffing could be resorted to under any 
of these circumstances. The bluffing that Alschuler con
demns does not encompass all situations. Rather, it is 
limited primarily to the case which is so weak as to be 
"no case at all." We shall distinguish that case from 
other situations. 

One k\nd of weak case is that in which completely 
groundless charges are brought against an unquestion
ably innocent defendant. A prosecutor who bluffed in 
such a case would clearly be acting not only unethically 
but illegally. We found no indication of this type of 
bluffing. There is little doubt that bluffing under these 
conditions would be unanimously condemned by pros
ecutors. 

A second kind of weak case is one in which there is 
some evidence but it is weak. The key to the propriety 
of the prosecutor's decision to proceed with this type of 
case is whether he made a good-faith judgment that the 
case met the legally required standard of probable cause. 
If the prosecutor believed that it did not meet that stand
ard but accepted it anyhow, he would have indulged in 
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a bluff that was virtually as illegal and unethical as our 
first example. This type of bluffing was also not found. 

Some cases are or appear to be quite strong at initial 
charging but subsequently become weak. Two types of 
weaknesses occur. One is related to the inherent quality 
of the evidence. For instance, a reliable alibi witness 
may be discovered; the prosecutor's star witness may not 
be able to pick the defendant out of a lineup; or a subse
quent interview may reveal that a witness is confused 
and inconsistent. These kinds of weaknesses must be dis
tinguished from those generated by logistical and admin
istrative problems that may affect whether the case can 
be proved. For instance, the physical evidence may be 
lost or the witness may not have been notified to appear 
at a court hearing. This distinction between inherent and 
administrative weakness in a case is important. It is the 
basis for one of the informal courthouse norms regarding 
the limits of proper bluffing. Most prosecutors have no 
compunctions about hiding weaknesses caused by admin
istrative problems, but they do have reservations about 
suppressing information regarding the inherent quality of 
the evidence. 

The range of potential deceptiveness in bluffing varies 
widely from the mild puffery of an oftband remark, such 
as "We've got the goods on your client," to much more 
elaborate frauds. Some of this territory is governed by 
law and by codes of professional ethics. However, it is 
not until one reaches the territory that lies either outside 
of or on the boundary of that area which is clearly gov
erned by official norms that bluffing practices become 
problematic. 

There exist legal restrictions on bluffing. Prosecutors 
may not legally file charges where the evidence does not 
meet the probable-cause standard. Also, they are no 
longer permitted to hide certain aspects of their cases. 
Upon request of defense counsel, prosecutors must make 
available the results of ballistics tests, chemical analyses, 
lineups, statements made by the defendant to the police, 
and other aspects of the case (Brady v. United States, 373 
U.S. 83 [1963]). In addition, prosecutors have a duty to 
turn over any eXCUlpatory evidence, even without a 
prior request having been made for it (United States v. 
Aqur, 427 U.S. 97 [1976]). Thus if a bluff involved sup
pressing discoverable or exculpatory evidence, it would 
be illegal. 

Alschuler does not suggest that prosecutors are suppress
ing discoverable evidence. As for eXCUlpatory evidence, 
his findings are less clear in part because of the ambigui
ty of the notion of exculpatory evidence and in part be
cause his study was done before the Supreme Court im
posed this rule on prosecutors. We found no evidence 
that prosecutors were suppressing discoverable evidence 
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(although we regularly heard that prosecutors will make 
the discovery procedure more cumbersome for certain 
defense attorneys whom they disliked or distrusted). In 
regard to exculpatory evidence, the situation is more dif
ficult to assess because eXCUlpatory evidence is not clear
ly defined. Some evidence is clearly exculpatory (for ex
ample, reliable evidence showing that the defendant was 
at some other place at the time of the crime). But as one 
moves away from this polar situation, the notion of what 
is eXCUlpatory becomes clouded. 

Most prosecutors take a narrow view of eXCUlpatory evi
dence. They feel they must produce evidence indicating 
factual innocence, and they also feel obliged to deal with 
certain aspects of legal guilt-for instance, ensuring that 
the statute of limitations has not expired. But most do 
not feel any obligation to notify the defense about logis
tical or administrative problems that may reduce the 
probability of obtaining a conviction. Here is where they 
part company with Alschuler. 

The situation he describes as "no case at all" is not one 
involving a factually innocent defendant. It is a case 
where evidence exists that might support a conviction if 
the case went to trial. But then something happens, such 
as the accidental loss of the physical evidence; or a 
break in the chain of custody of the evidence; or wit
nesses refuse to testify or cannot be located or die. In 
Alschuler's view, these developments n~duce the proba
bility of conviction to zero. But prosecutors who have 
bluffed in such situations disagreed that these cases were 
"fatally defective." In their view, just because a witness 
cannot be found does not mean he is absolutely unlocata
ble. Citing the occasional case where tht:\y had flown a 
witness from Africa or other remote plac(~, they pointed 
out that if the state really wants to go to the expense of 
locating someone, they can. As for the reluctant witness, 
they noted that such witnesses can be and are occasion
ally made to testify (e.g., Kiernan, 1981:Bl) .. They could 
also think of possible ways around other supiPosedly fatal 
defects. Of course, there was no guarantee that their tac
tics would work or that the state would be willing to go 
to great expense to find missing witnesses 01' force reluc
tant witnesses to testify. But the fact that these options 
are available transforms what sounds like a black and 
white issue into a cloud of gray. 

Prosecutors pointed out an important reality underlying 
plea bargaining and justifying their views on bluffing. 
There are no cases with a zero or a 100 percent proba
bility of conviction. There is nothing certain about case 
outcome! It is possible that an innocent individual can be 
successfully prosecuted even with quite flimsy evidence. 
Similarly there is no such thing as a truly dead-bang 
case. Experienced lawyers all know of instances illustrat-



ing these points. They have seen juries acquit defendants 
who did not have a chance of winning and convict 
people whose innocence seemed clear. They have locat
ed unlocatable witnesses, and they have seen evidence 
admitted in one court that might not have been admitted 
in another. It is precisely this uncertainty that causes 
some attorneys to be cynical about the justice process 
and to compare it to a game of Russian roulette. Even 
though these cases are the exception, not the rule, the 
principle they establish has important consequences. The 
fact that nothing is certain becomes an important incen
tive for plea bargaining and an equally important justifi
cation for bluffing. 

We presented prosecutors with the distinction that 
Packer (1968) makes between factual and legal inno
cence together with the argument that bluffing is a 
means by which the state secures convictions in cases 
that would have been lost at trial. We argued further 
that bluffing is, in effect, a way of convicting legally in
nocent defendants, and hence defeats the basic principle 
of legality. 

This argument was regularly uismissed on two grounds. 
The first was the uncertainty of case outcome. Since any 
case might result in conviction, legal innocence is not 
undermined by plea bargaining or by bluffing. That 
notion itself is predicated on the idea that outcomes in 
criminal justice are only probabilities. Our examples of 
the dead witness or the lost drugs were not regarded as 
all that weak.s Many prosecutors had had or had known 
of weaker cases that had gone to trial and been convict
ed. They did not feel that plea bargaining in such cir
cumstances subverted the principle of legality. They did 
not regard bluffing in such cases as wrong provided that 
the bluff did not include withholding exculpatory evi
dence and (for many of them) provided that it did not 
require them to cross an imaginary line between legiti
mate puffery, posturing, and gamesmanship, on the one 
hand; and outright lying, on the other. Many of them 
draw that line at the same specific point. They would 
not stand up in court and say they were ready for trial if 
a critical witness or piece of evidence were lost.6 But 

5 They claimed that there are several ways of salvaging such cases. For 
instance, in the case of the dead or missing witness, they said they 
were permitted by law to use the transcript of that witness' testimony 
at the preliminary hearing and at trial if necessary. See Barber v. Page., 
390 U.S. 719 (1968). 
• In one jurisdiction, the chief prosecutor had even issued guidelines 
specifically dealing with the matter of announcing ready for trial. They 
read: "Trial: (A) Announcement of ReadYi (1) Never announce ready 
until all witnesses are present or on standby. (2) Make sure contraband 
has been analyzed and the chain of custody is intact .... n 
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they might do things short of that to make the defense 
think that they were ready for trial. Many of them said 
they would willingly admit to defense counsel that they 
were not ready for trial if counsel had asked that ques
tion directly. But prosecutors say counsel never do. 

A major incentive for not crossing that line between le
gitimate puffery and outright deceit is s~lf-interest. An 
attorney's personal credibility and reputation are at 
stake. Credibility is essential for lawyers, particularly in 
the criminal courts. There seems to be no middle 
ground. One is trustworthy or not. Once lost, credibility 
is hard to regain. Without it, the rractice of law can be 
considerably more difficult. Much of what lawyers do, 
especially in plea bargaining, depends upon trust be
tween parties to represent the truth and to honor com
mitments. Ironically, although truthfulness is demanded, 
some deception is both expected and tolerated. The 
boldfaced liar, however, finds that other lawyers will re
spond with whatever informal sanctions are available: 
Notoriously deceitful defense counsel will have to pry 
all discovery out of prosecutors through the time-con
suming process of filing motions. Informal sanctions can 
be severe. Judges occasionally bar defense attorneys or 
assisthnt prosecutors from practicing in their courts be
cause of past deceitful acts. 

Thus prosecutors are restrained in bluffing by their 
awareness of the occupational norms regarding the limits 
of honesty and the importance of credibility. They are 
guided by general rules known to courthouse regulars 
that define the limits of" the occupational norms concern
ing acceptable bluffing. Some of those limits are congru
ent with those set by t.he law of discovery and the law 
on the production of exculpatory evidence. But some 
areas are not covered by law. Prosecutors indicated, for 
instance, that they were frequently aware of constitu
tional weaknesses in cases due to questionable arrests or 
searches, but they did not feel ethically or legally com
pelled to tell defense counsel about them. That, they 
said, would be doing the defense counsel's job. 

Even more often prosecutors were aware of administra
tive problems that weaken. their cases and were often the 
prime reasons for plea bargaining. Many prosecutors did 
not seem to feel that they have or should have any obli
gation to inform defense counsel of these weaknesses. In 
their view, the notion of legal innocence means that de
fendants are entitled to all of the due-process guarantees 
that the constitution provides and that a factually guilty 
person may be found legally innocent if one of thosf.! 
guarantees is infringed. But it does not and should not 
mean, in their view, that a factually guilty person should 
be allowed to slip through the criminal justice system 
because of administrative or logistical errors. The use of 
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plea bargaining and what they might call legitimate 
bluffing seemed in their view to be entirely proper, even 
indicated, in such circumstances. 

experience whether they were able to determine why 
the case had been dropped. This question provided some 
grounds for judging whether there had been a bluff. 

In our in·,depth study of six jurisdictions, we pursued the 
matter of bluffing systematically. We attempted to esti
mate the frequency of bluffing in situations where the 
prosecution had no case at all. Defense counsel were 
asked how often, if at all, they had had cases in which 
an indictment (or information) had been filed, the pros
ecutor had made a plea offer that was refused, and the 
case had been subsequently dropped by the prosecutor. 
Of course, this set of facts by itself does not mean that 
the prosecutor had been bluffing. Therefore we also 
asked defense counsel who reported having had such an 

Responses to these questions are shown in Table 3.1. 
Particularly striking is the general infrequency with 
which defense counsel reported having cases dropped 
after an offer had been made. Also remarkable is the fact 
that this practice does not appear to vary by the degree 
of formalization of the prosecutor's office.7 One might 
have expected that in jurisdictions with a low degree of 
formalization, there would have been more of a need to 
bluff due to a higher incidence of administrative or logis
tical errors and a lower sense of accountability among 
assistant prosecutors. However, these data suggest that 
this is not the case. 

Table 3.1 Defense attorney responses to question relating to case dismissals by city 

Have you had cases where after an information 
has been filed or an indictment returned, the pros
ecutor has approached you with a plea offer 
which, upon your client's refusal to accept, result-

ed in a dismissal of the case by the prosecutor? 
How often? Were you able to ascertain why the 
case was dismissed? Why? Was it dismissed? 

EIPaso 
"No, I've never had cases where that 
happened to me. I always approach 
the county attorney with an offer." 

Both on a misdemeanor and felony 
level, counsel has never seen this 
happen. 

"No, I always approach them. They 
never approach me." 

"No, that's never happened. Do you 
mean, are they trying to get some· 
thing for nothing? No, I don't think 
they are. If the case is bad, I would 
never accept an offer unless the de
fendant wants to, but I would advise 
against it." 

"That's never happened to me." 

Counsel indicated that he always ap· 
proaches the prosecutor and so he 
has never been approached by them 
with a plea offer. He was referring 
both to the county attorney's office 
and the district attorney's office. 
uNo.1l 

New Orleam. 
It Is very rare for the district attorney's 
office to offer a reduced charge. But 
in eight of ten cases where a charge 

reduction was offered and this attor
ney refused to deal, the charges were 
eventually nol-prossed. This was gen
erally because a victim or witness 
was unavailable or unwilling to testify. 
Yes, it happens, but not frequently. 
Counsel could not think of a particular 
case. 

Yes, this may happen when they acci· 
dentally overcharge or are conned by 
a witness. Counsel does not believe 
this is bluffing because the prosecutor 
has acted in good faith. This occurs in 
perhaps 15 percent of all cases. It 
usually results in witnesses' changing 
testimony or discovery that the wit
nesses were lying. 

Counsel could think of only one inci
dent. It involved a defendant charged 
with accessory to fraud. The district 
attorney wanted the defendant to go 
into a diversionary program. The de· 
fendant rejected the offer, and the 
prosecution dismissed the case. 
Yes, this has happened 5 to 10 times 
in 4 years. It occurs because the 
prosecution has no case. This usually 
occurs if the information the prosecu
tor has Is not valid; for example, 
someone made a mistake in screen
ing. 

Yes, 2 times in 4 years. In one of the 
cases, counsel recalls he knew that 
from the trial of the codefendant, the 
evidence against his client was weak. 

No. In fact, counsel had had the op
posite occur. He had had a case in 
which he offered to plead guilty to 
Simple robbery on a charge of armed 
robbery. Instead the district attorney's 
office dropped the case altogether. 

Yes; it's part of the game of blUffing. 
However, it involves perhaps less 
than 20 percent of all cases. The 
usual reason is lack of evidence. 

Two or three times in 6 years. Nor
mally counsel knows when in ad
vance that the district attorney does 
not have anything. 

Seattle 

Yes, this happens infrequently. Typi
cally it happens when the prosecutor 
has difficulty getting a critical witness. 
If it gets to the stage when getting the 
witness is impossible, they have to 
tell counsel. Sometimes you find out 
when your client hOlds out in an im
possible case (the state's case is very 
strong) and suddenly the case is dis
missed. 

7 See Chapter 2 for our ranking of each of the jurisdictions doing this 
variable. 
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Table 3.1 Defense attorney responses to question relating to case dismissals by city-Continued 

Have you had cases where after an information 
has been filed or an indictment returned, the pros
ecutor has approached you with a plea offer 
which, upon your client's refusal to accept, result-

ed in a dismissal of the case by the prosecutor? 
How often? Were you able to ascertain why tht: 
case was dismissed? Why? Was it dismissed? 

This happens on occasion. Counsel 
doesn't know how often, but it's prob
ably more than he has found out 
about. 
No. 

No. Counsel would be shocked if it 
had occurred. 

Yes. Not very often, and usually they 
won't try to get very much. For exam
ple, they'll try to get a little informa
tion in exchange for a dismissal. 
This has not happened to counsel. "I 
don't think prosecutors bluff much. It 
would hurt their credibility. I don't bluff 
either. The closest thing I have had 
was a rape case where we ended up 
Winning in trial. The prosecutor didn't 
want to try the case, but because 
there was a complaining witness, he 
would not drop it. Several plea offers 
were made prior to trial. 

Counsel has had offers of pleas 
where the case was ultimately dis
missed but he does not think the 
prosecutor was bluffing. "For exam
ple, a OWl case usually has one wit
ness, the cop. If the cop doesn't 
show up, the prosecutor doesn't try to 
bluff." Rather the prosecutor will tell 
this attorney what has happened. The 
attorney in turn will plead his client to 
physical control to avoid the risk a 
judge will grant a continuance. 
The prosecutor doesn't usually ap
proach the defense. "If the case is 
bad, I don't go to negotiate. I go to 
trial." They almost never voluntarily 
dismiss a case. They dispose of it in 
some other way. This occurs because 
they almost never change their minds 
about the strength of the case. About 
the only time they dismiss is when a 
witness disappears. This just hap
pened in a murder case. 

Tucson 
Yes. Counsel has had this happen but 
it only happens in about 1 percent of 
the cases. The prosecutor will usually 
make a very good offer and this will 
suggest that something is wrong. If 
one prosecutor in particular makes 

any offer at all; you know something 
is wrong with the case. 
Counsel has had this happen in two 
cases. 

Counsel has had a few cases where 
this has happened, and he believes 
they were ones in which the wit
nesses were not cooperative. 
Yes, counsel has had these cases. In 
one case the prosecutor offered to 
have the defendants participate in a 
diversion program. The defendant re
fused, and the case was dismissed. 
Counsel has had lots of these kinds 
of cases. He estimates that approxi
mately 5 percent of the cases he han
dles fit this category. They are equally 
divided between cases that were 
weak initially and those where a cru
cial piece of evidence was subse
quently lost. 

No. Counsel has never had this 
happen. Prosecutors don't want to 
lose face, so they simply schedule for 
trial. They may then dismiss without 
prejudice so it looks as if the case 
was strong. 

Counsel has had one case of this 
kind. 

Yes, counsel has had cases of this 
kind, but he believes this is a very 
rare occurrence. 

Counsel could not remember any 
such cases. 

Counsel has had a couple of these 
cases. 

Delaware County 
Counsel has had one or two of these 
cases in 2 years; they had absolutely 
no evidence. 

Counsel has had no such case. If a 
district attorney had a case like that, 
he would probably try to continue it. 
He would rather do that than admit he 
didn't have his witness. 
Yes, but counsel couldn't recall a 
specific case. "Certain disitrict attor
neys, whether because of personal
ities or attitudes, will say 'I don't have 
my witness.' The district attmney's job 
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is not to convict but to prosecute with 
what they have. But then there are 
others who will do anything. They are 
after you with jail time, long sen
tences. It's embarrassing. But you 
can laugh at them or walk away if you 
know your own case and if you know 
the district a.ttorney." 

Yes, counsel has had such cases. "In 
most cases like that, the district attor
ney knows he would be embarrassed; 
maybe it's a case of police brutality. 
They don't want to get mixed up with 
that. So they'll come in with a deal. 
Often you won't know who's telling 
the truth about the beating, but the 
client will say, 'No deal, I didn't do it.' 
Then the district attorney will go 
huddle and come back and ask if he'll 
pay court costs. I had one guy refuse 
to pay the 60 bucks, so they dis
missed it. They'll stonewall it out as 
long as they can. But then sometimes 
I'll get a better deal than I deserve." 

Yes, it has happened a couple of 
times. In one case, "they couldn't 
have proven the case if it went to trial 
because their witness had left the 
area, but I didn't find out in time-not 
until after the guilty plea. I was [an
noyed] with myself on that one, but in 
my opinion you can't get mad at the 
district attorney. You're blaming him 
for something you should have done. 
He's just playing loose." 

Norfolk 

Yes, it happens, but it's rare. Counsel 
had one robbery case 3 years ago in 
which the prosecutor said, "This isn't 
any big deal. We'll let him plead to a 
reduced charge." "We wouldn't take 
it. So they moved to nol-pros. It 
turned out that they didn't have any 
witness." 

It is very rare. "If they have a miSSing 
witness, they will tell me and try to 
get a continuance. If not, they may 
reduce it to a less severe offense." 

"It rarely happens to me. It gets back 
to my relationship with the people in 
the prosecutor's office," 
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Table 3.1 Defense attorney responses to question relating to case dismissals by city-Continued r-------------__________________________________________________________________________ ~ 
Have you had cases where after an information 
has been filed or an indictment returned, the pros
ecutor has approached you with a plea offer 
which, upon your client's refusal to accept, result-

ed in a dismissal of the case by the prosecutor? 
How often? Were you able to ascertain why the 
case was dismissed? Why? Was it dismissed? 

"Yes, it does happen but not very 
often. You might have a case where 
the state's witness or victim has dis
appeared. You might find out depend
ing on how friendly you are with the 
prosecutor. " 

"Yes, but not very frequently. Usually 
I can find out, and in most cases it's 
a witness problem." 

"Yes, I think so. However, it d08sn't 
happen a lot. They will come with an 
offer and I or my client will reject it. 
They will then dismiss the case. We 
usually already know why." 

"No, I have not had any cases." 

"It's only happened a few times that I 
can remember." 

Yes, but none were very serious 
charges. "Yes, but nothing comes to mind right 

now." 

Referen~es are to plea·bargalnlng practices of the misdemeanor prosecutor's office. 

Note: Some responses are not verbatim but summaries or paraphrases of responses unless indicated by quo/a/ion marks. 

Of course, our findings are subject to plausible alterna
tive explanations. Perhaps counsel were trying to save 
face with us. They might not have wanted to admit that 
they had been successfully bluffed. Hence our findings 
might underestimate the true extent of the problem. We 
discount this possibility, however, on the ground that 
the responses of defense counsel were largely paralleled 
by those of prosecutors in the same jurisdiction (at least 
to certain questions). 

Prosecutors were asked to recall their last 10 cases in 
which there had been plea bargains. For those cases, 
they were asked to estimate the probability of conviction 
in those cases had they gone to trial. An attempt was 
made to have the respondents answer in terms of specif
ic probabilities or ranges of probabilities that could be 
coded as follows: cases in which the probability of con
viction is 91 percent or higher, or "dead-bang" or "air
tight;" probability of conviction from 70 to 90 percent, 
or "strong" cases; probability of conviction between 41 
to 69 percent, or "could have gone either way;" proba
bility of conviction from 21 t~, 40 percent, or "strong 
enough to beat a directed verdIct but defendant prob
ably would have been acquitted;" probability of convic
tion from 10 to 20 percent, or "probably would have re
sulted in a directed verdict of acquittal;" and probability 
of conviction less than 10 percent, or "definitely would 
have resulted in a directed verdict of acquittal or might 
have even been unable to establish a prima facie case." 
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It is arguable as to when a weak case is so weak that it 
is no case at all. But because weak cases can be won, we 
feel that the most appropriate category to use for ap
proximating the no-case-at-all is those cases with less 
than 10 percent possibility of conviction. Such cases 
were rarely experienced by prosecutors (Table 3.2). 
Only 4 of 40 prosecutors indicated that they had secured 
plea bargains in cases with less than a 10 percent proba
bility of conviction. Their combined experience in this 
regard amounted to 7 cases. Given that eleven prosecu
tors in one area were asked this question and that the 
question referred to their last 10 cases, a total of 110 
cases were in effect covered by the question. Thus in 7 
out of 110 cases (6 percent) covered by this question, the 
cases were so weak as to approximate being no case at 
all. But this percentage gets even smaller if one consid
ers that forty prosecutors were asked about their last ten 
cases and only four of them said they had had the no
case-at-all situation. 

Calculating the probability of conviction is risky under 
the best of circumstances, much less when one is trying 
to recollect one's last ten cases. Thus we realize that 
these calculations cannot be regarded as anything but 
rough indicators. All we claim on their behalf is that 
they are an advance over the method that was previous
ly used to estimate the scope of this problem. Our esti
mates convey the general sense that plea bargaining in 
"nonexistent" (as opposed to merely "weak") cases is 
not pervasive. This, in turn, suggests that bluffing to 
hide "nonexistent" cases must also be infrequent. 

------~-- -------
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Table 3.2 Prosecutors' responses to questions referring to probability of conviction at trial, by 
jurisdiction 

Referring to your 10 most recent felony cases in which there were plea bargains agreed to, please estimate what 
the probability of conviction at trial would have been for each 

New Orleans 
30-percent chance of winning. 
50-percent chance of winning. 
33-percent chance of winning. In 
some of those cases, the defendant 
refused the deal that was offered; the 
case went to trial and he was convict
ed. 
"It is very hard to get any sort of per
centage figure reflecting the probabili
ty of winning a case." 
In those cases prosecutors plea-bar
gained because of a possibility of 
losing a case; the probability of any 
conviction at all (as charged or even 
a reduced charge) was between 20 
and 30 percent. 
In very few cases did prosecutor have 
no chance of conviction. In most 
cases, it was 50 percent of some 
conviction (either as charged or to a 
lesser included offense). 
"There is a certain small percentage 
of cases that . . . prove to be unwin
nable." If, nevertheless, there Is no 
doubt about the defendant's guilt, 
prosecutors would like to get a plea. 
But given the anti-plea bargaining 
policy in the office, defense counsel 
are likely to suspect that there is a 
problem with the case when the office 
is willing to plea bargain. Moreover, if 
there is any doubt in the prosecutor's 
mind about the defendant's guilt, she 
or he would nol-pros rather than take 
a plea. 
There are only a few cases that are 
not winnable. If a case is really not 
winnable, those cases are usually nol
prossed. 
If there is no chance at all of winning 
the case, she would probably nol-pros 
the case rather than take the plea. 

Seattle 
Six of them had between 91 and 99 
percent probability of conviction; 3 be
tween 71 aml 90 percent; and 1 be
tween 41 and 70 percent. 
None of this prosecutor's cases are 
between 91 and 99 percent probabili-

ty of con'liction. This prosecutor said 
there was never a certainty that a 
case was open and shut. Eight of this 
prosecutor's last 10 plea bargains 
were cases that had between 91 and 
99 percent probability of conviction; 1 
between 41 and 70 percen,; 1 be
tween 21 and 40 percent. 

This prosecutor's remarks were all di
rected toward plea bargaining in the 
misdemeanor courts. All 10 of this 
prosecutor's last plea bargains had a 
probability of conviction of between 
91 and 99 percent. "District court 
cases are usually pretty simple and 
pretty straightforward. Police could 
probably win most of them without a 
prosecutor. There are some cases 
where the police make a bad charge 
or a wrong charge, but not too 
many." 

It is hard to answer this question but 
most cases were "strong." 

Tucson 
75 to 80 percent probability of convic
tion in all 10 of the last felony plea 
bargains, 

70 to 90 percent chance of conviction 
in 8 of the last 10 plea bargains, Four 
of these had a 90 percent chance; 
two had an 80 percent chance, and 
two had a 75 percent chance. In addi
tion, he had two cases with about a 
50 percent chance of conviction, 
Seven of ten of the last felony plea 
bargains had between 70 and 90 per
cent chance of conviction. 

Three of the last felony plea bargains 
had between 91 and 99 percent 
chance of conviction; five between 70 
and 90 percent; one about 50 per
cent; and one between 21 and 40 
percent. 

Seven of ten had between a 70 and 
90 percent chance of conviction, 
Precise estimates could not be given, 
He did say that in general even if a 
case is weak, prosecutors always 
have a chance of winning at trial. 
They will not take a case to trial if 
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they know they have almost no 
chance of conviction unless there is a 
very serious crime and a serious of
fender. In such cases, they will either 
dismiss the case or try it. 

All ten had between 95 and 100 per
cent chance of conviction. 

Seven had between 91 and 99 per
cent chance of conviction. Two had 
about 50 percent chance of convic
tion; and one had between 10 and 20 
percent probability of conviction. 

Delaware County 
"I can't remember any case where I 
wasn't convinced that it WOUldn't be a 
conviction." 

He could not remember his last 10 
cases but felt they probably all would 
have been convicted if they had gone 
to trial. 

"All of my recent plea-bargains would 
have been convicted at trial. They 
were a prose;::utor's dream-every 
witness ready, or we had statement 
by the defendants, or else heavy cir
cumstantial evidence." 

The prosecutor could only remember 
the last three cases. The first the 
probability of conviction was "high." 
"We had him cold." The second case 
the probability of convictions was 
"pretty sure." "The victim wasn't so 
great. He was a bum." The third case 
was "iffy." "I would have had difficulty 
proving the burglary. . . . I didn't trust 
the witness (victim). He was a friend 
of the defendant. The defendant had 
stayed with him a couple of nights." 

The prosecutor could not remember 
the 1 0 last cases but referred to a 
few cases that he could remember. In 
a recent case of bad checks, he of
fered the defendant the option to 
enter a pretrial diversion program. 
The defendant declined. The case 
went to trial and resulted in a hung 
jury, The defendant might still be con
victed in the case because the pros
ecution has the option of retrying the 
case. 

.. ' 
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All of them would have been convict
ed. "The evidence was there." Sever
al "were defense motivated." They 
wanted to get it over with. "But I 
could have convicted anyway whether 
they believed it or not." 

The prosecutor could not remember 
the 1 0 last cases but did discuss a 
few. He said "in general, the chances 
are 50-50 or better for us. The odds 
are good for conviction." The first 
specific case he discussed involved a 
corporation that dumped a deadly 
chemical in an area that endangered 
people living in the neighborhood. He 
felt there was a 50-50 chance of con
viction of the corporation. The second 
case was a charge of arson. The 
prosecutor did not believe the sole 
witness for the commonwealth and 
felt there would be only a 25 percent 
probability of conviction. Consequent
ly, he was willing to offer the defend
ant the option of entering pretrial di
version. 

The prosecutor CQuid remember only 
three cases. One was a rape case 

with a 40 to 60 percent chance of 
conviction. "The girl was a bad victim. 
She was not a very pleasant person, 
and three males would testify against 
her character." The second was a 
murder case that was upcoming and 
in which he estimated a 90 percent of 
conviction on at least some charge 
(not first-degree but at least third
degree murder). 

Norfolk 

All would have been convicted of 
something. 

All would have been convicted of 
something. 

In eight cases, there would have been 
about 90 to 100 percent chance of 
conviction; one about 50 percent; and 
in one they had the wrong charge. 

In most cases, they would have been 
found gUilty. There was one recent 
case in which a witness was missing 
that would have been about a zero
percent chance of conviction. 

• 

Nine would have been convicted; in 
one, there was some question. 

"I figured that if I had one in three 
chances of winning a case, then I will 
~o with it. Of the cases that I plea
bargained, I would probably lose 7 of 
10 if they went to trial. 

Six cases had about 1 00 percent 
probability of conviction; two about 80 
percent; and two about 50 percent. 

Three about 100 percent; two about 
95 percent; four about 90 percent; 
one about 20 percent; one about 
zero. 

One about 100 percent; three about 
zero; and six about 50 percent. 

"That is difficult to answer. I can think 
of one case where there would not 
have been a conviction. A percentage 
would be very inaccurate." 

This prosecutor reviewed his docket 
and gave the following estimates: 
eight cases about 99 percent chance 
of conviction; two about 71 to 90 per
cent; and two about 10 percent. 

Note: The question was Initially open·ended, allowing respondents to use their own deSCriptions of the probability of conviction in the relevant cases. However, after the initial response, the 
, prosecutors were presented With the follOWing selof categories and asked to classify their responses into them. The probability of conviction was between 91 and 99 percent (dead.bang); 

between 71 and 90 percent (strong); 4 t and 69 percent (could have gone either way); 21 and 40 percent (strong enough to beat a directed verdict but defendant probably would have been 
acqUitted): 10 and 20 percent (probably would have resulted In a directed verdict): and 0 to 9 percent (definitely would have been a directed verdict). 

To explore this issue further, we asked prosecutors how 
often they had had cases fall apart because a critical 
piece of evidence or an essential witness had been lost, 
(This question captures A1schu1er's description of the 
noncase.) We also asked prosecutors how they handled 
such cases: Did they try to get a plea? Did their han-
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dling depend upon the type of crime or type of criminal? 
Did they think it proper to call ready for trial in ~;uch 
cases in order to bluff the defense into pleading guilty? 
What should the limits of ethical behavior by prosecu
tors be in such situations? The answers to these questions 
are presented in Table 3,3, 



Table 3.3 Prosecutors' responses to questions relating to plea bargaining in cases that fall apart 

Questions Total Questions Total 

Have you ever had a case fall apart, that is, the piece ?f If yes, does (would) the way y?U handle it depend upon 
whether the crime is very senous and/or the defendant critical evidence is lost (such as the illegal drugs ar.e lost In 

a bad actor? the police evidence room or the critical witness dies) and 
you know that if the case goes to trial, the judge would 

Yes (I am more likely to seek a plea if the crime or the 
16 

almost undoubtedly rule that the government had not 
criminal is serious) 

10 

established a prima facie case? 
No (It makes no difference) 

29 Yes 
Do you think it is proper for a prosecutor to call r~ady for 4 No 

trial (when calendar is called) in order t? convince the 
defense to plead in such cases? (Sometimes answered If yes, how often? 
as if the question had been: "Have you or would you do 

Only one in my career or rarely or "not very often" 7 this?") 

1 
10 

About once every six months 

3 Yes 

20 
About once a month or more often or ot~?r 

No More than rarely but otherwise unspecified (for example, 
9 

What should be the limits of ethical behavi?r by prosecu-
"enough," "occasionally," "a lot") 

tors in this type of situation? (The question wa~ open. How have you usually handled it, or how would you handle 
ended, More than one answer may have been given by it? 
the respondent) 

22 Always tell defense counsel 1 
Try to get a guilty plea 

14 10 Do not lie in open court (or call ready when you are ,not) Dismiss it . . 

Disclosure of this type of information should not be ethlcal-It depends on (who the defense counsel IS; the cnme or 

Iy required . . 5 
criminal; whether evidence is p~rmanently lo~t; whether I 

It depends on the crime and the cnmlnal . . 2 
want to take a chance at tnal anyway; If I thought 

20 Te·!I defense counsel if a witness or eVidence IS perma-defendant was guilty) 

l' nently lost . 
2 Tell defense counsel if a witness has hed 

If there is not evidence presen~ or available for state, 
1 prosecutor should nolle prosequI 

Note: Some respondents did not answer all parts of the questions or gave uncodable answers. Therefore, the number of responses in a 
jUrisdiction varies. 

Twenty-nine of the thirty-three prosecutors (89 p~rcent) 
indicated that they had been in a situation where eIther a 
critical witness or critical evidence wa~ lost ~nd the 
prosecutors felt they no longer had a pnma ~acle case. 
However, as Table 3.3, question 2 shows, thIS type ~f 
situation is not pervasive. Seven prosecutors had ?~d It 
happen only once o~ ~~rely in their career. An addItIonal 
three prosecutors saId it happen~ a~:)Qut once a month or 
more often. Nine prosecutors saId It happens more often 
than rarely, but they did not specify how often. 

We were surprised and perplexed by these responses. In 
the first phase of our study, it had appeared that ca.ses 
fall apart with much greater regularity than was b~mg 
suggested by these responses. Upon further reflectI~n, 
however we realized that there is no necessary conflIct 
between' our early impression and the data presented 
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here. The data in Table 3.3 are not about weak cases in 
general but about a special class of weak cases: the ex
tremel; weak or nonexistent case. It may be true that 
there are a lot of weak cases in the system, but they are 
not all impossibly weak or nonexistent cases. The many 
weak cases we heard about were apparen~ly only mo~er
ately weak. This conclusion puts a neW lIght on th.e .Im
portance of case strength as a factor in plea bargammg. 
It contradicts the impression that the state could never 
have won a lot of plea-bargaining cases if they had gone 
to trial. 

The next question asked (question 3 in Table 3.3) is 
about how prosecutors have usually handled these cases 
that have completely fallen apart. (In a few cases the re
sponding prosecutors had never had such a case; conse
quently the question was rephrased to ask how that 
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person would handle one if he did get it.) Fifty-two 
prosecutors answered this question. Ten said that they 
would definitely dismiss it; 22 said they would try to get 
a guilty plea; and 20 gave mixed or qualified responses. 
They said they would either dismiss the case or try to 
get a plea depending upon one or more of the following 
conditions: the defendant's prior record; who the defense 
counsel was; whether the evidence was permanently lost 
or just misplaced; whether' the prosecutor wanted to 
take a chance at trial, and whether the prosecutor was . 
certain that the defendant was guilty. It is clear from the 
pattern of responses to this question that prosecutors are 
far from unanimous in their views as to the proper way 
of handling a case that falls apart. This is as true within 
individual jurisdictions as it is among them. 

as it has been described. It £ypically does not involve 
violations of legal or ethical norms, elaborate frauds to 
sustain deceptions, or cases in which there is no chance 
that the defendant would be convicted at trial. 

Prosecutors appear to abide by the law relating to dis
covery and the production of exculpatory evidence (as 
required in 1976 by the Supreme Court), but they inter
pret the latter in a narrow sense. They do not feel they 
have or should have any obligation to tell defense coun
sel about weaknesses in their cases that arise from logis
tical or administrative problems, such as the accidental 
loss of drugs or the failure to notify a witness of a hear
ing. At the same time, a number of prosecutors said they 
would willingly give an honest answer if defense counsel 
asked them specifically if they had lost the evidence or if 
the witness was present in the courthouse. 

Prosecutors are restrained in their bluffing not only by 
law and professional ethics but also by the. unofficial 

The fact that 81 percent of the respondents indicated 
they would try to get a plea (at least in certain cases) 
indicates that the majority of prosecutors are willing to 
do a certain amount of bluffing even in very weak cases. 
But this is not to say that they would deliberately lie or 
file fraudulent service returns in order to sustain their 
bluffs. How far a lawyer will go in bluffing is governed 
by courthouse work norms and ethics. The rule fre
quently used is whether the prosecutor would call ready 
for trial. We asked prosecutors if they would call ready 
for trial in this situation where their case falls apart. As 
question 5 in Table 3.3 shows, 20 of the 30 prosecutors 
said either that they had not or would not answer ready 
for trial in these cases. Thus, the majority say they have 
not or would not engage in what might be regarded as a 
small bluff-calling ready for trial-much less engage in 
the kind of elaborate fraud suggested in Alschuler's 
anecdote about the process server's phony report. Even 
calling ready for trial falls short of being an elaborate 
fraud. Most prosecutors, however, said they would not 
do this. Their major rationale seems to be indicated in 
the responses to question 6 in Table 3.3. Most prosecu
tors who gave some opinion as to what the limits of eth
ical behavior should be when dealing with the noncase 
said the line should be drawn at lying in open court. In 
addition, the next most frequent response to this question 
was that prosecutors should not be ethically required to 
inform defense counsel when the prosecutor's Case has 
fallen apart. Thus, what most prosecutors regard as ethi
cal and proper gamesmanship, When the state's case has 
fallen apart to the point of no longer being even a prima 
facie case, lies somewhere between keeping it a secret 
and engaging in the bluff of announcing ready fer trial. 

norms of the workplace. The last is a powerful restraint 
because it is related to the self-interest of individual 
prosecutors. Lawyers must protect their reputations for 
honesty in negotiations if they are to maintain smooth 
relations with other lawyt.ls. As several prosecutors 
pointed out, bluffing that involved outright lies would 
hurt their careers more than it would help. If it were 
true that prosecutors were regularly obtaining convic
tions by bluffing in situations where they had what AI
schuler calls "no case at all," then this would indeed be 
a strong argument in the case against plea bargaining. 
But our data suggest that this is not the case. Very weak 
cases, ones which approximate being no case at all, 
OCcur infrequently. Forty percent of the prosecutors in
dicated that they had experienced only one such case in 
their entire careers. What is more, while the majority of 
prosecutors (82 percent) said they would try to obtain a 
conviction in an important case that fell apart, most also 
indicated that they would stop far short of even the offi
cially prescribed limits of propriety in bluffing. Many of 
them (20 of 30) indicated they would not even go so far 
as to announce ready for trial at calendar call in order to 
sustain the appearance that their case had not developed 
a serious weakness. None of them mentioned a w~lling
ness to bribe witnesses, file fraudulent service returns, or 
empanel a jury. One who said he would answer "ready 
for trial" at calendar call even though he did not have 
his witness available did not regard this as a lie or even 
a half-truth. He felt he would in effect be saying that he 
was ready to have his case dismissed by the judge once 
the witness' absence was discovered. 

Conclusion 

That part of the case against plea bargaining that is built 
on objections to the practice of bluffing needs to be re
considered. Bluffing does not appear to be as unseemly 
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Undoubtedly, some prosecutors do exceed the bounds of 
fairness and honesty in bluffing defendants into gUilty 
pleas. But this is not an inherent weakness in the institu-
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tion of plea bargaining. It can and has happened in cases 
that went to trial (see, e.g., Miller v. Pate, 386 U.S. 1 
(1967), where an Illinois prosecutor convicted a man for 
the sexual attack and murder of a young girl on the basis 
of a pair of shorts covered with red material which the 
prosecutor contended was the victim's blood although 
he knew it was paint). 

Whether prosecutorial lying is more likely to occur in 
plea bargaining than in trial cases depends on where one 
draws the line between bluffing and lying-something 
which practitioners do not find easy to do. If all bluffing 
is lying, then plea bargaining lJfobably loses. But such a 
view would be completely at variance with that of the 
majority of prosecutors. They regard bluffing (short of 
deliberate misrepresentation) as one of the tactics of ne
gotiation which defense counsel are expected to under
stand and counteract. If counsel fails to do so it is not 
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substantially different than if he had failed to counter a 
prosecutorial tactic at trial. If lying is defined as deliber
ate misrepresentation of the clearly unequivocal kind, 
such as filing fraudulent returns and bribing witnesses, 
then the evidence of prosecutorial lying is thin at best. 
We did not uncover any instances of outright lying or 
deliberate fraud. 

As a whole, the practice of bluffing is not as capricious 
and unscrupulous as it may sound. The best protection 
against a bluff is a defense attorney who knows that 
before agreeing to a plea offer he must check the 
strength of the prosecutor's case. He must ask a series of 
simple and direct questions about whether the prosecu
tor is really ready to go to trial. If the case for abolish
ing plea bargaining is to be made, it will have to rest on 
more persuasive grounds than the unseemliness of bluff
ing. 

Chapter Four 
Evaluating the Case: 
Determinants of the 

Plea Bargaining 
Decisions 

Introduction 

Studies have identified many factors that are believed to 
influence plea bargaining decisions. However, because of 
the limitations of method or sample, these studies have 
raised many questions but left them unresolved. Are cer
tain factors relevant to all plea bargains? How much of 
an impact do specific factors have? Do their respective 
impacts vary under different conditions? Do prosecutors 
evaluate cases differently from defense counsel? How 
consistent is plea bargaining? This last question has sev
eral meanings, one of which refers to whether different 
attorneys (depending ';;pon whether they are acting as 
prosecutors or defense counsel) would evaluate the same 
case the same way. 

The research presented in this chapter is based on inter
view data as well as a decision simulation technique. It 
addresses those questions listed above regarding how the 
plea bargaining decision is determined. It focuses upon 
the evaluation of cases for plea bargaining, that is, the 
process of sorting and weighing information in order to 
decide whether to plea bargain and on what terms. A 
comparison is made to determine whether prosecutors 
do this differently from defense counsel. The importance 
of two factors, namely, the strength of the case and the 
seriousness of the criminal, are given special attention. 
They are analyzed in two ways: first, to determine con
sistency (i.e., do different attorneys evaluate these fac
tors the same way); and secondly, to determine how 
much of a difference variations in these factors make in 
the evaluation of the case. 
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Methods' 

Research on plea bargaining decision-making has been 
based primarily on interviews and observations (Als
chuler, 1968; Mather, 1974; Rosett and Cressey, 1976; 
Newman, 1956; Newman, 1966). A few studies have 
been based on statistical analyses of available records 
(Bernstein et al., 1977; Heuman, 1975; Rhodes, 1978). 
One had prosecutors and defense counsel give standard
ized ratings of 11 dimensions of actual cases they were 
mutually involved in (Horney, 1980). Two studies have 
used simulation techniques of substantially different 
kinds. Jacoby (1980b and 1980c) developed a set of 279 
hypothetical cases of varying type and seriousness, and 
presented them to 855 prosecutors in 15 jurisdictions. In 
contrast, LaGoy et al. (1976) adapted the information 
processing analysis technique ("information board") de
veloped by Wilkins (1965). Substituting plea bargaining 
for the sentencing decisions, LaGoy presented two hy
pothetical cases to 20 prosecutors from one state. Unlike 
Jacoby's method, this technique allows one to follow the 
information sorting patterns of the decisionmaker. Our 
research presented in this chapter is based on interviews 
as well as a modified version of LaGoy's technique 
whioh includes a quasi-experimental design. 1 

1 Alt~gh we used the same technique as LaGoy, there are major dif
ferences in the content of the simulation, the variables used, the nature 
of the samples involved, and the inclusion of a quasi-experimental com
ponent. 



Sampling. Some of the interviews with prosecutors, de
fense counsel and judges are from both phases of our 
study. The structured interview data, however, are from 
five of the six sites which were studied in depth and in 
which plea bargaining was not prohibited. The decision 
simulation was administered to a total of 138 prosecutors 
and 105 defense attorneys, of which 46 percent were 
from the five cities studied indepth. The others are ob
tained at national professional meetings and at jurisdic
tions convenient to the District of Columbia. 

The simulation. The plea bargaining decision simulation 
was administered as follows. Respondents were asked to 
imagine that they were in a hypothetical jurisdiction 
with certain specific characteristics which were de
scribed to them (see McDonald, 1979). It was explained 
that the use of a hypothetical jurisdiction was necessary 
because the study was being done nationally, and, there
fore, jurisdictional differences had to be held constant. 
No respondent objected to this requirement or reported 
that it made the simulation less real. Virtually all the re
spondents who commented on the simulation reported 
that it was very realistic. This report was validated by 
our own observations that virtually all respondents took 
the simulation seriously. 

Respondents were further asked to imagine that a less 
experienced attorney came to them for advice about 
whether to plea bargain in a particular case and what 
the "bottom line" terms of the bargain should be. How
ever, the only things about the case that the senior attor
ney was told were the charge and the penalty for that 
charge in our hypothetical jurisdiction. The senior attor
ney (i.e., the respondent in the simulation) then had to 
seek as much additional information as he or she felt he 
or she needed in order to advise his or her less experi
enced colleague. The respondent was told that the an
swers to virtually all the questions which he or she 
might want to know about the case were contained on 
an "information board" (folder) with which he or she 
was presented. The folder for the burglary case con
tained 39 items of information on separate cards enclosed 
in plastic holders. The cards were fanned out so that 
only a half inch of the bottom of each card could be 
seen. On that half inch was written a short descriptive 
title of the information contained on the upper (hidden) 
portion of that card. 

The respondent was instructed to familiarize him or her
self with the labels on the cards and to think of things 
which he or she would want to know about the case in 
order to advise his or her junior colleague. He or she 
was then instructed to pick items of information he or 
she wanted to know and to stop as soon as he or she 
was ready to make a decision about what to do with the 
case. He or she was told that he or she could take as 
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much time and consult as many items of information as 
he or she wanted but that he or she should try to act as 
close to what he or she would do in real life as possible. 

The items of information chosen were recorded by the 
researcher in the order in which they were chosen. 
When the respondent was ready, he or she was asked to 
make several decisions. He or she could recommend that 
the case be dropped altogether from prosecution (only 
relevant when the game was played with prosecutors) or 
that it go to trial or that it be plea bargained. If the rec
ommendation was to plea bargain, then the respondent 
was asked what the "bottom-line" (not the "opening 
offer") terms of the bargain should be. For prosecutors 
this meant the most lenient offer they would make 
before either insisting the case go to trial or dropping it. 
For defense attorneys this meant the most severe terms 
they would accept before insisting the case go to trial. 2 

Respondents choosing to plea bargain were asked to 
specify the bargain in terms of type and length of the 
sentence to be recommended to the court, and the esti
mated probability of conviction at trial assuming they 
were attorneys in the case and the case were tried in 
their local jurisdiction. Each respondent was given two 
cases to decide: one robbery and one burglary. Prosecu
tors and defense attorneys were given the exact same 
sets of facts except that the words "prosecutor" or "de
fense counsel" were submitted at relevant places. 

A unique feature of our simulation is that two variables 
were manipulated, namely, case strength and seriousness 
to the offender. Case strength was varied by using two 
versions of the card entitled, "Evidence-Substance of 
Available." The seriousness of the defendant was varied 
by having two versions of the card entitled "Defendant's 
Prior Record and Police Reputation." (For a description 
of all items of information used in the simulation, see 
McDonald, 1979.) 

Findings from interviews 

Numerous factors have been identified as being influen
tial in plea bargaining. The review that follows discusses 
those factors reported by other researchers and substan
tiated by our own interview findings. A second analysis 
of the same factors based on our plea bargaining simula-

• Technically speaking, defense attorneys do not accept or reject plea 
bargains. Their clients do. However, in actual practice, we found that 
defendants rely heavily on the advice of attorneys and although some 
attorneys go to great lengths to avoid making a decision for the de
fendant, most are willing to express their opinion about what the best 
deal is. Therefore, in reporting our findings here, we shall speak as if 
the decision were made by the defense counsel. 
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tion will be presented in a subsequent section of this 
paper. 

Caseload. One of the most common justifications for plea 
bargaining is the volume of cases. Just how caseload 
pressures come to influence plea bargaining decisions, 
however, remains unclear. Some researchers (Alschuler, 
1968; and Rhodes, 1978) believe these pressures act at a 
distance and simply require that some portion of the 
caseload be plea bargained, but do not determine which 
cases shall be plea bargained or what the terms shall be. 
But Mills (1971) describes caseload pressures as having a 
direct and distressing impact on plea bargaining. He re
ports how a New York public defender uses the backlog 
problem as a club to dictate the specific terms of the 
plea bargains he wants. If the terms are not met, he 
threatens to take all of his cases to trial. This practice is 
referred to as "court busting," but it appears to be more 
of a courthouse myth than a reality. We found virtually 
no cases in the jurisdictions we visited where "court 
busting" was an established practice. We heard of only 
two cases where a defense attorney threatened to take 
his caseload to trial if he did not get the deal he wanted 
in a particular case. In both cases the prosecutors were 
unperturbed by the threat and the situation backfired. 
The defense attorneys went to trial with their caseloads 
but were quickly worn out by the heavy doses of trial 
work. The overwhelming majority of defense attorneys 
(50 out of 51) told us that they had never tried to court 
bust and had never heard of it happening. Most of them 
thought the idea of making such a threat was "ridicu
lous," "moronic," "very unwise," or "stupid." 

Based on our interview data we would agree with the 
view that caseload pressures act as general determinants 
of the need to plea bargain but do not determine which 
specific cases will be bargained or what the terms of the 
bargains will be. However, caseload does determine in 
general the kind of cases that are more likely to be plea 
bargained. The greater the pressure the less attention is 
given to the less serious crimes. Cases that once might 
have had some possibility of going to trial if suitable ne
gotiations could not be worked out will be less likely to 
go to trial and the terms of the bargains may become 
more generous. 

Seriousness of the cr.iminal and the crime. Two aspects of 
plea bargaining decisionmaking are of special interest. 
One focuses on the question of what factQrs influence 
whether a case will be plea bargained or go to trial (or 
be dismissed). The other focuses OIl what factors influ
ence the terms of the plea agreement. Many studies (Als
chuler, 1968; Bernstein, et aI., 1977; Britt and Larntz, 
1980; California Legislature, 1980; Chambliss and Seid
man, 1971; Jacoby, 1980b and 1980c; Lagoy et aI., 1976; 
Neubauer, 1974; and Newman, 1966) have found that the 
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seriousness of the criminal (usually defined in terms of 
prior record) and seriousness of the crime are influential 
factors in plea bargaining. But there are some disagree
ments and strange patterns of relationships between 
these factors and the plea bargaining decisions. More
over, there has been little insight· into how these two 
global factors are interpreted and applied in practfce. 

The question of how the seriousness of the crime affects 
whether a case will be plea bargained or set for trial has 
not received much systematic attention. It is generally 
assumed that misdemeanors are less likely than felonies 
to be tried and that among felonies the more serious the 
crime the more likely it is to go to trial. For each as
sumption there is considerable supporting evidence 
(Oklahoma Administrative Office of the Judiciary, 
1976:140; Jacoby, 1980b:37; Brosi, 1979). But there is 
also some evidence that among felonies the more serious 
crimes (e.g., personal vs. property offenses) are not more 
likely to be tried (Vera Institute of Justice, 1977).3 One 
study that attempted to assess which factors determine 
whether a case goes to trial or pleads guilty concluded 
in frustration. It reported that "'the guys who couldn't 
make a deal' remains perhaps the single most accurate 
description of the group of defendants who go to trial" 
(Connecticut Justice Commission, 1980:92). 

As for the impact of the seriousness of the crime on the 
terms of the plea there is considerable agreement that 
the more serious the crime the less favorable the terms 
of the plea agreement will be from the defendant's per
spective (Jacoby, 1980b; Mather, 1979; Neubauer, 1974). 
But, Horney (1980) found no correlation between the 
value of the plea bargain and the seriousness of the 
crime; and Bernstein et aI., (1977) found a strange pat
tern of relationship between type of felony and the prob
ability of receiving a substantial charge reduction. 
Among defendants whose final disposition occurred at 
their first court presentation, those charged with assault 
were more likely to receive a more favorable reduction 
than those charged with burglary, robbery, or larceny; 
and defendants charged with burglary were least likely 
to receive a more favorable reduction. Among cases 
whose final disposition occurred after the first court 
presentation, there was no significant relationship be
tween type of offense and the amount of charge reduc
tion. 

Turning to the matter of the seriousness of the criminal, 
one also finds disagreement and strange results both with 
regard to the plea-or-trial decision and to the effect on 
the terms of the bargain. Several studies (Newman, 1956; 

3 See also, Bernstein et aI., 1977. 



and Chambliss and Seidman, 1971) suggest that recidi
vists are less likely than first offenders to go to trial pos
sibly because they know the advantages of plea bargain
ing. Others (Greenwood et aI., 1973; Mather, 1974; Bald
win and McConville, 1977; Jacoby, 1980b; Thomssen 
and Falowski, 1979) have found that defendants with 
more serious prior records are more likely to go to trial. 
A study of victimless crimes found that having a prior 
record was associated with going to trial in only one of 
four types of victimless crime and at that the independ
ent effect of prior record was small (McDonald, 1977). 

As for the effect of prior record on the terms of the plea 
bargain, studies generally suggest that the more serious 
the record the less generous the state will be in its plea 
offer (Jacoby, 1980b; Neubauer, 1974). However, 
Homey (1980) found no relationship between these two 
variables while other studies report that there is .a rela
tionship but it is not a simple linear one. Britt and Larntz 
(1980) report that for property offenses, no matter how 
serious the instant property crime is, there is a bias 
against incarcerating the defendant as long as his previ
ous record consists of no more than two arrests and no 
adult felony convictions. They suggest this represents a 
buffering process preventing prior record from adding to 
the severity of the sentence until the individual's contact 
with the criminal justice system has become frequent 
and/or felonious. The findings of Bernstein et al. (1977) 
are generally supportive of Britt and Larntz's conclusion 
up to a point but then add a confusing twist. They found 
that defendants with prior arrests but not convictions get 
larger charge reductions than defendants with prior ~r. 
rests and convictions. But those same defendants with 
prior arrests and no convictions also got more ge'!4erou;; 
reductions than defendants with no prior records at all! 
Bernstein et al. speculate that this supports the belief that 
recidivists use their prior experience with the criminal 
justice system to obtain better deals than first offenders. 

Interviews with prosecutors and defense counsel indicate 
that seriousneas of the offense, seriousness of the crime 
and evidentiary strength of the case are the three main 
factors they use in evaluating cases. However, the inde
pendent influence of these three factors on the decision 
as to whether to plead guilty or go to trial was less 
clear. Generally it seemed that the less serious cases 
were more likely to be bargained; yet attorneys said that 
murder cases were regularly bargained as well. Similar
ly, the attorneys said that defendants with prior criminal 
records often plead guilty but sometimes they stubbornly 
want to go to trial and "roll the dice." For three-time 
losers facing long sentences no matter what happened, 
going to trial made sense. They had nothing to lose if 
they could raise a sufficient doubt in some juror's mind. 
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As for how the seriousness of the offense and the seri
ousness of the offender affect the terms of plea bargains, 
our impression based on our interviews was that in both 
cases the relationship was a simple linear one. Respond
ents said that less generous deals were being offered to 
more serious criminals and in the more serious crimes. 
However there are substantial differences within and be
tween jurisdictions in how seriousness is defined. Some 
judges permit only prior records of convictions to be 
used in sentencing discussions, and this policy is carried 
over by prosecutors in their assessment of cases for plea 
bargaining. Other judges and prosecutors readily consid
er arrest records that do not indicate dispositions. Some 
will even consider police suspicions of a defendant's in
volvement in criminal activities as the basis for determin
ing the criminal's seriousness. 

As for the question how much a unit increase in the se
verity of the seriousness of the criminal or of the crime 
affects the severity of the terms of the plea bargain we 
are unable to provide any precise answers. But the ser
endipitous findings of our decision simulation shed some 
light on this matter. During and after the administration 
of the simulation, we learned how specific items of infor
mation are translated by attorneys into increases or de
creases in the lengths of time sought in plea bargaining. 
Occasionally a respondent would flip up one of the in
formation cards in the simulation and groan, "There 
goes another year." Prosecutors and defense counsel 
engage in a very fine calculation of moral turpitude. 
Compared with the layperson, their analysis of moral 
turpitUde is like the difference between measurements in 
terms of pounds and ounces and those in terms of the 
finer units of milli- and micrograms. There are subtle 
shades of nuance that experienced attorneys appreciate 
but are lost on the layman. 

For instance, in the pretesting of our hypothetical rob
bery with a knife case, prosecutors wanted to know such 
things as: Was the slashing completely unprovoked by 
the victim? Had the victim said anything at all or resist
ed in any way? Was the slashing necessary to accom
plish the crime? Was it done out of nervousness or panic 
or out of simple meanness? When the robber presented 
the knife, how did he present it? Was there actual con
tact of the knife with the victim? While the layman may 
fail to appreciate the distinction between a knife that was 
used to threaten and a knife that actually struck a victim, 
attorneys are familiar with hundreds of such cases, and 
come to appreciate such distinctions and translate them 
into differences in time to be served. 

Prosecutors wanted to know not just whether there had 
been a slashing but how deep it was, whether there 
would be permanent injury or ugly scars in visible 
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places such as on the face. This kind of information was 
used by prosecutors to assess not only how serious the 
crime had been but also how "mean" or "bad" the de
fendant was. There was no question that robbery with a 
slashing was a serious matter and had to be punished, 
but there was a question about the precise degree of 
punishment that this particular robbery deserved. While 
the layman may think that it is enough to know that a 
person is a "robber who slashes," the experienced pros
ecutor has learned to make much finer distinctions. 
Some robbers who slash display a greater disregard for 
the well-being of their victims than others. In as much as 
there is not unlimited capacity in the correctional system 
and since distinctions among offenders must be made, 
these differences are used as the basis for making them.4 

Strength of the case. Both the decision to plead guilty 
rather than go to trial and the terms of the plea agree
ment are reported by virtually all researchers to be influ
enced by case strength (Alschuler, 1968; California Leg
islatlLre, 1980; Horney, 1980; Jacoby, 1980b; Landis, 
1974; Mather, 1977; Neubauer, 1974; and Newman 
1966).5 

Alschuler (1968) suggests there is a simple negative rela
tionship between these variables. As cases get weaker 
plea bargaining is more likely to occur and the terms of 
the bargain become more favorable to the defendant 
with the most favorable bargains offered when the pros
ecutor has "no case at all." Jacoby (1980b) also found 
that as cases get weaker they are more likely to be plea 
bargained. But Mather (1974:286) quotes a prosecutor as 
saying that the weaker a case is the more likely it is to 
be tried. She analyzed the influence of case strength as it 
interacts with the influence of case seriousness. Her con
cept of case seriousnes.s combines the notion of serious 
crime and serious offender. It refers to the severity of 

i The belief that such distinctions can and should be made is often the 
basis for objections to sentencing reform proposals that would elimi
nate or drastically reduce the freedom of criminal justice officials who 
make these fine adjustments. On the other hand, the belief that these 
adjustments are not being made evenhandedly has been given as the 
main argument in favor of such sentencing reforms. 
• Defense counsel have even told us that the level of effort they put 
into a case not only at plea bargaining but also at trial depends on their 
estimate of the probability of conviction. 
• These prosecutors are not the ones actually handling the plea negotia
tions of the cases and are usually inexperienced recruits. 
7 The value of such a policy is one which deserves serious consider
ation. The type of plea bargaining system one would have under it 
would meet certain crucial concerns about plea bargaining. In theory, 
at least, it would have several beneficial consequences. It would pre-
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the sentence that is likely to be imposed in a case. Case 
seriousness is dichotomized into "serious" and light" 
cases; and case strength is dichotomized into "deadbang" 
(strong) cases and "reasonable doubt" (weak) cases. 
Deadbang, light cases were usually plea bargained; but it 
was not possible to predict whether reasonable-doubt
light cases would be bargained or go to trial. For serious 
cases the decision to go to trial in either deadbang or 
reasonable doubt cases depended upon how good the 
prosecutor's plea offer was. 

Rhodes (1978) also found that contrary to expectations 
case strength was not strongly and uniformly related to 
whether plea bargains would occur. He found that nei
ther the SUbjective estimate of the prosecutors at screen
ing 6 of the probability of conviction nor the existence of 
facts relating to the objective strength of a case nor the 
estimated probability of acquittal at trial (based on con
viction regressions) were good predictors of whether 
charges would be reduced in a case. 

As for the terms of the plea bargain, Horney (1980) 
found that the value of the plea agreement was inversely 
related to the probability of conviction as expected. But, 
the relationship did not account for a substantial portion 
of the variance. She concluded there was less individual
ization of plea bargaining decisions than was previously 
believed. 

In almost all the 31 jurisdictions visited in the first phase 
of our study and all six of the jurisdictions studied in 
depth (see Table 4.1) our respondents said the practice 
was to plea bargain weak cases and take strong ones to 
trial. But in Kalamazoo, Michigan, the policy was just 
the opposite. There they "plead the gold and take the 
dogs to triaL" 7 

serve the trial system for the doubtful cases in which judgment calls 
about who is to be believed and what actually happened are made by 
the jury in an adversary setting rather than by attorneys in backrooms. 
(However, many attorneys would prefer not to have these decisions 
made by the jury because they do not trust the jury system as much as 
they trust their own ability to decide what really happened.) It may 
reduce the risk of convicting innocent persons (assuming this is more 
likely to happen in plea bargaining than at trial-an assumption not 
shared by many practicing criminal justice lawyers). It would reduce 
the size of the consideration the state would need to offer defendants 
to get pleas. And, it would reduce the impact of case strength on the 
sentencing decision-thereby minimizing the influence of a factor that 
no theory of corrections has ever regarded as a relevant consideration 
in sentencing. 
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Table 4.1 Prosecutors' reports of the influence of case strength on their plea offers, by jurisdictions 
Summer, 1977 

[In Percentages] 

In cases where the crime Is Case strength (S=Strong: W=Weak) serious, the defendant is a 
serious criminal, and the case is EI Paso** New Seattle Tucson Delaware Norfolk Total (strong: weak), what do you Orleans County usually do regarding plea 

bargaining? S W S W S W S W S W S W S W 

Require plea as charged; give no 
consideration .....................•................ 50 33 100 0 100 0 50 0 89 33 38 8 68 13 Give bogus consideration which has 
appearance of a bargain but no 
sUbstantive benefit (e.g., drop 
charges which were either over-
charged or would not have affect-
ed the sentence anyway) .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 40 11 0 23 8 15 2 Give minimal consideration which 
does not affect length of sen-
tence but may affect other as-
pects of sentence (e.g., sentence 
be ;erved in certain prison) ........ , ..... 0 17 0 a a a a 56 a 8 a a 0 13 Give real consideration which (prob-
ably) will reduce the length of 
sentence ............................................. 50 50 a 80 a 100 a 33 0 58 9 23 6 51 Other/combination of above/it de-
pends on case ......•......•...................... a a a 20 0 a 10 11 a a 39 61 11 21 

(N) •.............•..•.•....••.......•.••••.•...•...•.•••.••.... (6) (4) (10) (10) (5) (3) (10) (9) (9) (12) (13) (13) (53) (53) 

*This question was asked omy of prosecutors in the County Attorney's office which is separate from the District Attorney's office and was 
not participating in the no plea bargaining poilcy. 

With regard to the influence of case strength on the 
terms of the deal we found that the vast majority of 
prosecutors (21 of 24) report that they make their most 
generous offers in their weakest cases. But we also 
learned that contrary to the impression from the litera
ture the "exploding, plastic character" of deals offered 
by prosecutors is not unlimited. Prosecutors will contin
ue to sweeten the plea offer up to a point. But, if the 
defendant continues to hold out, then prosecutors will 
either try the case or dismiss it. 8 They say they would 
not offer ridiculously reduced charges or lenient sen
tence recommendations just to assure a conviction. It 
would be foolish to do so because the defense would 
"smell a rat"; the judge would not approve the deal; and 
nothing would be gained even if they succeeded. 

Accuracy. Given the crucial importance of the ability to 
evaluate cases, there is surprisingly little research as to 

8 See also Chapter 3 on bluffing by prosecutors. 
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whether attorneys can accurately predict whether a case 
will be convicted if it goes to trial. 9 The one study of its 
kind is encouraging. Inexperienced prosecutors working 
with only that amount of information that is available in 
cases within 24 hours after arrest were able to predict 
the actual probability of conviction at trial within a few 
percentage points for four different offenses (Rhodes, 
1978).10 

• Of the various factors used to evaluate cases only the estimate of case 
strength can be validated by an independent event, namely, what actu
aUy happens at trial. For aU the other factors the only question is 
whether attorneys agree among themselves as to their importance-al
though conceivably their judgments could be compared to those of the 
general public using survey research methodology. 

10 For assault they predicted 69 percent. The actual was 65 percent. 
For robbery, predicted 71 percellt: actual, 78 percent. For larceny, pre
dicted 73 percent; actual, 66 percent. For burglary, predicted 73 per
cent; actual, 67 percent. 
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Perspective: prosecution vs. defense. There has been 
somewhat more research on whether cases are evaluated 
differently depending upon whether one is looking at 
them from the point of view of the prosecutor or the de
fense counsel. Some studies (Mather, 1974; Neubauer, 
1974) and our own interview data indicate that prosecu
tors and defense attorneys evaluate cases the same 
way-at least up to a point. Both types of attorneys 
agree on the importance of the big three factors: serious
ness of the offense, seriousness of the offender, and 
strength of the case. Beyond that, little is known about 
whether they continue to look at cases in the same way. 
On this point the literature contains only a few some
what inconsistent hints. Three hypotheses can be identi
fied. 

Both Neubauer (1974) and Mather (1974) mention that 
defense counsel look for mitigating circumstances. But, 
they seem to differ on how this is done and hence 
whether this distinguishes defense counsel from prosecu
tors. Neubauer hints that the evaluation of mitigating cir
cumstances is something which is done after and in addi
tion to the basic assessment of the value of the case in 
terms of the big three factors. He describes defense 
counsel as making "particularistic appeals" in an attempt 
to persuade prosecutors that in this particular case for 
some special reason the terms of the bargain should be 
even less severe than the normal discount for such a 
case. The notion of a two-stage bargaining process is 
also hinted at by Alschuler's (1975) observation that de
fense attorneys try to improve upon standard or 
"normal" deals in a jurisdiction. 

In contrast, Mather describes plea bargaining decision
making as a one-stage phenomenon in which the defense 
counsel's assessment of mitigating circumstances is part 
and parcel of the calculation of the big three factors. 
Her description implies that there is no difference be
tween prosecutors and defense counsel in their respec
tive evaluations of a case (assuming they both consider 
the big three factors). A third view is implied by those 
researchers (e.g., Alschuler, 1968; Newman, 1966; Rosett 
and Cressey, 1976) who have reported that one of the 
functions which prosecutors consciously perform at plea 
bargaining is to mitigate any undue harshness of the law 
(to tailor the punishment to the unique circumstances of 
the case and thereby assure that substantive justice is 
done). This view says nothing about whether there is a 
one-stage or a two-stage process in plea bargaining, but 
it strongly implies that prosecutors are as concerned as 
defense counsel about mitigating circumstances. 

Horney (1980) found that prosecutors and defense coun
sel differ substantially on how valuable certain types of 
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deals are 11 and they differed significantly in their ratings 
of 6 of 11 factors affecting their evaluations of the cases 
they had jointly negotiated. Prosecutors rated the seri
ousness of the crime and the degree of punishment de
served higher than did defense counsel. But, defense 
counsel thought the likelihood of conviction was higher. 
They also thought that the present workload was higher 
and that it would take longer to try the case (2.8 days 
compared to 2.0 days). In addition they regarded the 
deal they worked out as worth more than what the pros
ecutor assessed it to be. These findings suggest that the 
structural differences between the two parties to the ne
gotiation affect their perceptions of case worth. 

Evenhandedness. One of the major concerns about crimi
nal justice decisionmaking is that it be fair, meaning con
sistent. In practical terms this concerns whether the 
same case would be evaluated differently if it were han
dled by different attorneys. Horney suggests this would 
be true if the two attorneys were on opposite sides of 
the case. The next question is whether it would be true 
among attorneys on the same side. Would prosecutors as 
a group and defense counsel as a group be consistent in 
evaluating the same case? The evidence on this is ambig
uous. Mather suggests that among public defenders there 
is not a high degree of agreement about how to evaluate 
any particular case. She (1974:272) writes: 

Certainly, PD's varied in their judgments and their 
predictions, so that one attorney might evaluate his 
client's chances differently than another would 
have. Or, what is a 'good' bargain for one PD 
might not be to his colleague. But, in general there 
was a consensus on how to evaluate cases and 
choose the best method for disposition. 

Similarly, Carter (1974) emphasizes the general uncer
tainty in prosecutorial decisionmaking. In contrast, how
ever, Jacoby (1980b:22) reports that "[t]he resounding 
conclusion [of her simulations with 855 prosecutors] is 
that prosecutors are rational and consistent in making 
decisions." In each of nine jurisdictions the "majority" 
of prosecutors evaluated each of 30 cases virtually the 
same with regard to the probability the case would be 
accepted for prosecution; what the likely disposition 

11 On a 100 point scale with lOO=most valuable (0 defendant, defense 
attorneys rated four types of deals substantially higher than prosecu
tors (felony to misdemeanor, 82 units of value as seen by defense coun
sel compared to 66 for prosecutors; dropping of felonies, 65 compared 
to 49; lesser felony, 81 to 64; dropping counts, 42 to 34). Defense coun
sel agreed with prosecutors, on the high value of not filing ha.bitual 
offender accusations (77 for both); and were close to an agreement on 
the comparutively low value of not having other charges filed. How
ever, they rated this deal lower than prosecutors (38 to 42). 
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woul? be; and what the appropriate sentence (release, 
condItIonal release, or incarceration) should be if the de
fendant were convicted. However, she does not say 
what the degree of agreement among prosecutors is with 
~e~ar?, to specific cases. She only reports that the "ma
Jonty agreed-which could mean that only 51 percent 
agreed and the other 49 percent disagreed. 

In contrast, Horney (1980) analyzed the variance in the 
values of deals offered in real caSes and found that the 
most powerful factor explaining 16 percent of the vari
ance was the identity of the prosecutor. The second 
mo~t powerful factor (accounting for 15 percent of the 
vanance) was the identity of the defense attorney. Each 
of these factors alone explained more of the variance 
th~~ all the "c~e .factors" combined (including the prob
abIlIty. of convIctIOn, the seriousness of the crime, and 
the senousness of the prior record). 

Rhodes (1~7~) also partially confirms the hypothesis that 
plea b~rgaInIng vanes depending upon who is involved. 
F~cUSIng on the decision as to whether a case is bar
gaIned or set for trial (as distinct from the value of the 
dea! off~re~)_ he found that the willingness to go to trial 
vane~ sigmilcantly among prosecutors but not among 
defense counsel and not between types of defense coun
sel (when counsel were grouped into "public defender" 
~nd "other"). But, Rhodes adds the caveat that his find
Ings do not mean that who defense counsel is does not 
matter. It only means that differences in the pleading 
pr~clivities o~ individual counsel are not so strong that 
taking the~ Int.o. account in a statistical analysis im
proves one s abIlIty to predict whether a case will be 
pleaded or go to trial. 

Personal. attributes of attorneys. The anecdotal evidence 
t?a! the Identity of .the indivi?ual attorneys in plea nego
tIatIons makes a dIfference IS considerable. Several re
searchers (Alschuler, 1975; Mather, 1974; Neubauer, 
.1974; .and Newman, 1966) have found, and our own 
IntervIew data confirm, that certain attributes of attor
neys (both prosecutors and defense counsel) cau influ
ence both the decision to plead as well as the terms of 
th~ plea agreeme?t. One attribute is the attorney's repu
tatIon .. A second IS the personal relationship between the 
OppOSIng attorneys.12 

12 Horney's (1980) findings are curious on this point. Prosecutors and 
d~fense counsel were asked to rate each other in terms of "ability at 
tnal" and "relationship with other attorney." On both dimensions they 
~ated each other equally (Le., there were no statistically significant dif
erences). Yet, as noted earlier, the identities of the individual attorneys 

are the most powerful factors explaining tht! value of the deals off~red~ 
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An ~ttor~ey's reputation is based on several things in
cl~~Ing hIS .honest~, his Willingness to go to trial, and his 
abIlIty at tnal. TrYIng cases is hard work which prosecu
tors and defense counsel try to minimize to some extent. 
Some attorneys are known for never going to trial. Als
chuler (1975) refers to defense attorneys who never take 
a ~as7 to trial as the "plead them guilty bar." We found 
a SImIlar tendency among some prosecutors. They prefer 
to negotiate cases rather than try them. These attorneys 
who never. ~ake cases to trial are believed to negotiate 
fro~ a posItIon of ~eakness. Hence, they either get less 
or gIve away more In their bargaining. 

A. second aspect of attorney reputation has to do with 
SkIlls .. Attorneys willing to go to trial vary in their skill 
at trYIng cases. Again it is believed that this difference 
affects their bargaining. Supposedly, the skilled trial 
la~yer gets better bargains. However, Alschuler (1975) 
POInts out that an attorney can become so famous that 
h~ or ~he cannot get opposing attorneys to plea bargain 
With hIm 0: h.er. They would prefer to try to beat him 
or her at tnal In o~der to establish their own reputations. 
We uncovered no Instances of this. But we did occasion
ally hea~ of ~ .relate? matter. Attorneys do develop per
sonal ammositIes or score cards" with each other. Some 
attorneys reported that they believe certain other attor
neys wanted to. take them to trial to try to beat them be
cause the last tIme the two went to trial the opposing at
to~ney had lost. It was never suggested, however that 
thIS was the overriding consideration in the de~ision 
about whether to plea bargain or go to trial. With 
regard to honesty, we heard in several jurisdictions that 
some attorneys have such a reputation for dishonesty 
that other attorneys refuse to negotiate with them (al
though they may make a flat, take-it-or-Ieave-it offer). 

T~e. victim. There is little known about how often the 
VIctIm has .any input into plea bargaining or what influ
ence. that Input has. An experiment in Dade County 
I:"l~nda, . found that when victims were allowed to par~ 
tIclpate In plea bargaining they rarely were vengeful and 
generally approved the plea agreements reached by the 
attorneys (Heinz. a~d Kerstetter, 1980). What is more, 
the p.resence of VIctims at the plea negotiation (apparent
ly) dId not. affect the severity of the sentences (Kerstet
(~r and HeInz,. 1979), The Connecticut Justice Commis
SIon (1980:55) 10und that the victim's attitude toward the 
case was one of the most frequently cited aspects of 
cases evaluated by prosecutors and defen!:e counsel. 
Prosecuto~s tended to' be more influenced by victims 
whose attItudes were favorable tc the defense whereas 
~efense counsel were more sensitive to victims whose at
Lttuaes were more favorable to the state. In assault and 
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sex assault cases prosecutors tended to place "pivotal" 
importance on the attitudes of the victims. 

After our initial survey, we concluded (McDonald, 
1977) that the victim's wishes were rarely considered in 
the plea bargaining decisionmaking except for particular
ly notorious cases and in some jurisdictions regularly in 
cases of rape. The latter conclusion is supported by the 
findings of Lagoy et al. (1976). In our indepth study of 
the six jurisdictions we found 52 percent of 50 judges 
said they ask for victims' opinions of plea agreements 
before finally accepting them. But this varied widely by 
jurisdiction.13 We also found that 49 percent of 43 pros
ecutors rarely hear from victims about their views on 
what the appropriate plea agreement should be. Howev
er, 28 percent said they routinely get this information 
and 23 percent more said they get it in special cases
typically ones involving special violence to the victim or 
crimes between family members. However, again there 
were major differences among jurisdictions on this score. 
Also, 44 percent of 32 prosecutors said that when they 
do hear from victims regarding plea bargaining they 
give the victims' wishes very little or no weight. But 28 
percent said they give the victims' wishes some or a lot 
of weight and 28 percent more said it depends on the 
case. Again, the victims' wishes were usually weighed 
heavily in cases of violent crimes such as rape and in 
crimes between people who know each other. 

The police. The nature of the police participation in and 
influence on plea bargaining has also been largely ne
glected (but see Kerstetter and Heinz, 1979; Kerstetter 
1979a and 1979b; McDonald et al. 1981; and also Chap
ter 2 of this report). We found that in some jurisdictions 
in the lower courts the police either conduct the plea ne
gotiations themselves or they represent the main power 
behind the negotiation. Typically, inexperienced pros
ecutors will be assigned to these courts and they gener
ally will not approve plea bargains unless the police offi
cer involved indicates he has no objection to the deal. 

In felony-level courts the situation is usually different 
but it depends on the jurisdiction, the individual judge 
and the particular police department. In Detroit the pro
fessional association of police detectives prevailed upon 
the judges to require that prosecutors check with the 
police before completing any plea negotiations. In Nor
folk, Virginia, defense attorneys say that the real key to 
successful plea negotiations is getting the police approval 
of the deal. 

13 Percentages of judges who do seek victims' opinions of plea agree
ments are: El Paso (misdemeanor courts), 0 percent; New Orleans, 86 
percent; Seattle, 40 percent; Tucson, 0 percent; Delaware County, 92 
percent; Norfolk, 72 percent. 

In our six jurisdictions 14 we found that 51 percent of 51 
judges seek the police opinions of plea bargains before 
accepting the agreements. This varied dramaticall~1 by 
jurisdictions.1s We also found that 25 percent of 55 pros
ecutors said they rarely or never get police opinions as 
to what the appropriate terms of the plea bargain should 
be. But, 54 percent said they get such input routinely 
and 20 percent more said they get it in special cases:. 16 

The importance of police opinion to plea negotiations is 
indicated by the finding that 77 percent of 31 prosecu
tors reported that it made a "substantial difference" to 
them to "know that the police officer had no objection 
to the terms of the deaL" This was true for most pros
ecutors in three of the four jurisdictions where the ques
tion was as!,~d,17 

We also found that the majority of prosecutors (73 per
cent of 52) determine how much weight they are willing 
to give a police officer's wishes at plea bargaining de
pending upon who the officer is. They know whether 
the officer is credible and has reasonable grounds for his 
or her position. Officers who are known to perjure 
themselves or who have a past pattern of questionable 
arrests or who seem to have insubstantial or vindictive 
reasons for wanting a particular disposition will not have 
their opinions considered. 

Mitigating and aggravating attributes and circumstances. 
Various attributes of the defendant or the victim or 
other special circumstances relating to the crime are be
lieved to influence the decision to plea bargain and the 
terms of the deal. A list of potential special attributes 
and circumstances is lengthy. A partial listing of those 
identified by others (Alschuler, 1968; Horney, 1980; 
Jacoby, 1980b; Lagoy et aI., 1976; Mather, 1974; 
McDonald, 1976; Neubauer, 1974; Newman, 1966; Wil
liams, 1976) and our interview findings are as follows: 
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(1) attributes of the defendant, such as age, sex, 
race, marital status, social class, political or family 
connections, demeanor, history of employment, 
drug use, alcohol use, psychiatric problems, physical 

H In El Paso only the lower court judges were asked. 
to El Paso, 0 percent; New Orleans, 0 percent; Seattle, 100 percent; 
Tucson, 27 percent; Delaware County, 83 percent; Norfolk, 50 per
cent. 
,. The variation among jurisdictions was not as dramatic on this matter 
(at the felony level). 
17 Percent saying police opinion mattered: New Orleans, 100 percent; 
Seattle, 57 percent; Delaware County, 100 percent; Norfolk, 77 per
cent. In El Paso where the question was asked only of prosecutors 
handling misdemeanors none of four prosecutors answered affirmative
ly. This is surprising in light of our findings that in misdemeanor courts 
e!~'ewhere the police have virtual veto power. 



health problems, military service, and length of 
local residence; 
(2) the defendant's relationship with the victim; 
(3) attributes of the victim including things which 
could appear in the eyes of decisionmakers to make 
the victim "blameworthy" (in a more general sense 
than the legal notion of provocation) such as the 
victim's age, sex, race, social class, prior record of 
criminal deviant behavior, and also victim's willing
ness to testify and ability to establish a linkage be
tween the defendant and the crime. (Of course, this 
latter item is usually considered in connection with 
evaluating case strength.); and, 
(4) pUblicity. 

Findings from tne decision simulation 

There is no concise way to convey our data regarding the 
items of infOrill"i;ion chosen in the plea bargaining simula
tion. The two tables presented below provide complemen
tary, partial perspectives on the data. Both compare the 
decisionmaking of prosecutors and defense counsel. Table 

4.2 indicates for each item of information contained in the 
simulation the respective proportions of prosecutors and 
defense counsel who consulted the item before deciding the 
case. To hip!' Ught the comparison between the type of 
attorney, two additional calculations are provided. Column 
3 indicates the differences in percentage points between the 
respective proportions of prosecutors and defense counsel 
consulting each item of information. Column 4 presents the 
difference between prosecutors and defense counsel in the 
form of a ratio of their respective proportions. The ratio was 

. used to rank all items presented in the table in order of 
decreasing ratios of agreement between prosecutors and 
defense counsel. Neither measure adequately conveys the 
many-sided notion of "agreement" between attorneys. But 
taken together, these two measures give some perspective 
on the topic. For instance, 54 percent of both prosecutors 
and defense counsel consulted the card entitled "defend
ant's age." On the one hand, this means that there is no 
disagreement between prosecutors Ilnd defense counsel as 
aggregates in the importance of this item ofinformation; on 
the other hand, there is substantial disagreement within both 
of those groups of attorneys over this item of information. 

Table 4.2 Comparison between prosecutors and defense counsel on items of information solected in 
burglary plea bargaining simulation in decreasing order of agreement* 

1 2 3 4 , -----
% of % of , 

Item Prosecu- Defense 
Column Column 

tors counsel 
2 minus 2 divided 

choosing choosing 
column 1 by 

Item item column 1 
(N=134) (N=102) 

1. Defendant's age 
54 54 0 1.0 2. Defendant's prior record & police reputation 92 93 1 1.0 3. Evidence-sl:bstance of available 
91 94 3 1.0 4. Ability of defendant to pay restitution 13 13 0 1,0 5. Basic fc:.cts of the case 
97 94 -3 0.9 6. Codefendants 
39 43 4 1.1 7. Propriety of police conduct aftM arrest 
38 35 -3 0.9 8. Effectiveness of witnesses at trial 
69 65 -4 1.1 9. Aggravating and mitigating circumstances 
86 76 -10 0.9 10. Defendant's aliases 
15 13 -2 0.9 11. Detainers on defendant 
43 37 -6 0.9 12. Criminal history of defendant's family 

8 10 2 1.2 13. Defendant's a.ccount of incident 
73 87 14 1.2 14. Victim's attitude toward bargain 
41 30 -11 0.7 15. Pretrial release, probation/parole status at time of offense 39 54 15 1.4 16. Recorli of alcohol use by defendant 
26 37 11 1.4 17. Police attitude toward proposed bargain 38 23 -15 0.6 18. Db:endant's intelligonce and education 
29 44 15 1.5 19. Defendant's employmer"lt status 
43 63 20 1.5 20. Defendant's psychological prot~'';lms 
32 47 15 1.5 21. Record of drug use by defendant 
36 54 18 1.5 22. Length of local residence of defendant 
16 24 8 1.5 23. Defendant's interests and activities 
10 15 5 1.5 

Continued 
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Table 4.2 Comparison between prosecutors and defense counsel on items of information selected in 
burglary plea bargaining simulation in decreasing order of agreement*-Continued 

1 2 3 4 

% of % of 
Item P~osecu- Defense 

Column Column 
tors counsel 

2 minus 2 divided 
choosing choosing 

column 1 by 
Item item column 1 

(N=134) (N= 102) 

24. Publicity/community sentiment 13 21 8 1.6 25. Length of time since arrest in instant offense 22 35 13 1.6 26. Victim's race, age, sex 10 17 7 1.7 27. Alternatives to incarceration 22 45 23 2.0 28. Defendant's pretrial release status for this burglary 25 52 27 2.0 29. DefenJant's marital status 16 39 23 2.4 30. Trial judge's reputation for leniency 33 75 42 2.3 31. Reputation of prosecutor or defense attorney 19 54 35 2.8 32. Defendant's sex 12 36 24 3.0 33. Defendant's military record 9 27 18 3.0 34. Physical health of defendant 7 22 15 3.1 35. Backlog of docket of judge to whom case is assigned 7 26 19 3.7 36. Defendant's religious affiliation i 8 7 8.0 37. Defendant's race/ethnicity/nationality 4 35 31 8.7 38. Relationship between prosecutor and defense attorney 5 45 40 9.0 39. Defendant's sexual orientation 1 9 8 9.0 

·Source: Georgetown Plea Bargaining Decision Simulation. 

Table 4.3 presents a portion of the same data arrayed 
differently. It shows which items of information were 
chosen by attorneys for each of their first 12 choices. 
Because of the length of this table, only the first 12 

choices are presented; and items chosen by very small 
proportions were combined into a miscellaneous catego
ry. 

Table 4.3 Rank order of the first 12 items of information consulted before deciding whether to plea 
bargain in simulated burglary case by type of attomey 

Basic facts 
Evidence 
Prior record 

Prosecutors (N= 134) 

Aggravating/mitigating cir.::umstances 
Misc. 6 items 

(In percentages) 

Rank order of Item 

% of Prosecutorsl 
defense counsel 
chOOSing Items 

Items chosen first 
79 73 

7 9 
6 5 
2 3 
6 10 

100% 100% 

71 

Defense counsel (N=102) 

Basic facts 
Evidence 
Judge's reputation for sentencing 
Prior record 
Misc. 7 items 

Continued 
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Table 4.3 Rank order of the first 12 items of information Iconsulted before deciding whether to plea 
bargain in simulated burglary case by type of attorney-Continued 

Prosecutors (N= 134) 

Evidence 
Pnor record 
Basic facts 
Defendant's account 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Misc. 11 items 

Prior record 
Defendant's account 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Evidence 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Defendant's age 
Misc. 17 items 

Defendant account 
Prior record 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Police conduct 
None, decision already made 
Misc. 19 items 

Effectiveness of witnesses 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Prior ree )rd 
Defendant's account 
Defendant's age 
Codefendants 
None, decision already made 
Misc. 20 items 

(In percentages) 

Rank order of item 

% of Prosecutors/ 
defense counsel 
choosing items 

Items chosen second 
45 40 
19 23 
10 12 

5 3 
4 22 
4 

13 

100% 100% 

Items chosen third 
17 29 
16 17 
14 14 
10 9 
10 5 
5 4 

28 22 

100% 100% 

Items chosen fourth 
15 18 
13 14 
11 9 
10 7 
5 7 
4 5 

42 5 
4 

31 

100% 100% 

Items chosen fifth 
15 11 
13 11 
11 8 
20 8 

9 6 
6 6 
6 6 

30 4 
4 
4 

32 

100% 100% 

72 
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Defense counsel (N=102) 

Evidence 
Defendant's account 
Basic facts 
Defendant's race and ethnicity 
Misc. 13 items 

Defendant's account 
Evidence 
Prior record 
Defendant's age 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Aggravating/ mitigating circumstances 
Misc. 14 items 

Prior record 
Defendant's account 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Codefendants 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Defendant's age 
None, decision already made 
Defendant's sex 
Misc. 13 items 

Prior record 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Pretrial release status at time of offense 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Codefendants 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
None, decision already made 
Defendant's age 
Defendant's employment record 
Pretrial release status for this offen de 
Misc. 19 items 

Continued 
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Table 4.3 Rank order of the first 12 items of information consulted before deciding whether to plea 
bargain in simulated burglary case by type of attorney~Continued 

Prosecutors (N= 134) 

None, decision already made 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Prior record 
Defendant's age 
Defendant's account 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Evidence 
Detainers 
Police conduct 
Victim's attitude toward plea 

Misc. 16 items 

None, decision already made 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Defendant's age 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Prior record 
Evidence 
Police attitude toward plea 
Pretrial release status at time of offense 
Pretrial release status for this offense 
Victim's attitude toward plea 
Codefendants 
Detainers 
Misc. 17 items 

'None, decision already made 
Defendant's age 
Codefendants 
Victim's attitude toward plea 
Pretrial release status for this offense 
Police conduct 
Time since arrest for this offense 
Defendant's drug history 
Aggravating/mitfgating circumstances 
Misc. 22 items 

(In percentages) 

Rank order of Item 

% of Prosecutors/ 
defense counsel 
choosing Items 

Items chosen sixth 
13 17 
10 9 

9 8 
7 8 
7 6 
6 6 
5 6 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

31 28 

100% 100% 

Items chosen seventh 
18 12 
10 9 

6 9 
6 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 6 
5 5 
4 4 
4 4 
4 33 
4 

24 

100% 100% 

Items chosen eighth 
26 16 
4 7 
4 6 
4 6 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 4 

42 4 
4 

33 

100% 100% 

73 

Defense counsel (N=102) 

Prior record 
None, decision already made 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Defendant's race and ethnicity 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Pretrial release status at time of offense 
Defendant's age 
Defendant's account 
Relationship between prosecutor and defense 

counsel 
Misc. 17 items 

Nona, decision already made 
Defendant's age 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Prior record 
Pretrial release status for instant offense 
Pretrial release status at time of offense 
Detainers 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Codefendants 
Reputation of prosecutor as trial lawyer 
Misc. 22 items 

None, decision already made 
Codefendants 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Reputation of prosecutor as trial lawyer 
Defendant's sex 
Prior record 
Defendant's account 
Pretrial release status for this offense 
Defendant's employment history 
Police conduct 
Pretrial release status at time of this offense 
Misc. 19 items 

Continued 
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Table 4.3 Rank order of the first 12 items of information consulted before deciding whether to plea 
bargain in simulated burglary case by type of attorney-Continued 

Prosecutors (N=134) 

None, decision already made 
Police attitude toward plea 
Defendant's account 
Prior record 
Defendant's age 
Defendant's employment record 

Defendant's education 
Victim's attitude toward plea 
Defendant's alcoholic history 
Detainers 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 
Misc. 21 items 

None, decision already made 
Pretrial release status at time of offense 
Defendant's drug history 
Defendant's education 
Defendant's employment history 
Defendant's psychological history 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Police conduct 
Misc. 22 items 

(In percentages) 

Rank order of Item 

% of Prosecutorsl 
defense counsel 
choosing Items 

Items ehosen ninth 
30 20 

6 6 
6 5 
5 5 
4 5 
4 5 

3 5 
3 4 
3 4 
3 3 
3 3 

30 3 
3 

29 

100% 100% 

Items chosen 10th 
37 21 

7 9 
5 7 
5 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 4 
3 4 

31 3 
3 
3 

31 

100% 100% 

74 

Defense counsel (N=102) 

None, decision already made 
Defendant's employment history 
Defendant's age 
Police conduct 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Relationship between prosecutor and defense 

counsel 
Pretrial release status for this crime 
Defendant's marital status 
Jucl)Je's reputation for leniency 
Docket backlog 
Defendant's account 
Prior record 
Detainers 
Misc. 20 items 

None, decision already made 
Defendant's employment history 
Aggravating mitigating circumstances 
Reputation of prosecutor as trial attorney 
Defendant's psychological history 
Defendant's race and ethnicity 
Defendant's education 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Defendant's age 
Police conduct 
Effectiveness of witnesses 
Misc. 22 items 
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Table 4.3 Rank order of the first 12 items of information consulted before deciding whether to plea 
bargain in simulated burglary case by type of attorney-Continued 

Prosecutors (N= 134) 

None, decision already made 
Defendant's psychological history 
Defendant's age 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Detainers 
Aggravating/mitigating circumstances 

Local residency 
Defendant's alcoholic history 
Police attitUde toward plea 
Police conduct 
Misc. 21 items 

None, decision already made 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Defendant's employment history 
Defendant's psychological history 
Codefendants 
Pretrial release status for this offense 
Defendant's alcoholic history 
Misc. 21 items 

(In percentages) 

Rank order of Item 

% of Prosecutorsl 
defense counsel 
choosing items 

Items chosen 11th 
45 25 
6 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 4 
3 4 

3 4 
3 4 
3 3 
3 3 

22 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

20 

100% 100% 

Items chosen 12th 
50 28 
4 7 
3 7 
3 7 
3 5 
3 4 
3 3 

31 3 
3 
3 

30 

100% 100% 

Defense counsel (N= 102) 

None, decision already made 
Defendant's age 
Police conduct 
Reputation of prosecutor as trial attorney 
Aggravatingl mitigating circumstances 
Relationship between prosecutor and defense 

counsel 
Defendant's employment record 
Defendant's marital status 
Defendant's psychological history 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Evidence 
Available alternatives to incarceration 
Victim's attitude toward plea 
Pretrial release status for this offense 
Pretrial release status at time of this offense 
Defendant's drug history 
Misc. 10 items 

None, decision already made 
Defendant's sex 
Defendant's education 
Defendant's employment history 
Defendant's psychological history 
Judge's reputation for leniency 
Victim's attitude toward plea 
Pretrial release status for this offense 
Pretrial release status at time of this offense 
Defendant's drug history 
Misc. 30 items 

Case Strength. There is substantial agreement among all 
attorneys with regard to the primary importance of case 
strength (see Table 4.2). The concept of case strength 
could not be reduced to anyone card (item of informa
tion) in the simulation. The two cards which are most 
obviously related to it are: "Basic facts of the case" and 
"Evid«;nce-substance of available." Ninety-one percent 
or more of each type of attorney consulted these two 
cards before making their decisions. What is more, these 
two cards were usually the first cards chosen by both 

types of attorney (see Table 4.3). Another item of infor
mation also related to case strength is "Effectiveness of 
witnesses at tria!." It was chosen by two-thirds of each 
type of attorney and was usually an early choice. Also 
consulted by the great majority of both types of attor
neys was the "Defendant's account of the incident." The 
defendant may have an alibi or a defense or a plausible 
alternative version of what happened. Another item of 
information related to case strength is "Propriety of 
police conduct after arrest." Improper police conduct 
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could lose or weaken a case. The literature and our 
interviews have suggested that plea bargaining is the 
way prosecutors salvage cases in which the police have 
acted improperly. Thus, it is somewhat surprising that 
only 38 percent of the prosecutors and 35 percent of the 
defense counsel consulted this item. Perhaps this repre
&ents a vote of confidence in the lawfulness of the police 
in handling this type of crime. On the other hand, it may 
suggest that the local courts are not sympathetic to mo
tions to suppress evidence due to blunders by the consta
ble. 

Still another item related to case strength is whether 
there are codefendants. About 40 percent of both types 
of attorneys consulted this card. A codefendant changes 
the nature of a case. The presence of a codefendant does 
not in itself make the case stronger or weaker, but it 
does make the case more complicated. Each codefendant 
will have his own attorney and his own account of the 
incident. Multiple defendants provide the opportunity 
for bargaining one defendant against the other. 

Still other factors less obviously related to case strength 
were consulted by some attorneys. Several items of. in
formation about the defendant are of this kind. If the de
fendant had been under the influence of alcohol or 
drugs, it may have been difficult ,0 establish the requisite 
criminal intent. The case may not have been burglary 
but unlawful entry. Some of the prosecutors who con
sulted these cards later explained that they were con
cerned with the matter of intent. The fact that so few 
prosecutors (about one-third) checked these cards might 
be regarded as indirect evidence of the lack of prosecu
torial concern for accurate charging. But we feel that 
such an interpretation would be stretching the limitations 
of the simulation. Had these cards been labeled different
ly, more prosecutors might have consulted them. For in
stance, if the label had been "Defendant's state of intoxi
cation at time of offense," more prosecutors might have 
checked the card. 

In addition to his records of drug and alcohol use, some 
attorneys checked other defendant attributes for the pur
pose of checking case strength. (Asking attorneys why 
they chose certain cards was not part of the original 
design of the research; but some attorneys volunteered 
explanations.) For instance, some prosecutors checked 
the defendant's race and then somewhat apologetically 
explained they were just making sure that he matched 
the description given by the witness. Some prosecutors 
checked the defendant's psychological history to make 
sure that the issue of an insanity defense would not come 
up. 

Seriousness of the criminal. There was almost unanimous 
agreement among both prosecutors (92 percent) and de-
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fense attorneys (93 percent) that the seriousness of the 
defendant ("Defendant's prior record and police reputa
tion") must be consulted before the plea bargaining deci
sion could be made (Table 4.2). Also remarkable is the 
fact that by the end of the third item of information 
chosen, 42 percent of the prosecutors and 18 percent of 
the defense counsel had consulted the item (Table 4.3). 

In addition, other cards relating to the defendant's seri
ousness were consulted. The defendant's age, for in
stance, is relevant to his or her dangerousness because it 
establishes the rate of criminal activity over time and his 
or her progress in a criminal career. Other indicators of 
defendant's seriousness include such things as whether 
the defendant has outstanding detainers; whether he or 
she was on some form of release at the time of the in
stant offense; his military record; and whether he or she 
comes from a family that is involved in criminal behav
ior. Even the defendant's employment status can be used 
as a measure of his or her dangerousness. The defendant 
with a long history of unemployment readily fits the 
image of the criminal who will have to make a living 
through crime if he or she is on the street. 

Seriousness of the crime. The general level of seriousness 
of the crime is established by the nature of the charge
in this case, burglary. But there are variations in the sf;ri
ousness of burglaries, depending upon the circumstances 
of the offense. The law, itself, captures these varia';ions 
(but only crudely) with its distinctions between degrees 
of burglary. Experienced attorneys make finer distinc
tions. The law in some places distinguishes between day 
and night burglaries and between commercial and resi
dential burglaries. Experienced attorneys go further. 
They distinguish between whether a residence is being 
lived in at the time of the offense; whether it was actual
ly occupied at the time; and whether the trespasser was 
breaking in merely to get out of the cold or to find a 
place to stay while intoxicated on drugs or alcohol or to 
steal or do violence. It is not surprising that the great 
majority of prosecutors and defense counsel (86 percent 
and 76 percent respectively) consulted the card "Aggra
vating and mitigating circumstances of the offense," or 
that this card was usually consulted early in the decision 
making. 

Caseload. Our earlier conclusion that caseload pressures 
act at a distance and are not a major factor in deciding 
what to. do with individual cases is supported by the 
finding that only 7 percent of the prosecutors and 25 
percent of the defense attorneys consulted the card enti
tled "Backlog of docket of judge to whom case is as
signed." Moreover, this card was not consulted by a sub
stantial number of attorneys within the first 12 choices. 
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Differences in information processing between prosecutors 
and defense couIIsel. The most noticeable difference be
tween defense attorneys and prosecutors is that the de
fense attorneys consulted more information than pros
ecutors (Table 4.2). In 29 out of the 39 items of informa
tion in the table, a greater proportion of defense attor
neys than prosecutors consulted the item. For 22 of the 
items the proportion of defense attorneys was one and a 
hlllf items or more as great as that of the prosecutors. 
For only eight items were prosecutors more likely than 
defense attorneys to consult the items; and for only two 
of these was the difference substantial. These two items 
are: the attitudes of the victim and the police toward the 
plea bargain. The fact that 41 percent of the prosecutors 
were concerned for the victim's opinion of the plea bar
gain reveals a much higher degree of prosecutorial con
cern for victim opinion than was believed to have exist
ed (McDonald, 1977). The fact that 38 percent of the 
prosecutors were concerned with the police attitude 
toward the plea bargain suggests that prosecutors are 
more concerned about police opinion than the police 
would lead you to believe (McDonald et aI., 1981). Also 
noteworthy about the prosecutors' concern for the 
police and the victim is the fact it occurs earlier ill their 
decision making than in that of defense counsel. 

The distinctive approach of defense counsel to the eval
u~tion of cases for plea bargaining can be further appre
cIated by reviewing those items of information that de
fense attorneys consult substantially more often and/or 
substantially earlier than prosecutors. There are three 
broad classes of such items: defendant's attributes; per
sonal matters relating to criminal justice actors' and 
other things. Defense attorneys are consistently ma're in
t~rested in personal attributes of the defendant including 
Ius or her sex; race and ethnicity; intelli,;ence and educa
tion; employment; marital status; history of drug and al
cohol use; psychological problems; sexual orientation' 
physical health; and whether the instant crime was com~ 
mitted while on some form of release for another crime. 
The defense attorneys' interest in these matters was 
unlike the prosecutors' concern that criminal intent 
might not be provable. Rather, it reflects their special 
role in plea bargaining, the job of mitigating the case. 
That role was identified by an experienced public de
fender, quoted by Mather (1974:278) as follows: 

Let me put it to you this way: What is our job as a 
criminal lawyer in most instances: No. 1 is . . . no 
kidding, we know the man's done it, or we feel he's 
done it, he may deny it, but the question is, Can 
they prove it? The next thing is: Can we mitigate it? 
Of course you can always find something good to 
say about the guy-to mitigate it. Those are the two 
things that are important and that's what you do 
[emphasis in the original]. 
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Assessing case strength is something both prosecutors 
and defel!se ~ttorl!eys do. But, the job of "mitigating" 
the case IS pnmanly that of defense counsel. Mitigation 
can be construed narrowly in a legal sense or broadly. 
Both prosecutors and defense attorneys are concerned 
with aggravating and mitigating circumstances in the 
narrow sense, such as whether a weapon was used, 
whether there was a provocation by the victim or 
whether the victim was threatened. But the defense 
counsel's job of "mitigating" a case mellIlS more than 
~erely consult,~g the card. "Aggravating and mitigating 
CIrcumstances. It refers to the overall strategy and pur
pose. of the defense counsel in plea bargaining. It means 
plaYI~g down the defendant's worst features and playing 
up hIS or her best. Thus, when it comes to the serious
ness of the crime and the criminal, the defense counsel's 
job is to reinterpret reality so his or her client will 
appear in the best possible light. For instance, a defense 
attorney from Norfolk, Virginia, told us how he was 
ab~e .to get an "excellent" deal in a murder case by 
pomtmg out to the police and prosecutors that the 
victim was a well-known drug pusher whom everyone 
was delighted to be rid of. The attorney felt he could 
have gotten an even better deal but for the fact that his 
client "had shown bad fonn" in the killing. His client 
had confronted the victim over an alleged mistreatment 
of the client's sister. The victim had pleaded for mercy 
and then turned and ran. The client gave chase and shot 
the victim in the back. The defense attorney felt that if 
his client had shot the victim when they were face to 
face it wmld have been easier to portray him as simply 
an outraged brother. The shooting in the back after the 
pleas for mercy could not be easily "mitigated." It con
veyed the image of a person who was heartless, hence, 
more dangerous, and, hence, deserving of a more severe 
plea bargain. 

The job of mitigation begins with playing down the seri
ousness of the offense and the seriousness of the offender 
but does not end there. It involves looking "for some
thing good to say about the guy." Neubauer (1974:219) 
was correct in saying that defense counsel evaluate cases 
the same as prosecutors do as far as the big three factors 
are concerned but then go on to make "particularistic 
~ppeals." The idea of a two-stage model of plea bargain
mg, the first stage dealing with a general discount usual
ly given to a general category of cases and the second 
stage wherein improvements upon that general discount 
are sought, seems to be supported by our simulation 
data. It is at this second stage of plea bargaining where 
the defense counsel plays his or her unique role. Is Here 

I. Altho.ugh we ha~e described plea bargaining as a "two-stage model," 
we don t mean to Imply that defense counsel consciously divide their 



is where he or she looks for any reason that his or her 
client should get an additional break. This accounts for 
the fact that defense attorneys consistently consulted 
more information. Several of them desperately flipped 
through our array of cards commenting, "Doesn't this 
guy have anything going for him?" 

The second broad class of items which defense counsel 
consulted substantially more often than and earlier than 
prosecutors involved personal characteristics of criminal 
justice actors. More specifically, defense counsel were 
more concerned than prosecutors with: (1) the trial 
judge's reputation for leniency (75 percent compared to 
33 percent); (2) the reputation of the opposing attorney 
(54 percent compared to 19 percent); and (3) the rela
tionship between the prosecutor and the defense attor
ney (45 percent compared to 5 percent). 

By the end of the ninth card chosen, at least 30 percent 
of the defense attorneys (compared to 9 percent of the 
prosecutors) had consulted the "Judge's reputation for 
leniency" card. This suggests that the judge has a much 
more influential role in setting the limits of plea bargains 
than was evident before. Our interview findings were 
ambiguous on this point. On the one hand, it was clear 
that some judges establish the upper limits of bargained
for terms by their sentencing tendencies. Prosecutors 
had to offer the judge's known sentence limit or some
thing better in order to get a defendant to plead. In sev
eral jurisdictions, judges would not tolerate prosecutors 
"embarrassing" them or "putting the heat on them" by 
recommending sentences more severe than the judge's 
usual standards. It is not uncommon for judges to repri
mand assistant prosecutors or call their supervisors and 
have them moved to a different courtroom if prosecutors 
persist in recommending sentences that are higher than 
what the judge cares to impose. Thus, it is somewhat 
surprising to find in the decision simulation that relative
ly few prosecutors (33 percent) showed concern for the 
judge's sentencing practice. 

On the other hand, we also found that some judges seem 
to follow what the prosecutor recommends. (Of course, 
these prosecui.;)rs might recommend what they know the 
judges want to hear.) Other judges state that they take 
the prosecutor's recommendation as the upper limit on 
the terms of any deal and then usually settle on some
thing less than that or split the difference between what 
the prosecutor and the defense want. In short, our inter
views left us in a quandary about whether the judge's 
personal sentencing preferences played a decisive role in 
setting the limits of plea bargain~ng. Although the deci-

thinking into two parts. We are making such division only for analytic 
purposes. 
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sion simulation does not fully resolve that quandary, it 
does suggest that in the minds of defense counsel the 
judge's preferences are decisive. 

Return now to the other two "personal" items that de
fense attorneys consulted more frequently than prosecu
tors, namely, reputation of the opposing attorney and the 
professional relationship between the two attorneys. Al
though the literature and our own interviews had indi
cated that the reputation of an attorney has a bearing in 
some pleas bargains, there was nothing to indicate that 
this factor would be three times more important to de
fense counsel than to prosecutors. Nor was there any
thing to explain why defense attorneys would consult 
this item much earlier than prosecutors. If anything, re
ports about the "plead them guilty bar" would lead one 
to predict that prosecutors would be more concerned 
than defense attorneys regarding the reputation of the 
opposing counsel. Nor can we offer any convincing ex
planations for why defense counsel were nine times 
more likely to want to know about the professional rela
tionship between the hypothetical prosecutor and them
selves. 

Finally, we turn to the "all other" category. We cannot 
convincingly explain why defense counsel should be 3.7 
times more interested in the state of the judge's docket. 
Perhaps it is because of the defense tact.ic of seeking 
continuances in order to delay a case in the hopes of 
weakening the case. Defense counsel's greater interest in 
"alternatives to incarceration" is for obvious reasons. 
The only surprising thing may be that only 45 percent of 
them consulted this card. As to why defense counsel 
should have a greater interest than prosecutors in the 
victim's age, sex, and race, we have no convincing ex
planation. In the basic facts of the case it was clear that 
t;le victim had not been personally confronted by the 
burglar. Also unclear is why defense counsel are more 
concerned than prosecutors with pUblicity. However, all 
of these differences might be explained as part of defense 
counsel's desperate search for any grounds for particu
laristic appeals. 

Consistency of estimates of case strength. The question of 
whether given the same case different attorneys would 
agree in their estimates of its chance of conviction at 
trial is addressed by the data in Table 4.4. Two cases, a 
robbery and a burglary, each with strong and weak ver
sions of case strength, were presented to attorneys. As 
Table 4.4 indicated, the attorneys were willing to give 
estimates of case strength in finer categories than the 
simple dichotomy of "deadbang" or "reasonable doubt." 
They gave specific probabilities of conviction. Their an
swers have been grouped into seven categories to show 
the considerable disagreement that occurred in some cat-
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egories. However, if one collapses these categories into 
three broader categories (namely, 40 percent probability 
of conviction or less, 41 to 70 percent; and 71 percent or 
greater), then one can more easily see the degree of con
sistency with regard to these estimates. On the one hand, 
there is remarkably strong agreement among both pros
ecutors and defense attorneys in their conviction esti
mates for the strong versions of both cases. From 82 
percent to 94 percent of these attorneys felt that these 
cases had a 71 percent or better chance of conviction. 
What is more, there is no statistically SIgnificant differ
ence between prosecutors or defense counsel in their es
timates in these strong cases. These findings are all the 

more remarkable when one recalls the terms of the simu
lation. That is, these attorneys had been instructed to 
give their estimates of the probability of conviction on 
the assumptions that (1) they would be the attorney at 
trial and (2) their trial would be before a jury like the 
ones with which they were familiar in their own respec
tive jurisdictions. Given the pervasive courthouse folk
lore about the importance of differences in the trial abili
ty of attorneys and differences in the preferences of local 
juries, one would expect much greater disagreement in 
these estimates of the probability of conviction. Recall· 
that our attorneys were from many different jurisdic
tions. 

Table 4.4 
Attorneys' estimates or probability of conViction by type of attorney, strength of case, and 

type of crime* 

Strong case Weak case Type of crime and probability of conviction --Prosecu- Defense Prosecu- Defense tors attorneys tors attorneys 
Estimated probability of conviction in Robbery case was: 

(N=69) (N=54) (N=69) (N=51) Less than 20% 
0.0 0.0 17.4 13.7 21-40% 
0.0 1.9 8.7 11.8 41-60% 
0.0 3.7 24.6 15.7 61-70% 
5.8 5.6 5.8 3.9 71-80% 

14.5 16.7 10.0 0.0 81-90% 
29.0 22.2 0.0 0.0 91-100% 
50.7 50.0 33.3 54.9 

100.0% 100.1 %" 100.0% 100.0% 

X2=4.464 X2= 1 0.2431 
d.f=5 d.f=5 

P=.49 n.s. P=0.7 n.s. 
Estimated probability of conviction in Burglary case was: 

(N=66) (N=52) (N=68) (N=50) Less than 20% 
0.0 0.0 4.4 4.0 21-40% 
4.5 3.8 7.4 14.0 41-60% 
7.6 1.9 19.1 6.0 61-70% 
4.5 11.5 4.4 12.0 71-80% 

22.7 11.5 22.1 4.0 81-90% 
24.2 13.5 10.3 0.0 91-100% 
36.4 57.7 32.4 60.0 -

" "-100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

x 2=10.404 x2=23.846 
d.f=6 d.f=6 

P=0.7 n.s. P<.001 

'Source: Georgetown Plea Bargaining Simulation. 
• 'Percentages not summing to 100.0 are due to rounding errors. 
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The surpnsIng amount of agreement suggests that (at 
least under certain circumstances) the estimation of case 
strength can be done with a good deal of reliability. 
That is, when cases approach being "deadbang" and 
when the estimates of case strength are given in broad 
categories (such as "71 percent or better"), there will be 
considerable agreement among different attorneys about 
the probability of conviction, no matter who the attor
ney is and no matter what the vagaries of local juries 
may be. 

On the other hand, looking at the two weak cases in 
Table 4.4, one notices considerably less agreement in the 
estimates of case strength. A striking disagreement 
Occurs in the weak robbery case. Also noteworthy is 
that the same split occurs among both prosecutors and 
defense attorneys. The difference by type of attorney is 
not statistically significant. 

In the weak case, however, there is both a split among 
attorneys of the same type and between the two types of 
attorney. The latter split is statistically significant. More 
defense attorneys than prosecutors see this case as a very 
strong case (91 percent or stronger). But also more de
fense attorneys than prosecutors (18 percent compared 
with 11.8 percent) see it as a weaker case (40 percent or 
less chance of conviction)! 

In sum, the findings suggest that when cases are strong 
different attorneys regardless of whether they are pros
ecutors or defense counsel will agree on the estimates of 
case strength. But, when cases are weak there will be 
moderate to substantial disagreement among attorneys 
and between attorneys of different types. Perhaps strong 
cases "try themselves" whereas the skills of an attorney 
and the vagaries of local jUries make a greater difference 
in the weaker cases. 

The prosecutor's choice of disposition. The question of 
what factors influence the prosecutor's decision to (1) 
take a case to trial, (2) dismiss it, or (3) plea bargain it 
was the subject of several analyses performed on the de
cision simulation data. Particular attention was given to 
the influence of prior record and case strength. Previous 
research and our own interview data gave us conflicting 
expectations about what relationships would Occur be
tween each of these two factors and the prosecutor's 
choice of disposition route. 19 Experience and the litera-

ture suggest that prosecutors would be less likely to dis
miss defendants with serious prior records. As to the 
effect of case strength, it was hard to know what to pre
dict. There were some grounds to believe that each of 
the three options might be increased when a case is 
weak. Some prosecutors feel weak cases do not belong 
in the system. Hence, weak cases might be nollied more 
often. Alternatively, some prosecutors feel that weak 
cases are precisely the ones whose outcomes should be 
determined by the trial process. Hence, weak cases 
might be taken to trial more often. Finally, there is the 
"half-a-Ioaf' hypothesis first noted in the 1920's by 
Moley (1929) and reconfirmed by Alschuler (1968) and 
our own interview data. Prosecutors feel it is their duty 
to try to get a conviction for something rather than dis
miss a case or take the risk of losing it at trial (see Chap
ter 3). Hence the weaker the case the more likely the 
prosecutor is to plea bargain it. 

Of the three hypotheses, the half-a-Ioaf hypothesis is the 
one that most practitioners and researchers would prob
ably expect to be supported by our simulation data. But 
surprisingly, it was not. No matter how the data were 
analyzed (including an analysis of variance not presented 
here), the half-a-Ioaf hypothesis was consistently not sup
ported. Prosecutors were not more likely to plea bargain 
the weaker version of the cases. Prior record and 
strength of case did have a significant impact on the 
prosecutor's choice of disposition routes but not in a 
simple, straightforward way. Their greater impact oc
curred when the two factors were taken together. 

Table 4.5 illustrates this joint effect and aho shows that 
the half-a-Ioaf hypothesis was not supported. The data 
indicate that when a defendant with a serious prior 
record is involved, differences in case strength do not 
produce statistically significant differences in the pros
ecutor's choice between dropping the case, taking it to 
trial, or plea bargaining it. But, when a minor prior 
record is involved, then prosecutors are more likely to 
either go to trial or to drop the case than negotiate it. 

This finding suggests that prosecutors are more consist
ent and rational in their decisionmaking than their critics 
believe. The data indicate that there is a logic to pros
ecutor's decision making. This fact alone should provide 
some comfort to those critics who fear that prosecutors 
exercise their discretion haphazardly. But whether or 
not the particular logic revealed by the data is regarded 
as desirable depends on one's perspective. 

,. American defendants today are not required by law to go to trial. 
They may plead gUilty. Thus, when we speak of prosecutors "choos
ing" to go to trial, we only mean they are refusing to offer a pJea bar
gain. The defendants might still plead guilty as charged. 

There are two critical perspectives from which prosecu
torial decisionmaking is usually judged: (1) from a con
cern for the safety of the community; and (2) from a 
concern for the fairness and propriety of procedures 
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Table 4.5 Prosecutor's disposition decision by str~ngth of case controlling for prior record and type of 
crlme* 

Type of crime and disposition decision 

Robbery: 
Nolle prosequi 
Go to trial 
Plea bargain 

_. 
Burglary: 

Nolle prosequi 
Go to trial 
Plea bargain 

-
'Source: Georget~wn University Plea Bargain Simulation. 

USed in administering criminal justice. Both type~ of crit
ics will find things to comfort and ~istress t~em m Table 
4.5; but what is a comfort to one Will be a dlst:e~s ~o }he 
other. Some persons concerned for the. pubh~ s saIety 
worry that prosecutors for reasons ~f lazl~e~s, ~neptness, 
or political ambition prefer to get nd of ~dlsml.ss) wea~ 
cases and thereby put the community sa~ety at nsk. Suc 
people should be reassured by the findmg that. prosecu-_ 
tors are more likely to dismiss weak cases. only. If the de
fendant has a minor prior record. But ~hlle thiS ~ay re
as~ure people concerned for commu11lty safety, It ~o~
ries persons concerned about due process. an~ the prInCI-

Ie of legality. From the latter perspective If cases are 
~eak enough to dismiss, then prior re~or~ should not 
have any effect. Such cases should be .dlsmlss~d regard
less of whether the defendant has a senous pnor record. 

Another matter addressed by the data in Table 4.5 i~ ~he 
concern of the due process critics is that plea bargaInll~g 
is used by prosecutors to "get" serious defe!1~~nts In 
weak cases that might be lost at trial. To these cntlcs the 
findings should be of some comfort. They. su~gest that 
prosecutors are not trying to defeat the pnnClple of le-

Weak case Strong case Weak case Strong case 
Serious Minor prior Minor prior Serious 

record record prior record prior record 

(N=35) (N-38) (N 34) (N 29) 
5 3 21 0 

6 8 12 4 
94 87 85 75 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

x2=1.9459 x2=5.9730 
d.f.=2 d.f.=2 

P(x 2)=.37 n.s. P(x2)=.05 
gamma=.35 

(N=28) (N=29) (N=35) (N=35) 
3 0 14 3 

10 6 11 11 
87 91 97 75 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

x2=.50155 x2=7.3861 
d.f.=· d.f.=2 

P(x2)=.02 P(x2)=.66 n.s. 
gamma .84 

.. mon cases with seri-gahty through plea bargaInmg. A..g . . 
. records there was no slg11lficant Increase m 

ous pnor . k mpared with the lea bargaining among the wea co . 
p . of the case This same findmg, however, strong verSIOn . d bout com 

be distressing to the persons concerne a. -
:~~ity safety. Less troubled by the pos~iblt ~o~r~~:e~:~~ 
of lea bargaining, these people may ee . ~. . 'fi 
thai prosecutors did not resort to l?le~ bargamIn¥ SI~11l ~ 
cantly more often when seri(lus cnmm~l~ were InVO ve 

't' 1 neglect of 'h" public Interest. represents a cn lca ' .. 

The Prosecutor's Sentencing Decision. In this .analysis we 
present two sentencing decisions. The fir~t IS the p:os-

utor's choice between type of senten~e, I.e., probation, 
j~l time, or prison time. The secon~ is the l~ngth of the 
sentence. The focus of our analyses IS on the mflue~~e of 

rior record and case strength on these tw.o deClslO~s. 
~n analysis not presented here fou~d that .dlfferen~es. In 
the seriousness of prior record by Itself dId not slg~lfi
cantly affect any of the four decisions analyzed ~~re, I.e., 
the type of sentence and length of sentence dec~slOns for 
the burglary and the robbery cases. As for the mfluence 
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of case strength, it by itself did have a significant effect 
on the prosecutor's two sentencing dccir.ions (type and 
length of sentence) with respect to the burglary case but 
not to the robbery case. 

The analyses presented in Tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 ex
amine the influence of case strength and prior record 
taken together. Five of the sixteen comparisons were sig
nificant. That is, five combinations of case strength and 
prior record but not all combinations made a difference 
in the sentencing decisions of prosecutors. When one 
looks at just cases involving minor prior records, then 
differences in case strength do have a significant impact 
on the prosecutor's decision about type of sentence in 
both robbery and burglary (Table 4.6). As expected, 
prosecutors are more likely to seek a lenient type of ser
tence in a weak case. 

Table 4.7 indicates that when dealing with just weak 
cases and only with burglaries a difference in the seri
ousness of the prior record has a significant impact on 
the type of sentence sought by the prosecutor. As ex
pected (logically and from the literature), pro'1ecutors 
seek a more lenient type of sentence for the defendant 
with the minor prior record. 

Table 4.8 indicates that only when one is dealing with 
cases that are burglaries and that involve minor prior 
records does the difference in the strength of the case 

make a significant difference in the length of sentence 
sought by the prosecutor in plea bargaining. Finally, 
Table 4.9 indicates that only in robbery cases that are 
weak does a difference in the seriousness of the prior 
record make a significant difference in the length of sen
tence sought by the prosecutor. As expected, prosecu
tors seek more lenient sentences [or defendants with 
minor prior records. 

In summary, differences in case strength and seriousness 
of prior record do not by themselves or acting together 
consistently influence the prosecutor's sentencing deci
sions. But when they do have significant impacts either 
alone or conjointly, the impacts are in the expected di
rections. That is, prosecutors are more likely to give 
more lenient deals in weaker cases and in cases with 
miuor prior records. Generally, it seems that the influ
ence of these factors tends to be significant only in 
"marginal" circumstances, situations that present the 
greatest opportunity for dissent over disposition and 
sentence. No one thing identifies these situations; but 
they can be thought of as the opposite of those cases 
that "try themselves." They are the cases that "do not 
cli'>pose of themselves." They tend to be the ones with 
the less extreme circumstances, e.g., the crimes of 
medium seriousness; the cases that are neither terribly 
strong nor completely nonexIstent; the ones involving 
defendants with some prior record but not a life of 
crime. 

Table 4.6 Type of sentence sought by prosecutor in plea bargaining by case strength controlling for 
prior record and type of crime* 

Type of crime-Type of sentence 

Robbery: 
Time in prison 
Time in jail 
Probation 

Strong case Weak case 
Serious Serious 

prior record prior record 

(N=26) 
81 
11 
8 

100% 

x2=1.672 
d.f.=2 

P(x·)=.91 n.s. 

(N=26) 
77 
15 
8 

100% 

Strong case 
Minor prior 

record 

(N=21) 
81 
19 
o 

100% 

x2=6.S0S2 
d.f.=2 

P(X 2)=.04 
gamma=t65 L-_______________________________________________________ ._. ________ . ______ __ 
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Weak case 
Minor prior 

record 

(N=18) 
50 
28 
22 

100% 

Continued 
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Table 4.6 Type of sentence sought by prosecutor in plea bargaining by case strength controlling for 
prior record and type of crime*-Continued 

Strong case Weak case Strong case Weak case Type of crime-Type of sentence Serious Serious Minor prior Minor prior 
prior record prior record record record 

Burglary: (N=17) (N=22) (N=22) (N=21) 
Time in prison 59 41 46 21 
Time in jail 29 18 27 5 
Probation 12 41 27 74 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

x2=5.5864 x2=9.1724 
d.f.= 2 d.f.=2 

P(x2)=.06 n.s. P(x2)=.01 
gamma=.72 

·Source: Georgetown University Plea Bargain Simulation. 

Table 4.7 Types of sentence sought by prosecutor in plea bargaining by seriousness of prior record 
contrOlling for strength of case and type of crime* 

Strong case Strong case Weak case Weak case 
Type of crime-Type of sentence Serious Minor prior Serious Minor prior 

prior record record prior record record 

Robbery: (N=26) (N=21) (N=26) (N=18) 
Time in prison 81 81 Tl 50 
TIme in jail 11 19 15 28 
Probation 8 0 8 22 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

x2=2.0522 x2=3.6151 
d.f.=2 d.f.=2 

P(x2)=.36 n.s. P(x')=.16 

Burglary: (N=i7) (N=22) (N=22) (N=19) 
Time in prison 59 46 41 21 
TIme in jail 29 ~7 18 5 
Probation 12 27 41 74 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

x2=4.0437 x2=7.6936 
d.f.=2 d.f.=2 

P(x2)=.13 n.s. P(x2)=.02 
gamma=+.62 

·Source: Georgetown University Plea Bargain Simulation. 
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Table 4.8 Length of sentence sought by prosecutor in plea bargaining by strength of case 
controlling for prior record and type of crime* 

Strong case Weak case Strong case Weak case Type of crime-length of sentence sought Serious Serious Minor prior Minor prior prior record prior record record record 

Robbery: 
(N=35) (N=38) (N=34) (N=31) 5 years or more 46 45 47 35 2-5 years 23 26 12 10 1-2 years 

11 10 12 3 6 mos.-1 year 8 8 17 10 0-6 mos. 
3 3 9 10 Probation 
9 8 3 32 

100% 100% 100% 100% 
x2=1.6525 x 2=1.5428 

d.f.=5 d.f.=5 
P(x2)=.89 n.s. P(x2)=.91 n.s. 

Burglary: 
(N=31) (N=35) (N=35) (N=33) 5 years or more 

29 29 14 24 2-5 years 
23 14 11 6 1-2 years 

5 11 11 3 6 mos.-1 year 13 6 11 12 0-6 mos. 
23 11 34 9 Probation 
5 29 17 45 

**98% 100% **98% **99% 
x2=7.6565 x2=12.3679 

d.f.=5 d.f.=5 
P(x2)=.17 n.s. P(x2)=.03 

gamma=+.14 
*Source: Georgetown University Plea Bargain Simulation. 
**Due to rounding error. 

Table 4.9 Length of sentence sought by prosecutor in plea bargaining by prior record 
controlling for strength of case and type of crime* 

Strong case Strong case Weak case Weak case Type of crime-length of sentence sought Serious Minor prior Serious Minor prior prior record record prior record record 

Robbery: 
(N=35) (N=34) (N=38) (N=31) 5 years or more 

46 47 45 35 2-5 years 
23 12 26 10 1-2 years 
11 12 10 3 6 mos.-1 year 
7 18 8 10 0-6 mos. 
3 9 3 10 Probation 
9 3 8 32 

"99% "101% 100% 100% 

x'=4.3197 x2=11.0275 
d.f.=5 d.f.=5 

P(x2)=.50 n.s. P(X2) =.0.5 n.s. 

gamma=+.35 

Continued 
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Table 4.9 Length of sentence sought by prosecutor in plea bargaining by prior record 
controlling for strength of case and type of crirhe*-Continued 

Type of crime-length of sentence sought 

Burglary: 
5 years or more 
2-5 years 
1-.2 years 
6 mos.-1 year 
0-6 mos. 
Probation 

'Source: Georgetown University Plea Bargain Simulation. 
"Due to rounding error. 

The presence of one or more of these circumstances 
makes the calculation of what the just disposition and 
sentence should be much more difficult. Reasonable 
people are more likely to differ over these cases than 
over the cases with the more extreme circumstances. It 
is here apparently that differences in case strength and 
prior record can make the difference in what decisions 
are made about the case. This is not altogether surpris
ing. We had chosen burglary because we regarded it as a 
"marginal" crime. In our early field work it seemed that 
the greatest amount of consensus among the various 
actors in the courthouse occurred in the more extreme 
cases. Burglary was one of those crimes that could go 
either way depending upon differences in philosophy of 
the lawyers involved and differences in the crime prob
lem facing the jurisdiction. Some suburban jurisdictions 
regarded burglary as an extremely serious offense, while 
neighboring urban jurisdictions with high burglary rates 
treated it less seriously. Even within jurisdictions there 
was considerable variation between judges and other 
actors in their view of the seriousness of burglary. There 
was greater consensus about robbery. 

Similarly, there seemed to be greater consensus about 
what to do with strong cases than weak cases and with 
defendants with serious prior records than defendants 
with minor prior records. Thus, in retrospect we are not 
surprised to find that the influence of prior record and 
case strength appear to be significant only in those situa-

. 
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Strong case Strong case Weak case Weak case Serious Minor prior Serious Minor prior prior record record prior record record 

(N=31) (N=35) (N=35) (N=33) 
29 14 29 24 
23 11 14 6 

6 11 11 3 
13 11 6 12 
23 34 11 9 

6 17 29 45 

"98% 100% 100% '*99% 

x2=5.7220 x'=5.630 
d.f.=5 d.f.=5 

P(x2)=.33 n.s. P(x 2)=.34 n.s. 

tions where agreement among actors in the system seems 
to be at its lowest. 

Also, it is not surprising to find that when case strength 
did have an effect, it was in the direction of a more le
nient sentence for weaker cases. This is part of what is 
implied by the half-a-Ioaf hypothesis. But, it is remarka
ble that the sentencing implications of the half-a-Ioaf hy
pothesis are borne out by the data when earlier we saw 
that the half-a-Ioaf hypothesis' implication regarding the 
prosecutor's choice of dispositions (Le., that he would be 
more likely to plea bargain than to go to trial or dismiss 
weak cases) are not supported by the data. Also remarka
ble is the fact that prior record and case strength did not 
significantly affect the sentencing decisions more often 
than they did. Our conclusion that they seem to make 
significant diff~rences only in marginal circumstances is 
an ex post facto attempt to make some sense of the data. 
But, as an explanation it is something less than compel
ling. For us the data raise more questions than they 
answer. 

Differences in outcome choices between prosecutors and 
defense counsel. In addition to the question of whether 
prosecutors and defense attorneys consult the same items 
of information, there is the question of whether they 
agree on what should be done with the case once they 
have learned the facts. We noted earlier that in estimat
ing the probability of conviction there was not statisti
cally significant differc-nce between prosecutors and de-



fense ~ttorneys in three of the four comparisons. It w~s 
only in the weak burglary case that the two groups dIf
fered. 

We turn now to the three subsequent decisions analyz~d 
in this chapter: the choice as to whether to plea bargam 

t trial" o the choice of type of sentence sought, 
f~.,g~ri~on ti~e, jail time, or probation; and finally, the 
choice as to length of sentence. 

With regard of all three decisions we were uncertain 
about what if any, differences to expect between pros-

t s and defense counsel. The literature (AI schuler, 
~~~5~rB1umberg, 1967; Cole, 1975; Grossman, 1969; Skol-

. k 1967) has emphasized that the adversary s?,stem 
~~~sts in theory only. In practice, the informal sOCIal re
lationships that develop among defense attorneys, pr<;>s
ecutors judges and other courthouse actors compromIse 
the ad~ersarial' nature of the relationship. Defense att~
neys have been described as co~pted d?uble-agents w 0 

sacrifice their clients' interests m the lI~terest~ of. court 
ffi ' y the maintaining of good relattons with Judges e lClenC , . C b k Plea 

and prosecutors, and the makmg of,~ l~ter uc.. 
bargaining has been condemned as an mherently Irra
tional method of administering justice" because, am~:)llg 
other things, it "subjects defense attorneys to senous 

20 We have deleted the option of nolle prosequi from this part of the 
analysis because it is only relevant to prosecu tors 

temptations to disregard their clients' interest" (Als
chuler, 1975:1180). 

Our interviews and observations confirmed that informal 
social relationships among courthous~ acto~s. do develop 

d' limited ways do influence their declSlons and ac
:i~ns~nIt is undeniable that plea bargain.ing offe~s de:en~e 
counsel numerous temptations to sacnfice their chent s 
interest. But when we asked defense counsel, prosecu-

d J'udges how often defense counsel succumb to tors, an . Y s 
these temptations, the answers were not unam.mous. e, 
a few defense attorneys are notorio~sly unethl.cal. ~ es, a 
few defense attorneys will do anythmg to aVOld taking a 

to tn'al Yes some defense attorneys reveal confi-case ., . l' t t 
dential information obtained from their c len s 0 pros-
ecutors in the course of plea bargaining. B.ut, wheth~r 
these and other facts mean that the adversanal syst~~ IS 
dead is another matter. We concluded tha~ the eXlstmg 
literature had overstated the nonadversanal nature of 

lea negutiations. While it is true that defense atto~n~ys 
~ct cooperatively with prosecutors in ple~ bargammg 
and do lean on their clients to plea bargam w~en the 
client would prefer to go to trial, it was not our l~pres
sion that this was usually done with improper.mo~l\.~es or 
that this usually involved a sacrifice of the chent s mter
ests. We do not feel that cooperation between .defense 
attorneys and prosecutors precludes an adversanal .re~a
tionship. It may just make the adversarial charactensttcs 
of the interaction more difficult to see. 

Table 4.10 Comparison between prosecutors and defense C?un:el in their decisions 
to go t~ ~rial or plea bargain by type of crIme 

Defense Prosecutors counsel 

Robbery: (N=127) (N= 1 02) 
Go to trial 8 31 
Plea bargain 92 69 

100% 100% 
x2=20.8559 
d.f.=1 

P(X2)= <.0001 
gamma=-.80 

(N=120) (N=98) 
32 

Burglary: 
7 Go to trial 

Plea bargain 93 78 

100% 100% 

x2=10.1926 
d.f.=1 

P(X2)= <.001 
gamma=-.58 

·Source: Georgetown Plea Bargain Simulation. 
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Turning now to our first comparison, we have two alter
native hypotheses about what the relationship might be 
between type of attorney and the decision to plea bar
gain or go to trial. The literature suggests that either 
there would be no difference between defense attorneys 
and prosecutors (because defense attorneys have been 
coopted and nonadversarial) or that there may be a dif
ference in the direction of defense counsel being more 
likely to decide to plea bargain than to go to trial (be
cause plea bargaining is easier, faster, and more conven
ient for defense attorneys). The results of our compari
Son are presented in Table 4.10. Once again the data are 
surprising. Neither of the two hypotheses is Supported. 

There is a significant difference between prosecutors and 
defense counsel in whether they would plea bargain or 
go to trial. Contrary to expectations it is the defense at
torneys and not the prosecutors who are more likely to 
go to trial! This is true both in the robbery and the bur
glary case. In both cases the relationship is quite strong. 

When interpreting Table 4.10 and the other tables in this 
section, it is important to remember that all attorneys 
were clearly instructed to give their "bottom-line" rec
ommendations, not their "opening offers." Thus, differ
ences in their offers do not represent the distance be
tween artificially inflated opening offers between two 
seasoned negotiators.21 Defense counsel (in Table 4.10) 
who recommended that the case should go to trial were 
not engaging in a ploy to get a better plea bargain out of 
the prosecutor. Going to trial was their bottom-line deci
sion. 

Having excluded the possibility that the relationship de
scribed in Table 4.10 is due to negotiation tactics, it re
mains to explain what does account for the relationship. 
We are again forced to engage in a retrospective inter
pretatIOn. Although we felt that the literature had over
stated the nonadversary nature of plea negotiations, we 

had not been prepared for these tindings. However, it is 
possible to construct a rationale explaining why defense 
attorneys were more likely to go to trial. Earlier we 
noted that 75 percent of the defense counsel compared 
with only 33 percen~ of the prosecutors consulted the 
card entitled "Judge's reputation for leniency." The data 
presented earlier (Table 4.2) were only for the burglary 
case, but the same proportions were true of the robbery 
case as well. In both cases the description of the judge 
was the same. It read: "The trial judge is known to be 
lenient and considers probation in this type of case. He 
generally favors rehabilitative alternatives to incarcer
ation." 

Having read this card, it seems obvious why defense 
counsel should take the case to trial. They probably 
could not have gotten a better deal from a prosecutor 
than the maximum sentence they might get from this 
judge. Therefore, the logical thing to do was to take the 
case to trial and go for an acquittal. If they did lose, 
they would not "lose big." This particular judge makes 
plea bargaining with the prosecutor an irrelevant waste 
of time?' 

Our second comparison between prosecutors and de
fense attorneys focuses on their choices of type of sen
tence and length of sentence. That is, the first choice is 
among prison time, jail time, or probation. The second 
choice is among different lengths of sentence. For both 
these comparisons we were uncertain about what to 
expect. Several alternative hypotheses could be offered 
with equal plausibility. One line of reasoning would lead 
one to expect that the two types of attorneys would not 
differ in these two choices. It could be reasoned that, as
suming attorneys are able to evaluate cases, as they 
claim, then both types of attorneys should agree on· the 
true value of the case, that is, the type of sentence and 
the length of sentence it deserves. Prosecutors and de
fense counsel might differ in their opening offers in plea 

" Of course, it is possible that the attorneys may have ignored our in
structions and given bottom lines which were really clo;er to opening 
offers. However, we feel this would have to have been done on a less 
conscious level, because ollr instructions were clear and unambiguous. 

22 We regret that we did not describe one of the judges as a severe 
sentencer to see if this would have altered the results of this particular comparison. 
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bargaining, but the bottom line should be fairly close to 
agreement. 

One could reach the same expectation from alternative 
starting points. For instance, the claim that defense 
counsel do not take an adversary posture in negotiations 
would also lead one to expect no difference between 
types of attorn;!ys. Alternatively, sayin:; nothing about 
whether attorneys act in an adversarial posture, one 
could note the mere fact that in today's administration of 
justice 90 percent of the time prosecutors and defense 
counsel are able to reach agreements in plea negotia
tions. Hence, one could expect that there would be no 
difference betwee;l these types of attorneys in the 
bottom-lines arrived at in our decision simulation. 

On the other hand, given our earlier discussion about the 
defense attorney's special task of mitigating a case, i.e., 
trying to get a deal which is below th(: true market 
value of the case, one might expect that defense coun
sel's bottom-line would always be lower (more lenient) 
than that of prosecutors. Or, one might reach this expec
tation from the belief that defense attorneys do take an 
adversarial posture in plea negotiations and consequently 
their demand3 will differ from those of prosecutors. Still 
other plaus~ble hypotheses might be advanced. There is 
nothing in the existing literature to persuasively support 
one of these hypotheses over another. 

We turn now to the data presented in Tables 4.11 and 
4.12. In three of the four comparisons, there is no signifi
cant difference between prosecutors and defense. Only 
in the robbery fact situation in Table 4.11 is there a sig
nificant difference by type of attorney. However, con
trary to what is indicated in Table 4.12, a separate analy
sis, not presented here, showed that there was also a sig
nificant difference between prosecutors and defense 
counsel in the choice of length of sentence of the rob
bery case. Thus, the data show that prosecutors and de
fense attorneys agree in the burglary case on both the 
type and the length of sentence, but they disagree in the 
robbery case on both decisions. 

Although we were unable to predict these findings, we 
can offer some retrospective commentary on them. It 
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should be remembered that these tables are based on the 
combination of all four versions (the serious and the not
serious versions of prior record as the strong and the 
weak evidence cases) of the two crimes used in the sim
ulation. Therefore, the discrepancy in recommendations 
that appears in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 should not be mis
taken for an indication of a general inconsistency in sen
tencing. The disparity is an artifact of this particular 
analysis. Obviously, with the four different fact patterns 
presented, one would expect sentencing disparities within 
types of attorneys. The crucial question is whether one 
could expect these differences to exist between types of 
attorneys. 

Also, recall that defense attorneys consulted far more in
formation about defendant's background as well as other 
miscellaneous attributes of the case. Yet, even after con
SUlting all this information, defense counsel still ended up 
agreeing with prosecutors in the burglary case. This sug
gests that whatever else those additional items of infor
mation may be used for in defense attorneys' thinking, 
they do not automatically alter the estimates of the 
bottom-line value of the case. This does not mean that 
plea bargaining lacks an adversarial quality. In fact when 
these data are taken together with the findings in Table 
4.2 and 4.3, the ~pposite conclusion emerges. That is, 
even in the burglary case where the two types of attor
ney agree on the bottom-line, the data suggest that there 
is an adversarial character to the plea negotiations. As 
indicated in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, prosecutors arrive at the 
bottom-line after consulting a minimum of informatiun. 
Defense counsel consult the same information afld more. 
Even after consulting the additional information, howev
er, they arrive at the same bottom line as the prosecutor. 
Why do they bother to consult the additional items of 
information? We believe it is because even when attor
neys agree on the true value of u case the negotiations 
take 011 a subtle but real adversarial quality. Defense 
counsel may appear to be acting cooperatively; but their 
special role is to interject information designed to con
flict with the prosecutor's assessment of the case. 

1:1, 

;, 
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Table 4.11 Comparison between prosecutors and defense c.oun:el in type of sentence sought in plea 
bargaining by type of crime 

Prosecutors Defen&e Counsel 

Robbery: (N=91) (N=62) 
Prison Time 74 42 
Jail Time 17 26 
Probation 9 32 

100% 100% 

x2=18.381 
d.f.= 2 

P(x') = <.001 
gamma=+.57 

Burglary: (N=80) (N=69) 
Prison Time 41 27 
Jail Time 20 27 
Probation 39 45 

100% "99% 

x2=3.2319 
d.f.=2 
P(x 2)=.20 n.s. 

'Source: Georgetown Plea Bargain Simulation. 
"Due to rounding error. 

Table 4.12 Comparison between prosecutors and defense counsel in length of sentence sought in 
plea bargaining by type of crime'" 

Prosecutors Defense Counsel 

Robbery (N=138) (N=105) 
5 years or more 43 46 
2-5 years 18 10 
1-2 years 9 8 
1-12 months 17 17 
Probation 12 19 _. 

99% 100% 

x2=4.4213 
d.f=4 
P(x 2)=.35 n.s. 

Burglary: (N=134) (N=102) 
5 years or more 24 30 
2-5 years 13 10 
1-2 years 8 4 
1-12 months 30 25 
Probation 25 30 .-

100% **99% 
x2=4.3413 
d.f.=4 
P(x2)=.36 n.s. 

'Source: Georgetown Plea Bargain Simulation 
"Due to rounding error. 
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Of course, this may explain what is happening in the 
burglary case where the two types of attorneys agree; 
but it does not account for why the attorneys disagree in 
the robbery case. For that, we can only speculate. Per
haps because robbery is regarded as a more serious 
crime and the stakes are usually higher for all parties 
concerned, a strong adversarial quality emerges. That is, 
perhaps the adversarial nature of the negotiations 
changes with the seriousness of the crime. Maybe when 
more is at stake each type of attorney feels the need to 
take a stronger position. 

whet! the crime was less serious and/or wh~n a more se
rious prior record was involved). Even when one or 
both of these conditions were present, case strength did 
not always significantly affect the prosecutor's plea 
offer. 

• Differences in the seriousness of prior record did not 
by themselves have a significant effect on the prosecu
tors' two sentencing decisions. But, among weak cases 
differences in the seriousness of the prior record do have 
a significant impact on these decisions. As one would 
expect, the less serious prior record is given the more le
nient sentence. Summary 

• In evaluating cases of plea bargaining, prosecutors 
concern themselves with fewer items of information than 
do defense counsel. 

• Prosecutors and defense counsel agree on the impor
tance of case stri3ngth, seriousness of the offender, and 
seriousness of the offense. They also agree on the lack of 
importance of caseload as a determinant of plea bargain
ing decisions in an individual case. 

• Prosecutors are far more concerned than defense 
counsel with the attitudes of the police and the victim 
toward the plea bargain. 

• Prosecutors are less concerned than defense counsel 
with a miscellany of attributes about the defendant and 
the case that do not bear directly on case strength, of
fender seriousness, or offense seriousness. They are also 
less concerned with the trial judge's reputation for leni
ency, the opposing counsel's reputation, or the nature of 
the personal relationship between the opposing counsel. 

• Estimating the probability of conviction in a case is 
something which is done with a fair degree of reliability 
when the cases are strong, but not when the cases are 
weak. Prosecutors generally agree among themselves 
and with defense counsel in the estimates of the proba
bility of conviction in strong cases. But prosecutors dis
agree among themselves and in one instance with de
fense counsel in the estimates of the probability of con
viction in weak cases. 

• The half-of-a-Ioaf hypothesis that prosecutors would 
be more likely to plea bargain weak cases was contra
dicted by the data. Prosecutors were consistently more 
likely to take weak cases to trial or dismiss them rather 
than to plea bargain them. 

• However, the other implication of the half-a-Ioaf hy
pothesis, namely, that the weaker the case the more le
nient the plea offer will be, was partially (but not con
sistently) confirmed. Differences in case strength did sig
nificantly affect the prosecutors' choices as to type and 
length of sentence but only under certain conditions (i.e., 
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• Prior record and case strength seem to exert signifi
cant influences only in "marginal" situations, that is, 
those fact situations where there is likely to be the great

est lack of consensus among criminal justice actors about 
what the appropriate disposition and sentence should be, 
e.g., in "medium" serious crimes, when cases are weak, 
or when they involve minor prior records. 

• Contrary to what literature would lead one to expect, 
defense counsel were more likely than prosecutors to 
take a case to trial. However, this may be true only if 
the trial judge has a reputation for leniency. 

• In the robbery case prosecutors and defense counsel 
disagree in both of the sentencing decisions. But, in the 
burglary case they did not significantly differ in either of 
these decisions. 

• "CDurt busting" appears to be a myth. Virtually all 
defense counsel said they never have threatened and 
never would threaten to take all their cases to trial as a 
tactic to get a better deal in a particular case. 

Conclusion 

Most of what is known about the plea bargaining deci
sionmaking process has been based on interview and ob
servational data. The findings of the present study, based 
primarily on a decision simulation with a quasi-experi
ment, strengthen and refine some previous findings but 
contradict others and raise several new questions. Con
trary to popular belief, prosecutors and defense counsel 
are not concerned with the question of the court's back
log or caseload when they are attempting to evaluate 
what to do with specific cases. Contrary to courthouse 
folklore, defense attorneys do not use the threat of 
taking their case to trial (i.e., to "courtbust") in order to 
obtain more favorable terms in plea bargaining. As pre
viously reported, the three big factors of case strength, 
seriousness of the defendant, and seriousness of the of
fense are regarded by both prosecutors and defense 
counsel as important in the evaluation of cases for plea 
bargaining. Not. well understood in the past was whether 
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I 
I an~ how p~osecutors and defense attorneys differ in 

t~eIr evaluatIon of cases for plea bargaining, whether the 
~Ig three factors had the impact on plea bargaining deci
SIons that they were alleged to have, and whether attor
neys presented with the same set of facts would arrive at 
the same estimates of probability of conviction. 

actors, our analysis of the way in which they process in
fo~~ation i? connection with reaching their plea bar
gaInIng deCISIons suggests that there is a difference be
tween prosecutors and defense counsel both in the 
amount and type of information they consult and in the 
decisions they make on the basis of that information. :rhe 

nature of the adversary relationship that does exist 
In plea negotiations lies in the difference in information 
processing more than in the difference in the outcomes 
of that decision process. 
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This stUGY indicates that prosecutors and defense attor
neys evaluate cases the same way up to a point. After 
the three big factors. are evalu~ted, defense Counsel go 
on to look for anythIng that IIl1ght be said on behalf of 
their clients in order to improve Upon the normal plea 
bargaining discount arrived at on the basis of the big 
~hree factors. In addition, defense Counsel are far more 
Interested than prosecutors in information about the per
sonal characteristics of the criminal justice actors. These 
tw~ differences suggest the defense COunsel do play a 
umque role in plea bargaining. That role seems to consist 
of three different tasks. First, defense Counsel try to 
assure that the big three factors have been properly eval
uated and that the usual discount for the particular type 
of case has been established. Secondly, defense counsel 
look for tactical advantages in order to advise their 
client ab~ut which route to take. If the judge is notori
ously lem~nt, then there :vould be a tactical advantage 

With rega~d . to the evenhandedness of certain aspects of 
plea bargaImng, we conclude that it is more likely to 
occur un?er s~me con~itio~s than others. With regard to 
t~at crUCIal skIll of estImatIng the probability of convic
tIon, we found that when cases are strong both prosecu
tors and defense counsel can agree in estimating the 
probability of conviction. But When cases are weak 
~here is far less agreement. Similarly, with regard to th~ 
Impact of differences in case strength and differences in 
seriousness of prior record, we found that these factors 
have a significant influence on the prosecutor's sentenc
ing decision only under certain conditions. Once again 
those conditions are that cases are weak or that there i~ 
a minor prior record or the crime is a less serious crime. 
Why this should be true is not readily apparent 

to go to tnal and try to WIn an acquittal. Even if the de
fend.ant is. con~icted, he will not "lose big," given that 
the Judge IS lement. On the other hand if the judge were 
more severe, then bargaining with the prosecutor may 
be the better tactic. The third task is that of "mitigating 
the case." The job here is to find any reason why the 
defendant should be given more than the usual discount 
in t?e case: T~is see~s to be done by introducing infor
?lab on WhICh IS deSIgned to contradict the prosecutor's 
Judgment about what the basic value of the case should be. 

Contrary to those analyses which have stressed the non
adversarial nature of plea bargaining, our findings sug
gest that there i~ an adversarial component. However, 
tha~ component IS of such a latent quality that it can 
~aslly be .over~ooked. Although it is true that coopera
tIve relatIOnshIps do develop between criminal justice 

The :esults of our simulation do not answer the policy 
questIon of whether the plea bargaining should be elimi
nated or allowed to continue. However, they do show 
t~at som~ of ~he arguments in that policy debate are 
elt~er entIrely Inaccurate or subject to important modifi
catIOns. The plea bargaining decisionmaking process is 
not as haphazard as it may appear. Our nonrandom 
sample of prosecutors drawn from across the country re
veal~d that there is a logic to prosecutorial decision
makIng and that it is distinct from that of defense attor
ney~. W~ether one agrees with that logic depends on 
one s polIcy preferences. Our research will not settle the 
debate ~n plea .bargaining. That is ultimately a debate 
Over polIcy ChOIces. However, in clarifying and refining 
some of the factual bases on which that debate rests we 
have altered the terms of the debate. ' 
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Chapter Five 
Differential Sentencing 

Introduction 

". . . [I]f in one year, 248 judges are to deal with 
35,517 defendants, the district courts must encour
age pleas of gUilty. One way to encourage pleas of 
guilty is to establish or announce a policy that, in 
the ordinary case, leniency will not be granted to a 
defendant who stands trial" (United States v. Wiley, 
185 F. Supp. 679 (N.D. Ill., 1960).) 

The primary force behind plea bargaining is differential 
sentencing. Defendants plead gUilty because they believe 
that if they stood trial they would be punished more se
vereiy. This incentive underlies almost all plea bargains 
no matter whether they involve charge concessions, ex
plicit sentence concessions, or implicit sentence conces
sions. Supporters of plea bargaining justify such differen
tials as the very heart of the system. Without them de
fendants would go to trial. Knowing they would have 
nothing to lose and everything to gain defendants would 
try to "beat the rap" at trial. The demand for trials 
would exceed court capacity and the system would col
lapse. 

Notwithstanding this grim scenario, critics of plea bar
gaining object to differential sentencing either in princi
ple or to one or another of its more egregious aspects. 
One basic concern is its "chilling effect" on the free ex
ercise of the fundamental constitutional right to a jury 
trial. It is argued that the exercise of a right so basic to a 
free society should not be discouraged by the threat of a 
more severe sentence. Moreover, just as confessions in
duced by promises are of doubtful credibility, so too 
convictions based on induced admissions of gUilt are sus
pect. Such a system is too vulnerable to the po!;sibiIity of 
innocent defendants pleading guilty. It compromises the 
integrity of the truth-finding process. 

Alternatively, some concerns focus on certain aspects of 
the differentials. The size of the differential in some 
cases is regarded as being so great as to be overbearing, 
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as for example when the defendant is faced with the 
choice between life or death. Other concerns are with 
evenhandedness and the integrity of the sentencing proc
ess. The former focuses on the belief that the size of dif
ferentials varies widely from case to case, that similar 
cases are not given similar sentences. The latter focuses 
on the fact that the differentials are based on a factor ir
relevant to the sentencing process. In particular the size 
of the differential is heavily influenced by the strength of 
the state's case (Alschuler, 1968). The weaker the case 
the larger the differential must be in order to assure a 
plea. Thus the sentence imposed is largely determined by 
a factor that no theory of sentencing or penology has 
ever regarded as relevant to the correctional process. 

Rationales for differential sentencing 

The fundamental rationale for differential sentencing is 
its practical necessity for preventing the collapse of 
overburdened court systems. Some judges readily admit 
this. When asked to justify imposing a more severe sen
tence on a defendant convicted at trial, one judge put it 
this way, "He takes some of my time. So I take some of 
his." Other judges and other defenders of the practice 
have devised various rationales justifying it in terms 
other than administrative necessity. Each of the more 
commonplace of these rationales has some plausibility 
and in a few cases does indeed provide a sound justifica
tion for the differential (or at least part of it) in those 
cases. But it taxes credibility to believe that those ration
ales taken either singly or together can justify the differ
entials in the great majority of cases. 

One common rationale is that by admitting his guilt the 
defendant is taking the first step on the road to rehabili
tation. Therefore differential sentencing benefits the cor
rectional process. Adding to the superficial plausibility 
of this rationale is the rehabilitative literature which em-



phasizes the importance of having a person accept re
sponsibility for his actions and admit his problem before 
the rehabilitative process can begin (see, e.g., Menninger, 
1964). However, to believe that an admission ?f guilt. by 
a defendant hoping to thereby secure sentencmg lemen
cy represents the kind of genuine initial step into self
recognition and appraisal referred to in the psychothera
peutic literature is a profound misunderstanding of that 
literature. Therapists who have had patients come to 
them under coercion can attest that they are no faster 
and probably a little slower in getting "into" therapy 
than noncoerced patients. 

Experienced attorneys do not take this rationale too seri
ously. Defense counsel and defendants see the plea of 
guilty as a business deal, not as a therapeutic threshold. 
A second rationale, however, is given considerable 
credit by court personnel, especially the defen'le bar. It 
is that in cases which go to trial more adverse informa
tion about the defendants comes to light. Therefore they 
are sentenced more severely than what would have oc
curred through a guilty plea. Defense counsel frequently 
mention the importance of not letting the judge hear all 
the gruesome details which might arouse his <;>r .her pa~
sion or provoke his or her sympathy for the vIctIm. ThIS 
is so important in some cases that part of the plea agree
ment is that when the plea is entered the prosecutor will 
describe the crime in dry, clinical terms so as not to 
arouse the judge's antipathy. For example, the victim 
will be described as having received "some lacerations" 
rather than being "stabbed repeatedly about the neck 
and face." 

The problem with this rationale is that it explains too 
much. It may fit some crimes of violence where heinous 
acts were committed, but it is unlikely to account for the 
vast majority of differential sentences. Actually, this ra
tionale should be regarded more as an indictment of the 
presentence investigation process than as a justifica~ion 
for differential sentencing. To the extent that the ratIon
ale is true, it means that judges are not being provided 
with information relevant to their sentencing decision. If 
defendants who plead guilty are being sentenced lenient
ly because judges are inadequately appraised of their 
actual criminality, this should not become a justification 
for the leniency but a springboard for reforming the pre
sentence investigation process. 

Another rationale for sentence differentials is that de
fendants who go to trial may perjure themselves or 
suborn perjury from others. A few judges explained to 
us that in such cases they have given one sentence for 
the original crime plus an additional sentence for "the 
perjury." When asked how they were sure the defend
ants had perjured themselves, their evidence was less 
than compelling. One judge relied on how a defendant's 

Adam's apple moved. Another relied on his interpreta
tion of the defendant's body language. Of the several ex
amples given by judges the evidence was convincing in 
only one. A defendant had maintained he was not the 
same person as someone who previously had been con
victed of another crime. The judge knew he was lying 
because the judge had convicted him. In none of the ex
amples given by judges were the defendants charged 
with or tried for their "perjuries." 

A final rationale which judges frequently gave us was 
the one endorsed by the ABA (1968; § 1.8). Defendants 
convicted at trial are not sentenced more severely but 
those who plead guilty are sentenced more leniently. 
The subtle difference between these two positions was 
captured by one judge who after repeating this formula 
in robot-like fashion explained it was "the difference be
tween tweedle-dee-dum and tweedle-dee-dee." However, 
he noted, the rationale does provide judges with a pro
fessionally justifiable excuse for their differential sentenc
ing practices. 

The legality of sentence differentials 

Differential sentencing can result frem either the sen
tencing decisions of individual judges or from differen
tials built into a state's sentencing structure by law. Dif
ferentials reSUlting from both of these sources have been 
upheld by the courts. In both the Brady and the Parker 
cases, defendants faced statutorily imposed differential 
sentencing schemes. In Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 
742 (1970), defendant Brady was charged with kidnap
ping in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1201(a), which permitted 
the jury to recommend death if the victim was not freed 
unharmed as was alleged in that case. Brady pleaded 
guilty when the judge refused to try the case without a 
jury. The Supreme Court ruled that such an arrange
ment did not invalidate the plea. 
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In Parker v. North Carolina, 397 U.S. 790 (1970), the de
fendant charged with first degree burglary faced a death 
sentence unless the jury recommended life imprisonment. 
However, the statute provided that if one pleaded guilty 
to first degree burglary he would receive life rather than 
a death sentence. Parker appealed on the ground that the 
differential sentences authorized by the North Carolina 
law invalidated his plea. But, the Supreme Court dis
missed the claim on the basis of Brady: 

" ... we determined in Brady ... that an other
wise valid plea is not involuntary because induced 
by the defendant's desire to limit the possible maxi
mum penalty to less than that authorized if there is 
a trial." (397 U.S. at 795.) 

More recently the Supreme Court held that a state pro
cedure tbat requires a life sentence following conviction 
I1t trial ';tlt permits judges to impose lighter sentences 
following pleas of non vult or nolo contendere does not 
impose an unconstitutional burden on the right to trial 
(Corbit v. New Jersey, 439 U.S. 212 (1978». 

Appellate court support for sentence differentials im
posed by judges in individual cases varies. There is a 
general recognition that such differentials do exist; that 
they represent the heart of the guilty plea system; and 
they cannot be eliminated without eliminating that 
system. For instance, in Dewey v. United States, 268 F.2d 
124, 128 (8th Cir. 1959), the court took "judicial notice 
of the fact that trial courts quite generall)- impose a 
lighter sentence on pleas of guilty cases than in cases 
where the accused pleaded not guilty but has been found 
guilty by a jury." In State v. Rice, 172 Conn. 94, 103 
(1976), the court recognized that "an essential ingredient 
in any plea bargaining situation is the recognition by 
both the prosecutor and the defense that a trial may 
produce a less favorable result for the defendant." 

However, some courts have concluded that judicially 
imposed sentence differeudals chm the exercise of funda
mental constitutional rights (Bond, 1981:41). Other 
courts which have found sentence differentials improper 
appear to object to some aspect of the practice involved 
in the particular case rather than to the principle itself. 
Differentials which are set categorically without consid
eration of the differences between individual cases have 
been disapproved. In United States v. Wiley, 267 F.2d 
453. 457 (7th Cir, 1959), the court ruled that the judge's 
policy of not granting probation to anyone who refused 
to plead guilty was an abuse of discretion. 

The extent and magnitude of (objective) 
differential sentencing 

Review of literature. Empirical studies going back to the 
1920's have shown that in many jurisdictions defendants 
convicted after trial are punished more severely than 
those who plead guilty. Illinois defendants convicted at 
trial were two and a half times more likely than pleaders 
to be sentenced to incarceration rather than probation 
(Illinois Crime Survey, 1929). A survey of 176 state and 
Federal judges found that 91 percent said that they com
monly sentenced pleaders more leniently than tried de
fendants (U.S. Department of Justice, 1939:425). A more 
recent survey by the Yale Law Journal (1956:206) found 
that 66 percent of 140 federal district judges agreed that 
it was "accepted practice to take into consideration the 
fact that the person to be sentenced pleaded guilty, 
rather than not guilty." It also found that eight of nine 
responding Connecticut state judges, reported that it was 
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"accepted practice to give less !)evere sentences if the 
person pleaded guilty, rather than not guilty" (Ibid: 207). 
The Yale survey also asked judges to estimate the extent 
to which the difference in the sentence was attributable 
exclusively to the fact of going to trial rather than plead
ing. Some judges stated that the magnitUdes varied from 
case to case. Others asserted that they could not separate 
out the effect of the plea from other factors. Still other 
judges gave estimates of from 10 percent to 95 percent. 1 

More recent studies of actual sentence differentials con
tinue to suggest that pleaders do indeed get more lenient 
sentences. In Alameda County, California pleaders were 
three times more likely to get probation and six times 
less likely to get a prison term (University of California, 
1975). In Los Angeles County, California, Rand (Green
wood, et. aI., 1973) found that "across all categories of 
offense and prior record, defendants who plead guilty or 
SOT 2 are sentenced more leniently than defendants who 
are convicted at trial. Defendants convicted in jury trials 
are sentenced much more harshly than any others." 

In Philadelphia, it was found that for three offenses (bur
glary, aggravated robbery, and aggravated assault) de
fendants convicted at trial are given sentences that are 
three to seven times longt'!r than pleaders (Constant, 
1971). But surprisingly, for three other offenses (narcot
ics possession, larceny and receiving stolen goods), it 
was the pleaders who received the longer sentences! This 
was apparently due to differences in their pretrial i"elease 
status. Defendants incarcerated prior to trial were often 
sentenced to time served, which in some cases was 
longer than would have been imposed after trial (Id.). In 
the Federal courts differential sentencing is strongly in
dicated by their annual statistical reports. Federal de
fendants convicted at trial are about twice as likely to be 
sentenced to imprisonment (ra.ther than probation) and 
their sentences are about twice as long as those of plead
ers (see Table 5.1). 

'One 10 percent; five 20 percent; six 25 percent; one 30 percent; three 
33% percent; one 33Va-50 percent; three 50 percent; one 75 percent; 
one 80 percent; two 90 percent; one 95 percent (Yale Law Jourl/al, 
1956:207). 

• "Submission on the transcript" of the preliminary hearing. 



Table 5.1 Differences in type and 
length of sentences for federal of-
fenders by whether convicted by 
plea or trial, 1963 and 1971* 

Conviction was by 

Guilty Trial by 
plea 

Judge Jury 

Type of sentence 
53% 72% 

Imprisoned, 1963 43% 
Imprisoned, 1971 32% 61%**-

Length of sentence** 
6.8 11.4 

1963 4.9 
1971 4.7 6.3 13.5 

·Sources: Administrative Office of the United States Courts, 
1963 and 1977. 
**Sentences are in "weighted averages". 
***Combined rate for jury and juc:ge trials. 

Despite the impressive number of studies indicating that 
tried defendants are punished more severely than plead
ers there continues to be some question as to the extent 
to which this is due solely to the fact of going to trial. 
The plausible rival hypothesis which could explain the 
differentials is that tried cases represent more serious 
cases and are punished accordingly. Supporting this al
ternative explanation is Jacob and Eisenstein (1977) who 
found sentencing differentials but were able to account 
for them in terms of characteristics of the defendant, the 
type of offense, and courtroom work group. 

Other studies cast doubt on whether differentials even 
regularly Occur. Using data from the District of Colum
bia, Rhodes (1978) found no differentials for three of 
four offenses.3 

In Dade County, Florida, Wild horn et al. (1976:149) 
concentrated solely on the impact on sentencing severity 
of charge concesdons in breaking and entering and rob
bery cases. They found "that tried disposition (as com
pared to pleas) did not increase sentence outcomes in .a 
statistically significant manner." Concerned that thIS 
finding may have been due to the very small number of 

3 Assault, burglary, and larceny had no differentials but robbery did. 
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trials in their sample, Wildhorn et al. adopted a tech
nique similar to the one Rhodes (1978) used. They 
matched all those convicted at trial with a group of oth
erwise similar defendants who entered straight pleas.4 

Amazingly the effect of trial wall to reduce the sentence 
by about 13 percent. 

Differentials in six jurisdictions. The nature and amount 
of real differential sentencing in the six study sites was 
determined through a multivariate analysis of 3,397 rob
bery and burglary cases. The analysis permitted an ex
amination of the extent to which the mere fact of going 
to trial rather than pleading gUilty affected the severity 
of the sentence imposed holding other factors constant.S 

Two distinct aspects of sentence severity were exam
ined, namely, the in~or-out decision and the length-of
time decision.6 The first question focused on whether de
fendants convicted at trial were. significantly more likely 
to receive sentences involving some time to serve in in
carl!eration (in-time) as opposed to straight probation or 
other no-incarcerative sentence. The second question fo
cused on whether tried defendants received Significantly 
longer sentences than the pleaders and how much longer 
these sentences were. 

The analysis revealed the existence of real sentence dif
ferentials in each of the six sites although their nature 
and magnitude varied substantially. In two jurisdictions, 
going to trial significantly increased the chance that the 
defendant would receive an in-time sentence; see Table 
5.2. In EI Paso (where the "no plea bargaining" experi
ment was in operation), defendants who were convicted 
at trial experienced a 29 percent increase in the probabil
ity of being sentenced to incarceration.7 In Norfolk, tried 

4 Pleas of guilty without any charge or count concessions but frequent
ly with some sentence bargain. 

S The other factors held constant in this analysis included: offense 
charged; presence of a weapon; monetary loss; amount of prope.rty 
damage; number of witnesses; physical evidence; charge reduction 
from information to conviction; positive identification; total charges at 
conviction; harm to victim; marital status of defendant; number of 
charges dropped between original filing and formal charging; prior 
felony convictions; type of counsel; length of time between arrest and 
disposition; and length of time between filing of formal charging and 
disposition Some of these factors were deleted from some of the anal
yses upon which this composite presentation is based if they were 
found to have negligible effects. 

• Dividing the sentencing decision into these two parts follows the 
work of Wilkins et a!. (1978). 

7 Interpreting this finding is difficult for two reasons. Some of these 
sentences may have been imposed by juries-something which could 
not be controlled for in our data. Also, the "no plea bargaining" pro
gram provided defendants with a point system by which they were 
supposed to be able to determine whether they would receive proba
tion if they pleaded guilty. Thus, one would expect that this system 
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defendants were 12 percent more likely to get sentences 
involving in-time. Reported and perceived differential sentencing 

Table 5.2 Increase in severity of sen
tence for robbery and burglary 
cases convicted at trial compared to 
those convicted by pleading guilty, 
by jurisdiction 

% 
Increase 

in % Actual probabili· Increase increase in 
Jurisdiction tyof in length length of incarcer- of incarcer-ation vs .. incarcer- ation (in 

nonincar- ation months) ceration 
sentence 

Norfolk 12% 91% 49.7 Seattle ns 1 88% 75.1 Tucson ns 16% 11.1 EI Paso 29% ns ns New Orleans ns 138% 86.6 Delaware Co. ns 14% 5.7 
1 Not statistically significant. 

It was also found that in five of the six sites defendants 
who went to trial received significantly longer sentences 
than those who pleaded gUilty (holding other factors 
constant).8 However, the magnitude of the increase 
varied widely from a low of 14 percent in Delaware 
County to a high of 138 percent in New Orleans (where 
the District Attorney had a restricted plea bargaining 
policy in effect). Translated into months this means that 
in Delaware County, a defendant charged with robbery 
or burglary could expect to get a sentence that was 5.7 
months longer after conviction at trial than he would 
have received for a plea. In New Orleans the increase 
was an extra 86.6 months. But in EI Paso, there was no 
significant difference in the length of sentence. 

wouid encourage defendants who calculated that they were not eligi
ble for probation to go to trial. Once convicted, they Supposedly 
would be sentenced to incarceration as promised by the point system. 
• See fn. 5 above. 
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Review of literature. Previous research has concentrated 
primarily on establishing whether differentials exist and 
why. Less attention has been paid to the perception of 
differentials and the relationship between the perception 
and the reality. It is sometimes assumed that the two are 
synonymous. For instance, in reporting that they found 
no (objective) differential sentencing, Wildhorn et al. 
(1976:148) proceed to a conclusion about whether de
fendants believe that differentials do exist. "Our statisti
cal analysis [of actual sentencing patterns] did not sup
port the view that the expectation of harsher sentences at 
trial induces many defendants to enter a gUilty plea." 9 

The relative inattention to the perception of differentials 
is a serious weakness in the literature. After all, it is the 
perception of the actors in the system that govern their 
decisions. The advice given by attorneys to the defend
ants, the willingness of defendants to plead, and the rela
tive strengths of the positions of prosecutors and defense 
attorneys in plea negotiations are all influenced by per
ceptions about differentials. 

A few studies related to selected aspects of the percep
tion of differentials are available. Vetri (1964:896) found 
that the majority of prosecutors in his sample believe 
that defendants are punished more severely for going to 
trial. Kerstetter and Heinz (1979:123) found that 60 per
cent of the defendants in Dade County, Florida, who 
pleaded guilty reported that "the fear of a more severe 
sentence at trial was an important, if not critical, reason 
for pleading guilty." This fear was not significantly in
creased by having defendants participate in a plea bar
gaining conference in which the judge, prosecutor, de
fense attorney, and victims or police also participated. 
Horney (1980) found that certain kinds of plea negotia
tions were believed by the prosecutors and defense attor
neys who made them to have greater impacts on the sen
tence differential than others. 

Reported and perceived differentials: judges and attorneys. 
We approached the perception of sentence differentials 
in three ways: by asking judges to report on themselves; 
by asking prosecutors and defense attorneys for their 
perceptions of the differential sentencing tendencies of 
individual judges; and by asking defendants for their per
ceptions. 

Our judges were much less willing to admit to punishing 
defendants for going to trial than those surveyed in 1956 
by the Yale Law Journal and in 1939 by the Attorney 

• Emphasis added. 



General. Only 11 of 49 judges indicated that they do 
sentence tried cases more severely than pleaders (see 
Table 5.3). However, comparing the judges' self-reports 
with the results of our statistical andlysis of actual sen
tence differentials (compare Table 5.2 with Table 5.3), 
one finds reason to be skeptical about judicial self-re
ports. In Seattle where all ten judges reported they do 
not differentially sentence, our statistical analysis found 
that going to trial adds 75.1 months to the length of the 
&e;1tence. In Tucson where all 11 judges denied sentenc
ing differentially, our analysis found that going to trial 
adds 11.1 months to a sentence. 
The perceptions of differential sentencing of prosecutors 
and defense attorneys were obtained by asking each at
torney to answer the following question for each local 

judge with whom he or she was familiar: "As far as you 
know, does Judge --- sentence a defendant more se
verely if he/she goes to trial rather than pleading 
guilty?" A total of 42 judges in six jurisdictions were 
rated this way by varying numbers of prosecutors and 
defense couns~l 
Four noteworthy features emerge from the analysis of 
the data (Table 5.3). First, there is a surprisingly large 
amount of disagreement among the attorneys as to 
whether particular judges sentence differentially. This 
finding conflicts with the ubiquitous courthouse truism 
that regular practitioners know the sentencing tendencies 
of local judges. It suggests there is a much greater ambi
guity about this essential factor in plea negotiating and 
sentencing decision making than has been recognized. It 

Table 5.3 
Self-reported and perceived sentencing differentials for cases convicted at trial rather than by 

pleading guilty by jurisdiction and by type of attorney 

Judges' self reports of 
Attorneys' perceptions of whether specific judges 

Jurisdiction whether they differentially 
differentially sentence sentence 

NOrfolk Yes, 2 judges 
3 judges were assessed by 13 attorneys who were almost evenly No, 4 judges 

split (6 to 7) over each judge. Prosecutors were far more likely 
than defense counsel to report that the judges differentially 
sentence. Five prosecutors reported that all three judges differen-
tially sentence whereas five defense counsel reported that all 
three judges do not. 

Seattle 
Yes, o judges 

13 judges were assessed by 6 attorneys who were split (3 to 3, or 2 No, 10 judges 
to 4) over each judge. Prosecutors were more likely to answer 
"yes" (2 of 3 for 12 of the 13 judges) and defense counsel were 
more likely to answer "no" (2 of 3 for 11 of the 13 judges). 

Tucson 
Yes, o judges 

10 judges were assessed by between 5 and 7 attorneys. Overall No, 7 felony judges 
there was general agreement that the judges do not differentially 4 misdemeanor judges 
sentence. For 6 of the 10 judges the attorneys were in total 
agreement; 2 defense attorneys thought two judges do differen-
tially sentence; one defense attorney thought that two other 
judges differentially sentence. 

EI Paso Yes,1 judge 
6 judges were assessed by 5 attorneys all of whom except one No, 1 judge 

were in agreement that one judge does differentially sentence but 1 judge uncertain 
the rest do not. The lone dissenter was Simply uncertain about 
two judges. 

New Orleans Yes,4judges 
10 judges were assessed by from 4 to 6 attorneys who were largely No, 4 judges 

in agreement among themselves regardhg the sentencing prac-
tices of specific judges but disagreed with the judges' self-reports 
in 3 of the 8 comparisons possible. 

Delaware Co. Yes, 4 judges 
14 judges were assessed by between 2 and 6 attorneys who largely No, 7 judges 

agreed among themselves that 7 of the judges do differentially 
sentence. It is noteworthy that the disagreement among the 
attorneys was more likely to occur over the assessment of those 
judges who reported that they do not differentially sentence. 
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also suggests that, in order to keep plea bargaining oper
ating, it is not necessary for there to be a unanimous or 
even close to unanimous perception among attorneys 
that differential sentencing exists or that every judge 
does it. Io 

sentence, the attorneys' perceptions agreed for the most 
part with the self reports. 

A closer look at the degree of agreement between self
reports and perceptions is available for two jurisdictions 
(New Orleans and Delaware County). The data from 
those sites were coded so that direct comparisons be
tween the self-reports of individual judges and the per
ceptions of local attorneys were possible (see Table 5,4). 
In New Orleans there is a high degree of consensus 
among the attorneys in their perceptions of each judge. 
Moreover, there is more agreement than not with the 
judge's self-report. 12 In Delaware the attorneys were in 
substantial agreement in their perceptions for 8 of 14 
judges and disagreed on the rest. Comparing their per
ceptions with judges' self-reports, one finds discrepancies 
in six instances where judges reported they do not differ
entially sentence but some or almost all of the attorneys 
believed otherwise. 

Secondly, where disagreements occurred, prosecutors 
tended to believe that the specific judges do differential
ly sentence whereas defense counsel perceived the oppo
site (Norfolk and Seattle).ll This unanticipated finding is 
difficult to explain. If anything, one would have expect
ed the reverse, namely that defense counsel would be 
more likely to believe that judges differentially sentence. 
Predicting such a finding would have been logical in 
light of the high rate of guilty pleas and the literature 
indicating that defense counsel routinely advise clients to 
plead gUilty (Blumberg, 1967; Mather, 1979). 

Thirdly, the amount of disagreement among the attor
neys differs by jurisdiction. In three jurisdictions (Nor
folk, Seattle, and Delaware County) disagreement is 
high. In contrast the other three juriSdictions (Tucson, 
El Paso, and New Orleans) show more agreement than 
disagreement. This finding was also unanticipated and is 
not convincingly explainable even retrospectively. One 
might speculate that when the prosecutor reduces or 
eliminates his office's role in plea bargaining (as in EI 
Paso and New Orleans) this forces a clearer recognition 
of the importance of differential sentencing. Hence local 
attorneys pay more careful attention to this practice. 
However, this does not explain Tucson. Fourthly, the 
degree of agreement between the judges' self-reports and 
the attorneys' perceptions is mixed. Sometimes the attor
neys perceive what the judges report and other times 
they disagree. What is more this varies by juriSdiction as 
well as by individual judge. In Seattle all 10 judges who 
were questioned denied sentencing differentially; yet, 
some of the attorneys believed otherwise. In contrast in 
Tuscon where 11 judges said they do not differentially 

10 Of course, there is a difference between asking whether judges do 
differentially sentence under the present way of doing business in a ju
risdiction and what they would do if no other way of securing pleas 
were available. In a juriSdiction where all plea bargaining is done with 
charge bargaining, there would be no need for any judge to differen
tially sentence and attorneys may correctly perceiVe this to be the case 
as long as there was no need for the judges to assume a direct respon
sibility for motivating gUilty pleas. 

In attempting to understand what influences the percep
tions of sentencing differentials, one obvious candidate 
explanation should be addressed. Is the actual size of the 
differentials imposed by a judge related to the perception 
attorneys have of his or her practice? Unfortunately, this 
cannot be directly answered with our data due to its ag
gregate nature. But it is stilI of value to compare the av
erage differential for the whole jurisdiction with the per
ceptions of the attorneys (compare Tables 5.2 with 5.3 
and 5,4). This comparison suggests that the degree of 
agreement in the perception of differential sentencing is 
not related to the average magnitude of the differential 
for the jurisdiction. A high degree of agreement in per
ception Occurs both in Tucson with the second lowest 
differential (16 percent increase in length of sentence) 
and in New Orleans with the highest differential (138 
percent). 

One further comparison of Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5,4 is in
structive. In Tucson the judges claim they do not differ
entially sentence; the attorneys largely agree that the 
judges do not differentially sentence; and the objective 
rate of sentence differential is nonexistent (statistically in
significant) for the in-out decision and minimal (16 per-

11 There is no way of knowing whether the prosecutors or the defense 
counsel were correct in their judgments about individual judges. Our 
objective measures of differential sentencing were for the jurisdictions 
as a whole with cases from different judges pooled together. 

However, we are able to compare the attorneys' perceptions of specific 
judges with the self-reports of those same judges in two jurisdictions 
(see two paragraphs below). Of course, the judges' self-reports are not 
the equivalent of objective, statistical measures of the magnitude and 
frequency of the actual differentials (if any) these judges impose. 

12 The two instances of major disagreement (judges E and I) are in the 
reverse direction from what one might expect. The judges indicated 
they do sentence differentially and the attorneys believed that they do 
lIot. This may represent coding error. In answering this question some 
judges seemed to be overly scrupulous. They unswered after searching 
their souls and thinking that maybe they did differentially sentence. 
Others were circumspect, using some justification for their differential 
sentencing that seemed like a hollow excuse. Coding these answers re
quired some judgment as to what the correct meaning of the response was. 
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cent) for the length-of-time-to-serve decision. Yet, the 
system is managing to keep a ~leady stream of gUilty 
pleas flowing. It should also IJe noted that in Tucson, 

unlike the other jurisdictions, most of the plea agree
ments involve only charge modifications. 

Table 5.4 
Comparison by individual judges of self-reported and perceived differential sentencing 

Jurisdiction Judge Judge's self-report 1 

For each judge the number of 
attorneys who believe the 

judge does/does not 
differentially sentence 2 

Does Does not 
New Orleans 

A no 1 4 B yes 5 0 C no 2 4 0 yes 4 2 E yes 0 4 F NA3 6 0 G no 0 6 H NA 4 0 I yes 0 6 J yes 5 1 Delaware Co. 
A no 3 3 B no 3 2 C no 2 4 0 NA 3 3 E no 0 2 F no 4 2 G no 4 1 H yes 3 2 I yes 3 1 J no 4 1 K yes 4 1 L NA 3 1 M yes 4 1 N NA 4 1 

1. Based on responses to the question, "Do you sentence those defendants who are convicted at trial differently than those who plead guilty to a given offense?" 

2. Based on responses to the question, "As far as you know, does Judge 
(names of the individual judges were inserted here) sentence a defendant more severely if he/she goes to trial rather than pleading guilty?" 3. No answer. 

Defendant perceptions. Among defendants interviewed 
the perception that they would have been punished more 
severely if they had gone to trial was almost universal. 
Many of them said they were told this directly and ex
plicitly by someone. Frequently it was their lawyer who 
conveyed the message. But police officers and fellow jail 
inmates also served this function or reinforced the attor
ney's message. A sample of defendant responses 13 to one 
of our questions illustrates the point. W'e asked, "Did 

.. Some responses are summaries or paraphrase" of actual responses. 
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anyone at any stage tell you that things would go differ
ently for you if you pleaded gUilty as opposed to going 
to trial on any of the charges?" They responded: 

Noifolk: Defendrmt 

A: My lawyer told me that things would go worse 
for me if I pled not gUilty and then being forced 
into a jury trial I would get more than ten. 

Noifolk: Defendant 

A: The police told me they would help me as much 
as they could and they would drop the strong 
armed robbery charge . 

EI Paso: Defendant 
A: The defendant said that his lawyer and county 
jail inmates told him he would get a harsher sen
tence if he went to trial. (But, he perceived trial to 
mean a jury trial with the sentencing done by the 
jury (possible in Texas) not the judge.) 

Some defendants did not need to be told about differen
tial sentencing. For them it was common knowledge. 

New Orleans: Defendant 
Q: Did anybody tell you what would happen if you 
went to trial? Whether things would be worse for 
you? 
A: No. I kind of figured that myself. I always 
heard, you know, if you fight it they're going to 
give you the maximum sentence and everything but 
the lawyer didn't tell me. 

Q: You just . . . that was the word you got in the 
parish (Jail)? 
A: Well, yeah, out of all the times I've been in jail, 
and like I say, quite a few times, I always heard if 
you fight it they really try to hang you. 
Tucson: Defendant 
A: Public defender told him things would go harder 
for him if he fought the charges. Would get a 
longer sentence. 

Tucson: Defendant 
A: They used threats against my wife. They said 
"one or both of you is going to prison." 
New Orleans: Defendant 
Q: Did he (the lawyer) tell you what would happen 
if you told Judge Shea that you weren't guilty? 
A: I knew that then I would have to go to trial and 
I would really have no case and I guess I . . . an
other reason I can't say I copped out was because if 
I would have fought against the law I believe I 
would have gotten a lot more time than I did. 

Q: Is that just what you believe or did the attorney 
tell you that also? 
A: Well, he also told me that, but I knew that be
forehand, you know. 

Q: How did you know? From the parish Gail 
mates)? 
A: Just from the guys that been to court before, you 
know, besides me. 

New Orleans; Defendant 
Q: Did you think you'd get more time if you went 
to trial on the case? 
A: Oh, sure enough--

Q: Did your lawyer tell you you'd get more time? 
A: Ah-ah. (Affirmative.) 

Q: But you knew it also didn't you? 
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A: Right. 

Almost all defendants reported that an important reason 
why they pleaded guilty was to avoid the harsher sen
tence after trial as indicated by the sample of answers to 
our question, "If you pleaded to any of the charges can 
you give me all the reasons for doing so? (Probe: Is that 
al1?)" 

Norfolk Defendant 
A: I did it to keep from getting other charges. 
Tucson Defendant 

A: Was pregnant at the time and wanted reduced 
sentence. 

Norfolk Defendant 

A: I thought I would be helping myself. I thought 
the judge would go easier. 

Noifolk Defendant 

A: Back in 1973 a guy got 120 years on narcotics 
who claimed he was innocent. My maximum was 
220 years and. . . 

New Orleans Defendant 
Q: Ah, so what was, what was the main reason you 
pleaded guilty-because of the sentence? 
A: Well, because of the possibility that I might get 
the 20 years without the benefit of good time. 

For almost all defendants pleading guilty was seen as 
making the best of a bad situation. It was a rational strat
egy for minimizing their losses. Many of them felt that 
the state had a strong case against them. They had been 
caught in the act, or had already "confessed" to the 
police; or they "knew" that codefendants would testify 
against them or that the police would lie about the con
stitutionality of the search or the arrest or the available 
evidence. Others felt the cases against them were weak 
or problematic but they did not want to risk losing at 
trial. Several maintained that because they were Indian 
or Negro they thought they could not win their cases at 
trial. Several emphasized that they pleaded guilty to get 
the case over. The utter resignation and hopelessness 
that prompts some pleas is suggested by the following 
interview. 

Q: SO, what ultimately decided to make you plead 
gUilty other than the fact that you knew you didn't 
have a chance in this case? Was that the only 
factor? 
A: I guess well, after I escaped from down there for 
various reasons and everything, I just wanted to get 
it all over with, and I knew I was guilty, there 
wasn't--

Q: They had you, cold. . 
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A: I guess if I could have come up with some 
money to get a lawyer and everything I might 
could have got out of it or something, maybe a 
good deal, or something. But, I just pleaded guilty, 
and it gets to a point where there ain't nothing you 
can do about it. 

None of the usual official rationales with which judges 
and the ABA justify sentence differentials were evident 
in the reasons given by defendants for their pleas with 
one small possible exception. Two defendants mentioned 
that they felt "morally guilty" or that the crime "both
ered them." This reason was given in addition to the fact 
that they thought the case against them was strong and 
that their attorneys had advised them to plead guilty. 
Thus their motives in pleading were not solely to 
cleanse their souls. But, nonetheless, the two cases sug
gest that sometimes the entry of a gUilty plea may be ac
companied by a genuine sense of regret which might 
become the basis for a successful rehabilitative program. 
On the other hand, however, defendants are aware of 
the importance of appearing contrite and remorseful for 
the judge in order to assure the acceptance of the plea, 
as is suggested by the following remarks. 

Q: Why did you want to plead guilty? 
A: Well, I figured if I went ahead and pled gUilty 
that I would probably get a lesser sentence, you 
know, in the eyes of the judge by going ahead and 
making my guilty plea. I talked to this DEA man 
tl1&t was supposed to, you know. Well the last time 
I talked to him he says, "Don't worry when you go 
back to court and plead guilty just . . . you're 
going to get out that way." 

Thus, while there may be some defendants who feel 
some genuine contrition in entering their pleas, there are 
others who do whatever they think judges want to see. 
It is doubtful that the two could be distinguished with 
sufficient accuracy to support a policy of lenient sen
tencing for the genuinely remorseful defendant. But even 
if the distinction could be made, the rationale for such a 
policy needs close examination. It is unclear by what 
ethical theory genuine remorse merits less punishment. 
Similarly, if genuine remorse indicates a readiness for re
habilitation, it still does not follow that the sentence 
should be shorter. Perhaps it should, be longer so that a 
thorough rehabilitation can be achieved. The noncontrite 
defendant should perhaps be released earlier because 
there is no hope of rehabilitation and he is just consum
ing limited rehabilitative resources. 
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On eliminating plea bargaining 

Over the last decade, recommendations to eliminate plea 
bargaining and claims that it has been eliminated in par
ticular jurisdictions have abounded. As with much of 
what is said about plea bargaining, these statements typi
cally are misleading because of a failure to specify what 
is meant by plea bargaining. At least four distinct mean
ings are useful. The things that might be eliminated are: 
charge bargaining; explicit sentence bargaining; implicit 
sentence bargaining; and the general perception that a 
defendant will receive some special benefit from the 
state by pleading guilty that he would not receive if he 
stood trial. If one accepts our definition of a bargained
for guilty plea as a plea entered by a defendant with the 
reasonable expectation of receiving some consideration 
from the state, it is evident that eliminating plea bargain
ing is not synofiymous with eliminating charge bargain
ing or explicit or implicit sentence bargaining. Not until 
defendants no longer believe on some reasonable basis 
(such as the opinions of their attorneys or the experience 
of fellow defendants) that they will be punished more se
verely for going to trial can it be said that plea bargain
ing has been genuinely eliminated. 

Obviously, this SUbjective standard is a difficult one to 
meet. A more feasible test of the elimination of plea bar
gaining is the objective one of whether criminal justice 
officials (notably prosecutors and judges) have stopped 
offering considerations (such as charge or sentence con
cessions) in exchange for pleas, and stopped fostering or 
permitting the perception of differential sentencing. In 
short, if no one in the system is offering considerations 
directly; or suggesting that there are implicit benefits for 
pleaders; or allowing others to foster that perception, 
then on an objective basis the system has achieved a no 
plea bargaining policy.I4 Any other kind of "no plea bar
gaining" policy must be understood for what it is. It 
may mean that one or another criminal justice official 
(prosecutors and judges) is not plea bargaining. But, it 
does not mean that plea bargaining has been eliminated. 
In examining the merits of these "no plea bargaining 
policies" one is not choosing among different ways of 
eliminating plea bargaining but rather different ways of 
allowing the practice to Occur. Usually the choice is be
tween having the bargaining done by prosecutors using 
either or both charge concessions or sentence recom-

14 In such a system it may take a while before defendants come to be
lieve that the no plea bargaining policy is a reality. During that inter
val the system may continue to benefit from pleas entered by defend
ants who refuse to believe they will not get some consideration for 
their pleas. To that extent the system has not completely eliminated 
plea bargaining. 
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mendation' or allowing judges to negotiate directly with 
the defens~; or operating a well-known but indefinite im
plicit system where the defendant does not know exactly 
what he is getting for his plea but knows he would get 
something worse after trial. 

When prosecutors establish a no plea bargaini~l?i policy, 
this usually means simply that charge bargammg Will 
end (for all crimes or those crimes which fall within 
some targeted category).15 This, of course, does not 
mean that plea bargaining has been eliminated in the ju
risdiction. Rather it means that the locus and nature of 
plea bargaining will shift to the judiciary as occurred in 
El Paso Texas' Alaska, and New Orleans. In EI Paso 
when the prose~utor's office refused to plea bargain the 
judges were left with having to provide the incenti~e for 
pleading by offering differentials to pleaders. ThiS ex
posed them to the risk of public criticism for lenient s~n
tencing. As an alternative, they promulgated a POInt 
system by which defendants were supposed to ~e ab~e to 
calculate whether they would be sentenced to Impnson
ment or probation. In theory defendants were then ex
pected to plead guilty, for which they were given no 
special consideration. Thus, rather than replace t~e pros
ecutor's plea bargaining system with one of their own, 
the judges tried to eliminate explicit and .implicit sen
tence bargaining. Evidently they were parttally success
ful. No explicit sentence bargaininl?i o~cur~e?; and ~11. the 
judges except one did not engal?ie .m Impltclt .bargaInIng. 
This is confirmed by our statistical analYSIS of cases 
(Table 5.2); our interviews with attorneys and the judges 
(Table 5.3); and, ironically by the fact that the court 
began to develop backlog problems. Realizing that there 
was no penalty for going to trial, defendants "Yere reluc
tant to plead guilty. After two years of the POInt system, 
the judges modified it to provide an incentive for plead
ing guilty. 

In Alaska, the Attorney General's office (which controls 
criminal prosecutions throughout the state), annou?ced. a 
"no plea bargaining policy" for prosecutors (RubIn stem 
and White 1979a). They could no longer dismiss, 
reduce, or 'alter charges solely to obtain a guilty. plea. 
When prosecutorial bargaining ended, the courts Imme
diately took up the slack by negotiating with the defense 
themselves. Today the "no plea bargaining" policy is 
being regarded as a successful instance of th~ elim.ination 
of plea bargaining. Yet, Alaska has a sentencmg dlffere~
tial that is almost three times greater than the largest dif
ferential in our sample of six sites. Going to trial in 

15 Of course, if the prosecutor's office ~ad previous!y bee? m~king sen
tence recommendations as part of their plea bC\:'galOs, thiS Will be ter
minated as well. 

Alaska increases the length of one's sentence by 334 per
cent (Rubinstein and White, 1979a: 266). What is more, 
judges, defense couns~l, and undou?t~dly ?~fendants ~re 
fully aware of the eXistence of thiS lmphclt sentencmg 
system. 

In New Orleans, the prosecutor established a "no ~lea 
bargaining" policy that is better thought of as a restnct
ed charge bargaining policy. It involve.s careful 3~r.e~n
ing and accurate charging together With a prohibition 
against reducing or dismissing charges solely to secure 
guilty pleas. Once a case is charged, the ~ss~stant pros
ecutor in the trial division must get a conVictIOn for that 
charge unless he or she gets special permission from the 
screening unit or the chief prosecutor to alter the 
charge. Alterations happened in 29 perc.ent of the .~ur
glary and robbery cases in our analYSIS. The pOLey, 
however, does allow prosecutors to make sentence rec
ommendations as part of plea bargains (which they did 
in 60 percent of our sample of cases). This policy ha~ ~he 
effect of reducing the importance of charge bargammg 
while increasing the importance of sentence bargaining. 
Not surprisingly, as in Alaska, the sentence differential 
in New Orleans is substantial and represents the largest 
differential among our six sites. Defendants convicted 
after trial can expect a 138 percent increase in length of 
sentence.I6 In contrast to Alaska and New Orleans 
where charge bargaining is eliminated or restricted, 
Tucson and Delaware County are places where charge 
bargaining represents the most frequently used token of 
exchange in plea negotiation. In Tucson, among those 
cases in our sample in which plea bargaining had oc
curred, 93 percent of the bargains involved charge modi
fications. Among Delaware County pleaded cases, 98 
percent involved charge modifications. In neither juris
diction were sentence recommendations the sole form of 
plea negotiation with any frequency. This contrasts 
sharply with New Orleans where 56 perce?t of the 
pleaded cases involved senten~e recommendatlo~~ onl~. 
Coincidental with this extensive charge bargammg m 
Tucson and Delaware Connty is the fact that these two 
jurisdictions have the smallest sentencing differentials in 
our sample. I? In contrast to Alaska's differential of 334 
percent and New Orelans' of 138 percent, Tucson has 
only 16 percent and Delaware County 14 percent. 
Figure 5.1 portrays the general relationship between t?e 
degree to which a jurisdiction relies. on charge. barg~lIl
ing (measured as the percent of gUilty pleas m which 
any charge concessions were given and the size of the 

I. However, if the perceptions of local attorneys are correct, only ~ve 
of the ten judges are contributing to this differential (see Table :>.4). 
11 E:.cJuding EI Paso. 
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~entence: .differential (measured in terms of the percent 
Increase In the length of sentence for tried defendants 
compared to pleaders). 

In Tucson where the bargaining is largely in terms of 
charge concessions and where (objective) differential 
sentencing is nonexistent for the in-out decision and 
minimal for the length-of-time-to-serve decision the 
judges all claim that they do not differentially sentence 
and most of the attorneys believe that this is true. Thus 
Tucson might be said to have achieved a no plea bar
gaining policy that is the inverse of Alaska's policy. In
stead of the prosecutor taking himself out of plea bar
gaining and forcing the judges to provide plea incentives 
thro~gh differential sentencing, the Tucson prosecutor 
carnes the bulk of the responsibility. for obtaining pleas 
through charge concessions and frees the judges from 
the real or apparent role of penalizing defendants into 
pleading guilty. 

There are dangers in a charge bargaining system. It may 
encourage inaccurate or maximum charging done solely 
for the purpose of bargaining. It assumes that the pros
ecutor's office can and will exercise systematic interna! 
controls over the bargaining practices (not a valid as
sumption in some places). And it assumes a rational 
graded sentencing structure. ' 

In contrast, sentence bargaining leaves plea bargaining in 
the hands of the judiciary, which in theory is responsible 
for the sentencing anyhow. However, there are impor
ta~t deficiencies in sentence bargaining. Judges are not 
PrIvy to the prosecutor's file. They do not know the 
strength of a case and therefore are unable to consider 
one or ~he main factors used in evaluating a case for plea 
bargammg, n~mely, c~se strength. Judges are not subject 
to the centralIzed polIcy control and review that is (po
tentially) possible within prosecutors' offices. Different 
jud!?es ~ay or m~y ~ot agree to plea bargain and may 
do It dIrectly or IndIrectly. The size of differentials is 
likely to vary from judge to judge and even case to case. 
If the bargaining operates implicitly defendants are less 
able to know what if anything they will receive for their 
pI7~s. They will be more dependent on their attorney's 
abIlIty to correctly read the judge's differential sentenc
ing tendencies-which we have seen above is a dubious 
skill. 

Recasting the no plea bargaining choice 

The debate over eliminating plea bargaining has been 
cast ~s. a two-value ch?ice: plea bargaining or no plea 
bargammg. Those chOIces appear to be unnecessarily 
stark and unproductive. There are other choices. One set 
of alter?atives has just been described in the foregoing 
companson between charge bargaining and sentence bar
gaining. Additional choices become evident as one sorts 
~hrough the objections to and defenses of plea bargain
Ing. 

The difference between the two jurisdictions represents 
an interesting choice for policymakers and refo::'mers in
t~rested in abolishing plea bargaining. Neither jurisdic
tIon has actually ~li~inated plea bargaining altogether; 
rather, each has elImInated one of the two main forms of 
plea bargaining (charge or sentence bargaining) by shift
Ing the focus of bargaining to the other form. The 
chOice. between the two is whether it is "better" (fairer, 
m~r~ Just, more effective, more efficient) for plea bar
gaIn~ng to be done by prosecutors through charge modi
ficatlOns or by judges through implicit but substantial 
sentencing differentials. The former policy places the re
sponsibility for plea bargaining in the office of the pros
ecutor, an elected official accountable to the pUblic. The 
bargaining could be in terms of explicit charge conces
sions, which in theory could be controlled by one cen
tral. office policy, reco.r?ed in case files, and subject to 
revl~w and .acc0ll:ntabllIty. Defendants could be given 
speCIfic consIderatlOns for their pleas. This policy would 
not. eliminate sentencing differentials but Gould change 
theIr nature, appearance and rationale. Assuming a penal 
c~d~ with graded classes of offenses and no mandatory 
mInimum sentences, charge bargaining could be an or
derly process of reducing the range of penalty exposure. 
Defendants who refused the plea offer would not be 
punished "more severely" for going to trial. Rather they 
would be punished for the original charge. The many 
defendants who plead guilty would not be punished for 
the crime they appeared to have (or actually) committed 
but rather something less. This would make clear that 
un~~r this system the price being extracted by plea bar
gaInIng was from the community's safety rather than 
from the defen~ant. The reaSOl1 i'or the price paid would 
be the commumty's unwillingness or inability to bear the 
cost of providing defendants with trials. 

Those objections are usually in two categories, those 
that focus on accidental aspects of plea bargaining and 
those . f~cusing ~~ the inherent, essential features of plea 
bargat?Ing. ~ccldental fe~tures are things that might be 
remedIed WIthout changmg the essential character of 
plea ba.rg~ining. In. some jurisdictions, for example, there 
are buIlt-m financIal incentives for defense counsel to 
plead cases rather than take them to trial. Such incentive 
~ystems ad~ to the general suspicion about plea bargain
Ing. Even If they were remedied, there would still be 
other objections to plea bargaining. 
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Two features of plea bargaining which raise fundamental 
objections are that it is an institutionalized way of dis-

posing of cases without the evidence in the case being 
subjected to review by an impartial third party (see, e.g., 
Alschuler, 1976) and that pleas are obtained by "coerc
ing" or inducing defendants. The remedy most relevant 
to the first objection is the requirement that judges es
tablish a factual basis for a guilty plea before accepting 
the plea. In practice this remedy has not represented a 
complete safeguard.Is But it could be fortified. 

The problem of coercing, enticing or inducing defend
ants to plead guilty is also subject to a partial solution. 
Assuming that some inducement must be given in order 
to get defendants to plead, the partial remedy is to keep 
the inducement as small as possible. The compromise ob
jective should be to determine just how minimal induce
ments can be and still be enough to keep guilty pleas 
coming at a rate sufficient to prevent system overload. If 
this could be determined, then a logical alternative to 
the abolition-or-not controversy could be advanced. Plea 
bargaining could be regarded as an acceptable policy if 
the price for going to trial were no more than the mini
mum necessary to sustain the plea bargaining system and 
if it were imposed equally on all similarly-situated de
fendants. Such a policy would respond to the concerns 
of those critics of plea bargaining who focus on its ex
cessive coersiveness and its inconsistency. It is to these 
questions of whether minimal inducements can be deter
mined and what they might be, that we turn now. 

There is some reason to believe that the state could op
erate for an indefinite period of time successfully secur
ing pleas by giving virtually nothing in exchange. In one 
jurisdiction defendants regularly plead guilty in ex
change for promises of concurrent sentencing of multiple 
offense. Yet, such concurrent sentencing is required by 
law' so in effect the defendants are getting nothing in , . 
the exchange. In Baltimore County, Maryland, a semor 
prosecutor described five cases of first degree murder in 
which the defendants pleaded guilty even though no 
plea bargain was offered and their attorneys evidently 
tried to convince them that they would get nothing for 
their pleas. 

Deliberately operating a system of bogus plea bargains, 
however, would raise obvious ethical problems. Thus, 
the search must be for minimum non-bogus inducements. 
In order to simplify the discussion of the various types 
of real inducements which might be offered, it is useful 
to think in terms of a continuum which can be quanti
fied, such as the length of a sentence. Thus the question 
becomes, "How much of an increase in the length of 
sentence is the average minimum sentence discount nec-

,. See Chapter 6. 

essary to keep a plea bargaining system operating? Ten 
percent? One hundred percent? Five hundred percent?" 
Our data cannot answer that question directly because it 
is not possible to translate the value of charge reductions 
into differences in length of sentence. But our data on 
sentence differentials in various jurisdictions do suggest 
that the minimum necessary differential is closer to 14 
percent or 16 percent than to 138 percent or 334 per
cent. That is, it appears that if the state offered defend
ants a reduction in the length of sentence of about 15 
percent to 30 percent, that would be sufficient to keep 
pleas coming. Perhaps for certain crimes or in some spe
cial cases larger or smaller discounts would be needed. 
But even if our 30 percent discount were doubled, it 
would still be smaller than the actual differentials found 
in three of our six jurisdictions. 

In summary, then, policymakers concerned with balanc
ing the need for plea incentives while simultaneously 
minimizing the coerciveness and inconsistency of plea 
bargaining, would do well to consider a proposal that 
has been recommended in the past (Yale Law Journal, 
1972; Alschuler, 1976). Fixed discounts for pleading 
guilty could be offered to defendants. The size of the 
discounts might vary by type of offense and even by 
stage in the justice process (bigger discounts for earlier 
pleas). But, our data suggest that the discounts do not 
need to be large. Possibly they could average as little as 
14 percent off the severity of the sentence that the judge 
would have imposed after trial and a proper presentence 
investigation. In jurisdictions where the plea bargaining 
is primarily over charges, the sentence differential could 
be considerably less and the standard discount could be 
in terms of graded reduction in charges. 

Summary 

The analysis of the reality as well as the perceptions and 
self-reports of differential sentencing produced the fol-. 
lowing results: 

• Defendants almost universally believe that they will 
be punished more severely for going to trial than plead
ing gUilty. This is frequently conveyed to them by their 
attorneys but for many it is common knowledge. 

• The majority of judges (37 of 49) deny that they 
punish defendants who are convicted at trial more se
verely solely because they go to trial. 

• Significant increases in the severity of sentence (either 
in terms of an increased probability of being sentenced 
to some time in incarceration or an increased length of 
incarceration or both) for defendants convicted at trial 
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compared to those pleading gUilty Occurred in all six ju
risdictions. Several studies suggest that tried defendants are pun

ished more severely than pleaders but most of these 
studies have not controlled for variables which might ac
count for both the fact that the case went to trial and 
the fact that it was sentenced more severely. A few stud
ies which were able to control such confounding varia
bles found that the mere fact of going to trial did not 
account for the sentence difference. However, our analy
sis, which also controlled for such variables, came to a 
different conclusion. The mere fact of going to trial does 
appear to contribute to the severity of the sentence. But, 
the nature of the contribution varies considerably by the 
nature of the plea bargaining system in the jurisdiction. 
In jurisdictions where the prosecutor's office has restrict
ed its charge bargaining, there is the greatest degree of 
difference in the length of sentences between pleaders 
and tried defendants. Where charge bargaining flour
ishes, the difference in the severity of sentences is small
est. This supports the plastic or hydraulic model of the 
justice process which holds that if discretion is reduced 
in one area it will be compensated for elsewhere. It also 

• The magnitude of the sentence differentials varies 
enormously among the jurisdictions (from a 14 percent 
to 138 percent increase in the length of sentence and 
from a 12 percent to a 29 percent increase in the proba
bility of a sentence with time-to-serve). The largest dif
ferential occurred in a jurisdiction where the prosecu
tor's office has a restricted plea bargaining policy. 

• The perceptions by prosecutors and defense counsel of 
differential sentencing vary in unexpected and unexplain
able ways. Surprisingly, there is a substantial amount of 
disagreement among attorneys in their perceptions of 
whether specific judges do sentence differentially. 

• Defense counsel are more likely than prosecutors to 
believe judges do not differentially sentence. 

• The degree of agreement among all attorneys in their 
perceptions of the differential sentencing practices of 
judgeg varies by jurisdiction but does not vary by the 
magnitude of the average actual differentials in jurisdic
tions. 

• The judges' denials of differential sentencing are que~
tioned both by the perceptions of attorneys who knc)w 
their practices and by the existence of actual differepdals 
in sentences after controlling for relevant confm;.nding 
variables. 

• Perceived sentence differer.iials are an important 
factor in the decisions of most defendants to plead 
guilty. But a substantial number of defendants felt that 
the cases against them were strong. 

• Defendants see their decisions to plead guilty as ways 
of cutting their losses. They do not appear to be taking 
the first step on the road to rehabilitation although a 
very few defendants mentioned that in addition to want
ing to avoid a harsher sentence they pleaded guilty be
cause they "felt bad" or "morally wrong" about the 
crii"l{'" 

Di§Cllssion 

suggests that programs which purport to have eliminated 
or reduced plea bargaining such as in Alaska or New 
Orleans have only shifted the nature of plea bargaining. 
However, it is in the analysis of the relative merits of 
these alternative forms of plea bargaining rather than in 
debates over the absolute abolition of plea bargaining 
that the most productive course of policy formation lies. 

Although many defendants believe the cases against 
them are strong and are anxious to settle the matters and 
would probably plead gUilty for very little or no consid
eration, a substantial number of them believe their cases 
are problematic. Thus, it appears that the offering of 
some incentives to plead gUilty is necessary. The policy 
questions are about what the incentives should be; who 
should offer them; and how large a differential between 
pleaders and tried defendants is necessary to secure 
enough pleas to keep the court system from overloading. 
The main choices are between prosecutors offering 
charge concessions, sentence concessions, or both; or 
judges offering sentence concessions. If bargaining is 
done by prosecutors it can take account of case strength 
in setting the terms of the plea. Whether this is desirable 
or not depends on one's perspective. As a practical 
matter most attorneys regard case strength as a critical 
factor in plea negotiations. To some critics, however, 
case strength is an inappropriate factor and dilutes the 
legal standard of proof required by our jurisprudential 
ideals. In so doing it thereby increases the possibility of 
wrongful conviction. 

At the heart of the plea bargaining system is the policy 
of punishing defendants who are convicted after trial 
more severely than those convicted by pleading guilty. 
This policy has been approved by the courts and the 
ABA has enumerated a set of rationales justifying the 
practice. Nonetheless, it continues to generate controver
sy both as to whether the practice actually Occurs; 
whether it is needed; and whether it should be allowed 
to continue. Plea bargaining by prosecutors does not have to mean 

that case strength would necessarily influence disposi-
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tions. An aggressive screening program with ~. hi.gh 
standard of proof for case acceptability ?ould. mlmmlze 
the influence of case strength. Further umformlty among 
plea offers could be introduced by office policy. Pote~
tially this would allow for greater even.handedness m 
plea bargaining than would occur among Judges because 
assistant prosecutors are subject to policy control by one 
chief executive whereas judges are not. 

If the bargaining is done in term~ of c~arge modi~c~
tions (dismissals or reductions) the l?tegnty of t.he cnm1-
nal justice system's record system IS .compromlsed. D.e
fendants are not convicted of the cnmes they comml.t
ted. Moreover, the calculation of the value of chan.ges m 
charges is. difficult to interpret meanin?fully. It .1S less 
clear to both defendants and the publtc what, If any
thing the state is giving the defendant when, for exam
ple i~ drops charges which may not have affected the 
sen~ence anyhow. The opportunity for both bogus as 
well as overly generous plea considerations to go unrec
ognized are greater when pleas are. in ten~s of charge 
modifications than when they are m speCific sentence 
lengths. Thus, both fairness to defendant (in terms ~f let
ting them know what they ate getting) and J?eanmgful 
accountability of the prosecutor to the publtc are less 
feasible with charge bargaining than with sentence bar
gaining. 

The question of how much of a sente.nce differential 
needs to be given in order to secure a gUIlty ~Iea usually 
gets answered in practice after an ev~luatlOn ?f ~he 
merits of each individual case. But a poltcy of ta.llonng 
plea offers to individual cases fosters unevenness m plea 
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bargaining. 19 Alternatively, plea bargaining cou~d. be 
made more evenhanded and less coercive by establtshmg 
set discounts for pleas. Coerciveness COUld. ~e reduced 
by holding the size of the discount to the mm1mum nec
essary to secure pleas. Evenhandedness would be 
achieved by offering the same discounts to all defendants 
(or, if necessary, to vary the discoun~ ~y type of of
fense). While this policy would not ehmmate ~lea bar
gaining it would minimize and control .two of Its m~re 
troublesome aspects. The problem is trymg to determme 
how much of a differential is enough. 

Our analysis was unable to answer this precisely; nor 
was it able to determine whether it would be necessary 
to vary the size of the discounts b~ type of offe?s~. 
However, for the two offenses on WhICh ?ur analYSIS IS 
based and for cases taken as an aggregate It appears th~t 
the threat of as little as about a 14 per~ent mcrea~e In 

the length of sentence (plus some chargmg concesslO~s) 
is enough to obtain a sufficient number of pl~as to mam
tain a system. On the other hand, as chargll~g con~es
sions are increasingly restricted the sentence differentIals 
must be enormously increased-to about 80 percent 
when charge bargaining is restrict~d, t~ as much as .334 
percent when it is eliminated. The meqUlty an~ coercive
ness of the plea bargaining system seems to mcrease as 
charge bargaining is minimized, the prosecutor removes 
himself from the negotiating process, and the system 
shifts to implicit bargaining by judges. 

19 See Chapter 4 for degree of prosecutorial disagreement over plea 
offers in selected circumstances. 
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Chapter Six 
Judicial Supervision of 

the Guilty Plea Process 

Introduction 

Judicial supervision of the guilty plea process is regard
ed by many as a crucial strategy for bringing fairness 
and legitimacy to the institution of plea bargaining. 
Some reformers may have reached this conclusion after 
deciding that plea bargaining need not be eliminated be
cause judicial supervision could serve as an adequate 
safeguard. Others may have decided that plea bargaining 
could not be eliminated; hence, judicial supervision is the 
best way to make virtuous this necessity. In any event, 
numerous nationally recognized groups as well as appel
late court decisions have identified the trial judge as the 
key actor in taming the dragon. 1 While these writers are 
by no means unanimous on all specific points they are in 
general agreement. 

The judge is expected to assure the fairness of the proc
ess both to defendants and to the community. For de
fendants he is to determine that (1) their pleas are "vol
untary"-an elusive term which has come to mean not 
induced by "improper" inducements, such as bribing or 
physical violence, but not including the inducements 
normally associated with charge and sentence bargaining 
(except for inducements involving "overcharging" by 
prosecutors); 2 (2) their pleas are "intelligent"-also an 
elusive and open-ended term which has gradually as
sumed greater specificity including the determination 
that the defendant knows his rights, the nature of the 

I For a review of the case decisions as well as the legal literature see 
Bond, 1981. For a review of the recommendations of national stand
ard-setting groups see Epstein and Austern, 1975. 
2 Two commissions (President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, 1967; and the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1973:57) have specifically identi
fied "overcharging" as "improper" inducements which judges should 
reject. 

charge to which he is pleading, and the consequences of 
his plea; and,' (3) the judge is to establish a record of the 
plea acceptance as well as the terms of any plea agree
ment that may have been struck. The last procedure has 
been regarded as not only a protection for defendants by 
ensuring that they get the deal they thought they had 
agreed to but also as benefiting the general community 
by making plea bargaining more visible and efficient (by 
minimizing appeals on the grounds of broken plea prom
ises). 

In addition, the judge is to minimize the possibility of in
nocent people being c.:mvicted by reviewing the evi
dence and determining that the plea is "accurate," that a 
"factual basis for the plea" exists-meaning generally 
that there is reason to believe the defendant committed a 
crime of equal or greater seriousness than the one to 
which he is pleading. As for fairness to the community, 
the judge is expected to check the plea bargaining prac
tices of prosecutors and reject plea agreements that are 
not appropriate to the total circumstances of the case in
cluding such things as the rehabilitative needs of the de
fendant, the appearance of justice, and the normal sen
tencing practices that would apply to similarly-situated 
defendants. The judge is to reject overly-lenient and 
overly-severe plea bargains alike. 

This chapter describes the development of standards re
lating to the judge's supervisory role in the process and 
describes how that role is performed in six jurisdictions. 
The analysis is based on interviews with judges and 
others plus in-court observations of guilty plea accept
ances in a total of 711 felony and misdemeanor cases 
before 46 felony and misdemeanor courts between July 
7, 1977, and August 31, 1977. 
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The growth of plea acceptance 
standards 

As recently. as t?e early 1960's the process of entering a 
plea of gUIlty m court was usually brief. The court 
would ~sk a few questions and defendants, often without 
the. adVIce ?f .counsel, gave one-word answers leading to 
theIr convl~tlOns-even Of. serious crimes. The only 
fo~mal reqUl:ement ~o~er~llr:g the court in accepting 
gUIlty pleas m most JUrIsdIctions was that it determine 
that the plea be voluntarily entered by a competent de
fendant (Newman, 1966:8; Washington University Law 
Quart~r~y, 1966). ~any defendant:.; pleaded gUilty after 
negotlatmg. deals WIth either the judge, the prosecutor, 
or the poltce. But this fact was usually not elicited 
much less regarded as having rendered the plea involun: 
tary. On the contrary, such defendants were required to 
~ngage in the "pious fraud" (Bnker, 1967:111) of deny
mg for the record that any promises, threats, or induce
ments had influenced their pleas. 

~he brevity o.f the plea acceptance process belied the se
rIo~sness of Its consequences, a point stressed by the 
Umted States Supreme Court: 

A plea of guilty differs in purpose and effect from a 
~ere admission or an extra-judicial confession' it is 
Itselr a convict~on. Like a verdict of a jury it i; con
clUSIve. More IS not required; the court has nothing 
to do ?ut give judgement and sentence. (Machibroda 
v. Umted States, 368 U.S. 487, 493 (1962), quoting 
Kercheval v. United States, 274 U.S. 220, 223 (1927». 

Within a few years the consequences had become even 
mor~ grave b~ca';lse the plea operated as a waiver of 
precIOus c?nsttt~tlOnal rights newly made applicable to 
the. states l~clu?Ir:g: ~1) the Fifth Amendment privilege 
agamst self-mcnmmatton; (2) the Sixth Amendment right 
t? confront one's accusers; and (3) the Sixth Amendment 
rIght to a trial by jury.3 

By the mid-sixties reforms of the plea taking process 
~ere underway. Trial a~d appellate courts were begin
mng to pay more attention to the requirements of the 
pro~ess (New.man, 1966:8); and commentators (e.g., Uni
versIty of ChIcago Law Review, 1964) and commissions 
were recommending changes designed to make the pro
cess mo~e visible, uniform, fair to defendants and the 
commumty, and to minimize the risk of innocent defend
ants pleading guilty. 

In 1966, Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Proce
dure, which governs the process by which federal courts 

3 See Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964); Pointer v. Texas 380 US 
400 (1965); Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145 (1968). ' .. 

accept guilty pleas, was amended in a small but impor
tant way. The federal courts had formerly bee:1 obliged 
to determine that all guilty pleas were entered "volun
tarily with understanding" (Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure, pre-1966). But no specific procedure for 
taking pleas had been prescl'ibed (Washington University 
La.w Quarterly, 1966:308). The 1966 amendment re
qUlr~d that the court personally address the defendant in 
makmg it~ determination that the plea was voluntarily 
and knowmgly made. It also added the requirement that 
the court satisfy itself that there be a factual basis for the 
plea (Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, as amended 
Feb. 28, 1966, eff. July 1, 1966). Nine years later Rule 11 
was amended again, this time substantially expanding its 
scope.4 

The 1975 text reflected many of the recommendations 
that were ~uggested in the mid-sixties or had already 
been establtshed by case decisions. In 1967, the Presi
dent's Crime Commission (President's Commission on 
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice 
1967:12) went beyond the requirements of the existin~ 
FRCP. Rule 11. ~t recommended that if a plea agreement 
were mvolved m the case, its terms should be fully 
stated for the record and, at least in serious or compli
cated cases, reduced to writing. Such memoranda should 
contain "an agreed statement of the facts of the offense 
the opening positions of the parties, the terms of th~ 
agreement, background information relevant to the cor
rec~ional ~ispo~i~ion, and an explanation of why the ne
gottated dISpOSItion is appropriate" (Id.). This material 
sho~ld be prob.ed by the j~dge, whose inquiries should 
be more precIse and detaIled than the brief and per
functory 9uestion-and-answer sequence that [had] been 
common m some courts" (Ibid, 13). In contrast to the 
196.8 American Bar Association Standards Relating to 
GUIlty. P~eas (which were being drafted at the time), the 
~ommIss'Dn re~~mmend~d that the judge's gUilty plea 
acceptance deCISIon be SImultaneous with his sentencing 
?ecision, That is, rather than a procedure by whkh a 
judge accepts a plea contingent upon a favorable subse
quent presentence investigation report, the Commission 
rec~mmended that such diagnostic and sentencing infor
matlO.n sho~ld be made available at the time of the plea. 
The ju?ge ~s. to .use ,it in deciding whether the agreed 
upon dIspOSItIon IS faIr and appropriate in light of all the 
CIrcumstances. In particular the judge should "determine 
that . . . the prosecutor did not agree to an inadequate 
sen~ence for a serious offender," and should "guard 
agamst ove~c~arging b~ the prosecutor or an agreed sen
tence that IS mappropnately light in view of the crime 

4 See Appendix B for a comparison of the 1966 and 1975 texts. 
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or is lenient as to constitute an irresistible inducement to 
the defendant to plead guilty" (Id.). 

The following year the ABA (1968) issued its Standards 
Relating to Pleas of Guilty, which added a few more re
quirements to the growing list of things judges were 
being asked to do. For the most part these requirements 
represented specifications of the existing general require
ments that pleas be knowingly and voluntarily given. 
The ABA (1968: § 1.4) recommended that: 

The court should not accept a plea of guilty or nolo 
contendere from a defendant without first address
ing the defendant personally and 

(a) determining that he understands the nature 
of the charge; 

(b) informing him that by his plea of guilty or 
nolo contendere he \vaives his right to trial by 
jury; and 

(c) informing him: 
(i) of the possible sentence on the charge, in

cluding that possible from consecutive sentences; 
(ii) of the mandatory minimum sentence, if 

any, on the charge; and 
(iii) when the offense charged is one for 

which a different or additional punishment is au
thorized by reason of the fact that the defendant 
has previously been convicted of an offense, that 
this fact may be established after his plea in the 
present action if he has been previously convict
ed, thereby SUbjecting him to such different or ad
ditional punishment. 

The court should not accept a plea of guilty or nolo 
contendere without first determining that the plea is 
voluntary. By inquiry of the prosecuting attorney 
and defense counsel, the court should determine 
whether the tendered plea is the result -of prior plea 
discussions and a plea agreement, and, if it is, what 
agreement has been reached. If the prosecuting at
torney has agreed to seek charge or sentence con
cessions which must be approved by the court, the 
court must advise the defendant personally that the 
recommendations of the prosecuting attorney are 
not binding on the court. The court should then ad
dress the defendant personally and determine 
whether any other promises or any force or threats 
were used to obtain the plea. 

The ABA (1968) also recommended that the judge satis
fy himself that a factual basis for the plea exists; a record 
be made of the proceedings; and that a defendant not be 
called upon to plead until he has had aid of counsel and 
time for deliberation. 

By 1973, when the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (NACC) issued its 

recommended plea taking requirements, the list had 
become even longer and more specific-reflecting 
changes in the law. In addition, the American Law Insti
tute (1975) and the National Conference of Commission
ers on Uniform State Laws (1974) recommended stand
ards for plea acceptance. Each set of standards varies 
from the other in a few particulars,5 but they agree on 
the need for a substantial judicial role in supervising the 
guilty plea process and the main dimensions along which 
that role should be performed. 

Judicial supervision in six jurisdictions 

Despite the modification of case law and the various rec
ommended standards for accepting guilty pleas, the 
judge's role in supervising the guilty plea process re
mains fluid and uncertain. This is for several reasons. 
The standards are: inherently ambiguous; 6 frequently 
confused with each other by appellate courts; 7 and sub
ject to differing views as to how far the judge should be 
required to go in fulfilling them.s Moreover, although 

• For an itemized comparison of the 1975 FRCP, 1975 ALI, 1968 
ABA, NAC, and the 1974 Uniform Rules of Criminal Procedure see 
Epstein and Austern, 1975. 
6 For instance, the criterion of voluntariness has chameleon-like prop. 
erties-taking on whatever definition best suits it (Bond, 1981 :75). Pro
fessor Enker (1967:108) has explained it as fol1ows: 

It should be recognized immediately that the term [voIUlztariness] is all ex
ceedingly ambiguous tenn. This stems not ollly from the difficulties ill
valved in tlying to discover a past state of mind but also from the fact that 
we do not even have a clear idea of what. if ally, psychological facts or 
experience we are looking for. The choice to plead guilty rather than face 
the rack is voluntary in the sense that the subject did have a choice, albeit 
between unpleasant alternatives. The defendant who decides to plead guilty 
and seek judicial mercy also makes a choice between what are to him two 
unpleasant alternatives. If we call the first choice illl'olzi/ltary and the 
second voluntary what we are really saying is that we are convinced that in 
the first case almost all persons so confronted will choose to admit their 
guilt but that the defendant's decision is based on more personal and sub· 
jective factors in the second instance. 

7 Some pleas are invalidated on the grounds of voluntariness when the 
fact paller» suggests the more appropriate grounds would have been 
lack of requisite knowledge. See, e.g., Pilkington v. United States, 315 
F.2d 204 (4th Cir. 1963) (defendant was not accurately informed of the 
maximum sentence he might receive). 
8 For instance, in requiring that the judge establish a factual basis for a 
plea those reformers who would have the judge serve as a protection 
against pleas in weak cases and as a mechanism by which an impartial 
third-party who assessed the evidence might like to require that the 
judge determine whether the evidence meets some standard of proof 
such as probable cause or beyond a reasonable doubt. But others do 
not agree that such a standard should be required (Bond, 1981). 
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the Federal courts developed a set of procedures gov
erning the acceptance of pleas in Federal courts (FRCP 
Rule 11, 1975), no specific set of procedures has been 
constitutionally imposed upon the states (Bond 1981:88). 
The states are only constitutionally obligated to assure 
that whatever procedures they use satisfy due process. 
This has meant that state courts may not accept a guilty 
plea unless defendants enter them knowingly and volun
tarily. The court in Larson v. Coiner, 351 F. Supp. 129, 
130 (N.D. W. Va. 1972) summarized the point as fol
lows: 

While state courts are not required to enter into ar
raignment inquiry to the depth and extent required 
of United States District Courts under Rule 11, Fed
eral Rules of Criminal Procedures, they must never
theless determine on the record if the plea was intel
ligently and voluntarily entered. 

However, as the Federal courts continue to interpret the 
knowing-voluntary standards it has become evident that 
the minimal plea taking procedures of former times 
would not meet constitutional requirements. The state 
.courts must establish a record sufficient to establish that 
the defendant is knowingly and voluntarily pleading and 
that he knows he is relinquishing his constitutional 
rights, including his privilege against compulsory self-in
crimination, his right to trial by jury and his right to 
confront his accusers (Boykin v. Alabama, 395 U.S. 238 
(1969». The court must assure that the defendant re
ceives adequate notice of the nature of the charge(s) to 
which he is pleading guilty, meaning that not every ele
ment but at least "critical" elements of the charge(s) be 
explained to the defendant by someone (either the court 
or defense counsel) (Henderson v. Morgan, 426 U.S. 637 
(1976). The states thus remain free to use different and 
less stringent procedures for accepting guilty pleas than 
those required in the Federal courts by virtue of Rule 11 
and its interpretation. The variation this has permitted is 
illustrated by the six states included in this study. 
Two states (Arizona and Washington) have revised their 
rules of criminal procedure modeling them after many of 
the provisions of the ABA's standards and the (anticipat
ed) 1975 revisions of FRCP Rule 1 L Both states pub
lished lengthy forms for recording the terms of plea 
agreements and to serve as checklists for determining 
that pleas are knowing, voluntary and accurate as re
quired by the U.S. Constitution and their respective state 
case law.9 In Washington, judges are required to use the 
forms (Washington Criminal Rule 4.2(g». Texas has a 

9 See Appendixes C and D for their respective rules and forms. 
10 See Appendix E. 
11 See Appendix F. 
12 See Appendix G. 
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somewhat less extensive and different set of required 
procedures.1o Similarly, Virginia has even less extensive 
required guidelines plus a recommended list of questions 
to guide the judicial inquiry.ll Pennsylvania's required 
procedure is minimal but detailed guidelines are recom
mended in dicta in a leading case.12 Finally, Louisiana 
has minimal required guidelines. However, the judges in 
New Orleans have individually established their own 
procedures (which vary in certain important respects but 
generally incorporate many of the guidelines used else
where). 13 

How the laws of the six states regarding plea taking op
erate in action and whether they provide the kind of 
safeguard against defects and abuses of plea bargaining 
as envisioned by their advocates are examined below. 
The analysis is divided into five parts: (1) the quality of 
the plea acceptance process; (2) the knowing standard; 
(3) the voluntary standard; (4) the accuracy standard 
(factual basis); and (5) the effectiveness of the proce
dures. 

Background characteristics of the 711 guilty pleas on 
which this analysis is primarily based are presented in 
Table 6.1. Both felony and misdemeanor courts were ob
served, although the majority of observations (72 per
cent) were of felony courts (except in EI Paso). The ma
jority of cases involved pleas to felony charges (70.8 
percent), and in the majority of cases (75.4 percent) 
counsel was present. 

The quality of the process. One of the limits of legally 
prescribed inquiries is that their purpose can be defeated 
by the manner in which they are conducted. The most 
carefully worded, required inquiry can be made into an 
unintelligible rattle of words when read off like a tobac
co auctioneer-as was observed in some courts. Similar
ly, as Mileski (1971) concludes, if defendants are advised 
of their rights en masse rather than individually, they are 
less likely to comprehend either the meaning or gravity 
of the advice. Moreover, it is believed by several stand
ard-setting groups that the effectiveness of the warnings 
and explanations given in the plea acceptance process 
depend in part on who gives them to whom. It is be
lieved that the most effective procedure is to have the 
judge personally address the defendant.14 But, of course, 
there is a tradeoff here. The more painstaking the in
quiry, the more time consuming and the less efficient the 

13 See Appendix H. 

14 FRCP Rule 11 (since 1966) requires the judge to personally address 
the defendant as does the ABA (1972) and the State of Arizona (Az. 
R.C.P., Rule 17.2). Pennsylvania law does not require it but does rec
ommend it CPa. R.C.P. Rule 319). 

(I 

Table 6.1 
Selected background characteristics of the guilty plea acceptances observed by jurisdiction 

(June-August, 1977) 

CharacteristiC EIPaso New 
Seattle Tucson Delaware 

Norfolk Total* Orleans Co. [N=106] 
[N=120] [N= 138] [N= 110] 

[N=131] [N= 106] [N=711]** 

Number of judges observed 5 6 8 11 9 7 46 Type of court 
Felony 19.0% 87.30/ 72.3% 75.5% 100.0% 69.8% 72.1% Misdemeanor 81.0% 12.7'10 27.7% 24.5% 0.0% 30.2% 28.0% 

Type of counsel 
Public defender 0.0% 44.9% 67.4% 68.2% 68.5% 0.0% 43.8% Court appointed 15.4% 2.5% 2.2% 7.3% 0.0% 26.7% 8.3% Private 0.0% 51.7% 11.9% 15.5% 30.7% 28.6% 23.3% None 81.7% 0.0% 2.2% 0.0% 0.8% 17.1% 15.3% Unknown 2.9% 0.8% 16.2% 9.1% 0.0% 27.6% 9.3% 

Type of charge 
Felony 22.6% 55.8% 72.5% 62.7% 59.5% 70.8% 58.1% Misdemeanor 77.4% 44.2% 27.5% 37.3% 40.5% :::9.2% 41.9% 

'Percentages that do not total to 100 are due to rounding errors. 
"The sizes of the respective N's vary slightly due to item nonresponse. 

gUilty plea process becomes. This can lead to a search 
for ways around the new safeguards. IS 

Individualization of the inquiry. Several items in our 
structured observation of the plea-taking process are re
lated to the quality of the process. As indicated in Table 
6.2, the majority (78 percent) of guilty pleas (including 
both felony and misdemeanor charges and felony and 
misdemeanor courts) are taken from defendants who are 
addressed on an individual basis and. have the litany of 
advice and explanations recited to them either in a rote, 
standardized fashion (20 percent) or a more individual
ized fashion (29 percent); or who in addition to an indi
vidualized inquiry also have signed a corresponding list 
of rights, warnings, and understandings (26 percent); or 
some combination of the above. Few defendants (11 per
cent) have their pleas accepted without any judicial in
quiry being made, and most of these are in misdemeanor 
cases (not shown). 

.. Thif. has happened in Maryiand where an alternative to the guilty 
plea procedure is regularly used in part because it is faster than the 
regular guilty plea acceptance procedures. The alternative is to plead 
not guilty and agree to have a statement of facts read into the record. 
The defendant is then found guilty at what is officially recorded as a 
"bench trial" but in effect is a second form of pica. It is understood by 
all parties (except sometimes the defendant) that this is a bargained for 
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disposition; that the outcome of the "trial" is virtually a foregone con
clusion; and that the deal the defendant is getting is predicated upon 
his willingness to agree to this truncated informal trial. 

These informal trials do not completely defeat the gUilty plea accept
ance procedures that would otherwise have operated. Before accepting 
a not-guilty-stutement-of-facts, the judge warns the defendant in a way 
similar to the warning given at the taking of guilty pleas. But the litany 
is not quite as long. In one case a 59-year-old defendant charged with 
sexually molesting a child was advised by the court as follows: "You 
give up your right to a jury trial and to having a jury find you guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt and to having them do this on a unanimous 
basis. Do you understand? Do you want a jury trial? Do you under
stand that you will be bound by the paper (statement of facts); there 
will be no cross-examination; no live witnesses will take the stand? 
There will be no confrontation of the witnesses against you?" After the 
defendant said he understood, there was a reading of the statement of 
facts. It was also noted that the state had agreed to make no sentence 
recommendation and not to oppose a presentence investigation in ex
change for the defendant's agreement to proceed by the not-guilty
statement-of-facts procedure. 

Even with this rather extensive inquiry, it is reported that the not
guilty-statement-of-facts procedure is faster than the full procedure re
quired if the defendant pleads guilty. Local estimates are that the full 
procedure can take two to four times as long as the "5 minutes" 
needed for the alternative. 

It should be noted, however, that notwithstanding the importance at
tached to it by local personnel, the time savings may not be the only 
reason why the not-guilty-statement-of-fact is preferred to the regular 
gUilty plea process. There are other benefits as well inclUding inflating 
the number of "trials" the fiys!em can show it conducted and preserv
ing important rights on appeal that are forfeited by a guilty plea. 



~-------

Length of the Inquiry: (1) By Type of Charge. One impor
tant but not unambiguous indication of the overall qual
ity of the plea-taking process is the length of time it 
takes. In general, the longer the plea-taking session, the 
more likely it is to be thorough, individualized and to 
accomplish its multiple purposes. But this is not neces
sarily the case, as the appellate courts themselves have 
recognized. They allow the scope of the inquiry t!) vary 
according to the circumstances of the case. The serious
ness of the offense, the defendant's answers, the presence 
of defense counsel and other factors are supposed to de
termine the length to which the trial judge goes in su
pervising the plea (Bond, 1981:280.7). The court in State 
v. McKee, 362 N.E.2d 1252 (Ohio, 1976) made this point 
as follows: 

The determination that there has been an intelligent 
voluntary waiver with understanding of rights is a 
subjective procedure. It can be accomplished by 
short interrogation. Each determination must be 
made on an ad hoc basis. The depth and breadth of 
the interrogation depend upon the totality of cir
cumstances surrounding each case. 

Notwithstanding this important qualification, it is still 
useful to examine the length of time plea acceptances 
take. This is especially instructive in cross-jurisdictional 
comparisons. Assuming the mix of cases in the samples 
are similar, major differences in length of time between 
jurisdictions cannot be accounted for in terms of the dif
fering needs of individual cases. 
The average time for plea acceptance for all crimes 
(felony and misdemeanor cases combined) in all six juris
dictions is 7.8 minutes (Table 6.3). The time of accepting 
pleas to felony charges (9.9 minutes) is almost twice that 
taken for misdemeanor pleas (5.2 minutes). Most interest
ing but not easily explicable is the significant difference 
among the jurisdictions in the length of the plea-taking 
procedures. For instance, why felony pleas should take 
four times as long in Delaware County compared to Se
attle or New Orleans is unclear. It does not appear to be 
due to differences in legal requirements. (Seattle has the 
more extensive list of mandatory inquiries.) Nor is it ap
parently due to the efficiency of using prepared lists of 
inquiries. (The Delaware County judges all use such a 
list.) 

Table 6.2 Setting and nature of guilty plea acceptances by jurisdiction (June-August 1977) 

EIPaso New Seattle Tucson Delaware Norfolk Tota'* Setting of proceeding [N=106] Orleans [N=138] [N= 110] Co. [N= 106] [N=711]** [N=120] [N= 131] 

Defendant{s) were: 
In group, without indiVidual:zed fol-

lowup 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 25.5% 0.0% 7.5% 5.5% 
In group, with individualized follow-

up 55.8% 1.7% 2.9% 19.1% 4.6% 5.7% 13.7% 
Individually addressed 43.3% 86.7% 97.1% 52.7% 95.4% 85.8% 78.2% 
Other 0.0% 11.7% 0.0% 2.7% 0.0% 0.9% 2.5% 

Nature of judicial inquiry 
Oral/individualized 77.1% 0.0% 14.5% 91.8% 0.8% 23.6% 32.1% 
Oral/standardized 1.9% 5.0% 62.3% 5.5% 6.1% 34.9% 20.5% 
Written inquiry not read aloud, 

signed by defendant 0.0% 0.8% 18.1% 0.0% 19.8% 0.0% 7.3% 
Oral/plus written inquiry signed by 

defendant 0.0% 89.1% 0.7% 2.7% 71.7% 18.9% 31.6% 
No inquiry 21.0% 5.0% 4.3% 0.0% 1.5% 41.5% 11.3% 

"Percentages that do not total to 100 are due to rounding errors. 
""The sizes of the respective N's vary slightly due to item non response. 
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Table 6.3 Length of time of plea taking process by jurisdiction (June-August, 1977) 

EIPaso New Seattle Tucson Delaware Norfolk Total* Time for accepting guilty pleas [N=106] Orleans [N= 138] [N= 110] Co. [N= 106] [N=711]*" [N=120] (N=131] 

By type of charge 
Completed within 5 minutes: 

Felony 12.5% 77.6% 83.0% 21.7% 1.3% 24.0% 41.6% 
Misdemeanor 93.9% 84.9% 100.0% 65.8% 3.8% 90.3% 72.8% 
All cases 75.4~'o 80.0% 87.7% 38.2% 2.3% 43,4% 54.7% 

Completed within 10 
minutes: 

Felony 25.0% 100.0% 96.0% 71.0% 20.5% 50.7% 65.9% 
Misdemeanor 96.3% 100.0% 100.0% 95.1% 32.1% 93.7% 85.9% 
All cases 80.0% 100.0% 97.1% 80.1% 25.1% 66.2% 74.2% 

{Average (mean) time for all 
cases in minutes (m») 

Felony 17.2m 4.3m 4.2m 10.6m 18.2m 11.0m 9.9m 
Misdemeanor 3,4m 3.7m 1.7m 4.9m 14.0m 2.2m 5.2m 
All cases 5.9m 4.1m 3.5m 8.5m 16.7m 8,4m 7.8m 

By type of court 
(Average (mean) time in 

minutes (m» 
Felony 8.7m 4.Sm 4.1m 8.3m 16.7m 8.8m 8.9m 
Misdemeanor 3.3m 2.7m 107m 3.0m NA 1.5m 2.6m 

• Percentages that do not total to 100 are due to rounding errors . 
• "The sizes of the respective N's vary slightly due to item nonresponse. 

However, it does appear to be related to the degree of 
formalization of the prosecutor's office; 16 but why this 
should be so can only be speculated about. Perhaps there 
is a compensating mechanism at work. In jurisdictions 
where the prosecutor's office has extensive policy guide
lines and internal managerial controls, judges may come 
to trust in those procedures and feel less of a need to use 
the plea acceptance procedure as a major protection 
against possible miscarriage of justice. On the other 
hand, equally plausible is an explanation in terms of 
"local legal culture" (Church, 1981). Prosecutors' offices 
that are more highly formalized also tend to be more 
concerned about rapid case disposition. Their sensitivity 

'6 This assumes EI Paso is deleted from this particular analysis, a rea
sonable assumption. Given the no plea bargaining policy in El Paso, 
the courts may have taken greater time in accepting pleas to assure 
that the Court's "point-system" was not misunderstood. For further de
tails in the EI Paso no plea bargaining policy see Chapter 2. 

to speedy disposition may stimulate (or result from) a 
similar concern among the local judiciary. 

It bears noting that the fact that the average felony plea 
acceptance in Delaware County takes 18.2 minutes 
means that many acceptances take longer. Six percent of 
them took a half an hour. How so much time can be 
consumed in plea-taking is illustrated by the following 
typical case. 

Field Note: Delaware County, Felony Court, 
Summer 1977. 
The next case was a negotiated plea to a charge of 
possession with intent to deliver heroin. Recom
mended sentence: 2 V2 months to Broadmeadow 
Prison. The judge noted the prior record of defend
ant; asked if defendant had completed probation; 
told public defender (PD) to advise his client of his 
rights; asked defendant his age, can he read and 
write? PD read the rights: Does defendant under
stand he is waiving his right to trial by jury; right to 
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challenge jury; to have a unanimous verdict; or if he 
chooses trial without jury, he has the right to appeal 
for a new trial within 30 days; he can stand mute at 
trial; does not need to testify; can cross-examine 
witnesses? He also has limited appeal rights if he 
feels the sentence, or the jurisdiction of court, or 
the involuntariness of his plea are improper. If he 
cannot afford an attorney, the county will provide 
one. By pleading guilty does he realize he is admit
ting to a crime and he gives up the merits of his 
case? 
The judge was not satisfied with the defendant's re
sponse to the last question so he rephrased it three 
different ways until he was certain the man under
stood. 
The PD then explained that the charge the defend
ant was pleading guilty to was a felony, and told 
him the maximum penalty and that a guilty plea was 
a recorded conviction. Then he went on to explain 
the kind of voluntariness required of a plea; that the 
lawyers who agreed to the plea could not promise 
the sentence to be imposed; that parole or probation 
on a previous charge could be revoked. The PD 
then asked if the defendant had discussed the case 
and his possible defenses with the PD and was satis
fied that the PD was willing to try the case; that the 
burden of proof was on the Commonwealth; that 
the PD would represent him if he changes his mind. 
He then asked if the defendant was suffering from 
the effects of narcotics or mental illness. 
As the defendant prepared to sign the affidavit, the 
judge asked him what grade he had reached in 
school. Answer: "some college in prison." Judge 
then asked if he could read, write, and understand 
"what you're signing?" 
The judge requested the clerk to make the guilty 
plea statement part of the record. He then asked de
fendant if the plea was voluntary-if it isn't, "I 
won't accept the plea." 
He then asked: "What about probation? Do you 
know that this plea will be a violation of your pro
bation? Do you !mow that this plea will be a viola
tion of your probation in Delaware? In all likeli
hood the judge who sentenced you will revoke it." 
PD: "During the negotiation we were attempting to 
determine if this won't affect his sentence." 
J: "I don't want you to enter a plea if you're expect
ing this. It's entirely up to the judge in Delaware." 
PD: "There's no guarantee." 
J: "In all probability, the judge will revoke. It's en
tirely up to him. You understand that?" 
Def: "Yes." 
J: "You realize the negotiated plea is just a recom
mendation of th~ D.A., but if I find it inappropriate 
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I am not bound by it. Do you understand that the 
criminal code makes it a crime to have the intent to 
deliver-the intent to transfer, not necessarily a 
sale?" 
Judge then told the D.A. to go ahead. D.A. called 
an undercover narcotics agent to the stand who tes
tified that the defendant went with him to find a 
seller in Upper Chester who would sell him (the 
agent) some heroin. The defendant obtained the 
heroin and gave it to the agent. The material was 
tested and found to be heroin. 
The D.A. then asked the agent, who worked for the 
probation department, if his sentence recommenda
tion was in line with the probation department's 
policies. The answer was yes. There was no cross
examination and the witness was excused. 
The judge asked the defendant if the witness' state
ment was correct. The defendant attempted to 
argue that he wasn't guilty but the PD tried to talk 
to him. The judge asked him to speak up. Def.: "We 
rode all over looking for one to buy-it's not like 
I'm a salesman." 
A general discussion proceeded. It was obvious that 
all the actors were upset at this tum of events. Ev
eryone stood very quietly. The rest of the court
room got very quiet. The judge began and very gin
gerly they worked around the defendant's state
ment. The judge wanted to know if he was part of 
"the organization." The D.A. couldn't be certain 
but said "his name was well known in Chester." 
The PD offered, "But I don't believe he's a dealer." 
Finally the judge said he agreed to the plea and told 
the defendant "You're getting a break. I sentence 
you to 2%-12 months in the Delaware County 
Prison, both counts to run concurrently." There 
was a long pause till the PD indicated there was 
some problem with the sentence. The negotiated 
plea. was for less time-to include time served. 
There was some discussion about how much time 
he had served. After another pause the judge said, 
"We'll pass this matter over until we find out what 
time was served." (Did not hear final outcome.) 

In contrast to Delaware County, plea taking in the fast
est jurisdiction (Seattle) relies to a great extent on the 
"Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty" (hereinafter, 
"the statement") required by the Washington Superior 
Court Criminal Rules (Rule 4.2).17 Despite the existence 

17 See Appendix D. 
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of the required form, Seattle judges differed consider
ably in their plea-taking procedures both in terms of the 
extensiveness of and the elements in the litany that were 
emphasized or included. All judges used the required 
statement but varied in the degree to which they relied 
on the defendant's understanding of the form. Many of 
the issues addressed in the statement were not pursued 
orally by the felony courts. 

With regard to the difference between felonies and mis
demeanors, it is clear that in 'each jurisdiction consider
ably less time is devoted to supervising pleas to misde
meanors than pleas to felonies (see Table 6.3). This is not 
unexpected given that appellate courts have permitted 
the scope of the inquiry to be less extensive in less seri
ous crimes (Bond, 1978). However, those courts have 
also held that the requirements of Boykin apply to mis
demeanors as well as to felonies (see Whelan v. State, 472 
S.W.2d 141 (Tex. 1971); and they do require judges to 
widen the scope of the inquiry when defendants are not 
represented by counsel (Florida Law Review, 1970). 
Therefore, one would expect some minimal level of judi
cial inquiry in every misdemeanor plea and a greater 
level in cases of unrepresented defendants. 

The differences among the six jurisdictions in the length 
of plea-taking to misdemeanor charges are not as great 
as those for felony charges. Most of them average be
tween 2 to 5 minutes. The one exception (Delaware 
County) with an average of 14 minutes must be regarded 
as a special case because misdelileanors in Pennsylvania 
include crimes punishable by up to five years in prison. 
Thus it is not surprising that they are treated more like 
felonies. 

Notwithstanding this general similarity among the juris
dictions in taking misdemeanor pleas there remains a 
noteworthy difference in the length of time of this pro
cedure. The longest average misdemeanor plea-taking 
(4.9 minutes in Tucson) 18 is more than twice as long as 
the shortest (1.7 minutes in Seattle). What accounts for 
this difference among the jurisdictions is not clear, but 
one candidate explanation can be discounted. It is not 
due to differences in the presence of counsel. In New 
Orleans, where misdemeanors were typicaiiy disposed of 
within 3.7 minutes, all defendants had counsel, whereas 
in EI Paso none of the defendants (pleading to misde
meanors) had counsel. Yet the pleas took about the same 
time (3.4 minutes). 

(2) Misdemeanor Courts. The discussion above focused 
on the difference in plea acceptance between pleas to 
felony and misdemeanor charges. The discussion below 

18 Delaware County is excluded for reasons mentioned above. 

focuses on the difference between felony and misde
meanor courts. The rationale for this additional analysis 
is that studies (Robertson, 1974) have suggested that the 
quality of justice is more a function of the level of the 
court than the level of the charge. Therefore, this analy
sis will explore the implied hypothesis that the quality of 
plea-taking will be lower in the lower courts.19 

It can be seen that plea acceptances in felony courts av
erage over three times as long as in misdemeanor courts 
(see Table 6.3). The two fastest lower courts (Norfolk at 
1.5 minutes and Seattle at 1.7 minutes) are worth de
scribing in greater detail because their contrasting prac
tices illustrate an important point. Plea taking can be 
swift and yet still have a baseline of consistent warnings 
and checks built into it. In neither jurisdiction does the 
plea acceptance represent a major protection against un
knowing, involuntary or inaccurate pleas. But, in Seattle 
the District Courts at least use a standard "Statement of 
Defendant On Pleading Guilty" form,20 modeled after 
the one used in the Superior Courts. By contrast, in the 
Norfolk District Court, defendants are regularly encour
aged to waive all rights (including the right to an attor
ney) and to plead guilty as charged without any inquiry 
into the plea. 

The following field notes provide more detailed pic
tures.21 

Field Notes: Norfolk District (lower) Court 
(Summer 1977.) 
The average number of cases handled per day by 
the Norfolk District Court varies from 48 to 399. 
All are handled by one judge yet it is not unusual 
for the docket to be completed by noon. 
The courtroom is noisy. Various people mill 
around. Police officers waiting for their cases to be 
heard are laughing and talking to each other. Law
yers, police officers, victims, prosecutors, and de
fendants are walking around either in the courtroom 
or in the back hall working out deals. It is so noisy 
we had to sit in the front row and still had difficulty 
following the proceedings. The frequent comment 
of prosecutors, defense attorneys and police officers 
was that the court is "nothing but a zoo." 

,. This hypothesis could not be explored in the preceding analysis be
cause not all the pleas to misdemeanor charges were in misdemeanor 
courts. In the following analysis, all the cases labeled, "misdemeanor 
courts," are pleas to misdemeanor charges whereas the cases labeled 
"felony courts" include pleas to felonies as well as to misdemeanor 
charges. 
.0 See AppendiK I. 
21 The "Statement referred" to in the Seattle field notes is the Defend
ant's Statement On Pleading GUilty. 
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The clerk of the court (referred to jokingly as 
"Judge") tends to control the proceedings. He of~en 
tells the judge which case to hear first. Accordmg 
to one of the prosecutors, if the judge sets a very 
lenient sentence the clerk might lean over and tell 
the judge that defendant has a long record on some
thing and the sentence may be increased. Also, the 
prosecutor reports that at on~ tiT?e the clerk t~ok it 
upon himself to nol pros (dIsmIss) cases untIl the 
prosecutor told him that by law only the Common
wealth Attorney's Office could do so. Now the 
clerk says, "We will nol pros this case if the Com-
monwealth will concur." . 
The typical procedure in misdemeanor cases IS that 
the defendant'>. name is called and he approaches 
the bench. The clerk or bailiff asks him if he wants 
his case heard today or does he want an attorney? 
The tone of voice encourages defendant to choose 
having his case heard without .an atto~ney. The de
fendant will then be told to sIgn a pIece of paper 
which happens to be a waiver of attorney form. In 
many cases, no one wHl verbally state that th~ de
fendant h:1.s a right to an attorney. No other nghts 
are mentioned. . 
Once the waiver is signed the defendant IS asked, 
"How do you plead, guilty or not guilty?" There is 
no litany or inquiry as to the knowi~gness or volu~
tariness of the plea. (I asked the Judge about this 
and he replied, "If he pleads, then I assume that. he 
committed it. I don't have time to do anythmg 
else.") . 
In some cases the judge may ask the arrestmg offi
cer a question. For example, if the defendant pleads 
to simple possession, the judge may ask the officer 
about the amount. In some gUilty plea cases,. t~e of
ficer may not be present, and no factu!>l basIS IS es
tablished for the plea. The judge then sentence~ the 
defendant. The average time elapsed on a mIsde-
meanor gUilty plea ;., u.~.: minute. " 
I asked the judge about misdemeanor cases In WhICh 
the police officer brings the charge and also acts as 
the prosecutor. Since there mayor may not be .any 
physical evidence, I asked him how he determmed 
guilt or innocence. He stated, "Tha~'s why a lot of 
people don't survive on the bench In polIce court. 
They can't handle the pressure. You tend. to go 
along with the police offic~r. I go along. WIth the 
police officer unless there IS some question as to 
whether the act actually falls under the ch~rge .. " . 
The following are typical cases observed In DIstnct 
Court: 
Case # 1: Charge: Soliciting. 
Do you want your case heard today? "Yes." 
Rights: Signed waiver of attorney form. 
Facts: Police stated the facts. 

Sentence: $100 fine. 
Time elapsed: 1 minute. 

Case #2: Charge: Drunk and disorderly. 
Do you want your case heard today? "Yes." 
Rights: Signed waiver of attorney form. 
Facts: None; no police officer present. 
Sentence: $10 and 10 days suspended on good be
havior. 
Time elapsed: 1 minute. 

Case #3: Charge: Possession of drugs. 
Do you want your case heard today? "Yes." 
Rights: Signed waiver of attorney form. 
Facts: Police state the amount. 
Sentence: $25 fine. 
Time elapsed: 1 minute. 

Case #4: Charge: Drunk in public (10 defendants 
brought into court at the same time). 
How do you plead? "Guilty." 
Rights: None; did not sign waiver of attorney form. 
Facts: None. 
Sentence: $10. 
Note: The judge told this group of defendants that 
the fine was $10 whether they plead guilty or went 
to trial. 
Time elapsed: 1 minute. 

Our observations in Norfolk District Court can be 
summed up as follows: 
1. NQ constitutional rights are recited to the defend
ant. 
2. The defendant is not asked if he underst~ds the 
rights that he is giving up. He simply SIgns the 
waiver of attorney form. In most cases the defend
ant doesn't even bother to read the form. 
3. The defendant is not asked if he is pleading guilty 
because he is in fact guilty. 
4. In many cases no factual basis for the plea is pre~ 
sented. 
5. The defendant was not asked if anyone threat
ened, coerced or pressured him into plead~ng. 
6. The judge did not specify what mruHmum sen
tence was oermissible by law. 
7. No coilateral consequences of the plea were 
noted. 
When the judge was asked about all of these prob
lems he stated, "They are usually so happy that 
they don't have a felony conviction or that they 
don't have to go to jail, that they don't care." 

In Seattle observations were made in three of the five 
Seattle District Courts. It should be kept in mind that 
the workload of the Seattle District judges appears to be 
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considerably less than that of the judge in the Norfolk 
District Court.22 ly limited to, "What's your plea?" If a "Statement" 

has not been handed to the court, the judge will ask 
if a "Statement" has been filled out. If not, he tells 
counsel to do so and come back. He generally goes 
into the facts of the case but not until after the plea 
has been accepted. 

Field Notes: Seattle (King County) District (lower) 
Courts, (Summer 1977): 
The procedures for accepting guilty pleas in the 
District Court tend to be very informal. Generally, 
there is no judicial litany. Usually the only question 
asked by the judge is how the defendant wishes to 
plead. Quite frequently even that question is not 
asked. If any of the issues considered to be part of 
the "litany" are included in the proceeding, they are 
usually stated either by the prosecutor or defense 
counsel. A "Statement" is almost always required 
but is often not submitted, or even filled out, until 
after the plea has been accepted. 
In District Court sentencing frequently occurs im
mediately following the entry of a gUilty plea. It is 
very difficult to really make a distinction between 
the two procedures. The judge may ask questions 
about the facts of the case after the plea has, in 
effect, already been accepted, in order to determine 
sentence. Since both the entry of the plea and the 
determination of the sentence Occur in the same few 
minutes of time, the attempted separation of the two 
proceedings may be meaningless. 
All of the District Court judges observed appeared 
reluctant to allow defendants to enter a plea pro se. 
Although pro se proceedings were occasionally ob
served, judges almost always require the defendant 
to get an attorney, or at least talk with a public de
fender present in court, prior to entering a plea. 
The amount of participation by the prosecutor and 
defense counsel may make fairly extensive com
ments about their representation of a defendant, but 
generally their comments are limited to stating that 
the defendant wishes to enter a gUilty plea. Com
ments by the prosecutor are generally limited to 
stating the defendant's name and (if the original 
charge was felony) that the state is moving to 
reduce the charge. judicial questioning does not 
seem to be affected by the extent of prosecution or 
defense comments. 

Observations On Specific Courts 

One judge relieS alm.ost totally on the "Statement." 
His questioning prior to accepting a plea is general-

22 In 1976 the five Seattle District Court judges had a total of 35,225 
cases (criminal, civil and other) to dispose of among them (State of 
Washington, 1976:44). In contrast the average number of hearings (pre
liminary, extraditions, and adjudicatory) for the months of January, 
March, April, and May 1977 in the Norfolk District Court is 2,712 per 
month. (Statistics obtained from Courtroom A, Norfolk District 
Court.) 
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Because the majority of the pleas observed before 
this judge were entered at arraignment, the defend
ants were generally informed of the charge and 
asked by the prosecutor if they understood the 
nature of the charge prior to the entry of a plea. In 
addition, the judge usually asks defendants if they 
have read or have a copy of their rights (meaning 
the pink sheet entitled "Rights," which is given to 
each defendant appearing on the district court ar
raignment calendar). He does not ask if defendants 
understand those rights. 
The judge conducts his court in a very informal 
manner and is brusque with everyone. 
Another judge places less reliance on the "State
ment." She often does not even require a "State
ment" to be submitted until after the plea is accept
ed. Even then she may require it by saying, "I guess 
you'd better fill out one of those forms." Judicial 
questioning prior to accepting a plea is generally 
limited to "what is your plea to the charge?" and 
sometimes she does not even ask that question. 
The third judge is really the only one of the District 
Court judges observed who conducts a litany at all. 
This judge relies both on the "Statement" and on 
defense counsel's representation of their clients. 
He requires a "Statement" to be submitted prior to 
accepting a plea and tries to ascertain whether de
fendants understand the "Statement." An interesting 
example of this was his requirement that a defense 
counsel read everything in the "Statement" to an il
literate defendant before he would accept that de
fendant's plea. He usually asks defendants if they 
have read and understood the "Statement," and he 
also asks if defendants have been fully advised of 
their rights by counsel. 

The knowing/intelligent standard. The knowing/intelli
gent plea standard has three dimensions to it: (1) the 
waiver of rights, (2) notification of the charges, and (3) 
notification of the consequences of the plea. In all six 
jurisdictions the courts are required by virtue of Boykill v. 
Alabama, 395 U.S. 238 (1969), to establish an adequate 
record showing that the defendant knowingly waived his 
privilege against self-inCrimination; the right to a trial by 
jury; and the right to confront one's accusers. Only one 
of the six juriSdictions (Texas) requires the waiver of 
anything more than the three rights enumerated in 
Boykin. It requires the defendant be notified of his right 
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to be sentenced by a jury (Texas Code of Criminal Pro
cedure, Article 26.14). 

Waiver of Rights. Our observations of plea acceptances 
indicate that in 45 percent of all cases (different types of 
charges and courts combined) three or more rights were 

verbally mentioned by someone to the defendant (see 
Table 6.4). The right which is most often mentioned ver
bally in court is the right to trial by jury (70 percent of 
all cases). The least frequently mentioned of the three 
rights which constitutionally must be waived is the right 
to remain silent (37.9 percent). 

Table 6.4 Methods of establishing the knowing/intelligent nature of guilty pleas by jurisdiction 

(June-August 1977) 

Method/type of charge 

Waiver of rights 

One or more rights mentioned as waived? 
Yes 

Three or more rights? 
Yes 

Five or more rights? 
Yes 

Which rights were verbally specified as being 
waived? 
Trial by jury 
Remain silent 
Confront witnesses 
Appeal 
Counsel (at no cost) 

Who recited rights waived? 
Judge 
Defense counsel 
None 
Other 

Who asked defendant if he understood rights he 
was waiving? 
Judge 
Defense counsel 
None 
Other 

Was it noted that defense counsel had explained 
the defendant's rights to him? 
Yes 

E)!;plaining the charges 

Who explained charges? 
Judge with one or more others (prosecutor, 

defense, clerk) ...................................................... . 
Judge alone, merely reads charges ....................... . 
Judge alone, more than mere reading of 

charges .................................................................. . 

Dela-New 
EI Paso Orleans Seattle Tucson ware Norfolk Total. 
[N=106] [N=120] [N=138] [N=110] Co. [N=106] [N=711]* 

68.2% 

15.1% 

0.0% 

67.9% 
12.3% 
15.1% 
0.0% 

10.4% 

22.9% 
0.0% 

30.5% 
46.6% 

19.0% 
0.0% 

47.6% 
33.3% 

8.6% 

37.2% 
0.0% 

52.4% 

95.8% 

55.0% 

24.2% 

94.2% 
0.0% 

50.0% 
81.8% 

0.8% 

94.1% 
0.0% 
5.9% 
0.0% 

96.7% 
0.0% 
3.3% 
0.0% 

95.0% 

0.0% 
28.6% 

5.0% 

120 

46.0% 

29.7% 

8.0% 

46.7% 
7.2% 

33.3% 
37.05% 

1.4% 

30.4% 
12.3% 
53.6% 

3.6% 

56.5% 
0.0% 

42.0% 
1.4% 

56.9% 

0.0% 
0.0% 

37.0% 

98.2% 

85.5% 

0.0% 

97.3% 
0.9% 

80.9% 
0.0% 

40.0% 

98.2% 
0.9% 
0.9% 
0.0% 

91.8% 
0.9% 
7.3% 
0.0% 

18.2% 

0.0% 
0.0% 

66.4% 

[N=131] 

87.8% 

64.1% 

51.1% 

67.2% 
0.0% 

64.2% 
78.6% 
68.0% 

8.5% 
73.6% 
14.7% 

3.1% 

24.8% 
45.7% 
25.6% 
3.9% 

91.5% 

54.1% 
0.0% 

3.1% 

67.9% 

16.0% 

0.0% 

56.6% 
0.0% 
8.6% 

60.9% 
11.3% 

66.0% 
0.0% 

32.1% 
1.9% 

65.1% 
0.0% 

33.0% 
0.9% 

54.9% 

0.0% 
0.0% 

73.6% 

76.8% 

44.7% 

15.0% 

70.0% 
37.9% 
44.4% 
43.0% 
22.4% 

51.9% 
16.0% 
23.6% 

8.6% 

58.8% 
8.5% 

26.6% 
6.1% 

56.3% 

15.5% 
4.8% 

37.7% 

Continued 
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Table 6.4 Methods of establishing the knowing/intelligent nature of guilty pleas by jurisdiction 
(June-Au~ust, 1977)-Continued 

New Dela-
Method/type of charge EIPaso Orleans Seattle Tucson ware Norfolk Total* 

[N=106] [N=138] [N=110] Co. [N= 106] [N=120] 
[N=131] 

[N=711]** 

Prosecutor alone 0.0% 0.0% 8.7% 0.0% 30.5% 0.0% 7.3% Defense counsel 0.0% 0.0% 6.5% 0.0% 8.4% 0.0% 2.8% Other 7.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.0% 1.2% No one 
Fel. charge .3% 59.1% 40.0% 15.9% 3.8% 18.7% 26.1% Misd. charge 2.4% 75.5% 68.4% 63.4% 1.9% 45.2% 36.6% All cases 2.9% 66.4% 47.8% 33.6% 3.1% 26.4% 30.6% Who asked if defendant understood the charges? 

Judge 42.9% 80.7% 36.5% 65.5% 35.4% 63.2% 53.2% Prosecutor 0.0% 0.0% 9.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% Defense counsel 0.0% 0.0% 2.2% 0.0% 11.5% 0.0% 2.5% Other 1.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 7.0% 0.0% 1.5% No one 56.2% 19.3% 51.1% 34.5% 46.2% 36.8% 40.9% Was it noted that counsel had explained charges 
to defendant? 
Yes 10.5% 93.3% 18.7% 9.1% 19.8% 55.8% 34.4% 

Explaining the consequences 

Defendant notified of the maximum possible sen-
tence? 
Yes 35.8% 75.8% 56.6% 80.0% 6.1% 39.1% 48.5% Defendant notified he could be sentenced as 
habitual offender? 
No 99.0% 91.5% 7.2% 97.3% 99.2% 97.2% 79.3% Yes 0.0% 8.5% 0.0% 2.7% 1.8% 2.8% 2.4% Not applicable 1.0% 0.0% 92.8% 0.0% 0·9% 0.0% 18.3% Any collateral consequences of plea explained? 
No 99.1% 96.7% 100.0% 92.7% 88.1% 100.0% 96.1% -·Percentages that do not total to 100 are due to rounding errors. 

* "The sizes of the respective N's vary slightly due to item nonresponse. 

Again, however, our data are based on what was said in 
court. They do not include what may have appeared on 
written forms signed by the defendants in connection 
with the entry of pleas. Thus, defendants may have been 
notified (in writing) of more of their rights ~han it ap
pears from our in-court observation data. However, it 
should also be noted that the use of written forms does 
not guarantee that all thre!e of the rights that constitu
tionally must be waived will in fl:tct be covered. Note for 
example that the "Statement" form used in Washington 
does not mention the privilege against self-incrimination 
(see Appendix D). This omission is rarely remedied by 
the Seattle courts. They verbally mention it in 7 percent 
of the cases. 

As for who recites the rights, it is clear that in all juris
dictions except one the judge is more likely to conduct 

tht; recitation, if there is one. (In Delaware defense 
counsel are relied upon heavily (74 percent». What is 
more, in 59 percent of the cases the judge asked the de
fendant if he understood the rights he was waiving. In 
addition, in 56.3 percent of the cases it was noted for the 
record that defense counsel had explained to his client 
the rights being waived. 

Explaining the Charges. With regard to explaining the 
charges to the defendant, the issue that has been raised 
in the appellate courts is how detailed an explanation 
must be given (Bond, 1978). Is a mere notification of the 
charges enough or must the elements of the crime be ex
plained? 

The Supreme Court has specifically declined requiring a 
complete enumeration of the elements of the offense to 
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which an accused person pleads. Rather it has adopted a 
"totality of the circumstances" test that permits each 
case to be judged differently. In the leading case in 
which the Supreme Court found that the defendant had 
not been given adequate notice of the charges, the cir
cumstances included a mentally retarded defendant in
dicted for first degree murder who pleaded guilty to 
second degree murder and who was not advised by 
counselor the court that intent to cause death was an 
element of second degree murder (Henderson v. Morgan, 
426 U.S. 637 (1976». The court ruled that "intent is such 
a critical element of the offense of second-degree murder 
that notice of [it] is required." Also noteworthy in this 
case is the court's perception of what typically happens 
regarding the explanation of charges. 

what acts are necessary to commit the crime, it appears 
that Arizona Rule 17.2(a) will be satisfied. . 

In contrast, Pennsylvania's requirements are more rigor
ous. The defendant must understand every element of 
the offense. This understanding must be established 
through an on-the-record colloquy in which the basic 
legal elements of the crime(s) charged must be outlined 
in terms understandable to the defendant (Commonwealth 
v.Ingram, 455 Pa.198, 316A.2d 77 (1974». Merely reading 
the charges and asking the defendant ifhe understands them 
does not meet the requirement (Commonwealth v. Minor, 
467 Pa. 230, 356 A.2d (1976». 

If only New Orleans, Delaware County, and Tucson 
were involved in this analysis it would appear that the 
data established a relationship between the law on the 
books and the law in action, that is, that charges were 
more likely to be explained where the law required that 
they be explained. But when the remaining two jurisdic
tions are added to the analysis the relationship becomes 
unclear. 

Normally the iecord contains either an explanation 
of the charge by the tr'~l _~,.J:,.' or at least a repre
sentation by defense cc liJ1Sel that ~he nature of the 
offense has been explained to the accused. More
over, even without such an express representation, it 
may be appro·.·'l?:e to presume that in most cases 
defense counsel routinely explain the nature of the 
offense in sufficient detail to give the accused notice 
of what he is being asked to admit. 

We were unable to determine statistically how often de
fense counsel explain charges to their clients, but our ob
servations provide a more specific and less reassuring 
view of what "normally" happens regarding the explana
tion of charges in court. In 31 percent of all cases (and 
26 percent of the pleas to felonies) no one in Court ex
plained or even read aloud the charges to the defendant. 
In 41 percent of all cases, no one asked the accused if he 
understood the charges to which he was pleading; and in 
66 percent of all cases no mention waS made for the 
record as to whether counsel explained the charges to 
his client. Once again there are wide differences among 
the jurisdictions in each of these respects. 

Those differences are not related to differences in law in 
any consistent way. For instance, the two jurisdictions 
with the highest rates of not explaining the charges 
(New Orleans, 66 percent, and Seattle, 48 percent) are 
also ones with no special legal requirements regarding 
such explanations. On the other hand two of the juriSdic
tions with the lowest rates of not explaining charges 
(Delaware County, 3 percent, and Tucson, 16 percent
for felonies) are ones where such explanations are re
quired. Arizona requires that the defendant be advised of 
the nature of the charge (Arizona Rules of Criminal Pro
cedures 17.2(a», but the nature of the explanation is per
mitted to vary from case to case (State v. Duran, 562 
P.2d 487 (1973». As long as the defendant understands 
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Virginia and Texas do not have special requirements re
garding explanation of the charges and yet their courts 
have rates of explaining charges comparable to Arizona 
and Pennsylvania where such explanations are required. 
Thus, while the existence of state requirements beyond 
Federal constitutional requirements does increase con
(.;ern for this issue, the absenc(; of such requirements does 
not mean a concomitant lowering of concern. 

It is worth noting the difference between what was done 
in explaining the charges compared to how the rights 
were explained. With regard to charges it was noted for 
the record that counsel had explained the charges in 
only 34 percent of all cases. Yet for the rights this nota
tion was more likely to be made both for all juriSdictions 
combined (56 percent) as well as within each separate 
jurisdiction. This suggests that greater care is taken in 
assuring the explanation of rights than of charges. Per
haps t.his reflects the difference between Boykin's re
quirement that specific rights be enumerated and the 
more vague, open-ended requirements of the "totality of 
the circumstances" test of Henderson v. Morgan. 

Explaining the Consequences. The last component of the 
intelligent/knowing plea standard is the determination of 
whether the defendant understands the consequences of 
his plea. Again, the appellate courts have not made it 
clear what consequences must be explained (Bond, 
1978). In three jurisdictions studied the defendant must 
be advised of one or another aspect of the possible sen-

Table 6.5 Method of establishing the voluntary nature of the plea and the existence of a plea agreement 
by jurisdiction (June-August 1977) 

"-~-------~-----" 

EI Paso New Seattle Tucson Deljiware 
Norfolk Total* Method 

[N=106] Orleans [N=138] [N=110] Co. [N=106] [N=711]** [N= 120] [N= 131] - -~----~--"" --
Who asked if defendant was threat-

ened, coerced, 
plead guilty? 

or pressured to 

93.3% 31.9% 77.3% 6.9% 50.0% 45.8% 
Judge 21.4% 
Defense counsel 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 48.1% 0.0% 8.9% Other 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 2.3% 0.0% 0.5% No one 78.6% 6.7% 67.4% 22.7% 42.7% 50.0% 44.7% Who asked if promises other than 

plea agreement were made? 
17.5% 24.6% 73.6% 5.3% 7.5% 24.2% 

Judge 19.8% 
Defense counsel 0.0% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 41.2t;b 0.0% 7.9% Other 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.1% No one 80.2% 82.5% 73.2% 26.4% 53.4'~·~ 91.5% 67.7% If plea agreement reached, what 

record made? 
Only that an agreement (unspeci-

0.0% 5.8% 0.7'lo 0.0% 3.8% 3.8% 2.5% 
fied) had been reached 

Specific terms of agreement 0.0% 43.3% 98.6% 100.0% 96.2% 53.8% 71.4% No record made 0.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.3% Unknown if agreement reached 86.8% 0.8% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 2.8% 9.5% Other 13.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 31.1% 5.1% 
--.-~ . -_ .. - --- --.-~- --.-~-.-- ~-~- - ---- - .-~.~--.-.---~-.~~- ".- -.-_._-.-

"Percentages that do not total to 100 are due to rounding errors. 
• "The sizes of the respective N's vary slightly due to item nonresponse. 

tence he could receive.23 In the other three states there 
is either no rule (Virginia); or it is recommended that the 
defendant be advised of the range of possible sentence 
but it is not absolutely required that the defendant be no
tified of the maximum '.lentence (Pennsylvania, Common
wealth v. McNeil, 305 A.2d 51, 54 (173); or, it is as
sumed that defense counsel will advise the defendant of 
the consequences and therefore the court must ~~ so 
only in cases of uncounselled defendants (LOUISIana 
Code of Criminal Procedure, Article 556). 
Notwithstanding these differences in legal requirements, 
however, the forms and standardized procedures used by 
the felony courts in the six jurisdictions all include some 
specification of the possible sentence-usually the maxi-

23 Texas, Code of Criminal Procedure Art. 26.I3(a) "the range of pun
ishment"; Washington, the maximum sentence (In re Vensel. S64 P.2d 
326) and any mandatory minimum sentence (Wood v. Morris. 554 P.2d 
1032 (1976); AriZona. Rules of Criminal Procedure 17.2(b) "the natnre 
and range of possible sentence .... including special conditions re
garding st!ntence, parole, or commutation impo~ed by statutc." 

mum possible (see Appendixes D through H). In addi
tion in 48 percent of all cases, defendants were advised 
in court of the maximum possible sentence. But defend
ants were rarely (2 percent) told about the possibility of 
being sentenced as a habitual offender and rarely (4 per
cent) told of any collateral consequences of the plea. 
The jurisdictions varied widely on the notification of 
maximum possible sentence and again this variation does 
not show any consistent relationship to differences in 
law among them. 

The voluntary standard. As noted earlier, the concept of 
voluntariness is exceedingly ambiguous. In defining it as 
a standard in plea taking, the courts often confuse it with 
what would be more accurately classified as violations 
of the knowing standard. Thus, for example, ill Arizona 
if a defendant has been advised of his rights and the con
sequences of his plea and states that he still wishes to 
plead guilty. then it is presumed he is pleading voluntari
ly. Hence, to the extent that vohmtariness is established 
by a shO\ving that the plea was knowing/intelligent, our 
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findings presented above regarding the knowing stand
ard are applicable as well to the v01untary standard. 

Beyond this there is the matter of whether pleas are in
voluntary in the sense of being the result of threats, pres
sures, or promises. The confusion here is that many 
kinds of pressures, threats and promises-some with 
severe consequences-are a regular part of the plea bar
gaining system and are not' regarded by the courts as per 
se grounds for declaring pleas involuntary. A prosecu
tor's promise to dismiss charges and recommend a sen
tence in exchange for a guilty plea does not make the 
plea involuntary (She/ton v. United States, 356 U.S. 26 
(1958)); nor are pleas presumed to be involuntary even if 
they are induced by the hope of avoiding the use of a 
coerced confession (McMann v. Richardson, 397 U.S. 759 
(1979)); nor because the prosecutor threatened to invoke 
a habitual offender statute (Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 343 
U.S. 357 (1978». Rather the courts have adopted a "to
tality of the circumstances" rule which requires each 
case to be examined individually. This, of course, leaves 
the situation without clear guidance. In the six jurisdic
tions trial judges are given no further guidance by their 
respective state laws (excluding the required questions 
related primarily to whether the plea was knowingly en
tered). 

In the absence of specific direction judges sometimes in
clude one or more questions in their plea taking proce
dures. In 55 percent of all cases observed the defendant 
was asked (usually by the judge) if he had been threat
ened, coerced, or pressured to plead guilty (see Table 
6.5). This question, of course, can be confusing to the 
defendant who is pleading in exchange for some prom
ised deal. It is remarkable that it (as distinct from the 
second question on Table 6.5) continues to be asked with 
any frequency. Unless accompanied by other questions it 
perpetuates the old hypocrisy of denying that the plea of 
guilty was induced by the plea agreement. The more ac
curate phraseology would be to ask whether any prom
ises, threats, or pressures other than the plea agreement 
have been made. This was asked in only 32 percent of 
all cases. (Where this question is used the attorneys felt 
relieved because they think of this as having eliminated 
the old hypocrisy.) Where plea agreements were 
reached, the specific terms of the agreement were usual
ly (71 percent of all cases) read into the record.24 

24 Where written forms are used but not read into the record in court. 
they would become part of the record but would be coded in our ob
servation as "no record verbally made." 
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In Delaware County an interesting custom has devel
oped that contributes to the appearance, if not the reali
ty, that the plea is voluntary. When it comes to that 
point in the colloquy where defendants are asked if they 
are pleading gUilty because they are guilty, defense 
counsel often step back away from the table. The de
fendant is left there standing alone to admit his guilt. 
This is especially likely to be done if the defendant 
"chokes" (is initially unwilling to say he did it). 

Accurate pleas: the factual basis standard 

Ambiguity of meaning and purpose. Three serious institu
tional weaknesses of plea bargaining compared to trial as 
a method of determining gUilt are: (1) plea bargaining 
relies on inducements; (2) in plea bargaining the avail
able evidence may not be assessed against any standard 
of proof, much less the hallowed legal standard of proof 
beyond a reasonable doubt; and (3) in plea bargaining 
the available evidence may not be assessed by an inde
pendent, impartial third party. For any or all of these 
reasons plea bargaining is regarded as posing a threat of 
convicting the innocent. 25 A fourth weakness of plea 
bargaining is that it often destroys the integrity of the 
criminal justice record system by allowing defendants to 
appear to be convicted of crimes different from the ones 
they actually committed. 

The efficacy of using plea acceptance standards to offset 
these four weaknesses in the plea bargaining system dif
fers. Eliminating inducements is not possible without 
eliminating plea bargaining as such. Rence, the courts 
have allowed inducements to continue and have relied 
on the standards relating to the knowing and "volun
tary" nature of pleas to offset this inherent weakness of 
plea bargaining. As for the other three weaknesses, re
formers have tried to minimize the danger they pose by 
requiring that a factual basis for pleas be established. 
Whether this "accuracy" standard represents a safeguard 
adequate to such a critical task; whether it assures that 
persons will not be wrongly convicted; 26 and whether it 
means that evidence will be tested against some standard 
of proof similar to the trial standards of either a prima 
facie case or proof beyond a reasonable doubt is prob
lematic. The difficulty with the accuracy standard is its 
ambiguity both as to meaning and purpose. The eviden
tiary standards to be used in determining whether a fac
tual basis exists are unclear; the scope of the inquiry and 
the methods to be used are ill-defined; and the action to 

25 See generally. Washington University Law Quarterly. 1966; Als
chuler. 1976; Kipnis. 1976. 
2. This latter point is not explicitly made but is implied. 
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be taken by the judge if it appears that a factual basis 
does not exist is ambiguous (see generally, Bond, 
1978:81). 

When the accuracy standard was added to F.R.C.P. 
Rule 11 in 1966, no probability-of-guilt standard was 
specified' and the 1974 revision also omitted any such 
standard: The 1968 ABA standards required a factual 
basis for pleas but gave no probability-of-guilt standard 
to be used; nor was one given in the 1980 revised ABA 
standards. However, two other national groups have 
specified that certain evidentiary standards be met. The 
American Law Institute (ALI) (1975:350.4(3» recom
mended that pleas not be accepted unless reasonable 
cause exists. The National Advisory Commission (NAC) 
went further and recommended that a plea not be ac
cepted if the "admissible evidence is insuffic.ient to sup
port a gUilty verdict on the offense" for whICh the plea 
is offered, or a related greater offense (1973 c:3.7(8». 
This is a higher standard than probable (or rea.sonable) 
cause because it requires that the proof be establtshed on 
admissible evidence. Thus hearsay testimony and illegal
ly obtained evidence would be excluded from establis~
ing the factual basis. If this standard were used and If 
judges were required to reject guilty pleas whose fa~t~al 
basis could not be established, then plea bargammg 
would have one of its major weaknesses significantly 
minimized. 

In considering evidentiary standards that might be incor
porated into the accuracy standard it should be recog
nized that there is a tension between the "efficiency" of 
plea bargaining and high evidentiary st~ndar~s of p~oof. 
The reason many cases are plea bar gamed IS precl~ely 
that they are weak. The higher one sets the eVIdentiary 
standard for acceptable pleas, the more of these p~eas. are 
going to be unacceptable. Rig.her rates o~ plea rejections 
would necessitate other adjustments m the system. 
Either cases would have to be made stronger or more 
would have to be rejected at screening, dismissed, or set 
fer trial. Thus, the policy choice is between two broad 
alternatives. If evidentiary standards are set low, plea 
bargaining will continue to have high "efficiency" (dis
pose of large caseloads of even poorly pr~pared cases) 
but it will also continue to represent a WIde departure 
from the traditional legal protections huilt into the trial 
system. If evidentiary standards are .set ~igh, plea b~r. 
gaining will become a closer approXlmatlOn of the tnal 
system. Innocent defendants will be less likely to be 
~rongly convicted. But, plea bargaining will no longer 
be able to serve as the great laundering machine it often 
is. Shoddy investigation and prosecution practices will 
no longer come out in the wash. They will either have 

to be improved, or more cases will have to be rejected 
Of dislilisi;cJ. 27 

Adding to the confusion as to what shall be regarded as 
an "accurate" plea are the views of appellate courts con
cerning several common practices which are d~em~d 
beneficial to defendants and, hence, not necessanly m 
their interest to prohibit. Some pleas are to offenses that 
were not actually committed but which carry lesser sen
tences (e.g., pleas to daytime rather than nighttime bur
glary). Some pleas are to offenses wh.ich are ei~her not 
proven by the facts or do not even eXISt. Somet~mes de
fendants plead guilty but maintain that they are lI~llOcent 
and are only pleading because it is in their best mterest 
to do so. For each of these situations some appellate 
courts have ruled that the pleas entered were acceptable 
(see generally, Bond, 1981:159). Thus, the meaning and 
purpose of the accuracy standard has been clouded. 

One court clarified the standard as follows: " ... the 
purpose of the factual basis requirement is to ensure a~
curacy of the plea, that is, to ensure that the def~ndant ~s 
guilty of a crime at least as serious as that to which he IS 
entering his plea" (Beaman v. State, 221 N.W. 2d 698, 
700 (Minn. 1974». Under this interpretation of the "ac
curacy" standard (one with which the NAC's standard 
quoted above concurs) pleas to inaccuratp. facts and 
charges are "accurate" so long as. the facts show th.at 
some crime of equal or greater senousness was comml~
ted by the defendant. Thus the :'accuracy" sta~dard IS 
not to ensure '·accuracy" in the hteral sense. It IS not to 
guarantee the integrity of criminal justice r~cords so that 
future users of them will be able to determme accurately 
what the real crime was. Its purpose (under this inter
pretation) is to safeguard against two possibilities:. c?n
victing completely innocent persons and convlctmg 
guilty persons of crimes more serious than the ones they 
actually committed (e.g., a burglary rather than an at
tempted burglary). 

Beyond evidentiary standards and the meaning ~f "accu
racy," there is the question of how a factual baSIS sh~uld 
be established. Again there is a tradeoff between efficl~n
cy and protection against false conviction. Plea bargam
ina can be made to more closely approximate a trial dis
p~ition by requiring that the factual basis be establish~d 
in ways approximating a trial procedure, such, a~ reqU1r~ 
ing that evidence and witnesses be produceu III ~oun 
and testimony be taken as to what could be proven If the 
ca~'~ went to trial. One might expect such a procedure to 
provide courts with a better opportunity to assess case 

21 We assume trial capacity could not be expanded to accommodate the 
additional volume of cases. 
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strength than less demanding procedures (such as asking 
defendants if they are pleading guilty because they are in 
fact guilty). But the former procedure would obviously 
be less efficient than the latter. 

The legal standard in six jurisdictions. Unlike the knowing 
and voluntary standards, the accuracy standard was not 
explicitly imposed upon the states by Boykin v. Alabama, 
395 U.S. 238 (1969). Previous studies have reported that 
very few state court judges inquire into the factual basis 
for pleas (Washington University Law Quarterly, 1966) 
and that only a few states require detailed inquiries into 
the factual basis for pleas (Bond, 1981: 159). However, 
of the six states included in this study, three (Texas, Ari
zona, and Pennsylvania) 28 require a factual basis for 
pleas. Washington seems to require it by virtue of the 
fact that on the plea-acceptance form that must be used 
in Washington there is a section where the defendant is 
to state the facts that led to his being charged (see Ap
pendix D). But case law indicates that the factual basis 
requirement is recommended but not required (State v. 
Newton, 87 Wm. 2d at 369, 552 P.ld at 686). Louisiana 
has no law on point-which is reflected in the fact that 
five of the seven versions of the plea-taking forms devel
oped by the local judges in New Orleans do not address 
this issue (see Appendix H). Virginia doe& not require 
courts to establish a factual basis for a plea,29 but the 
Virginia Supreme Court suggests that the judges ask de
fendants, "Are you entering the plea of gUilty because 
you are. in fact, guilty of the crime charged?" 30 

By examining the nature of the proof needed to meet the 
factual basis standard in the states that require or recom
mend it, the minimal nature of the protection afforded 
by this standard becomes apparent. The key to the trial 
system's protection of liberty is its requirement that evi
dence in criminal cases meet certain legal tests of reli
ability, legality and persuasiveness. At the core of the 
notion of "legal innocence" is not whether the accused 
committed the prohibited act but whether a jury present
ed with the lawfully obtained, admissible evidence 
would conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that the de
fendant was guilty. A substantial approximation of this 
feature of the trial system would require that evidence 
used to establish the factual basis be credible; be assessed 
by an independent third party; and, at least, meet the 
minimum standard of probable cause, if not a higher 
standard. 

.. Texas Code of Criminal Procedure. Article 1.15; Arizona Rules of 
Criminal Procedure Rule 17.3; and Pa., Commonwealth v. Maddox. 
450 Pa. 406, 409. 300 A.2d 503, 505 (1973). 
29 Kibert v. Commonwealth, 216 Va. 660,222 S.E.2d 790 (1976). 
'0 See Appendix F. 

None of the six states studied has used the factual basis 
standard to achieve such an approximation. None has 
adopted the high evidentiary shi~dard recommended by 
the NAC nor for that matter have they even addressed 
the question of evidentiary standards in familiar legal 
phrases such as "probable cause" or a "prima facie" 
case.31 Rather they have spoken in the ambiguous and 
undefined language of "sufficient evidence" (Texas Code 
of Criminal Procedure, Article 1.15; Washington, State v. 
Newton, 87 Wm. 2d 363,372, 1552 p.2d 682, 685 (1976» or 
evidence that "negates guilt" (Commonwealth v. Round
tree, 440 Pa. 199, 202, 269 A.2d 709, 711 (1970». 

The states allow the factual basis to be established by a 
wide variety of means including police reports, affidavits 
of witnesses, statements of defendants, and other evi
dence. For instance, an Arizona court ruled that a factu
al basis was established by a presentence report which 
the defendant said was "pretty accurate" (State v. Murib. 
116 Ariz. 441, 569 P.2d 1339 (1977». The states do not 
require that the defendant participate except in Texas 
where his consent must be obtained to use evidence in
troduced by stipulation (Texas Code of Criminal Proce
dure, Article 1.15). There is no requirement that the in
formation used be reliable except in Washington (where 
oddly enough a factual basis, itself, is not required) 
(Washington, State v. Newton, 552 P.2d 682 (1976». 
There i£ no requirement that the facts established accu
rately reflect the crime charged or the crime to which 
the plea is made (except in the latter case for Arizona 
(State v. McGee, 55i P.2d 568 (1976); nor is it reqnired 
that a factual basis be established for each clement of the 
offense except in Arizona (State v. Davis, 112 Ariz. 140, 
142, 539 P.2d 897 (1975». 

Remarkably, Virginia had what appeared to reformers to 
be "the greatest protection to defendants pleading 
guilty" (Washington University Law Quarterly, 
1966:311). Virginia required a trial by a constitutional 
provision (Virginia Constitution Article 1, § 8) which 
was self-executing and could not be waived by the ac
cused. Thus, Virginia'S plea bargaining system seemed to 
closely resemble the trial process in that pleas could not 
be accepted without sufficient evidence of guilt being 
presented to a judge. In practice this provision was fol
lowed literally by local justice officials. When felony 
pleas were taken a witness (usually the principal police 
officer in the case) would give sworn testimony as to 

31 In most felony cases, by the time a guilty plea is entered a determi
nation that probable cause exists has been made either by a judge at a 
preliminary hearing or by a grand jury. Thus in such cases at least a 
threshold level of legal proof has been established even before the fac
tual basis standard is met. 
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what the state would have proven. 32 However, in 1976 
the Virginia Supreme Court transformed this provision 
from one of the nation's strongest to one of the weakest 
requirements for a factual basis. The case involved a de
fendant who pleaded guilty to first degree murder. The 
Commonwealth had evidence sufficient to support only 
second degree murder. Citing Article 8 of tJie Virginia 
Constitution as well as Section 19-1166 of the Virginia 
Code (which provides that the court will "try" a case if 
the accused pleads guilty), the defendant argued there 
had been insufficient evidence to convict. But the court 
held that these laws only require that a judge will preside 
in the event that the accused pleads gUilty. They do not 
imply that evidence will be presented or that the case 
will be "tried." It explained that a voluntary and intelli
gent guilty plea is a self-supplied conviction which oper
ates as a waiver of all defenses (other than jurisdictional 
defects). Included in the waiver is the potential defense 
of lack of evidence or insufficiency of evidence (Kibert v. 
Commonwealth, 216 Va. 6609, 222 S.E.2d 790 (1976». 
This decision did not radically change the procedures 

32 The existence of this procedure was a major factor in our choice of 
Norfolk as a study site. We also felt that this procedure may represent 
a model compromise between plea bargaining and trial. But after ob
serving it in practice, we were less impressed as explained below. 
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for accepting pleas in Norfolk, however, as will be 
shown below. 

The practice in six jurisdictions. The ways in which the 
factual basis for pleas are established in the six jurisdic
tions were determined both through interviews and ob
servations. The interviews with judges indicate that no 
one method is used by a majority of the judges, and sub
stantial variations exist both between and within jurisdic
tions (see Table 6.6). 
The most common method judges (40 percent) said they 
use is simply to ask the defendant if he committed the 
offense. In jurisdictions with plea-taking forms with a 
place for statements by the defendants, some judges said 
they have the defendant read the statement and tell 
whether it is true. This is preferred to having the de
fendant state the facts orally because it avoids the possi
bility of a discrepancy between the written and the oral 
statements. Such discrepancies require additional time to 
resolve and can necessitate rejecting the plea or can lead 
to reversal on appeal. Other methods used by judges in
clude asking additional questions about the offense (such 
as what the defendant was thinking); and requiring the 
state to show some evidence (e.g., the drug analysis) or 
to produce one witness (e.g., the police officer in the 
case). But :. one of these were used by substantial num
bers of judges. 

Table 5.5 Methods judgeS report they use to establish factual bases for pleas by jurisdiction 
(June-August 1977) 

[In percentages] 

EI Paso New Seattle Tucson Delaware 
Norfolk Total Methods 

[N=9] Orleans 
[N=23] [N=28] County 

[N=8] [N=88] [N= 11] [N=9] 

Asks defendant if he committed 
the offense 

Yes 33 82 22 50 67 13 40 Asks additional questions about 
offense 

Yes 33 0 22 36 0 0 20 Requires DA to produce evi-
dence 

Yes 33 
Requires DA to produce onE) witness 

9 9 21 0 38 17 

Yes 0 0 4 4 22 25 7 Other 
Yes 0 9 43 0 11 25 15 
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Our in-court observations generally parallel the inter
view findings (see Table 6.7). The most common method 
used (59 percent) was that someone (usually the judge) 
asked the defendant if he were pleading guilty because 
he was in fact guilty. But again, there is considerable 
variation among the jurisdictions. Additionally, in 48 
percent of the cases the prosecutor either showed or re
ported evidence. The variation among the jurisdictions 
here is interesting. In Texas and Pennsylvania, which re
quire a factual basis and that some evidence be intro
duced, the rates of intr~cing evidence are highest. In 
Arizona, which requires a factual basis but allows it to 
be established by any part of the record, the rate is 
lowest. In Virginia, where the formerly high factual 
basis standard has been emasculated, the former practice 
of entering some evidence and even having a state wit
ness available continues to operate. 

Equivocal (''Alford'~ pleas. When it came to the matter of 
"equivocal" pleas (i.e., defendants pleading guilty but 
continuing to assert their innocence), judges were evenly 
split. Although S-ach pleas are constitutionally acceptable 
(North Carolina v. Alford, 400 U.S. 25 (1970», only half 
the judges said they permit them in their courts-al-

though this position varied among jurisdictions (EI Paso, 
o percent; New Orleans, 100 percent; Seattle, 78 percent; 
Tucson, 44 percent; Delaware COUllty, 9 percent; Nor
folk, 83 percent). Judges who refused to accept "Alford" 
pleas said they distrusted them and worried about the 
lack of finality. Most of them would agree with the view 
of the Pennsylvania court which wrote: "Defendant 
should not be permitted to plead guilty from one side of 
his mouth and not gUilty from the other" (Common
wealth y. Roundtree, 440 Pa. 199, 202, 269 A.2d 709, 711 
(1970». Our in-court observations indicate that defend
ants rarely (2 percent) maintain their innocence-al
though again there are substantial differences among the 
jurisdictions in this respect (see Table 6.7). 

Effectiveness of the plea-taking procedures. Measuring the 
effectiveness of the plea acceptance procedures can not 
be done in any simple, unequivocal way. Given the am
biguity of the standards, the differing purposes behind 
them, and the difficulty of getting valid measures of 
what defendants actually perceived and believed when 
they were entering their pleas, it is impossible to obtain 
anything more than partial and indirect measures. 

Table 6.7 Methods of establishing the factual bases for guilty pleas by jurisdiction 
(June-August 1977) 

EIPaso New 
Seattle Tucson Delaware 

Norfolk Total* Method Orleans Co. [N=106] 
[N= 120] [N=138] [N=110] 

[N=131] [N=106] [N=711)** 

-
Who asked if defendant pleading guilty 

because he was in fact guilty? 
Judge 41.3% 72.5% 47.1% 70.9% 26.9% 53.8% 51.6% Defense counsel 0.0% 0.0% 2.2% 0.0% 28.5% 0.0% 5.6% Judge and defense counsel 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.0% 0.0% 1.8% No one 58.7% 27.5% 50.7% 29.1% 34.6% 46.2% 41.0% Who asked additional questions estab. 
lishing a factual basis for the plea? 
Judge 42.9% 5.8% 14.6% 75.5% 44.5% 9.4% 31.4% Defense counsel alone or with judge 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.0% 0.4% Judge and court clerk 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.0% No one 23.8% 94.2% 85.4% 24.5% 53.1% 90.6% 63.6% Did the prosecutor show or report 
some evidence? 
Yes 100.0% 19.2% 7.2% 5.5% 96.2% 66.0% 48.0% Did the state have available at least 
one witness (sworn or unsworn)? 
Yes 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 13.8% 66.0% 12.8% Did defendant maintain innocence? 
Yes 0.9% 2.5% 5.8% 0.9% 0.8% 0.0% 2.0% 

-Percentages that do not total to 100 are due to rounding errors. 
·-The sizes of the respective N's vary slightly due to item nonresponse. 
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Plea rejection rates. One indicator that might be assumed 
to measure effectiveness is the rate at which pleas are re
jected. After all it is through the power to reject pleas 
that the judge ultimately controls the plea process. If 
judges were to use that power as the most progressive 
reformers would have them use it, they would reject 
pleas whenever the prosecution had "overcharged" or 
had given away too much or too little or other commu
nity interests were not properly served by the disposi
tion. Given the frequency with which "overcharging" 
and inappropriate plea bargains are alleged to occur, one 
would anticipate a high rate of rejection from judges 
who were following such a progressive course. But even 
if judges were adhering to the minimum requirements 
imposed by law, one might still expect a substantial rate 
of plea rejection-assuming that there must be many de
fendants who either are not able to make a knowing 
plea, or who have been coerced by improper threats or 
promises, or for whom there is no adequate factual basis. 

In any case, it is initially surprising to find that the 
actual plea rejection rate was as low as 2 percent overall 
for all six jurisdictions, with a range from 0 percent in 
Norfolk to 5 percent in Delaware County. However, 
this finding cannot be taken to mean that judicial super
vision of the plea process has failed. Rejection rates are 
ambiguous when used either as absolute or comparative 
measures of the effectiveness of the plea-taking process. 
Using the rejection rate as a comparative measure, the 
lack of substantial differences among the six jurisdictions 
on this measure suggests that the differences in law and 
practice among them make little difference in the bottom 
line of plea taking, namely, whether the plea is found ac
ceptable. But, on the other hand, it could be argued that 
differences in the quality of the plea-taking practices do 
make a difference. The fact that the highest rate of re
jection occurred in the jurisdiction with the longest av
erage time for taking pleas (Delaware County) suggests 
that differences in the "quality" of the procedures (at 
least as indicated by length of time consumed) do indeed 
make a difference in the probability of plea acceptance. 
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Although both interpretations are supportable, we be
lieve the latter is the more accurate. 

As an absolute measure, the 2 percent rejection rate sug
gests that the tightening of the plea-taking procedures 
over the last two decades has not met certain goals of 
some of the reformers. Those who had hoped that the 
new plea-taking procedures would insert into the guilty 
plea process a test of evidentiary strength approximating 
what would occur at trial must conclude that they have 
not. The 2 percent plea rejection rate does not begin to 
compare with the 22 percent acquittal rate at bench 
trials in our sample of robbery and burglary cases from 
our six jurisdictions or the 16 percent to 48 percent ac
quittal rates at bench trials for all felonies in the four ju
risdictions studied by Brosi (1979:49). Also, those who 
had hoped that judicial supervision would constitute a 
check on "overcharging" by prosecution must conclude 
that it has failed in this regard as well. In five of our six 
jurisdictions there were still complaints about "over
charging. " 

As for whether the community's interests in proper sen
tencing is being safeguarded, the meaning of the 2 per
cent rejection rate is less clear. It suggests that at least in 
the minds of the judges that ,interest is being protected. 
The majority of judges told us they would reject pleas 
that they thought were inappropriate. But it is difficult 
to see how some judges make this determination because 
they do not use presentence reports or take other steps 
to independently check the appropriateness of the sen
tence recommended by the prosecutor. 

As for the knowing and voluntary criteria of plea ac
ceptability the 2 percent rejection rate seems to indicate 
that as far as the judges bothered to determine, most 
pleas meet these criteria. However, defendants may not 
really understand and may be subject to threats or prom
ises that do not get reported in court. Pleas may be en
tered that meet the legal requirements but in reality are 
not knowing or voluntary. In short, the rejection rate 
only measures whether the procedure was followed, not 
whether the reality that the procedure was intended to 
assure in fact occurred. 

----... ~.,----



Table 6.8 
The knowing and voluntary standards from the defendant's perspective by jurisdiction* 

(June-August 1977) 

New Delaware 
Standard/Query Texas Orleans Tucson Co. Virginia Total 

% [N] % [N] % [N] % [N] % [N] % [N] 
The knowing standard 
"When you actually pleaded guilty in court 

did you understand the questions you 
were asked about the nature of your plea 
and the rights you gave up?" 

Yes 62 71 75 100 91 80 Not sure; understood somewhat 0 29 10 0 0 7 No 38 0 15 0 9 13 
Did your attorney advise 

(8) (7) (20) (9) (11 ) (55) you how to 
answer these questions? 

Yes 33 57 70 29 45 52 (9) (7) (20) (7) (11) (54) Did anyone tell you the maximum you could 
have been sentenced to? 

Yes 67 100 95 89 100 91 (9) (9) (20) (9) (11) (58) Did the judge tell you the maximum sen-
tence? 

Yes 0 <. 26 89 70 45 
Did your attorney (6) (19) (9) (10) (44) tell you the maximum 

sentence? 
Yes 83 .< 

74 89 80 79 
The voluntary standard 

(6) • (19) (9) (10) (44) 
Did you feel you had to accept the plea 

bargain? 
Yes ** 0 78 89 82 77 No « 

100 22 11 12 23 (2) (18) (9) (11 ) (40) 
<Interviews were not done at all in Seattle. Interviews were not done in the local jails at EI Paso and Norfolk but rather in state 

facilities; and most of the defendants interviewed were not from EI Paso and Norfolk. 
<'Data not available. 

Finally, any use of rejection rates as an indicator of the 
effectiveness of plea-taking must recognize the powerful 
incentive among judges to keep rejection rates very low. 
Substantial numbers of rejections would add to the trial 
docket. Judges are just as concerned, if not more so, as 
prosecutors in moving the docket. Such an incentive can 
cause legal standards to be adjusted in practice so that 
reality is found acceptable rather than being made ac
ceptable. Reformers must realize that ill asking judges to 
regulate plea bargaining they are not getting a complete
ly disinterested party. Careful and continual scrutiny by 
appellate courts of the plea-taking practices of trial 
courts may be necessary to prevent the pressures of the 
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trial docket from reducing plea-taking procedures into 
mere legal formalities. 

The deftndants' perspective. In order to get at the reality 
behind the plea-taking procedures, we asked defendants 
who had pleaded guilty to tell us about their decision to 
plead; why they did it; and what occurred at the plea
taking. The samples are small and nonrandom, so their 
responses can not be generalized to any known popUla
tion of defendants. Nonetheless, they are instructive. 
They suggest that while defendants pleading guilty 
today get a few extra minutes in court, their pleas are 
not necessarily knowing; not all the promises made are 
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being fulfilled; factually innocent defendants caught up 
in cases with circumstantial evidence may be just as 
likely to be convicted as before; and defendants continue 
to perceive their decisions to plead as "involuntary" (in 
the layman's sense). 

The majority of the defendants indicated that their pleas 
were "intelligent" in certain respects. Almost all (90 per
cent) said they were told by someone-usually their at
torney (79 percent)-what the maximum sentence could 
be (see Table 6.8). Most (80 percent) said they under
stood the rights they had waived and what the charges 
were. Several added credibility to their responses by re
citing for us parts of the plea-taking litany almost verba
tim. These findings, of course, are encouraging. But a 
substantial minority (20 percent) indicated they did not 
und~rstand either some or all of what was said. Their 
limited understanding as well as the difficulty faced by 
the courts in achieving real understanding with certain 
defendants are indicated below by selected defendant re
sponses to our questions about whether they understood 
what was said to them during the taking of their pleas. 

Tucson: Defendant #14 
A: "I . . . was scared and didn't really understand 
what was going on." 

Tucson: Defendant # 1 
[Defendant] said he understood rights and such but 
the judge used a lot of big words that he didn't un
derstand. 

Virginia: Defendant # 1 
A: "On one they had to go get a book and show me 
because I didn't know what they were talking 
about." 

Virginia: Defendant #6 
A: "I understood the sentence part. I was thinking 
more about the sentence than what the judge said. 
No one told me the judge did not have to go 
along." 

New Orleans: Defendant # 10 
Q: Okay. when you pled guilty do you remember 
the judge asking you some ql,lestions? Do you re
member him telling you some things? 
A: I know, un, some kind of thing about we're not 
making you plead guilty-

Q: Yeah-Do you remember all that? 
A: I can't remember all of it. 

Q: But did you understand what he was telling you? 
A: I think so. 

Q: Okay. Did he ask you if you were pleading 
guilty because you were gUilty? 
A: I don't know him asking that. 
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Q: He didn't ask you whether you were guilty at 
all? No? Why didn't you teU him that you weren't 
really gUilty? 
A: You see what really happened, you see, when I 
pleaded guilty, they brought me a piece of paper, 
like a little cop-out paper, and I had to sign my 
name. 

Q: Did you read the cop-out paper? 
A: Yes, sir. 

Q: Did yc:! understand what was on the paper? 
A: I think so. 

Q: When you did plead guilty and the judge read 
some rights to you, uh, did the judge ask you if you 
were pleading gUilty because you were, in fact, 
guilty? Do you remember that? 
A: He asked me if I understood, he asked me if I 
was forced to plead guilty and everything, yeah-

Q: Did-did he ask you if you were guilty? 
A: No-he really didn't actually come out and say, 
"guilty," or, "Are you guilty." He asked do I un
derstand the paper that I signed and all this, yeah. 

Q: On the paper, did it ask whether you were plead- . 
ing guilty because you were in fact guilty? 
A: I can't, I can't read that well-understood before 
I did it. 

Q: Did you read it or did your attorney read it to 
you? 
A: I read, uh, what I could understand, yeah. He 
told us to read it. 

Q: Okay. 
A: The court, whatever you call it, told us to read 
it, uh, and then if we go along with it, well, from 
what I understood it seemed like, you know, a fair 
shake. And if you can't, don't read that good-I 
ain't got but six grade experience-

New Orleans: Defendant #3 
Q: Do you remember any of the questions that he 
asked you when you were pleading? 
A: No, not really. At the time I was under the influ
ence of narcotics, you know-

Q: At the time you pled you were under narcotics? 
A: Yeah, well, I was, I was a junkie at the time and 
I was loaded and-

Q: You hadn't dried out in the back while you were 
waiting in jail-
A: No. I made bond. 

Texas: Defendant #5 
Researcher's note: On probing I learned the defend
ant did not really feel he could plead not guilty. Al
though I had trouble with his broken English and 



he had trouble with my Spanish, it seems as if he 
was convinced he had no right to plead not gUilty. 

While pleas today appear to be more likely to be "intelli
gent" they have not lost their coercive character. The 
majority (77 percent) of the defendants said they felt 
they had to accept the plea bargain (see Table 6.8). The 
sense of coercion is conveyed by some of their responses 
to our questions about whether they felt they had to 
accept the plea offer. 

Virginia: Defendant #7 
"I didn't think I had any choice. I did,,,t see my 
lawyer but one time before trial." 

Virginia: Defendant #5 
"My lawyer insisted that I plead gUilty. I tried to 
argue with him." 

Virginia: Defendant # 10 
"The police forced me into it. They threatened me 
with more charges." 

Tucson: Defendant #15 
Defendant felt pressured to take reduced sentence 
because she was pregnant. 

Delaware County: Defendant #2 
"My parents wanted me to. My mother was crying. 
I was too young to take a chance on 20 years." 

Delaware County: Defendant #15 
"I didn't know much at the time. I was under an 
emotional strain. 

"I figured the guy was a lawyer, he knows what 
he's doing." 

Delaware County: Defendant #9 
"The judge told me in front of the jury if I didn't 
plead guilty, I'd get knocked out of the box. 

New Orleans: Defendant #7 
Q: What do you think would have happened had 
you gone to trial on your case? 
A: Well, by me being a, uh, colored light-if I had 
gotten myself fighting and lose, might have even 
got the whole thing-so now----

Q: Did the attorney tell you that or did you just 
think that? 
A: No. But I thought this all along. 

None of the defendants who said they felt they had to 
accept the plea agreement reported inducements which 
courts would regard as per se unlawful, namely threats 
of physical violence. Almost all pleaded for virtually the 
same reason, namely, to avoid the possibility of a harsh-
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er sentence if they went to trial.33 Some complained 
about broken promises by the police. In Virginia (where 
the plea agreement must be set forth in writing) these 
promises by the police are apparently either not included 
on the written agreement or ignored by the courts-as
suming the following reports by defendants are accurate: 

Virginia: Defendant # 10 
"The police told me that if I plead guilty they 
would help me out in court but they didn't." 
Virginia: defendant #4 
"The police told me to cooperate and they would 
help me. I then made a statement. I thought they 
would help me at the presentence hearing but they 
didn't." 

In the only jurisdiction where the question was asked, 2 
of 10 defendants maintained they were innocent but had 
pleaded gUilty anyhow. Both cases involved fact pat
terns-as told by the defendants-which make it difficult 
to know whether the defendants actually committed the 
crimes or not. One is worth reporting in detail because it 
not only illustrates the difficulty for the plea-taking 
standards to separate the guilty from the innocent in cir
cumstances where a factual basis exists, but it also shows 
the coercion and deceptiveness that continue to charac
terize the guilty plea process. 

New Orleans: Defendant #6 
Q: Tell me briefly what happened .. 
A: [T]here was three of us when they caught us but 
two of us didn't have anything to do with it, you 
know. But I went ahead and pleaded guilty and the 
others doing it pleaded guilty because they would 
have found us guilty. We would have got 6 months. 
That would have been as a maximum, but still, 6 
months plus a $500 fine, you know. 

Q: Well, on the simple robbery charge you could 
have gotten a lot more than 6 months. 
A: You see, you see, what we're saying is before 
you pleaded guilty they had done dropped it down. 
Q: I see. Did the third guy, did he do it? 
A: Right. The one doing it, he pleaded gUilty to it, 
admitted he did it, and he admitted we didn't have 
anything to do with it. 

Q: Were you with him at the time? 
A: Not when he did it, no sir. We was with him
he had done, you see, he snatched a pocketbook, a 
lady's pocketbook somewhere in the French Quar
ter. And they even got the pocketbook back before 

33 For further discussion see the analysis of dilTerential sentencing. 
Chapter S. 
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tlie policemen came, but when we got with him he 
didn't have no money, or nothing on him, you 
know, no pocketbook. The lady said he gave it 
back. The lady even told the police that we wasn't 
with him at the time that he snatched it. They said 
that they don't know whether we was in it or what, 
she said. But we wasn't with him when he snatched 
it. 

Q: Okay, now. If they had already dropped you 
down to misdemeanor theft before you pleaded 
guilty, right-why didn't you go to trial on the mis
demeanor theft? 
A: Because I pleaded guilty. . . 

Q: Well, why did you plead guilty? 
A: Because the police said that they could have got 
us for accessory. In other words from what I under
stood, and I didn't know about the law then, but I 
understood after then when I found out when I 
pleaded guilty, that there's no such thing as accesso
ry to that charge, we would have gone to trial. 
And, with which I didn't know at the moment. 
Anyway, when they did pick up the dude who did 
it, we was with him. He didn't have nothing on 
him, but still, they identified us. He pleaded guilty. 
And we was with him. So I don't know whether we 
was guilty or what. 

* * * * 
A: He [the lawyer] explained all that to me-if you 
beat it, you know, you'll go loose. If you don't they 
can give you the max which is 6 months plus the 
$500 fine. But if you plead guilty, you'll get 60 days, 
you know. He already been with the judge. Sixty 
days. 
Q: He had talked to the judge .... 
A: Right .... 

Q: And so, is that the reason you pled gUilty? 
A: That was one of the reasons, you know. . . 

Q: Okay, you said that that was one of the reasons. 
Any other reasons why you pled? 
A: Well, uh, well, any reason cause I wasn't that 
sure if, you know, how, you know, I didn't know 
about the law. I didn't know about accessory. Vh, I 
told you about they had talked about the accessory. 

Q: Well, did you know the guy that had ripped off 
this purse? 
A: No, not until after-after we got picked up with 
him. 

Q: Well, when you got picked up did you ask the 
cops what you got picked up for? 
A: Yeah, and he told us. 

Q: What did they tell you? 

j, 

A: He told us simple robbery. He told me purse 
snatching. Well, I'm really-I'm learned about ac
cessory and all this and I told the policeman, 1 said, 
"It don't take but one person to snatch a pocket
book, you know, and uh, and we wasn't with him. 
You can ask him." And the dude told him even 
before he threw us in the car. And he said, "Tell 
the judge that." The lady-they brought us down 
by Jackson Square where they paint themselves-it 
was one of those painted ladies that, uh, he snatched 
her pocketbook, and, uh-she even told him that 
she knew that we weren't within the 40 foot of her 
when he snatched the pocketbook-if we was any
where, she said. So he still booked us for it, charged 
with-and I told him my rights about it only takes 
one person to snatch a pocketbook how could he 
charge three of us with it. You know. The one 
pleaded guilty, you know, and the lady identified 
him, so I asked him how could he charge us with it 
when we weren't nowhere around. 

Q: Okay-
A: So that's when he charged me with resisting 
arrest. 

Q: Let me ask you this-
A: I was just trying to stick up for my rights-

Q: But you thought it was a fair shake? 
A: Right. Even though I didn't do it I thought it 
was a fair shake because if I would have got found 
guilty for it just for being with him I would have 
gotten the maximum. 

Q: Do you think you would have been found 
guilty? 
A: I don't know, you know, uh. If I could have got 
a decent lawyer, I doubt that I would-since this 
was my first offense and all that, you know. 

The Achilles heel of plea-taking procedures is the fact 
that defendants can on their own or as the result of 
coaching by their attorneys answer all questions in a 
way that will be acceptable to the judge. In effect, the 
same desire for leniency that leads them to plead guilty 
can emasculate the effectiveness of the plea-taking pro
cedures as a protection of defendants' interests. The ma
jority (52 percent) of the defendants in our sample re
ported that their attorneys had advised them how to 
answer the plea-taking colloquy. Several defendants indi
cated that their attorneys had told them exactly what to 
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say, and evidently these defendants did so without ques
tion, as illustrated below: 

Delaware County: 
(My public defender said), "Don't make any hassles. 
Say 'yes' where it says 'yes.' Whatever the sheet 
says, say 'yes.' " 

New Orleans: Defendant #8 
Q: Did he go over a written form with you? Your 
lawyer? The state lawyer? 
A: No. The only thing he went over with me and 
he had me sign some paper that I'm pleading gUilty. 
Yeah. 

Q: Yeah? Did he read what was on that paper? 
A: Yeah. He read it to me. 

Q: Did you understand what was on the paper? 
Okay. Did he tell you how to answer those ques
tions when the judge talked to you? 
A: Yeah, he said that everything the judge would 
ask about how I would plead to. 

New Orleans: Defendant #5 
Q: Did your attorney talk to you about this ahead 
of time? Did he tell you about the rights the judge 
was going to read to you? 
A: Well, he came, uh, he came to me with a piece 
of paper concerning my rights after I was sen
tenced, you know-no-it was before I was sen
tenced, but, it was more or less a plea bargain be
cause, uh, you know, he said I want you to sign 
right here. Put your initials right here by each at 
the end of each question, you know, saying that you 
understand. 

Several defendants said their attorneys stood next to 
them in court and told them what to say. Occasionally 
this arrangement went awry, as reported by a Virginia 
defendant. "On the third charge I pled not gUilty be
cause [my lawyer] was talking in my ear and I thought 
he said to plead not gUilty. That blew their minds. Then 
I changed it to guilty." 

While there is no way of completely protecting plea col
loquies from ingenuine but acceptable answers, there are 
ways of reducing this vulnerability. Repeating and re
phrasing questions; requiring more than simple "yes" or 
"no" answers; asking defendants to explain what a jury 
trial is before waiving their right to one; having the 
prosecutor read the state's version of the crime and then 
asking defendants to give their version; and other ways 
of going beyond a mere recitation of the plea litany pre
vent today's plea-taking procedure from being an empty 
legal ritual. On the other hand, the use of the plea-ac
ceptance forms, with minimal additional questioning of 
the defendant; establishing the factual basis in ways de
signed to minimize the possibility of a discrepancy be
tween what the defendant believes happened and what 

the state says happened; and the use of other measures 
designed to meet the mandate of appellate courts in a 
streamlined manner bring today's plea-taking close to 
being a new kind of "pious fraud." 

Of course, the more determined the effort to make the 
plea acceptance meaningful the less efficient the guilty 
plea becomes. Delaware County's average time for 
taking felony pleas, for example, is four times that of Se
attle, where judges rely more on the use of the plea
taking form. Also, in Delaware County there is an in
creased risk of having pleas rejected. 

The state's perspective. While the expansion of the plea
taking procedures since 1966 has not benefited defend
ants as much as most reformers had hoped, it has come 
to be recognized as an important benefit to the state. A 
thorough colloquy does not necessarily reduce the prob
ability of the defendant's appealing the plea 34 but it does 
reduce his chance of success. This point has not been 
lost on either prosecutors or judges. One Pennsylvania 
prosecutor reported that his office has devised a lengthy 
colloquy, which prosecutors ask of defense counsel. Mo
tioning his hands as if driving nails into a coffin, he said 
the colloquy even asks for counsel's opinion as to 
whether the defendant's plea was knowing and vol un
tary.35 

Several judges emphasized the importance they attach to 
using the colloquy to prevent reversals. Fortunately, for 
defendants and reformers who would have the plea-ac
ceptance be as thorough as possible, there is here a 
happy coincidence of method in achieving a difference 
in goals. The greater the state's concern about making 
pleas reversal-proof, the more likely the colloquy is to 
be thorough and meaningful. 

Summary of findings 

• All felony-level judges in the six jurisdictions studied 
used some form of checklist to guide them at plea 
taking. But the checklists do not cover all the same 
issues among the six jurisdictions or even within them 
(except in two states where standardized plea taking 

3. Pleas to serious crimes are appealed almost routinely in some juris
dictions. 

3' Reacting to our finding that in Delaware County much of the plea
taking col1oquy is done by defense counsel, this prosecutor expressed 
concern for such a practice. For one thing, because plea colloquies 
serve the function of "burying" the defendant he did not think counsel 
should be the one to do this. But, more importantiy, he believes that 
counsel are increasingly recognizing the litigation value of being inef
fective. In order to give their clients a basis for appeal some attorneys 
are deliberately being ineffective. Al10wing counsel to run the plea col
loquy increases their opportunity to build in an appeal on the basis of 
ineffective assistanr;e. 
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forms are required) and do not guarantee that even con
stitutionally required queries will be made. 

• The average time for accepting pleas for all cases 
combined is 7.8 minutes. Pleas to felony charges take 
twice as long as pleas to misdemeanor charges (9.9 min
utes compared to 5.2 minutes). Pleas in felony courts take 
over three times longer than pleas in misdemeanor 
courts (8.9 minutes compared to 2.6 minutes). 

• The six jurisdictions varied dramatically in the time 
spent in accepting pleas to felony charges (from 4.2 min
utes to 18.2 minutes) and less dramatically in misdemean
or cases (from 1.7 minutes to 4.9 minutes-Delaware 
County excluded). No convincing explanation could be 
found for the dramatic differences among the jurisdic
tions in time spent in accepting pleas. 

• At the time of entering their pleas defendants were 
usually (78 percent) addressed individually before the 
bench and the plea acceptance inquiry consisted of an 
oral colloquy (84 percent) sometimes (32 percent) sup
plemented by the submission of a written inquiry signed 
by the defendant. 

" The defendants were usually told they had a right to a 
trial by jury (70 percent) and sometimes told of their 
rights to confront witnesses (44 percent) and remain 
silent (38 percent). In many cases (56 percent) it was 
noted that defense counsel had explained the defendants' 
rights to them. In most cases (73 percent) the defendants 
were asked if they understood the rights which they had 
waived. 

" In most cases (69 percent) the defendants had the 
charges explained to them and were usually (59 percent) 
asked if they understood the charges. It was sometimes 
(34 percent) noted that defense counsel had explained 
the charges to their clients. 

• Defendants were not always (48 percent) told of the 
maximum possible sentence; rarely (2 percent) notified 
that they were eligible for sentencing as habitual offend
ers; and rarely (4 percent) notified of any collateral con
sequences of their pleas. 

• Defendants were usually (65 percent) asked if any 
threats or pressures had caused them to plead gUilty. 
Sometimes (32 percent) they were asked if promises 
other than the plea agreement had been made. Usually 
(71 percent) the specific terms of any plea agreement 
were entered into the record. 

• The method for establishing the factual basis that was 
most frequently reported by judges (40 percent) as the 
one they use is simply to ask the defendant if he commit
ted the offense. This same method was found to be most 
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frequently used in actual plea-takings observed (59 per
cent). This inquiry was supplemented in many cases by 
having the prosecutor show or report some evidence (48 
percent) and by asking the defendant additional ques
tions about the crime (36 percent). 

• Defendants rarely (2 percent) entered equivocal pleas 
in which they pleaded gUilty while maintaining their in
nocence. Half the judges said they would not accept 
such pleas. 

• Overall, judges rarely (2 percent) rejected any guilty 
pleas. 

• Interviews with nonrandom samples of defendants 
who had pleaded guilty suggest that most defendants (91 
percent) had been told of the maximum sentence they 
might have received; and most (80 percent) said they un
derstood what was said about the nature of the charges 
and the rights they waived. But some (20 percent) indi
cated they did not understand or only partially under
stood what was said. Most defendants (77 percent) said 
they felt they had to accept the plea agreement. 

• Half the defendants reported that their attorneys ad
vised them how to answer the questions at plea taking. 
In several cases the "advice" was to say "yes" to every
thing. 

• A few defendants reported that the police had made 
promises which apparently did not become part of the 
required written statement of the plea agreement and 
were not fulfilled. 

Conclusion 

The reforms of the guilty plea acceptance procedures of 
the last decade and a half have succeeded in making 
pleas more intelligent and in assuring that defendants get 
the deals they thought they were going to get. Before 
their pleas are accepted the great majority of felony de
fendants have their constitutional right to trial by jury 
explained to them as well as the nature of the charges 
against them and the maximum possible sentence for 
which they are eligible. In addition, the terms of ,lle plea 
agreements are made part of the record. Most defendants 
appear to understand the explanations of their rights and 
the charges against them. But a substantial minority of 
defendants apparently do not understand. Moreover, 
promises made by the police apparently do not get re
corded in plea agreements and are not fulfilled. 

The reforms have not made guilty pleas "voluntary" in 
the sense of being uncoerced or free from pressures or 
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inducements. Virtually all defendants still plead guilty 
because of the inducements offered by the state. But, the 
reforms did not try to eliminate all inducements, only 
improper inducements such as the threat of violence or 
bribery and, in the hopes of two national commissions, 
the use of overcharging. The former two kinds of im
proper inducements do not appear to be a regular part of 
plea bargaining, but the latter two continue to be. 

A factual basis for the guilty pleas is now established in 
the great majority of cases. But this does not guarantee 
the "accuracy" of the plea in the literal sense (for de
fendants are allowed to plead to fact patterns which do 
not accurately reflect their crimes); nor does it mean 
that innocent defendants are less likely to be wrongly 
convicted. Contrary to the hopes of some reformers the 
factual basis established at plea taking does not constitute 
a test of evidentiary strength. However, it does reinforce 
the informed nature of the plea. 

In short, the expanded plea-taking procedures have 
made guilty pleas far more informed than they once 
were and have minimized the possibility of broken, mis
leading, or misconstrued promises. But they have left the 
coercive (induced) character of plea bargaining intact. 
They have not moved plea bargaining much closer to 
the trial procedure's determination of legal guilt. They 
do not constitute a means by which an independent third 
party weighs the evidence against some standard of legal 
proof. Reformers who had hoped that requiring judges 
to establish a factual basis for guilty pleas would make 
the guilty plea system approximate the more rigorous 
test of evidence that occurs at trial should take careful 
note of the only case of "wrongful" conviction by guilty 
plea that we have been able to find. The case serves as a 
reminder that the beyond-a-reasonable-doubt standard of 
our trial system is a high standard which is a long way 
from merely establishing some evidence that the defend
ant committed the crime. 

The case involved five men who pleaded guilty to gang
raping a 42-year-old woman who allegedly was a 
"happy drunk" and willingly went with the men. The 
fact that the defendants received suspended sentences 
provoked a public outcry. This prompted the judge to 
order the defendants either to serve prison terms or 

stand trial. They chose the latter and were acquitted by 
a jury (which was not told of their earlier guilty pleas) 
(Associated Press, 1983). 

The effectiveness of the plea-taking procedures is eroded 
by three countervailing factors: (1) Defendants are ad
vised by their counsel and willingly agree to give ac
ceptable answers to the litany of queries at plea taking 
because of their desire to secure the inducement offered 
by the state. (2) Judges are just as anxious as prosecutors 
and defense counsel to dispose of cases as quickly as 
possible. Hence they are subject to strong pressures to 
find pleas acceptable, which they almost always do. (3) 
Except in the occasional case of extraordinarily unusual 
plea agreements, judges are not in the position of second 
guessing the agreements worked out by prosecutors. To 
do so on a regular basis would require the judge to 
assess the evidentiary strength of the case as well as 
other tactical matters (such as using the defendant as an 
informer or for state's evidence) that fall within the 
province of the prosecutor. Hence, the judge's ability to 
protect the community'S interest in seeing defendants 
sentenced "appropriately" is limited by his not knowing 
certain information that is a major determinant of what 
an "appropriate" disposition would be. 

If innocent defendants choose to plead guilty today 
rather than risk a more severe penalty at trial, they will 
be better informed about their constitutional rights; 
about the nature of the charges against them; about the 
consequences of the plea; and about the terms of the 
agreement. There is a 50-50 chance they will not be al
lowed to plead guilty unless they stop asserting their in
nocence or facts at variance with the state's version of 
the crime. And there is an increasing chance that they 
will be unable to successfully attack their conviction on 
appeal. Thus the expanded plea-taking procedures have 
succeeded in bringing a certain kind of fairness to plea 
bargaining. But they have not altered the fundamental 
nature of securing dispositions by inducements nor have 
they remedied the institutional weakness of plea bargain
ing, the lack of the weighing of the evidence against a 
legal standard such as that which would be necessary to 
get a case to the jury. 
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Appendix A. Delaware County (Pa.) District Attorney's List of Cases Eligible for Diversion, 1976. NB: Robbery 
nC)t included; Burglary only for non-dwelling; Also note: there must be no prior convictions for mis
demeanors or felonies; no prior diversions; and no "bad" record of juvenile or summary offenses. 

OFFENSES 

Aiding Consummation of Crime X 
Aggravated A & D 
A & B, Simple 
Attempt 
Bad Check 
Burglary 
Business practices, deceptive 
Conspiracy 

Credit Cards 
Disorderly Conduct 
Drunkenness 
Endangering Another Person 
Exposure, indecent 
Failure to disperse 
False alarms 
False Reports 
Firearms, Uniforms Act 
Forgery 
Harassment by Communication 
Hindering apprehension 
Impersonating Public Servant 
Keys, Master to M.V. 
Lewdness, open 
LOitering and prowling 
Minors, Corrupting 

Misapplication entrusted funds 
Mischief, Criminal 
Obscenity 
Possession instruments of Crime 
Prohibited offensive weapons 
Prostitution 
Receiving stolen property 
ReSisting Arrest 

Retail Theft 
Riot 
Sexual Intercourse, vi)l. dev. 
Solicitation 
Terroristic Threats 
Theft by deception 
Theft, failure disposition funds 
Theft, unlawful taking 
Theft, lost, etc. property 
Theft of services 
Throwing missile into car 
Trespass, criminal, etc. 
Unauth. use M.V. 
Qrugs, poss. marijuana 

ALWAYS OR 
NEARLY 
ALWAYS 

INCLUDED 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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INCLUDED 
ACCORDING TO 

INDIVIDUAL 
CASES 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

COMMENTS 

Minor injury 

Only non-dwelling 

When not accompanied by ineligible 
crime 

When not fired at living thing 
When restitution can be made 

When not accompanied by ineligible 
crime 

When restitution can be made 

When not accompanied by ineligible 

When not accompanied by ineligible 
crime 

With minor consequence 
Consenting adults 

Less than 240 grams 

'. 
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Appendix A. Delaware County (Pa.) District Attorney's List of Cases Eligible for Diversion, 1976. NB: Robbery 
not included; Burglary only for non-dwelling; Also note: there must be no prior convictions for mis
demeanors or felonies; no prior diversions; and no "bad" record of juvenile or summary offenses.-
Continued 

ALWAYS OR INCLUDED 
OFFENSES NEARLY ACCORDING TO 

COMMENTS ALWAYS INDIVIDUAL 
INCLUDED CASES 

Poss. hashish X Less than 64 grams 
Possession X Not hard drugs 
Public assistance fraud X When restitution can be made 
Leaving scene accident X 
Turning off lights X 
Operating Under Influence X When restitution has been made, etc. 
Sales tax, non payment, etc. X When restitution can be made 
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Appendix B Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure: 1966 and 1975 Texts Compared 

1966 Text of Rule 11 
(as amended Feb. 28, 1966, eff. July 1, 1966) 

A defendant may plead not guilty, guilty or, with the consent of the court, nolo contendere. The court may refuse to 
accept a plea of guilty, and shall not accept such plea or plea of nolo contendere without flrst addressing the defend
ant personally and determining that the plea is made voluntarily with understanding of the nature of the charge and 
the consequences of the plea. If a defendant refuses to plead or if the court refuses to accept a plea of guilty or if a 
defendant corporation fails to appear, the court shall enter a plea of not guilty. The court shall not enter a judgment 
upon a plea of guilty unless it is satisfied that there is a factual basis for the plea. 

1975 Text of Rule 11 
(as amended Apr. 22, 1974, eff. Dec. 1, 1975; July 31, 1975, eff. Aug. 1 and Dec. 1, 1975) 

(a) Alternatives. A defendant may plead not guilty, guilty, or nolo contendere. If a defendant refuses to plead or if a 
defendant corporation fails to appear, the court shall enter a plea of not guilty. 

(b) Nolo contendere. A defendant may plead nolo contendere only with the consent of the court. Such a plea shall be 
accepted by the court only after due consideration of the views of the parties and the interest of the public in the 
effective administration of justice. 

(c) Advice to Defendant. Before accepting a plea of guilty of nolo contendere, the court must address the defendant 
personally in open court and inform him of, and determine that he understands, the following: 

(1) the nature of the charge to which the plea is offered, the mandatory minimum penalty provided by law, if any, 
and the maximum possible penalty provided by law; and 

(2) if the defendant is not repre3ented by an attorney, that he has the right to be represented by an attorney at every 
stage of the proceding against him, and if necessary, one will be appointed to represent him; and 

(3) that he has the right to plead not guilty or to persist in that plea if it has already been made, and that he has the 
right to be tried by a jury and at that trial has the right to the assistance of counsel, the right to confront and cross
examine witnesses against him, and the right not to be compelled to incriminate himself; and 

(4) that if he pleads guilty or nolo contendere there will not be a further trial of any kind, so that by pleading guilty 
or nolo contendere he waives the right to a trial; and 

(5) that if he pleads guilty or nolo contendere, the court may ask him questions about the offense to which has 
pleaded, and if he answers these questions under oath, on the record, and in the presence of counsel, his answers 
may later be used against him in a prosecution for perjury or false statement. 

(d) Insuring that the plea is voluntary, The court shall not accept a plea of gUilty or nolo contendere without flrst, by 
addressing the defendant personally in open court, determining that the plea is voluntary and not the result of 
threats or of promises apart from a plea agreement. The court shall also inquire as to whether the defendant's will
ingness to plead guilty or nolo contendere results from prior discussions between the attorney for the government 
and the defendant or his attorney. 

(e) Plea agreement procedure 

(1) In General. The attorney for the government and the attorney for the defendant or the defendant when acting 
pro se may engage in discussions with a view toward reaching an agreement that, upon the entering of a plea of 
guilty or nolo contendere to a charged offense or to a lesser or related offense, the attorney for the government will 
do any of the following: 

(a) move for dismissal of other charges; or 
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Appendix B Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure: 1966 and 1975 Texts Compared-Continued 

(b) make a recommendation, or agree not to oppose the defendant's request for a particular sentence, with the un
derstanding the such recommendation or request shall not be binding upon the court; or 

(c) agrees that a specific sentence is the appropriate disposition of the case. 

The court shall not participate in any such discussions. 

(2) Notice of Such Agreement. If a plea agreement has been reached by the parties, the court shall, on the record, 
require the disclosure of the agreement in open court or, on a showing of good cause, in camera, at the time the plea 
is offered. Thereupon the court may accept or reject the agreement, or may defer its decision as to the acceptance 
or rejection until there has been an opportunity to consider the presentence report. 

(3) Acceptance of Plea Agreement. If the court accepts the plea agreement, the court shall inform the defendant that it 
will embody in the judgment and sentence the disposition provided for in the plea agreement. 

(4) Rejection of a Plea Agreement. If the court rejects the plea agreement, the court shall, on the record, inform the 
parties of this fact, advise the defendant personally in open court or, on a showing of good cause, in camera, that the 
court is not bound by the plea agreement, afford the defendant the opportunity to then withdraw his plea, and 
advise the defendant that if he persists in his guilty plea or plea of nolo contendere the disposition of the case may 
be less favorable to the defendant than that contemplated by the plea agreement. 

(5) Time of Plea Agreement Procedure. Except for good cause shown, notification to the court of the existence of a 
plea agreement shall be given at the arraignment or at such other time, prior to trial, as may be fixed by the court. 

(6) Inadmissibility of Pleas, Offers, and Related Statements. Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, evidence 
of a plea of guilty, later withdrawn or a plea of nolo contendere, or of an offer to plead guilty or nolo contendereto 
the crime charged or any other crime, or of statements made in connection with, and relevant to, any of the forego
ing pleas or offers, is not admissible in any civil or criminal proceeding against the person who made the plea or 
offer. However, evidence of a statement made in connection with, and relevant to, a plea of guilty, later withdrawn, 
a plea of nolo contendere, or an offer to plead guilty or nolo contendere to the crime charged or any other crime, is 
admissible in a criminal proceeding for perjury or false statement if the statement was made by the defendant under 
oath, on the record, and in the presence of counsel. 

(f) Determining Accuracy of Plea. Notwithstanding the acceptance of a plea of guilty, the court should not enter a 
judgment upon such plea without making such inquiry as shall satisfy it that there is a factual basis for the plea. 

(g) Record of Proceedings. A verbatim record of the proceedings at which the defendant enters a plea shall be made 
and, if there is a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, the record shall include, without limitation, the court's advice to 
the defendant, the inquiry into the voluntariness of the plea including any plea agreement, and the inquiry into the 
accuracy of a gUilty plea. 
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Appendix C Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure 

RULE 17.1 RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
V. PLEAS OF GUILTY AND NO CONTEST 
RULE 17. PLEAS OF GUILTY AND NO CONTEST 
Rule 17.1 PLEADING BY DEFENDANT 

a. Personal Appearance; Appropriate Court. A plea of gUilty or no contest may be accepted by a court having juris. 
diction to try the offense. Such plea shall be accepted only when made by the defendant personally in open court, 
unless the defendant is a corporation, in which case the plea may be entered by counselor a corporate officer. 
b. Vnluntary and Intelligent Plea. A plea of gulity or no contest may be accepted only if voluntarily and intelligently 
made. Except for pleas to minor traffic offenses, the procedures of Rule 17.2, 17.3, and 17.4 shall be utilized by all 
courts to assure the voluntariness and intelligence of the plea. 

c. Pleas of No Contest. A plea of no contest may be accepted only after due consideration of the views of the parties 
and the interest of the public in the effective administration of justice. 
d. Record. A verbatim record shall be made of all plea proceedings occurring in a court of record. 
Rule 17.2 Duty of court to advise defendant of his rights and of the consequences of pleading guilty or no contest 
Before accepting a plea of guilty or no contest, the court shall address the defendant personally in open court, in
forming him of and determining that he understands the following: 

a. The nature of the charge to which the plea is offered; 

b. The nature and reange of possible sentence for the offense to which the plea is offered, inclUding any special 
conditions regarding sentence, parole, or commutation imposed by statute; 

c. The constitutional rights which he forgoes by pleading guilty or no contest, including his right to counsel if he is 
not represented by counsel; and 

d. His right to plead not guilty. 

Rule 17.3 Duty of Court to determine voluntariness and intelligence of the plea 

Before accepting a plea of guilty or no contest, the court shall address the defendant personally in open court and 
determine that he wishes to forgo the constitutional rights of which he has been advised, that his plea is voluntary 
and not the result of force, threats or promises (other than a plea agreement). The trial court may at that time 
determine that there is a factual basis for the plea or the determination may be deferred to the time for judgment of 
guilt as provided by Rule 26.2(c). 

Amended May 7, 1975, effective Aug. I, 1975. 

Rule 17.4 Plea negotiations and agreements 

a. Plea Negotiations. The parties may negotiate concerning, and reach an agreement on, any aspect of the disposition 
of the case. The court shall not participate in any such negotiation. 
b. Plea Agreement. The terms of a plea agreement shall be reduced to writing and signed by the defendant, his 
counsel, if any, and the prosecutor. An agreement may be revoked by any party prior to its acceptance by the court. 
c. Determining the Accuracy of the Agreement and the Voluntariness and Intelligence of the Plea. The parties shall me 
the agreement with the court, which shall address the defendant personally and determine that he understands and 
agrees to its terms, that the written document contains all the terms of the agreement, and that the plea is entered in 
conformance with Rules 17.2 and 17.3. 

d. Acceptance of Plea. After making such determinations, the court shall either accept or reject the tendered negoti
ated plea. The court shall not be bound by any provision in the plea agreement regarding the sentence or the term 
and conditions of probation to be imposed, if, after accepting the agreement and reviewing a presentence report, it 
rejects the provision as inappropriate. 

e. Rejection of Plea. If an agreement or any provision thereof is rejected by the court, it shall give the defendant an 
opportunity to withdraw his plea, advising him that if he permits his plea to stand the disposition of the case may be 
less favorable to him than that contemplated by the agreement. 
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Appendix C Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure (continued) 

f. Disclosure and Confidentiality. When a plea agreement or any term thereof is accepted, the agreement or such 
term shall become part of the record. However, if no agreement is reached, or if the agreement is revoked, rejected 
by the court, or withdrawn or if the judgment is later vacated or reversed, neither the plea discussion nor any 
resulting agreement, plea or judgment, nor statements made at a hearing on the plea, shall be admissible against the 
defendant in any criminal or civil action or administrative procceding. 
g. Automatic Change of Judge. If a plea is withdrawn after submission of the pre-sentence report, the judge, upon 
request of the defendant, shall disqualify himself, but no additional disqualification of judges under this rule shall be 
permitted. 
Form XVTII. Plea agreement 

[CAPTION] 

PLEA AGREEMENT 

The state of Arizona and the defendant hereby agree to the following disposition of this case: 

Plea: The defendant agrees to plead guilty/no contest to: 
Terms: On the following understandings, terms and conditions: 
1. That the defendant will receive a sentence no greater than 
less than and consistent with the following additional terms: ----

and no 

2. That the following charges are dismissed, or if not yet ftled, shall not be brought against the defendant. 

3. That this agreement, unless rejected or withdrawn, serves to amend the complaint, indictment, or information to 
charge the offense to which the defendant pleads, without the ftling of any additional pleading. If the plea is reject
ed or withdrawn the original charges are automatically reinstated. 

4. If the defendant is charged with a felony, that he hereby gives up his right to a preliminary hearing or other 
probable cause determination on the charges to which he pleads. In the event the court rejects the plea, or the 
defendant withdraws the plea, the defendant hereby gives up his right to a preliminary hearing or other probable 
cause determination on the original charges. 

5. Unless this plea is rejected or withdrawn, that the defendant hereby gives up any and all motions, defenses, 
objections or reqnests which he has made or raised, or could assert hereafter, to the court's entry of judgment 
against him and imposition of a sentence upon him consistent with this agreement. 

6. That if after accepting this agreement the court concludes that any of its provisions regarding the sentence or 
the term and conditions of probation are inappropriate, it can reject the plea, giving the defendant an opportunity to 
withdraw the plea. 

I have read and understand the above. I have discussed the case and my constitutional rights with my lawyer. I 
understand that by pleading (guilty) (no contest) I will be giving up my right to a trial by jury, to confront, cross
examine, and compel the attendance of witnesses, and my privilege against self-incrimination. I agree to enter my 
plea as indicated above on the terms and conditions set forth herein. I fully understand that if, as part of this plea 
bargain, I am granted probation by the court, the terms and conditions thereof are subject to modification at any 
time during the period of probation in the event that I violate any written condition of my probation. 

Date Defendant 

I have discussed this case with my client in detail and advised him of his constitutional rights and all possible de
fenses. I believe that the plea and disposition set forth herein are appropriate under the facts of this case. I concur in 
the entry of the plea as indicated above and on the terms and conditions set forth herein. 

Date Defense Counsel 
I have reviewed this matter and concur that the plea and disposition set forth herein are appropriate and are in the 
interest of justice. 
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Appendix C Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure (continued) 

Date Prosecutor 

Form XIX. Guilty plea checklist 

[CAPTION] 

GUILTY PLEA PROCEEDING 
The defendant personally appearing before me, I have ascertained the following facts, noting each by initialing it. 

Judge's 
Initial 

1. That the defendant understands the nature of the charges against him ----------

2. That the defendant understands the range of possible sentence for the offenses charged, from(.a
f suspended sentence to a maximum of ---------- and that the mandatory minimum 1 

any) is ----

3. That the defendant tmderstands the following constitutional rights which he gives up by pleading 
guilty: 

(a) His right to trial by jury, if any. 

(b) His right to the assistance of an attorney at all stages of the proceeding, and to an appointed 
attorney, to be furnished free of charge, if he cannot afford one. 

(c) His right to confront the witnesses against him and to cross-examine them as to the truthful
ness of their testimony. 

(d) His right to present evidence on his own behalf, and to have the state compel witnesses of his 
choosing to appear and testify. 

(e) His right to remain silent and to be presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond a reason-
able doubt. 

4. That the defendant wishes to give up the constitutional rights of which he has been advised. 

5. That there exists a basis in fact for believing the defendant guilty of the offenses charged. 

6. That the defendant and the prosecutor have entered into a plea agreement and that the defendant 
understands and consents to its terms. 

7. That the plea is voluntary and not the result of force, threats or promises other than a plea agree
ment. 

On the basis of these findings, I conclude that the defendant knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently pleads guilty to 
the above charges, and accept his plea. 

Date Judge 

CERTIFICATION BY DEFENDANT 
I certify that the judge personally advised me of the matters noted above, that I understand the constitutional rights 
that I am giving up by pleading guilty, and that I desire to plead guilty to the charges stated. 

---------------------
Defense Counsel, if any Defendant 
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Appendix D Washington Superior Court Criminal Rules 

RULE 4.2 
PLEAS 

(a) Types. A. Defendant may plead not guilty, not guilty by reason of insanity or guilty. 
(b) Multiple Offenses. Where the indictment or information charges two or more offenses in separate counts the 
defendant shall plead separately to each. 

(c) Pleading Insanity. When it is desired to interpose the defense of insanity or mental irresponsibility on behalf of 
one charged with a crime the defendant, his counselor other person authorized by law to appear and act for him, 
shall at the time of pleading to the information or indictment fIle a plea in writing in addition to the plea or pleas 
required or permitted by other laws than this setting up (1) his insanity or mental irresponsibility at the time of the 
commission of the crime charged, and (2) whether the insanity or mental irresponsibility still exists, or (3) whether 
the defendant has become sane or mentally responsible between the time of the commission of the crime and the 
time of the trial. The plea may be interposed at any time thereafter, before the submission of the cause to the jury if 
it be proven that the insanity or mental irresponsibility of the defendant at the time of the crime was not before 
known to any person authorized to interpose a plea. 

(d) Voluntariness. The court shall not accept a plea of guilty, without flrst determining that it is made voluntarily, 
competently and with an understanding of the nature or' the charge and the consequences of the plea. The court 
shall not enter a judgment upon a plea of guilty unless it is satisfled that there is a factual basis for the plea. 
(e) Agreements. If a plea of guilty is based upon an agreement between the defendant and the prosecuting attorney, 
such agreement must be made a part of the record at the time the plea is entered. No agreement shall be made 
which specifIes what action the judge shall take on or pursuant to the plea or which attempts to control the exercise 
of his discretion, and the court shall so advise the defendant. 

(f) Withdrawal of Plea. The court shall allow a defendant to withdraw his plea of guilty whenever it appears that the 
withdrawal is necessary to correct a manifest injustice. 

(g) Written Statement. A written statement of the defendant in substantially the form set forth below shall be fIled on 
a plea of guilty. 

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, } No. ___ _ 
Plaintiff, 
vs. STATEMENT OF 

DEFENDANT ON 
Defendant. PLEA OF GUILTY 

1. My true name is - _______ _ 

2. My age is --. 

3. My lawyer is ._----_., 

COUNTY 

4. The court has told me that I am charged with the crime of -------___ , the maximum sentence for 
which is ---. 

5. The court has told me that: 

(a) I have the right to have counsel (a lawyer), and that if I cannot afford to pay for counsel, one will be provided 
at no expense to me. 
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Appendix D Washington Superior Court Criminal Rules (continued) 

(b) I have the right to a trial by jury. 

(c) I have the right to hear and question witnesses who testify against me. 

(d) I have the right to have witnesses testify for me. These witnesses can be made to appear at no expense to me. 
(e) The charge must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

6. I plead -------. to the crime of -------- as charged in the infonnation, a copy of which I 
have received. 

7. I make this plea freely and voluntarily. 

8. No one has threatened harm of any kind to me or to any other person to cause me to make this plea. 

9. No person has made promises of any kind to cause me to enter this plea except as set forth in this statement. 

10. I have been told the Prosecuting Attorney will take the following action and make the following recommenda
tion to the court: ----_ 

11. I have been told and fully understand that the court does not have to follow the Prosecuting Attorney's recom
mendation as to sentence. The court is completely free to give me any sentence it sees fit no matter what the Pros
ecuting Attorney recommends. 

12. The court has told me that if I am sentenced to prison the Judge must sentence me to the maximum tenn re
quired by the law, which in this case is -. The minimum tenn of sentence is set by the Board of Prison Tenns 
and Paroles. The Judge and Prosecuting Attorney may recommend a minimum sentence to the ;tloard but the Board 
doe~ not have to follo~ .their recommendation. I have been further advised that the crime with which I am charged 
carnes a mandatory mmlffium of --- years. (If not applicable, this sentence shall be stricken and initialed by the 
defendant and the judge.) 

13. The court has asked me to state briefly in my own words what I did that resulted in my being charged with the 
crime in the infonnation. This is my statement: ________________________ _ 

14. I have read or have had read to me all of the numbered sections above (l through 14) and have received a copy 
of "Statement of Defendant on Plea of Guilty." I have no further questions to ask of the court. 

The above statement was read by or read to the defendant and signed by the defendant in the presence of his attor
ney, --------, Prosecuting Attorney --------, and the undersigned Judge in open court. 
DATED THIS --- day of --, 19-. 

Judge 
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Appendix E Texas (Veron's Annotated) Code of Criminal Procedure 

Art. 1.13 [lOa] Waiver of trial by jury 

The defendant in a criminal prosecution for any offense classified as a felony less than capital shall have the right, 
upon entering a plea, to waive the right of trial by jury, conditioned, however, that such waiver must be made in 
person by the defendant in writing in open court with the consent and approval of the court, and the attorney 
representing the State. The consent and approval by the court shall be entered of record on the minutes of the 
court, and the consent and approval of the attorney representing the State shall be in writing, signed by him, and 
filf:d in the papers of the cause before the defendant enters his plea. Before a defendant who has no attorney can 
agree to waive the jury, the court must appoint an attorney to represent him. 
Acts 1965, 59th Leg., vol. 2, p. 317, ch. 722. 

Art. 1.15. [12] [21] [22] Jury in felony 

No person can be convicted of a felony except upon the verdict of a jury duly rendered and recorded, unless in 
felony cases less than capital, the defendant, upon entering a plea, has in open court in person waived his right of 
trial by jury in writing in accordance with Articles 1.13 and 1.14; provided, however, that it shall be necessary for 
the state to introduce evidence into the record showing the guilt of the defendant and said evidence shall be accept
ed by the court as the basis for its jUdgment and in no event shall a person charged be convicted upon his plea 
without sufficient evidence to support the same. The evidence may be stipulated if the defendant in such case con
sents in writing, in open court, to waive the appearance, confrontation, and the cross-examination of witnesses, and 
further consents either to an oral stipulation of the evidence and testimony or to the introduction of testimony by 
affidavits, written statements of witnesses, and any other documentary evidence in support of the judgment of the 
court. Such waiver and consent must be approved by the court in writing, and be filed in the file of the papers of 
the cause. 

Acts 1965, 59th Leg., vol. 2, p. 317, ch. 722. Amended by Acts 1967, 60th Leg., p. 1733, ch. 659, § 2, eff. Aug. 28, 1967; Acts 1971, 62nd Leg., p. 
3028, ch. 996, § 1, eff. June 15, 1971; Atts 1973, 63rd Leg., p. 1127, ch. 426, art. 3, § 5 I~ff. June 14, 1973. 

Art. 26.13. [501] [565] [554] Plea of guilty 

If the defendant pleads guilty, or enters a plea of nolo contendere he shall be admonished by the court of the conse
quences; and neither of such pleas shall be received unless it plainly appears that he is sane, and is uninfluenced by 
any consideration of fear, or by any persuasion, or delusive hope of pardon, prompting him to confess his guilt. Acts 
1965, 59th Leg., vol. 2, p. 317, ch. 722. 

Art. 26.14. [502] [566] [555] Jury on plea of guilty 

Where a defendant in a case of felony persists in pleading guilty or in entering a plea of nolo contendere, if the 
punishment is not absolutely fixed by law, a jury shall be impaneled to assess the punishment and evidence may be 
heard to enable them to decide thereupon, unless the defendant in accordance with Articles 1.13 or 37.07 shall have 
waived his right to trial ~y jury. Acts 1965, 59th Leg., vol. 2, p. 317, ch. 722. 

Art. 27.14. [518] [582] [571] Plea of guilty or nolo contendere in misdemeanor 

A plea of "guilty" or a plea of "nolo contendere" in a misdemeanor case may be made either by the defendant or his 
counsel in open court; in such case, the defendant or his counsel may ~aive a jury, and the punishment may be 
assessed by the court either upon or without evidence, at the discretion of the defendant. In a misdemeanor case 
arising out of a moving traffic violation for which the maximum possible punishment is by fine only, payment of a 
fine, or an amount accepted by the court constitutes a rmding of guilty in open court, as though a plea of nolo 
contendere had been entered by the defendant. Acts 1965, 59th Leg., vol. 2, p. 317, ch. 722. 
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Appendix F Virginia Rules of Criminal Procedure and Norfolk Plea Agreement Form 

Rule 3A:ll. Pleas. 

(a) Permissible Pleas. An accused may plead not guilty, guilty, or in a misdemeanor case, nolo contendere. The court 
may refuse to accept a plea of guilty. A plea of nolo contendere may be made only with the court's consent. 
(b) Entering of pleas. In a felony case a plea of guilty may be entered only by the accused after being advised by 
counsel, except that a corporation may enter a plea of guilty through its counselor agent. In a misdemeanor case a 
plea of guilty or nolo contendere may be entered by the accused or his counsel. The court shall enter a plea of guilty 
if a plea of guilty is not accepted or a plea of nolo contendere is not consented to, or if the accused refuses to plead, 

or if the accused fails to appear for trial of a misdemeanor. 
(c) Determining Voluntariness of Pleas of Guilty or Nolo Contendere. A court of record shall not accept a plea of 
guilty or nolo contendere without first determing that the plea is made voluntarily with an understanding of the 

nature of the charge and the consequences of the plea. 

(d) Plea Agreement Procedure. 
(1) The attorney for the Commonwealth and the attorney for the defendant or the defendant when acting pro se may 
engage in discussions with a view toward reaching an agreement that, upon entry by the defendant of a plea of 
guilty, or in a misdemeanor case a plea of nolo contendere, to a charged offense, or to a lesser or related offense, the 

attorney for the Commonwealth will do any of the following: 

(A) Move for dismissal of other charges; 

(B) Make a recommendation for a particular sentence; 

(C) Agree not to oppose the defendant's request for a particular sentence; or 

(D) Agree that a specific sentence is the appropriate disposition of the case. 

In any such discussions under this Rule, the court shall not participate. 
(2) If a plea agreement has been reached by the parties, it shall, in every felony case, be reduced to writing, signed 
by the attorney for the Commonwealth, the defendant, and his attorney, if any, and, in every case, presented to the 
court. The court shall require the disclosure of the agreement in open court or, upon a showing of good cause, in 
camera, at the time the plea is offered. The court may accept or reject the agreement, or may defer its decision as to 
the acceptance or rejection until there has been an opportunity to consider a presentence report. 

(3) If the court accepts the plea agreement, the court shall inform the defendant that it will embody in its judgment 

and sentence the disposition provided for in the agreement. 
(4) If the court rejects the plea agreement, the court shall inform the parties of this fact, and advise the defendant 
personally in open court or, on a showing of good cause, in camera, that the court will not accept the plea agree
ment. Thereupon, neither party shall be bound by the plea agreement. The court shall afford the defendant the 
opportunity to withdraw his plea of guilty or plea of nolo contendere and advise the defendant that, if he persists in 
his plea, the disposition of the case may be less favorable to the defendant than that contemplated by the plea agree-

ment. 
(5) Except as otherwise provided by law, evidence of a plea of guilty later withdrawn, of a plea of nolo contendere, 
or of an offer to plead guilty or nolo contendere to the crime charged, or any other crime, or of statements made in 
connection with and relevant to any of the foregoing pleas or offers, is not admissible in the case-in-chief in any civil 
or criminal proceeding against the person who made the plea or offer. But evid,ence of a statement made in connec
tion with and relevant to a plea of guilty, later withdrawn, a plea of nolo contendere, or an offer to plead guilty or 
nolo contendere to the crime charged or to any other crime, is admissible in any criminal proceeding for perjury or 

false statement, if the statement was made by the defendant under oath and on the record. 
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Appendix F Virginia Rules of Criminal Procedure and Norfolk Plea Agreement Form (continued) 

Virginia Supreme Court, Rules of Court 
Form 8. Suggested Questions to Be Put by the Court to an Accused Who Has Pleaded Guilty 

(Rule 3A:ll) 

Before accepting your plea of guilty, I will ask you certain questions. If you do not understand any question, please 
ask me to explain it to you. 

1. What is your full name, and what is your age? 

2. Are you the person charged in the indictment [information or warrant] with the commission of an offense? 

3. Do you fully understand the charge against you? 

4. Are you entering this plea of guilty freely and voluntarily? 

5. Are y,ou entering the plea of guilty because you are, in fact, guilty of the crime charged? 

6. Do you understand that by pleading guilty, you are not entitled to II trial by jury? 

7. Has anyone connected with the State, such as the police or Lhe Commonwealth's attorney, or any other official, 
in any manner threatened you or forced you to enter this plea of guilty? 

8. The Commonwealth's attorney may have advised your attorney or you what punishment he will recommend if 
you plead guilty. Has anyone made you any other promise of leniency? 

9. Do you understand th'lt in imposing punishment I am not bound by any agreement between you and your counsel 
and the COmn1onwealth's attorney, and I need not follow any recommendation of the Commonwealth's attorney? 

10. (a) If I accept your'plea of guilty, the punishment could be imprisonment for not more than ...... years, a 
fme of not more than $. . . . . . . . . . . . ., or both; that is to say, you may be imprisoned or you may be fined, or 
you may be imprisoned and fined. * Do you understand the punishment that may be imposed? 

(b) If you have been previously sentP.nced to confmement in a penitentiary, additional punishment can be imposed 
under the mulitiple offender statutes. Do you understand this? 

11. Have you had ample time to discuss with your attorney any possible defense you may have to this charge? 

12. Have you discussed with your attorney whether you should plead not guilty or guilty? 

13. After the discussion did you decide for yourself that you should plead guilty? 

14. Are you entirely satisfied with the services of the attorney who was appointed to represent you in this matter? 

15. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you may waive any right to appeal from the decision of this court? 

16. Do you understand all the questions I have asked you? 

• The language should be appropriately changed to describe the maximum sentence that can be imposed. 

Note: The court may wish to ask other questions-e,g., a question about the accused's education. 
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Appendix F Virginia Rules of Criminal Procedure and Norfolk Plea Agreement Form (continued) 

VIRGINIA.: 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF '!'HE CITY OF NORFOLK 

COMMONtYEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

VS. 

On indictmentCs)/warrant(s) charging: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
i 

~ AGREEMENT MEMORANDUM 

Pursuant to the provisions of Rule 3A:ll(d). the parties 
in interest present this memorandum of their plea agreement. 

Upon the Defendan~'s plea(s) of guilty to the offense(s) set 
forth below. the Common~ealth will recommend the follOwing 
dispositions to the Court: 

_,;S -, 
t:C:'l , 

SEEN & AGREED 

Defendant 

Attorney for the Defendant . 

Attorney lor die l:ommonweaIt5 
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Appendix G Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure and Delaware County Guilty Plea
Statement of Defendant Form 

Rule 819. Pleas and Plea Agreements 
(a) Generally. A defendant may plead not guilty, guilty, or with the consent of the court, nolo contendere. The judge may refuse to accept a plea 
of guilty, and shall not accept it unless he determines after inquiry of the defendant that the plea is voluntarily and understandingly made. Such 
inquiry shall appear on the record. 
(b) Plea Agreements. 
(1) The trial judge shall not participate in the plea negotiations preceding an agreement. 
(2) When counsel for both sides have arrived at a plea agreement they shall state on the record in open court, in the presence of the defendant, 
the terms of the agreement. Thereupon the judge shall conduct an inquiry of the defendant on the record to determine whether he understands 
and concurs in the agreement. 
(3) If the judge is satisfied that the plea is understandingly and voluntarily tendered, he may accept the plea. If thereafter the judge decides not to 
concur in the plea agreement, he shall permit the defendant to withdraw his plea. 
Comment: The purpose of paragraph (a) is to codify the requirement that the judge, on the record, ascertain from the defendant that the guilty 
plea is voluntarily and UD,derstandingly tendered. Recent court decisions have indicated that this is the preferred practice but have not made the 
requirement mandatory. See Commonwealth ex rei. West v. RWldle, 237 A.2d 196,428 Pa. 102 (1968); Commonwealth v. Belgrave, 285 A.2d 
448, 445 Pa. 311 (1971). 

It is difficult to formulate a comprehensive list of questions a judge must ask of a deCendant in determining whether the judge should accept the 
plea of guilty. Court decisions constantly add areas to be encompassed in determining whether the defendant understands the Cull impact and 
consequences of his plea, but is nevertheless willing to enter that plea. It is recolJllllellded, however, that at a minmUDl the judge ask questions to 
elicit the Collowing information: 
(1) Does the defendant understand the nature of the charges to which he is pleading guilty? 
(2) Is there a factual basis for the plea? 
(3) Does the defendant understand that he has the right to trial by jury? 
(4) Does the defendant understand that he is presUDled innocent until he is found guilty? 
(5) Is the defendant aware of the permissible range of sentence and/or fmes for the offenses charged? 
(6) Is the defendant aware that the judge is not bound by the terms of any plea agreement tendered unless the judge accepts such agreement? 
Many, though not all, of the areas to be covered by such questions are set forth in a footnote to the Court's opinion in Commonwealth v. Martin, 
445 Pa. 49, 54-56, 282 A.2d 241 (1971), in which the colloquy conducted by the trial judge is cited with approval. As to the requirement that the 
judge ascertain that there is a factual basis for the plea, see Commonwealth v. Maddox, 450 Pa. 406, 300 A.2d 503 (1973), and Commonwealth v. 
Bernard Jackson, 450 Pa. 417, 299 A.2d 209 (1973). 

It is advisable that the judge should conduct the examination of the defendant. However, paragraph (a) does not prevent defense counselor the 
attorney for the Cnmmonwealth from conducting part or all of the examination of the defendant, as permitted by the judge. 
Paragraph (b) is intended to alter the process of what is commonly known as "plea bargaining" so as to make it a matter of public record and to 
insure that it does not involve prejudicing or compromising the independent position of the judge. See Commonwealth v. Alvarado, 442 Pa. 516, 
276 A.2d 526 (1971); Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257, 92 S.Ct. 495, 30 L.Ed.2d 427 (1971); Commonwealth v. Wilkins, 277 A2d 341, 442 
Pa. 524 (1971); Commonwealth v. Evans, 252 A.2d 689. 434 Pa. 52 (1969); cr. Commonwealth v. Scoleri, 202 A.2d 521, 415 Pa. 218 (1964); 
A.B.A. MinimUDl Standards Relating to Pleas of Guilty, § 3.3(a), at 71-74 (Approved Draft 1968); President's Commission on Law Enforcement 
and the Administration of Justice, "The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society" 134 (1967). 
Thf} "terms" of the plea agreement, referred to in subparagraph (b)(2) frequently, involve the attorney for the Commonwealth-in exchange for 
the defendant's plea of guilty, and perhaps for the defendant's promise to cooperate with law enforcement officials-promising such concessions 
as a reduction of a charge to a less serious offense, or the dropping of one or more additional charges or a recommendation of a lenient sentence, 
or a combination of these. In any event, Paragraph (b) is intended to assure that all terms of the quid pro quo are openly acknowledged for the 
court's assessment. 

Paragraph (b )(3) requires the judge to permit the defendant to wit.l:draw a plea the judge h!!S accepted when the j!!gge is unable to comply with a 
plea agreement on which the plea was based. See li:~e 320. 
When a plea agreement has been negotiated, there must be an inquiry in order to determine whether the plea is made voluntarily and understand
ingly. However, the terms of the plea agreement should be stated in the record and it should be made clear that the defendant understands the 
nature and effect of the agreement. 
Adopted June 30, 1964, effective Jan. 1, 1965; amended Nov. 25, 1968, effective Feb. 3, 1969; amended Oct. 3, 1972, effective in 30 days; amend
ed and effective March 28, 1973. 
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Appendix G Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure and Delaware County Guilty Plea
Statement of Defendant Form (continued) 

I understand that I could be sentenced to the maximum penalty set forth above for each charge to which I am 
pleading guilty and that the possible sentence reSUlting from consecutive sentences on the above charges is 

I state that in pleading guilty I am admitting that I committed the crimes charged and admitting my guilt of these 
charges, that the guilty plea will appear on my record as a conviction, that the above possible penalties and sen
tences have been explained to me, and I understand them, that I make this statement of my own free will, that it is 
voluntary, that I have not been threatened, forced or pressured to enter a plea of guilty nor received any promise of 
the sentence I will receive in return for entering a plea, that I have read this statement and discussed it with my 
attorney and I fully understand my constitutional rights. 

I also understand that if I am on parole or probation that this guilty plea might well result in the revocation of that 
probation or parole. 

I also state that I have fully discussed my case with my attorney, that we have discussed the possible defenses to the 
charges; that my attorney is fully familiar with the facts of my case. I acknowledge that I have reviewed the factual 
basis for these crimes with my attorney and that in pleading gUilty I admit committing the acts alleged. My attorney 
has advised me that the law presumes me to be innocent, and that the burden is upon the Commonwealth to prove 
me guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. I am satisfied that he is fully prepared to represent me and that he has advised 
me that he is ready to defend me to the above charges if I did not enter a guilty plea. 

I further state that I am not now suffering from any mental illness or the effects of any narcotics or drugs or alco
holic beverages. 

Defendant 
I, , Esquire, Attorney for , hereby state that I have advised my client 
of the foregoing rights; that the client has discussed them with me and believe that he understands them; that I am 
prepared to try this case, and that defendant understands what he is doing in entering the above guilty plea. 

Attorney for Defendant 
Note: To Assistant District Attorney-have this form fIlled in and signed by the defendant. If defendant signs it and understands what he is 
doing, have his attorney sign it before the guilty plea is taken, read this form into record, then enter this statement as an exhibit with record 
papers. 
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Appendix G Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure and Delaware County Guilty Plea
Statement of Defendant Form (contin~!"d) 

Delware County, Pa. 
GUILTY FLEA-STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT (REVISED 2/17/76 

COMMONWEALTH OF PENN~YLVANIA VS. -----________ _ 

T ---, INFORMATION NO(S). ----, SESSION 19 

CHARGES: 

I, ------------, hereby state that I am -- years old, that I have been advised by my Attorney, 
----------, Esquire, of all the following rights: 

1. My right to have my case tried by a judge and a jury of 12 people from the community and of my right to 
challenge the jury and/or the jury panel for cause shown and of my right to participate in the selection of those 12 
jurors, and that verdict of guilty by said jury would have to be un~ous. 

2. My privilege to have my case heard by a judge without a jury by leave of court, wherein the judge would be 
the sole fact finder. 

3. My right to take an appeal, with the assistance of counsel provided free without any cost to myself, from a 
verdict of the jury, or from a verdict of a Court without a jury. 

4. My right to file motions for a new trial and to have an attorney provided free without any cost to myself, to file 
and argue such motions. 

5. My right to refuse to testify and to stand mute, and I have been further advised that if I refuse to testify, such 
refusal will not prejudice me in any way. 

6. My right to confront and hear any witness who will give evidence against me and through counsel to cross
examine all witneSSes. 

7. My right to waive (i.e. not to have) a trial by a jury and/or by a judge and to enter a plea of guilty. That I have 
limited appeal rights if the plea is accepted and sentence imposed. That is, I may only appeal the legality of sen
tence, jurisdiction of this Court and the involuntariness of the plea. 

8. My right to take the above limited appeal with the assistance of counsel free, without any cost to myself, from 
the judgment of sentence. 

I further state that I have been advised of the nature of the crime,s) of which I am charged, that 

(a) -------- is a felony/misdemeanor and that the penalty as provided in 18 P.S. is 
----------
(b) is a felony/misdemeanor and that the penalty as provided in 18 P.S. is 
----------
(c) is a felony/misdemeanor and that the penalty as provided in 18 P.S. is 
----------------
(d) is a felony/misdemeanor and that the penalty as provided in 18 P.S. is 

(e) is a felony/misdemeanor and that the penalty as provided in 18 P.S. -- is 
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Appendix H New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used by 
Local Judges 

CJUMINAL DISTRICT COURT 

,AlISIt Of' 0lLEAHS 
stAll OF LOUISIANA 

Sla'IOH It. 

.Mig. Charles R. Ward 

STATE OJ' LOtl'ISIANA 
'III 

:ria. _________ _ 

~a. __________________ _ 

WAIVER OF CONsnrunONAL RlCHTS 

I'UA OF COUJ1.TY 
(1) 1,----_____________ have hHZl iD!ormll1l of a1lIl 

Imderstazld the charaa a,aiDs& me In thia c .... I bow thit I have been char,ed 
~th~~e~ _________________________________ ___ 

-----------------------------------.------
(2) It S. my iatemloll to plead JIIilty to tho crime ~' _________ _ 

---------~------------------------------.----
(3) The acts c:cmst1tt:!:1q the ~_ to which I am pleadln, JUilty han baD ex

plalud to me as _n u the tact that tor this cnm. the ma:dmum poulbltr leD-
tee. whlch could be Jmpoaed OIl me 1&...-.. ___________ _ 

-----------------------------------_.----
(") I UDder:t.aDd that by eDt\Ir!u, this plea of IIUlty I am waiml my rfg!1t to trial, 

and my rfsht to appeal if I were foWld IQilty by tnaL I also UDlferstaDd that I am 

waim, my rfaht to CODtroDt witlleua who may appur aDd testify a,aInst mil, 

&lUi f.fl!1 r:leht to c:rosa examlzIe \:hoq Witoessa. I kIlow that I am waimlZ 11m rfsht 

I hay., to compulsory process of the court to require wito_ to appjtlU" cd 

tastIfy for my defen. .. I further Imderstand that I am wai'liD, rJ)' privile,1I 

apJmt self I.ocrJmiDation and by pleadln, aullty I am In tact 1=lm.f.Datm, my

.-If. 1_ 

(5) I Uft Dot bel!D forced, thrntued, or totfmidated, IU1d I desire to enter this plea 

of pilty IU1d it s. b.1 my own trl'ttl ~ll IU1d S. my wllmtuy act. I UDdentaDd 

that DO promisee whlch ma,. un beaD made to me by anyone. otbJrr thaD as set 

fort!a 1m the NYUM of this doc:umlllSt ill the plea bv~:,,\ It ~~1, an biAdiD, or eD

:laRnbllt IU1d I my OIl DO other pfOmlse. :_ 

(8) I lIDderstalld 1:bat I uye a rf&bt to han competeDt _eI represent me at trial, 

aDd if I _zw UDabl. to pay tor Counsel the Court vould AppoW compelmt COWl

HI to represllDt me. both for trial cd for a!,peal, if desired, if I Went convicted 

by trial, buH amlully .. tl.sfied ~th the handlU!.a ~ m,. c:ua by m,. attorney and 

Attorney for OefftldaA, 
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Appendix H New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used by 
Local Judges (continued) 

If the dtt!udan.t enters a plea of guilty to _______________ _ 

----~----------------------------------------------------------, Th. State of Louisiana, actinl through its duly authorized representative, the Anistanc 
District Attorney, will _____________________ _ 

'~~~~.-----------------------------------------------------------

New Od.aDS, Louisiana, this ______ clay of , 1 ... !L. __ _ 

Assiatant District Attorney 
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Appendix H New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used b 
Local Judges (continued)· Y 

STATE OF LOUJS1ANA 

CIllMJNAI. DISTlUCT com 
PAlISH CII OIUWIS 

IYAft 011 UIVI1IAMA 

SlCTIOIO C 

N~ ____________________ _ 

~~------------------
PLEA. 0' CUILTY 

L ----------------------_ol1lZ1»pluot GUlLTY 
~~'erim.of ___________________________ --

ba,., been Informed aad undNStalld ~~. charp to which I atll pludia~ 1UfI1:7. ___ _ 

I und.rstand that I b.", a ri.rbt tel tri.!ll &lid Jf COIlYil:te4 a ri.Pt to appeal aad b)' eat.riD~ 
a plea of ~u!l1:7 In ~!a cu. I am 1Il'al";n~ m)' ripb to trial aad appeal. ___ _ 

n. acb con.Ultlltin~ th. oftellM to which I am pl .. d~ rWlt:r ha,.. betll uplalaed to 

tilt U Win U thl fact that for ~!s crime I could pouibl,. recII,., a .. nunci ot ___ _ 

I am tDt.ariD~ a plll& of ~1t7 to this crime been .. I am, In fact. auilt)' of ~Ia c.rim .. _ 

I ba,.. not been forced. threateMel or Intlmldated Into !'UkJn~ thill plea, lIor hu ILCTOIIO 

mad. til. Aay Pl'Ol7Jiaa in ordu that I enter a pI ... ___ _ 

I ullderstand that m)' attorn.,. has partlclpatld In plea.barraininsr 011 m,. behalf with my 
taowltd" aad perm!ulf)1I. ___ _ 

I am fall), utlaflEd wlth ~. haadllnsr of m)' C&H bT m)' attorn.,. and th. wa)' fa wblch he 
laaartpftHnttd til ....... __ _ 

Def.ndant 

lad ... Attorno,. for nlfeadant 

nat. 
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1, 

New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used by 
Local Judges (continued) 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
'IS 

CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT 
PARISH OF ORLEAN 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
SECTlOO "D" 

JUDGE: FRANK A. MARULLO, .JR. 

NO. _____ _ 

VIO: ____ _ 

PLEA OF CUILTY 

I. __________________ , defendant: in the above case 

informed -.:he Court that: I wanted t:o plead guilty and do plead.-guilty t:o thE: 

crime .of 'lII:lld have been infoxmed and underst:and 
----------------------~ 

the charge to ~hich I am pleading guilty. 

The aces 'Which JUke up the crime t:o which I am pleading have been explained 

to ma as wall as the fact that: for this c:rl.me I could possibly receive & 

scmtenc. of _______________ _ c. _____ -') 

I. tmderst:and that in pleading gUilty in this mat:ter I wUVQ the follcn~ing 

right:s: (1) To a trial by either a judge or a ~ury and that: further 
. the right to a trial by judge ext:ends lmt:il t:he first: wit:ness 
is sworn, and the righe to a !:rial by a jury extends until t:he 
first juror is sworn, and if .convicted the righe to an appeal •• 
Plau. spacify: Judge trial or .Jury Trial ( ) 

(2) To face and cross-examl.l1e t:he vit:nesses who 
accuse me of the crillltl c:harged. 

(3) The privilege againse self-incriminat:ion or 
having t:o Uke the stand myself and test:ify. 

.(4) To have the Court: comp.l my vitneases to 
.appear and t:estify. 

c'-_____ , 

( ) 

(------) 

J:....un entering a plea 'of guilty to this crime because I am, in fact:, &'.1ilt:y 

uf t:his crime. I have not: been forced, threat:ened or intimidated into making 

this plu., nor has anyone made 19 any prc:JIP..ises in order t:ha\: I enter a plea. I 

tuIl fully sawfied 1ri.th the handling of rrry case by my att:omey and eh. way in 

dhich he has repruented· lIIII. 1 am sad.sfied with the way the -Court: hillS handled 

::his mat:ter. C"' ____ -') 

JUDGE 

<DEFENDANT 

ATtORNEY FOR DEFtNOANt 

Defendant: is to place his init:ials in 
t:he blocl.s provided for same. 
Defendant is to block out .Judge Trial 
or Jury Trial as it applies. 
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Appendix H New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used by 
Local Judges (continued) 

CRIMINAL DISTRICT COUR.T 
PAlISH Of ORWtIS 

STAll 0' LOUISIAHA 
nc:nON I 

Judgo Rudolph F. Blelcer, m 

STATE OF LOUISIANA .. N~ _______________ ___ 

VIo. _______ _ 

WAl"JER OF CONSTITIJTIONAJ. RlCHTS 
Pl.E4 OF GUILTY 

I, ---------------_____________ __. before ,my pi .. of GUILTY 
to "'1. crime of ___________________________ _ 

have b .. 111nformed and UIIIIu:ltand tl\e char,. to which I am ~lelldht,lUilty. _ 

I UI1derataD.d that I have a ript' to trial.anc!. if convicted a ri,ht to Ilppeal ud b:r enterizl, 

a plea of IUiIty in thI.t case I am waivillil my richts to trial ed appeal __ _ 

'l'hll acta coostituliD, the offens. to whlcl1 I am pl.adin, cuUtr have heen explained to 

m. U .".U all t.IUI fact that for un. c:MI. I could possibly receive a Jcte-n!:e clt __ 

I IUIderstand that by pleadlna IUiIty that I am waivlD, m1 rlabts to c:oDfrOD~ ud cross

eum1ne U1e witnus.s who accWl. me oi the crime char,.e!, and to ~O~1i'u1sory procell 

of the court to rllluJre witnesses to IIppear and teJtlfy tor me. 

I am tII1wrizI, • pl"a of IUiItT to this crim. becaWle I am. in fact, IUiItT of un. crime. 

I have I10t ben forc.e!, thr.atened or intlnlldllted into makin, un. pie .. 

I am fulI1 satisfIed with the handUn, of m, case by m1 .tto~ and the -, in which 
he hu reprntmted me. 

I further Wlderstand that I am waivinl my prlvllli,e a,aInst self inc:rimlnatlOl1 and 

b1 pl.ad1ni pUty I am in faCi 1nc:rim1natln, myself. 

I IUldersta:ld 1!:at f1 I elected to ha .... a trial I have a riabt to have competent counsel 

to ul!resmt me at trial, ed f1 I were unabl. to P., for Counsel the Court Would appoint 

competent counsel to represent me, but b" enterizl, the pl.a of IUiItr I am waf.v1nI these 
ri,hts. 

If a ptea bar,ain alfClemllllt hu *D med. I understand that DO oth.r promises which 

ma), haYe bHII mad. 1.0 ma other than .. aet out hereinabove In un. plea !Jar,aID. are 

enforceabl. or bindl.ar. 

Data Defendant 

Jud,e AttorDey for Defendant 

The Judie baa addrHsfd me peraonall)' as to all of the •• matters and h. has liven 
m. the opportunity to make an1 ItItement I desire. 

DefeDdant 
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Appenm H New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used by 
Local Judges (continued) 

Judge Shea 

1. Right 'to trial and free appeal if convicted. 

2. Waives right 'to trial and free appeal by enterin!Z 
plea of gull ty. 

3. By pleading guilty waives right against self incrim
ination. 

4-. Waives right 'to confront and cross-examine witnesses 
and call witnesses on defendant I s behalf. 

5. Waives right 'to object to any evidence offered by 
the State. 

6. (If applicable, withdraw all mtions previously filed.) 

7. Waives right 'to' object to the composition and the way 
the juzy will be selected to try case. 

8. Inform defendant of maximum sentence (Parole -
Probation - Hard Labor). 

9. Defendant has not been forced, threatened or coerced 
into entering plea of guilty and states he is voltmtarily 
entering the plea of guilty because he is in fact 
gull ty as char!zed. 

(DEFENDANT'S SIGNATURE) 
DA~: ____ _ 

WI'INESs: _______ _ 
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Appendix H New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used by 
Local Judges (continued) 

CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT 
PAlISH O. ORW.HJ 

STAll Of' LO'.IISIANA 

m:noH " 

Judge Bernard J. Bagert, Sr. 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
No. _________ _ 

Vlo. _________ _ 

PLEA OF GUILTY 

I. ____________________ on m:yple. of GUILTY 

~~t~of ___________________________________ ___ 

have MeD informed and IU1dentalld the chlLrKt to which I am pl~ suilt:r. ----

I 1m4erstand that I have • rirht tD trial and If coDTlcted a rilfht ~ I)ppw.l alld b;r en~ 

a pIe. of CUilt:r In thb cue I am waivinlr m;r ri.hta to trial and appm ----

The ac:t. constitutlnr the oUellSt to which I am pl .. dinr CUnt,. han bHII explained to 

mt u wen &I the fact that for tlrls crime I cowd pouibl, ncetye a Hntence of ----

I am entufnr a pI .. of cuiltT to thlI crimI becaUM I am, In fact. cuill:1 of thiII crime. -

I bYe not been forced. threatened or intimidated Into makiJlr thiII pie .. nor has IIZI10ne 

ma.de me &ll1 promiHs In order that I ell. a plea. ----

I am fallT I&tisfitd with the haudliDa' of m:y cue b, ZIIJ' atto1'M1 alld the way III which he 

hu ftlpruenud 'IDI. ___ _ 

Date 
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Appendix H 
New Orleans, LA.: Seven Alternative Procedures for Accepting Guilty Pleas Used by 

Local Judges (continued) 

CRIMINAL DISTRIC'I' COUll' 
'AIIISIt or OllIlA ... 

II'An or tOUiSWIA 

RCTKIM ~ 

STATE OF LOUISIANA 
N~ ________________ _ 

.. 
~---------------

WAIVER OF CON5T11V110NAL RIGHTS 
PLEA OF GUILTY 

r. -----------------__ ollm:rpl ... of GUILTY 
~~.~.of ________________________________ ___ 

b&ft ben 1lIf0lllle4 &lid Wldent&1!d ~. charp to whfch I am plead!De eulil::r. ___ _ 

1 WldlIstaDd that I b&ft a rI,ht to trial and If coln'lct.d a ri,ht ~ appaalcd b:r 'Il~ 
a pi ... of rnlIl::r ill W. CBSt I am walm, m:r richta ~ trial &lid appeal. ____ _ 

The acta coDatftntm, ~ offlllM to which I am pludiD&' ruilt:r b&ft bnD uplalDed to 

ma lUI well lUI ~. tact that for W. crime I could pouIbl:r recti.,. a IIJIlt8llCe of ____ _ 

I nndersta.nd ~at b:r pl.adIDlr rnlIt:r that I am waIm, lIlT n,hta ~ confront and crou. 
uallliD, ~. witu ..... who &CCIII' ma of t!:I. crime cha:pd. to eOlllpWaGl7' Pl'OCtu of ~. 
colUt to reqnin witu ..... to applar and tutify tor mi. ~I prlriltlre apiDst ul!.lncrim. 
lnatloll or hame to take ~. ItaIId m".1f and teatif:r. lAd to han pntli:n.iDar:r pleadi:!11 
flIod cd baud 011 m:r 1Mha1f. ____ _ 

'I am eD~ a pi ... of IIInt:r to W. crim, beeallM I am. m fact. eulit:r of thIa crimL_ 

I ha.,. Ilot bHll fon:4K\, threatlllld or lnt!mldatad In~ mak:iD&' tIUa pll •• ___ _ 

I SIll M, aatllfled with the IwIdliDe of m:r C&I& b:r my attcn!t:r cd ~. wa:r1D whleb he 
hu reprueDtaclIllL ____ _ 

Data DetlndaDt 

ladp Attollll, for DttllldaJIt 

Tb ludp hal add.resatd m. penoD.II, lUI to .~ ot th_ ID&ttva aDd h. hu .mil Ill. 
~. appcrtWlit:r to makl an, .tatemlDt I d •• Ire. 

DlfendAnt 
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Appendix I Seattle (Washington) District Court: Statement of nefendant on Plea of Guilty 

I DI 'fIlE SEI\ttI.Z DISTaIct' COOR'1' - EING C'OmI1"l - S'1'MZ W' WASHIllG'l'CII . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . 
~I ________________ __ 

w • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1. JCy Ulac _ ill _________________ _ 

2. Date of 111rth'.,..... ___ _ 

3. My l&vy.zo 111 4. '!'he court: has told _ J: _ 
c:h.I.li:9ed .by c:aatpl&iat I c.1t.&t1cn &I:Id ZIOt.ice, with the cr.iaa of 

_______ . ________ -..:felo~ I g:o .. aJ...!_ I • .1.sd~ 

gros. _J cd ..... nor / IL1.sd_HI.iIOr oraUy lIIIanded to. 
the aaxicaa .Ul.tanc'=e-:f;::o:::r:-vh.1c::-:;:;;-:;:h-iII~I:-------

1Ibt: •• thaD 0Da year I 90 day. 1n j&.U, 

tfot 1101:'. t:h&n S},Ooo I '500 fine. = both fine all!! it:IprisclllUU1t. 
5. ~ court: baa to14 •• that: (a) I hava the right to coun.al. (a lawyer) and that. 
11 :t C&nDC:It: afford to pay tor C:OW1Il.l, one will be providlld at N:I _pens. to III •• 

(b) I havw the right to trial .by jury. (c) ,I bave the right to hear and question 
v;!.t:I. ..... who testify a~a1nst ••• Cd) :t have the riqht to hav. vitD •• ses 'testify 
for ••• 'rhe •• wiUl ..... can be II&d. t? a~ar at IDO axpana;e to lUI. Ce) '1'h. 
c:b&r9. mullt. be prova4 beyond a rll&llOnable dcu.bt:. (f) I hav. tha r.1ght to appeal. 
('i) By 6nt:cdng .. pl.a of Guilty, I g1"" up 'thA rights lisee in (b) through (f) 

a%K! I vUl be lIentenced em tl\e bub of flr1 plea. 

5. I 1'104 to the cr:l.al. of 
a. ch&rgad in the =pl.int - oral ccmpla.1nt - c1:::-ta.~tic~~n-&Dd~:-:-no~ti:7:'c-.-'-II-cc--P-y-O~f:--'W~hi~·Ch 
I bav. raceived. 7. 11Y.ke thia plea freely &Dd volunborUy. 8. No one has 
thnat:aned ba.. ... of any kind to _ or to any person to ~. _ to lII&ke t:hia plea. 
t. 110 peJ:1IC/Il h&Ii IlIAd. proaaia •• of any Itin4 to ca\lH me to enter this plea exce~ 
as •• t: forth in this .tat_ant. 10. I Mve lIean told by rAY attorney that the 
P:OMeUUng &~t:orn.y vlll t:ak. the followiDq ac:UoD ADd -'ce the following 
r-....""tIIlUIrII!&t:!oA to the cow:t: . 

U. I ha_ I:Iaen told a%K! fully understand tlIat the court does Qat hAve to follow 
t:.he ~.-=tin'1 attorney' II recCWZll.nc!atilXl lUI to sentence. Th. court; i. C:Clllpletely 
fr •• to give •• _y •• nt.nc. it •••• f.1t no _ttar what ths prosec:utir:g 4t"C;orney _&Dd.. 11. X UDderllbuld that: if 1 &111 on probation 01: parole, • 1'1_ of 
C!JlI.1'f to the ,P'tesent: c:M.rg. vU1 be IlUZfici.nt grounds fCll: a Judg. 01:' the PL-ole 
board to ZtM)II:!I IIY prcl:Iatioft or parol.. 13. The c:ourt bas asked ilia to suta 
br.1efly in lilY 0WIl word. ¥bat: I dieS that r .. ultec! in o;ry being c:h&r9w With the 
era. in th. CCIqIl dDt - oral. CCIIIIplaint - citation and rootic:.. This is my 
lltac-t 

14. % ha91I z:04 01' hay. ba4 read. to ... &U of:! tha mabered lIection. above ( 1 to 
13). &I:Id ha_ rec.iv.c! a copy of thin aut_flI: entitled ·Statement of tlel!ftnd&!lt: 
- 1'1 .. of GW.lty". I ba .... DO fIu:ther quUt:ioIW to u..1t of the eow:t 

-----------~Oa~t;~~~t-.---------------------

~ for8'JO~ ,:n:.ae..nt: .. HId by nil: r~ to 1:hs ~feHdant and cigned J;ry the 
defendM.t :I.D t:!Mt pn .. _ of his att:o:may 

UI4 tJMa ftca_t:in9 J\.t:t:orney ~ 
u4 the UJldv~ .7ud.,. in open c:ourt. --------------

DUm flUS_ 4ay of 197 

JU'CIGE. 
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